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o UNITED STATES si

2
! j NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION g

-

WhSHINGTON, D. C. 205557, p
-S.i

JAN 101985 5*****

Docket No.: 50-440 g
,

_

h

MEMORANDUM FOR: Chairman Palladino h
Comissioner Roberts'

Comissioner Asselstine
Comissioner Bernthal -2
Comissioner Zech g

FROM: Darrell G. Eisenhut, Direc_ tor J"

Division of Licensing
--

,
-

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
$

SUBJECT: TRANSMITTAL OF INTEGRATED DESIGN INSPECTION =

REPORT FOR PERRY NUCLEAR POWER PLANT, UNIT 1 1
j) J

(BOARD NOTIFICATION 85-02 )
l

-

}
In accordance with NRC proce.d'ures for Board Notification, the enclosed NRC 3
integrated design inspection' report (50-440/84-29), dated December 7, 1984, -

-

is being forwarded for your information. gi

| The inspection perfomed by the NRC Office of Inspection and Enforcement fo- $'
-} cused on the plant emergency service water system design, although other areas
j were covered as delineated in the enclosed report. Activities included exam-

__4ination of design bases, procedures, records and the inspection of systems as-
installed in the plant. Emphasis was placed on reviewing the adequacy of de- -

'

sign details as a means of measuring how well the design process has functioned
for the areas selected for inspection. -i

,
-

9; Section 1 of the enclosed report sumarizes the inspection team's findings and
''

! conclusions. There are five technical areas in the design reviewed which indi-
J

!- cate weaknesses in the design process which will require corrective actions by
,

the applicant. These are: (1) piping stress analyses for the faulted conditions ,
"

did not always consider piping thermal stress in nozzle loadings on NSSS equip-:

] ment, as required by licensing comitments; (2) piping stress analyses modeled
-

=

equipment as rigid when the equipment had a frequency more appropriate to dy-;

namic modeling; (3) voltage drops due to motor starting, normal operation.and
excessive circuit lengths were not properly accounted for; (4) circuit breaker --i

. and fuse sizing was either contrary to licensing commitments or without ade-
,

I quate documented technical basis; and (5) temperature profiles, used as the - -

basis to size room coolers and qualify electrical equipment, were deficient. E

However, the inspection team did not consider any of these deficiencies, ;

either collectively or individually, as signifying major problems in the
,

overall plant design. 3
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The enclosed report was transmitted to the applicant by letter dated December 12,u

1984, and the parties in the Perry OL proceeding provided copies.e

aj*rs.
DarrellGhEisenh , DirectorI i

q g Division of Licensing
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation'

1
,

Enclosure:
Inspection Report

50-440/84-29

cc: SECY (2
l EDO (4 .

| J. Gleason, ASLB
G. O' Bright, ASLB
J. Kline, ASLB .*
A. Rosenthal, ASLAB

..~
W. R. Johnson, ASLAB
G. Edles, ASLAB
OGC
OPE

ACRS(10).

Parties to the Proceeding
- 4 See next page
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ENCLOSURE

.)
:-

f U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
0FFICE OF If4SPECTION AND ENFORCEMENTi

Division of Quality Assurance, safeguaros, anc inspection Programs'

j Quality Assurance Branen
'

'

,

J
:

| Report No.: 50-440/24-29
Docket No.: 60-440
Licensee: Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company -

P. O. Box 5000 1

4 Cleveland, Ohio 44101
' Facility Name: Perry Nuclear Pcwer Plant

Inspection At: Perry Nuclear Power Plant, Perry, Ohio
Gilbert /Comonwealth, Reading, Pennsylvania
General Electric Company, Nuclear Energy Division,

San Jose, California
> Newport News Industrial Corporation, Newport News, Virginia

Inspection Cenducted: August 6-10, 20-24, 27-31, Septemoer 4-7, 17-21, 24,
25. and October 12, 1984 -

Inspection Team Members:.
Team Leader D. P. Norkin, Senior Inspection Specialist. IE
Hechanical Systems G. J. Overbeck, Consultant, Westec Services

S. M,.--Klein, Consultant, Wes:ec Services,

; Mechanical Ccapenents W. F,. Anderson, Senior Mechanical Engineer, IE
A. V. duBouchet, Consultant, Harstead Engineering

,! Civil / Structural' G. A. Harstead, Censultant, Harstead- Engineering'

A. I. Unsal, Consultant, Harstead Engineering
^ H. Wang, Inspection Specialist, IE,

] Electrical Pcwer C. J. Crane, Consultant, Westec Services
G. W. Morris, Consultant, Westec Services

.g Inst 6; mentation & ' L. Stanley, Consultant, Zytor, Inc.1-
.

,

d Control J. E. Kaucher, Consultant, Westec Services-

i.1

1 y;'-

,
h
E Donato P. tiorkin Date

*

eam Leader, IE
}

( uux I M M 7/8f'

Approved By: .

d J4hes L. Milhoan' ' Date
'

j Sp: tion Chief, Quality Assurance Branch
J ..
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..! LIST OF DEFICIENCIET. UNRESOLVED ITEMS AND OBSERVATIONS
t -

*
}.
I Item Title

1i

~ j D2.1-1 (Deficiency) Inadequate Consideration of Factors
Affecting Emergency Service Water Inlet Temperature

i
's

i D2.1-2 (Deficiency) Inadequate Substantiation of Seismic Restraint for
-

Chlorination Piping in Emergency Service Water'

'5 Pump Forebay

02.1-3 (Deficiency) Failure to Document Substantiation for
1 Emergency Service Water Pump Vacuum Breaker Check

Valve Size
,i

! 02.1-4 (Deficiency) Inadequate Documentation To Supp.,rt
Overpressurization Protective Devices!

J. D2.1-5 (Deficiency) Inadequate Documentation to Support Hydraulic
' Analysis for Emergency Service Water System Design

1 ,

-

'l 02.1-6 (Deficiency) Fa.i. lure to Provide Antirotation Protection for the
Emergency Service Water Pumps-

<1

.! 02.1-7 (Deficiency) No'n-qualified Heating Provisions in the Emergency
Service Water Pumphouse

i-

b
.| 02.1-8 (Deficiency) System Operating Data Not Supported By Design

Calculations;.

j D2.2-1 (Deficiency)- Inconsistencies and Inadequate Substantiatio'n of
'

1 .

-

Assumptions and References in Emergency Close'd
-| Cooling Water Surge Tank Sizing Calculations
j,

02.2-2 (Deficiency) Inconsistent Low level Setting on Emergency Closed
Cooling Water Surge Tank

02.2-3 (Deficiency) Incorrect Application of ASME Code Criteria for
Sizing Emergency Closed Cooling Water System Surge''
Tank Vent PipeJ, ,

A'

i 02.2-4 (Deficiency) Inadequate Documentation to Support Emergency. Closed
Cooling Water Heat Exchanger Size

*

'

' t,
o

j D2.3-1 (Deficiency) Lack of Documentation Confirming That~ The High .,

Pressure Core Spray Pump Room Cooler Is Adequately
,

,'

Sized .. .

j ....

7 02.3-2 (Deficiency) Unconservative Design Input and Assumptions Used In
Calculation of The Temperature Profiles Within An-t
ECCS Pump Room ,

,

-

1
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Item Title
.

>i .

,; 02.3-3 (Deficiency) Environmental Condition Analyses Inconsistent With ,
The Design Basis Event Postulated Inside Containment |.

i

02.3-4 (Deficiency) Missing Safety-Related Mechanical Calculation |

} 02.3-5 (Deficiency) Inadequate HVAC Calculations to Confirm Temperature |
'

' Profiles in Zone A8-4 Following a LOCA Inside -

Containment

'i 02.3-6 (Deficiency) Unconservative Heat Transfer Coefficients
'

.

:| 02.3-7 (Deficiency) Unconservative Input and Assumptions Used In
Calculation Of Environmental Conditions in Zone AB-6;

|
of Auxiliary Building

m
|| 02.4-1 (Deficiency) Jet Impingement Evaluation Methodology Differs From
!' An Established Departmental Procedure

02.4-2 (Deficiency) This Item Intentionally Left Blank- -

3
i

! 02.4-3 (Deficiency) Design Control Procedural Errors in AEA Calculation
2.5'. 2.1,

02.4-4 (Deficiency) Pipe Displacement Drawings Prepared Without
Appropriate Design Controls*

!

i 02.4-5 (Deficiency) Deviation From A Technical Approach With Respect To
|1 Jet Impingement Envelopes
'.
i;; 02.4-6 (Deficiency) Failure To Identify increased Jet Impingemeht
i!

Envelope Due To Pipe Displacement

02.4-7 (Deficiency) Jet Impingement Envelopes Not Increased Due To Pipe '

j Displacements
!i

|] 02.5-1 (Deficiency) Inadequate Interface Review for Engineering Change
j Notice Affecting Safety-Related System Operation

f 02.5-2 (Deficiency) Interface Review and Design Verification of-

'j Engineering Change Notice 22140-85-292

)'
; 02.5-3 (Deficiency) Use of Incorrect Re"ision of Controlled Drawing by

Contractor
; j;

,

'

I; 03.1-1 (Deficiency) Unconservative Fluid Operating Temperature in -

Stress Analysis ,,
,'

' ....

,! 03 . '.- 2 (Deficiency) FSAR Commitment!

|1
t .
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Item Titie

- , -

-| 03.1-3 (Deficiency) Heat Exchanger Nozzle Loads (Faulted Condition) .

.

03.1-4 (Deficiency) RHR - Natural Frequency

I 03.2-1 (Deficiency) Use of Unconservative Thermal Gradient in Stress
Analysis

,

03.2-2 (Deficiency) Equipment Thermal Growth

i 03.2-3 (Deficiency) Ball Joint Rotation Control, GAI
'i,
:i 03.2-4 (Deficiency) Ball Joint Rotation Control, GE

3

). 03.2-5 (Deficiency) Interface Between Piping and Equipment

..d 03.2-6 (Deficiency) Safety Valve Discharge Line Anchor Loads
!
' 03.3-1 (Deficiency) Modeling procedures.

"

i 03.3-2 (Deficiency) Piping Analytical Model

03.3-3 (Deficiency) R.H'R' Heat Exchanger Analytical Mocel
;

03.3-4 (Deficiency) Nozzle Load Upset Condition -'

,

03.3-5 (Deficiency) Snubber FSAR Commitment-

'

03.3-6 (Deficiency) Shear Lug Qualification
'

* '

03.3-7- (Deficiency) Ball Joint Analysis Model, GAI ,

03.3-8 (Deficiency) Ball Joint Analysis Model, GE

03.4-1 (Deficiency) Pipe Friction Force
.

, -| 03.4-2 (Deficiency) Snubber Support Steel

03.4-3 (Deficiency) Design of Supplementary Steel
,

~

03.4-4 (Deficiency) HILTI Bolts,j
a
; 03.4-5 (Deficiency) This Item Intentionally Left Blank

| 03.4-6 (Deficiency) This Item Intentionally Left Blank ,

L 1
- 03.4-7 (Deficiency) Pipe Support Calculation Check _, .

' j,
, - ....

,d 03.4-8 (Deficiency) Design Control
i1

03.4-9 (Deficiency) Support Change Justification
,

'y
"

.

' V
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Item Title

! 03.5-1 (Deficiency) Pump Qualification By Analysis

I 03.5-2 (Deficiency) Ball Joint Qualification, GE

04.1-1 (Deficiency) Boundary Stresses for Personal Air Locks and
Equipment Hatch

,1
-

i 04.2-1 (Deficiency) Failure to Document Assuniption for
! the Reactor Building Seismic Analysis

a
| 04.2-2 (Deficiency) Failure to Update Seismic Analysis to

1
Incorporate Structural Changes

04.2-3 (Deficiency) Omission of Mass Moment of Inertia in
Seismic Analyses-

04.2-4 (Deficiency) Calculation of Shear Area in Seismic
j
1

Analysis

[ 04.2-5 (Deficiency) Violation of FSAR Commitment

04.2-6 (Deficiency) Sefsmic Analysis Based on Earthquake<

With Lower Peak Acceleration

04.2-7 (Deficiency) Inconsistency of Ground Response Spectra
.,

,3 04.2-8 (Deficiency) Inconsistency of Damping Value Used in
Diesel Generator Building Seismic Analysis'

:

*

| 04.2-9 (Deficiency) This' Item Intentionally Left Blank

04.2-10 (Deficiency) This Item Intentionally Left Blank
,

j 04.2-11 (Deficiency) Calculation of Lateral Soil Springs in Emergency
Service Water Pumphouse Seismic Model

j
t 4

|j 04.3-1 (Deficiency) Inconsistency of Shield Building Drawings
Li on Ring Girder

-.;
|I 04.4-1 (Deficiency) Use of Uncommitted Code

'

": ; .

1 04.5-1 (Deficiency) Voided Calculations -

04.5-2 (Deficiency) Concrete Strength of the Reactor Building MatF .,

! '

|
'

, <

04.6-1 (Deficiency) Steel ??, ate Stress Limits
,,

,

'/ 04.7-1 (Deficiency) Incorrect Spacing of Stirrups
q
. 04.8-1 (Deficiency) Shear Capacity of T-Beams
J-

,
,

d 04.8-2 (Deficiency) Incorrect Moment Capacity of T-Beams

j . .

vi
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Item Title

04.8-3 (Deficiency) Negative Mamant Redistribution
'

-

j 04.8-4 (Deficiency) Structural Adequacy of Roof Girder
J

04.9-1 (Deficiency) Computer Program Documentation'
,

04.9-2 (Deficiency) Auxiliary Building Shear Capacity -

f

04.9-3 (Deficiency) Design Verification

04.9-4 (Deficiency) Axial Tensile Forces
s

04.9-5 (Deficiency) Auxiliary Building Counterforts Lap Splice of *

- Dowel & Kst Bars

04.9-6 (Deficiency) Critical Section for Shear
,

04.10-1 (Deficiency) Inconsistencies Among Design Documents,
j

- . Construction Drawings, and the
| Reinforcing Steel Lists
t

|
04.10-2 (Deficiency) Ofscrepancy Between Design Document and

Construction Drawings
'i

! 04.10-3 (Deficiency) This Item Intentionally Left Blank
i

04.10-4 (Deficiency) Diesel Generator Building Wall Design Loads

0 04.10-5 (Deficiency) Use of ACI 318-63 Instead of ACI 318-71
,

,

| 04.11-1 (Deficiency) Anchor Bolt Preload Control

04.11-2 (Deficiency) Seismic Pump Reactions

04.11-3 (Deficiency) RHR Heat Exchanger Supports
]

ij 04.11-4~(Deficiency) Capacity of Nelson Stud Group

1 04.11-5 (Deficiency) Heat Exchanger Supports Superseded Calculations

04.12-1 (Deficiency) Equivalent Static Load
,

04.12-2 (Deficiency) Conduit Supports
,

j
"

04.12-3 (Deficiency) Conduit Supports >

!

? 04.12-4 (Deficiency) Factor of Safety for Hilti Bolts " ,,,,'
!

04.12-5 (Deficiency) Hilti Bolt Spacing
,

i
05.2'1 (Deficiency) Diesel Generator Loading -

! v11
_
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f Item Title
.

: 05.3-1 (Deficiency) Flame Test Documentation Unreviewed
,

.

05.4-1 (Deficiency) Battery Voltage Selection

05.4-2 (Deficiency) Ofrect Current Power Cable Sizing
q -

j 05.4-3 (Deficiency) Battery Sizing Calculation

j 05.4-4 (Deficiency) Battery Charger Sizing

i
05.4-5 (Deficiency) Battery Specification Errorsi

|
05.4-6 (Deficiency) Direct Current System Maximum Operating'

i Voltage .

!

05.4-7 (Deficiency) Battery Room Temperature
;

DS.5-1 (Deficiency) Containment Electrical Penetration Calculation
Discrepancy

;

~ 05.6-1 (Deficiency) 40,00 Volt Motor Overload Protection
~

05.6-2 (Deficiency) 460 V91t Motor Overcurrent Protec' ion
,

05.6-3 (Deficiency) 4000 Volt Motor Test'

'

.

05.6-4 (Deficiency) Motor Control Center Feeder Breaker
| Coordination
1 .

' . .

t

. 05.6-5 (Deficiency)- OC Fuse Characteristic Curves-

I

05.6-6 (Deficiency) Motor Control Center Motor Protection
.

and Coordination,

j -

t s

I 05.7-1 (Deficiency) Inadequate Cable Voltage Drop Calculation

05.7-2 (Deficiency) Calculation Design Input Not Referenced
,

j 05.7-3 (Deficiency) Inadequate Review of Maximum Allowable CircuitI

i,
Lengths

t

-

05.7-4 (Deficiency) Omission in Calculation
,

| 05.7-5 (Deficiency) Division 3 Emergency Service Water ,

"

Pump Cable Size
,

.

L 05.7-6 (Deficiency) Cable Pulling Calculation . ..

05.7-7 (Deficiency) DC Control Circuit Cable Sizing
|

'~

| 05.8-1 (Deficiency) FSAR Ofscrepancy'

viii
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Item Title

} 05.8-2 (Deficiency) This Item Intentionally Left Blank -

05.8-3 (Deficiency) Control Fuse Calculation Omission

~ 05.8-4 (Deficiency) DC Control Circuit Fuse Selection

05.9-1 (Deficiency) Control Room Duct Fill Criteria Inadequate -

and Unjustified

05.10-1 (Deficiency) Electrical Separation Criteria Deficiencies

05.10-2 (Deficiency) Violation of Separation Criteria for Mechanical
Damage Zones

! 05.10-3 (Deficiency) Electrical Separation Violations in PGCC
i Floor Section Raceways

05.10-4 (Deficiency) Electrical Separation Violations Within Local
Control Panel 1H51-P037-

,

! 05.10-5 (Deficiency) Electrical Separation Violation Within Control
i . Room Pancis

05.10-6 (Deficiency) Cable Separation Violation at the-Recirculation'

;

! Pump Switchgear

05.11-1 (Deficiency) Cable Installation Routing Error*

- 05.12-1 (Deficiency) Reduced Starting Voltage Criteria Inconsistency
,

,j 05.12-2 (Deficiency) Inadequate Calculation
i

05.12-3 (Deficiency) Fuse Sizing Criteria Inadequate
,

'_i 05.12-4 (Deficiency) Failure to Confirm Motor Operated Valve Operation
at Reduced Voltagejj

N 05.12-5 (Deficiency) DC Motor Operated Valve Circuit
-

j Protection Discrepancy ~

05.13-1 (Deficiency) Seismic Equipment list .

*
,,

05.13-2 (Deficiency) Vertical Motor Required Response .

;

L Spectra .,

05.14-1 (Deficiency) Class 1E Motor Operating Voltages __ .

. . .

L.

|- 06.1-1 (Ceficiency) ESWS Pump Forebay Level Instrumentation

| 06.1 2 ' Deficiency) Safety Related Instrument Loop Components Shown as'
,

Non Safety Related on Both Design Documentst

and Design Information Documents

i1 - -

E
.

, ,
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l Item Titie

i
~

06.1-3 (Deficiency) Panel Number Identification on Drawings

: 06.1-4 (Deficiency) Component Numbering Inconsistencies on Drawings
1

1 06.1-5 (Deficiency) Instrument Setpoint or Contact Operation Not
Specified

,

06.1-6 (Deficiency) Instrument Power Source Drawing Errors

D6.1-7 (Deficiency) Electrical Schematic Design Verification

06.1-8 (Deficiency) Unissued Engineering Change Notice Referenced in
j] Drawing Revision Block

*

06.1-9 (Deficiency) Logic Diagrams Are Not Being Updated by the
Engineering Change Nctice Process

] 06.1-10 (Deficiency) Elementary Wiring Drawing Sheet Not. Updated During
Incorpo. ration of an Engineering Change Notice

:

(
| 06.2-1 (Deficiency) Failure to Meet the Single Failure Criterion for

' Loss of Divisional Bus Sensors

1 06.2-2 (Deficiency) . Main Steam Line Leak Detection Circuit Separation
;

j 06.2-3 (Deficiency) Incomplete Separation List Orawing
.

-

! 06.2-4 (Deficiency) Instrumen,t Rack Separation List

06.3-1 (Deficiency) Lack of Documentation of Setpoint Calculations and
lack of Control of Setpoint Data and Support Data

06.4-1 (Deficiency) This Item Intentionally Left Blank
.

} 06.4-2 (Deficiency) Inadequate Electrical Equipment Qualification of
the Hydrogen Analyzer Cabinet

:

06.5-1 (Deficiency) Concurrent Failure of Unqualified Instrumentation
_

1 06.5-2 (Deficiency) Safety Class Readout Indicator's Supplied from
i Non-Safety Instrument Transmitter Loops

,

j
06.5-3 (Deficiency) Safety Class 3 Designation Inconsistencies

|
.

06.6-1 (Deficiency) Inadequate Calculation Verifying the Scram
Discharge Volume Scram Se: point and Rod Block ,

,

;

Setpointi . ..

i 06.6-2 (Deficiency) Design Assumptions Used in Calculating the Scram
j Discharge Volume Scram and Rod Block Setpoints are

'

Not Documented *

;

* '
- X

,

I
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Item Title

h'
Ji 06.6-3 (Deficiency) Incorrect Location of Backup Scram Level
4

Instruments for the Scram Discharge Volume

06.7-1 (Deficiency) Equipment Qualification Rev'iew List Discrepancies"

I, 06.7-2 (Deficiency) Inadequate Calculation Contained in an Electrical
-Equipment Qualification Package

"1
06.7-3 (Deficiency) Seismic Qualification of Instrumentation"

Components in Balance-of-Plant Power
Generation Control Complex

D6.8-1 (Deficiency) Flexible Conduit Separation at Rack H51-P1124

06.8-2 (Deficiency) Cable Separation Within Panel 1H13-P9048
,,

Note: Unlike Deficiencies, Unresolved Items and Observations are not
consecutively numbered.

'-

'

,

)
U3.2-1 (Unresolved) Thermal Conditions for Design RHR-ilX

J
'

t
i,i U3.4-6 (Unresolved) Dynamic Interaction

1
U4.2-9 (Unresolved) Discrepancy in Seismic Models -

9

U4.10-3 (Unresolved) Assumption Made Without Documentation in Designing
Slabs with Trench

a
j US.2-1 (Unresolved) Motor Accelerating Times ,

Ii
U5.8-2 (Unresolved) Power Monitor:

2)
1 U6.6-1 (Unresolved) Lack of Documentation Confirming thet the Scram
.j Discharge Volume Piping is Adequately Sized
:.

02.4-2 (Observation) Interaction of Non-Safety-Related Structures and
d) Components on Safety-Related Structures, Systems,

and Components Following Jet Impingement Loadings'

j ~

i 03.4-5 (Observation) Added Mass for Trapeze Hangers'
|

.

j 03.5-1 (Observation) Ball Joint Qualification, GAI
'

04.2-10 (Observation) Wrong Earthquakes - Reactor Building Seismic ,

'

Analysis

,: 04.2-12 (Observation) Response Spectrum Curve Inconsistent with " . ..~
j Regulatory Guide 1.60

d 04.7-2 (Observation) Load Factor for Dead Load -. . .

4-
04.7-3 (Observation) Height of Fuel Pool Walls -

'

~
. .
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j Item Title

l 05.4-1 (Observation) Division 3 DC System
.}

l 05.6-1 (Observation) Motor Service Factor

f 05.6-2 (Observation) Battery Charger Feeder Breaker

05.14-1 (Observation) DC Undervoltage Alarms
-

j 05.14-2 (Observation) 480 Volt AC Bus Underveltage Alarms

06.2-5 (Observation) Separation List Drawing Changed to Conform With
Lower Tier Drawings

l
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'] LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS _.

:)
ACI American Concrete Institute'

AISC American Institute of Steel Construction
ASME American Society of Mechanical Engineers
ANSI American National Standards Institute<

,

ASTM American Society for Testing and Materials
CFR Code of Federal Regulationst i

1 FSAR Final Safety Analysis Report
; i HELS High Energy Line Break.

.! HVAC Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning,

! IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
: LOCA Loss of Coolant Accident
! NEMA National Electrical Manufacturers Association -

.: NPSH Net Positive Suction Head-

! NRC U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
P & 10 Piping and Instrumentation Diagram

. PSAR Preliminary Safety Analysis Report
'
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d 1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
l

1.1 OBJECTIVES

In August 1982 the staff of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
! undertook a number of initiatives to improve assurance of quality in design
! and construction of nuclear projects. One of those was to develop and

implement an integrated design inspection program to assess the quality of
design activities, including examination of the as-built configuration. The

-

objective was to expand the.NRC examination of quality assurance into"the
design process. The approach was intended to provide a comprehensive
examination of the design development and implementation for a selected,

system. This was the fifth inspection in that program.
't

j 1.2 REPORT FORMAT AND DEFINITIONS ,

The areas examined during this inspection are addressed by discipline in the
j following chapters. Deficiencies, unresolved items, and observations are

defined below and are included in an appendix to this report. I

y
q

(1) Deficiencies .

Errors, inconsistencies or procedure violations with rega-d to a
specific licensing commitment, specification, procedure, code or

.

regulation are described as deficiencies. Followup action is
}

required for license.e resolution and NRC evaluation of the
- . resolutions. -

] (2) Unresolved Items
Unresolved items are potential deficiencies which require more
information to reach a conclusion. Licensee response and NRC
evaluation are required. ,

1 (3) Observations
j Observations represent cases where it is considered appropriate to
6 call attentio'n to matters that are not deficiencies or unresolved

' items. They include items recommended for licensee consideration but
for which there is no specific regulatory requirement. No licensee

j response is required.
: | In our evaluation t. found many design actions that were being well

executed. Some of these positive findings are described in the text' of the ,
,

following sections. They are not flagged and numbered 'in the text nor
listed at the front of this report since followup is not required. ,

1.3 PERRY PROJECT ORGANIZATION ,

. ,

'

Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company, acting in behalf of itself and as
agent for the Duquesne Light Company, the Ohio Edison Company, the .,,

-

Pennsylvania Power Company, and the Toledo Edison Company, is the applicant . ..

for the Perry Nuclear Power Plant Operating License. As such, Cleveland
Electric is responsible for the design, construction and operation of the

,

facility. Gilbert Associates, Inc. executes the overall plant design,
having been contracted hs the architect-erigineer. General Electric Company

,

; . .

i
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f designs and provides the nuclear steam supply system. The nuclear steam
is managed directly by Cleveland Electric. The bulk ofsupply contract

Gilbert's production design work is performed at their Reading, Pennsylvania,

!
' office. This work is structured within the Perry Project Organization.

Site engineering personnel frem Cleveland Electric and Gilbert together form
,' an integrated organization, managed by Cleveland Electric, which performs
- design activities related to construction and field assistance.

1.4 INSPECTION EFFORT
-

The emergency service water system was selected for this inspection. This
,

system was designed by Gilbert with some interface with General Electric,
such as in the residual heat removal heat exchangers. This inspection-was

q expanded to include the emergency closed cooling system due to its interfaceq with the emergency service water system. The team also inspected interfaces
with respect to safety-relief valve lines, where General Electric is
responsible from the valve to an anchor (an integrally attached support) andq
Gilbert is responsible from the anchor to the suppression pool. The team
inspected other systems and components on a case basis where necessary to

, ,

q either evaluate an . aspect not afforded by the inspection sample, or to
expand the inspecti6n sample as necessary to define the extent of observed

.

deficiencies. The components, functions and interfaces which we inspected
4

are typical of those found in a number of other safety systems.

The inspection was an interoffice NRC effort conducted with contractort

assistance. Team members were selected to provide technica1 expertise and
design experience in the disciplines listed. Most of the team members had
previous experience as employees of architect-engineering firms or reactor,3

'! - The othersmanufacturers working on large commercial nuclear power plants.
! had related design experience on commercial nuclear facilities, test

.

'

l reactors or naval reactors. *

'j
A date of July 5,1984 was established as the cut-off date for evaluationI

Forpurposes and the team examined the design as it existed on that date.-j example, if a document contained an error on July 5,1984, that error formed1
the basis for a deficiency even if the document was later corrected. Inj
some cases, more recent information developed during the inspection was alsoj reviewed to help understand the significance of an item. For instance, a] subsequent analysis might show whether or not an error had any effect on thej

j design. Where such information is used in this report, it is described as
-

D. post-cutoff work. -

,

4 30, 1984 the inspection team devoted one week to the-Beginning on Julyi initial study of background inforn:ation and preparation of plans for the
inspection. The week of August 6 was spent inspecting at the site and the? Architect Engineer's Reading office to become familiar with the respective

'

, ,

'

organizations and interfaces (including those with the General Electric
Company) and gather additional background material. The week of August 13, ,

*

1984 was spent completing study of background information and plans for the
' , _

inspection. Four weeks of direct inspection activities were conducted,However, approximately half of theprimarily in the Gilbert Reading office.l
team inspected for a week at the Perry Nuclear Power Plant, one team member

|

1 inspected for a week at General Electric, and one team member inspected for
!
'

. .

1-2r
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half a week at Newport News Industrial Corporation, a Cleveland Electric'

subcontractor for containment vessel design. The inspection activities<

concluded on September 25, 1984 and the exit meeting was held on October 12, ,

1984.

The inspection team reviewed the organizations' staffing and procedures and
interviewed personnel to determine the responsibilities of and the
relationships among the entities involved in the design process. Primary; emphasis was placed upon reviewing the adequacy of design details (or .

products) as a means of measuring how well the design process had functioned
j

in the selected sampling area. In reviewing the design details the team
>

focused on the following items:

(1) Validity of design inputs and assumptions
j (2) Validity of design specifications
1 (3) Validity of analyses
} (4) Identification of system interface requirements

(5) Potential indirect effects of changes
; (6) Proper component classification,

(7) Revision control
i

-

(8) Documentation control
~

Verification of as-built condition' (9)<

~ (10) Application of design information transferred between organizations.
.

(11) Design verification methods
,

The team inspected five engineering disciplines within the project. The
,

five disciplines were mechanical systems (Section 2), mechanical components'

(Section 3), civil and structural (Section 4), electric pcwer (Section 5),,

and instrumentation and controls (Section 6). -4,

In some areas the sample was narrowed to include only a part of the selectedf
't In other areas the sample was broadened into areas that were not

| -systems.
|

related to the selected systems. More detailed descriptions of the review
are provided in following sections of this report.

1.5 MAJOR CONCLUSIONS

Yi Although the inspection sampled a very small part of the design effort, the
1 team did review hundreds of specific items as described in subsequent
j sections of this report. The most significant items are summarized below.

..

d 1.5.1 MECHANICAL SYSTEMS
-

A number of deficiencies were identified with the design analyses per' formed:

to establish temperature profiles within various areas of the Auxiliary:;
! ~

Building. These consisted of taking credit for the mitigating effects of '
,

non-safety-related heating and ventilating systems during post-LOCA
,

conditions, use of a non-conservative heat transfer coefficient for cold -

surfaces, incomplete or incorrect heat loads, incorrect or unverified input
"

~

data from drawings or other calculations, and incorrect or unsubstantiated,

,! Substantial reanalysis is necessary because these deficienciesassumptions.r
appear to indicate a systematic weakness in the manner of performing
temperature profile analyses, and such analyses are mutually dependent since

Forthe temperature profile for an area affects all adjacent areas.
. .

'
j 1-3
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example,- the team believes that reanalysis may identify that the residual
y heat removal room coolers are undersized for their intended service .

(Deficiency 02.3-5). The team believes that the high pressure core spray
,

room coolers may also be undersized for their intended service, although(
j less significantly (Deficiency 02.3-1 and 02.3-3).

' I The team found cn apparent incorrect assumption for the maximum cooling
: water inlet temperature used in design analyses of the emergency service

water system. The assumed system inlet temperature does not consider higher -

j': temperatures which may exist in the discharge tunnel when it is used as the'

j alternate source of cooling water (Deficiency 02.1-1). The team recommends
1 that the value of the maximum cooling water temperature be established by
|1 analysis, considering the effects of discharge tunnel water temperature, and

! that any resultant increase in system temperature be evaluatad for its
,j impact on systems served by the emergency service water system.

tj The amount of documentation with respect to high energy line break analysis,
which was reflected in the design, indicated an extensive engineering and
design effort from early in the project. The team found the use of jet maps
a positive means of graphically displaying a difficult three-dimensional
problem. However, the team found a number of design control related

. deficiencies associated with the field performed Pipe Break and Jet''

.
Displacement Study. Accordingly, the team recommends that a review be made
to ensure that design worJrin this area is adequate and controlled.' '

,

The team found a cattern with respect to inadequate or unavailable
,

documentation confirming -that key design elements were considered, as well
as a lack of valid, updated calculations to support the current design.
Accordingly, the team recommends that a systematic review be conducted too
encure that necessary calculations in the mechanical systems discipline are

'1 ideatified, performed and updated as necessary to confirm the curren,t
{1 design.#

-
.

.i
|7 The acove concerns related primarily to the documented bases and ;

p calcul ations supporting the design rather than the design itself. With the
,y exception of the residual heat removal room coolers and possibly the high
(., pressure core spray room cooler, the team found no significant problems with

the actual design detail. In general, we attributed this to a very4

conservative design approach.
,

]4. 1.5.2 MECHANICAL COMPONENTS -

t
,

: t,

Significant problems were found in Gilbert piping stress analyses, includingi ;

E. the design input to these analyses. The FSAR comitted to analyzing the
faulted condition to' include thermal effects. General Electric design'

specifications implemented this, but Gilbert piping design specifications
,

,

did not. Actual Gilbert stress analyses did not always include thermal -

' effects. In addition, Gilbert piping analysis consistently modeled .. .

,

equipment as rigid even though the equipment had a frequency more . ..
.

appropriate to dynamic modeling. These generic deficiencies are based on
the team's overall review of data provided by Gilbert on the approach to

,
; different analyses of piping and equipment interfaces. The team did not

review the analyses in detail (Deficiency 03.2-5). ThiT situation indicates'
>

the need for additional review to identify the scope of the problem,
; . .

'

1-4
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i
reanalysis using proper input, models and load combinations, and redesign as

j appropriate.

The team reviewed in detail the piping stress packages for the emergency
service water pump, strainer, and interconnecting pipe and for the residual
heat removal heat exchangers. In addition to the above generic
deficiencies, we found deficiencies including incorrect thermal gradient
representation for the emergency service water pump piping and failure to

-include the thermal loads for the upset condition for the residual heat
removal heat exchangers, piping for both components should be reanalyzed to,

,

confirm the designs.
!

Gilbert and General Electric responsibilities for the safety-relief valve -

' discharge lines are divided at an anchor. Both portions of the lines
contain ball joints. The team found that analyses by Gilbert and General
. Electric did not conservatively account for either the predicted rotation of
the-joint or the forces exerted by the piping on pipe supports, anchors, and
connected equipment. ' Reanalysis sho'uld be performed using models which
provide reasonably conservative estimates of piping forces and ball joint
rotations. ,

,

The team identified problems in pipe support designs and analyses. These
included failure to evaluate friction forces; calculating support stiffness,

without including the flexibility of supporting structural steel; note

modeling snubbers as springs as committed in the FSAR; improperly sizing
pipe support supplementary steel; improper shear lug analysis; discrepant,

| specification of bolt dimensions; and inadequate or unavailable pipe support: calculations. The number of deficiencies in this area indicates the need for1

.| a systematic review and corrective action as appropriate of pipe support
1 design and analysis in systems not addressed by the team.

~

1.5.3 CIVIL / STRUCTURAL
i

The Emergency Service Water pumphouse exterior walls have weep holes for thej
purpose of maintaining the ground water level at elevation 590'-0", which.I was the basis for the assumed hydrostatic loading in the original design ofI

-
these walls. Recently, it was found that these weep holes were not

! functioning properly, leading to a ground water ilevation of 618'-0".
Gilbert's recent analysis of these walls due to the increased water1
elevation con,:1uded that these walls were structurally adequate for this;
increased hydrostatic loading. The team's review of this analysis identified

! errors in calculations and assumptions with respect to' shear and moment'

capacities of T-beams, moment redistribution, and the structural capacity of
roof girders (Deficiencies 04.4-1 through 04.4-4). Therefore, the teain does
not agree with Gilbert's conclusion that these walls are structurally '

adequate, and believes that reanalysis and possible hardware changes are ,

necessary to confirm the acceptability of the structure for the increased
-

loadings. ,
'

~

The seismic analyses performed by Gilbert made unjustified assumptions, such
as neglecting the eccentricities of the i,nternal structures in the Reactor
Building (Deficiency 04.2-1) and omitting mass moment of inertia, a dynamic
property, in the mathematical models (Deficiency 04.2-3). The seismic,j
analysis of the intake and discharge tunnels used the Golden Gate earthquake'

record, which was not the earthquake comitted to in the FSAR (Deficiency

1-5,
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04.2-5). Seismic models for various buildings were not updated to reflect'

,i the as built conditions, e.g., a 52% increase in weight of the Auxiliary
[

Building concrete mat. The conduit supports were designed using 1.0 times .

the peak of the response spectra, instead of 1.5 as required by the FSAR
,

(Deficiency 04.12-1). Reanalysis should be performed to ensure that the
,

seismic design is adequate.

The team found variances with the provisions of ACI 318-71, Building Code i

|' Requirements for Reinforced Concrete, with respect to deep beam desi.gn and
-

! shear bar spacing (Deficiencies 04.9-6, 04.10-2 and 04.7-1). We also found
i

u discrepancies between the ACI code used for concrete design and the code
version committed to in the FSAR (see Deficiencies 4.4-1 and 4.10-5).
Although these variances probably have no design impact, they indicate a

' pattern with respect to use of codes in the civil / structural discipline.,

|

1.5.4 ELECTRICAL POWER
-

[ .

The team identified several cases where voltage drops were not properly
.

accounted for. In sizing cables, the criteria' for voltage drop did not
address the larger current drawn by the starting of motor operated valves
(Deficiencies 05.4-2 and 05.7-1). The ' Gilbert cable routing program

,

|
identified installed cable lengths which exceeded maximum allowable lengths,

i but implementation of this- program did not account for combined lengths of~

; circuits which are both inside and outside of containment (Deficiency 05.7-
3). The motor breaker close circuit for an emergency service water pump is
approximately 5000 feet in length, and results in s voltage drop which may'

not allow the pump motor to start (Deficiency 05.7-7).

The team identified problems with motor protection (Deficiencies 05.6-1
through 05.6-6). These problems involved overcurrent relays for 4000 volt
motors set on the basis of the wrong percentage of rated motor voltage;
overcurrent relays for 460 volt motors set below the required percentage of
motor full-load current; inadequate coordination between a feeder breaker
and all motor control center loads; and setting fuses for smaller motors

.4

above the required percentage of motor full load current. The design'

>

criteria for electrical protection at Class 1E motors for motor operated
3 valves specifies use of dual element time delay fuses with fuse settings;

such that the operating point is at least 300% of motor full load current.sj There is no documented technical basis confirming that this fuse setting~

j, provides adequate motor protection (Deficiency 05.12-3).

S The team reviewed electrical separation between redundant IE circuits and
between IE and non-1E circuits. With respect to identifying separation
requirements, we generally found the design and construction criteria
documents to be deficient, while the construction specifications were .

correct. We identified several physical separation conflicts in Power "

Generation Control Complex floor sections, panels and tennination cabinets,
'

and a GE test report used as the basis for justifying separation violations ...

did not completely address each violation identified by the team .-..

(Deficiencies 05.10-3 through 05.10-5).

1.5.5 INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL
*

,.
,

The design of redundant Loss of Off-Site Power signals from individual loss
.| of bus signals was unsatisfactory because it did not meet single, failure

1-6
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04.2-5). Seismic models for various buildings were not updated to reflect
t the as built conditions, e.g., a 52% increase in weight of the Auxiliary

Building concrete mat. The conduit supports were designed using 1.0 times
the peak of the response spectra, instead of 1.5 as required by the FSAR
(Deficiency 04.12-1). Reanalysis should be performed to ensure that the .

seismic design is adequate.
d

The team found variances with the provisions of ACI 318-71, Building Code
i Requirements for Reinforced Concrete, with respect to deep beam design and

-

3 I shear bar spacing (Deficiencies 04.9-6, 04.10-2 and 04.7-1). We also- found
discrepancies between the ACI code used for concrete design and the code'

version committed to in the FSAR (see Deficiencies 4.4-1 and 4.10-5).
Although these variances probably have no design impact, they indicate a

.

pattern with respect to use of codes in the civil / structural discipline.

I 1.5.4 ELECTRICAL POWER
-

.
'

The team identified several cases where voltage drops were not properly
accounted for. In sizing cables, the criterir for voltage drop did not '

address the larger current drawn by the starting of motor operated valves
(Deficiencies 05.4-2 and 05.7-1). The' Gilbert cable routing program
identified installed cable lengths which exceeded maximum allowable lengths,
but implementation of this- program did not account for combined lengths of'

circuits which are both inside and outside of containment (Deficiency 05.7-
3). The motor breaker close circuit for an emergency service water cump is
approximately 6000 feet in length, and results in a voltage drop which may
not allow the pump motor to start (Deficiency 05.7-7).

The team identified problems with motor protection (Deficiencies 05.6-1
through 05.6-6}. These problems involved overcurrent relays for 4000 volti . motors set on the basis of the wrong percentage of rated motor voltage;
overcurrent relays for 460 volt motors set below the required percentage of
motor full load current; inadequate coordination between a feeder breaker
and all motor control center loads; and setting fuses for smaller motors'

abo ~e the required percentage of motor full load current. The design
.

criteria for electrical protection at Class 1E motors for motor operated
ij valves specifies use of dual element time delay fuses with fuse settings

-

'; such that the operating point is at least 300% of motor full load current,
There is no documented technical basis confirming that this fuse settingi provides adequate motor protection (Deficiency 05.12-3).'

;

The team reviewed electrical separation between redunda'nt IE circuits and
between IE and non-1E circuits. With respect to identifying separation
requirements, we generally found the design and construction criteria
documents to be deficient, while the construction specifications were .

, correct. We identified several physical separation conflicts in Power -

'

Generation Control Complex floor sections, panels and termination cabinets,
and a GE test report used as the basis for justifying separation violations . .

did not completely address each violation identified by the team --..

(Deficiencies 05.10-3 through 05.10-5).

1.5.5 INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL
*

,,,,- ,

The design of redundant loss of Off'-Site Power signals from individual loss

|
of bus signals was unsatisfactory because it did not meet single, failure,

'!
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requirements since one redundant signal is dependent upon both division 1
i and 2 battery power sources (Deficiency 06.2-1). The balance-of-plant .

portion of the main steam line leak detection' system was unsatisfactory
because of direct hard wiring connections between redundant divisions,

required to be electrically separated (Deficiency 06.2-2). The team.

considers these both to be random design errors which may require hardware
changes.

The te?1 identified a systematic problem with respect to the availability of -

| :alculations or other documented bases to support instrument setpoint-
ulues, involving vendor supplied safety-related equipment, which are'

provided in a widely used setpoint list (Deficiency 06.3-1). With respect
to Gilbert designed equipment, there was no calculation or other documented

i basis for setpoints and other design factors pertinent to the scram:

discharge volume needed to accommodate a reactor scram (Deficiencies D6.6-1;
through 06.6-3). The team recommends that this area be reviewed to'

determine whether all required setpoint calculations have been performed,
including those by vendors, .and to assess the adequacy of the calculations.

The remaining deficiencies did not indicate any systematic pattern. The -

.; _
most significant involved inconsistencies in design drawings; ineffective
use of the separation list; no documented basis for instrument downgrading
or assessment of potential. effects of unqualified instruments upon the
safety related emergency service water system; and errors in the screening

i process used to identify ' components subject to seismic qualification
analysis and in one completed analysis. - -

i ,

,

1.5.6 OVERALL CONCLUSIONS

There are five significant technical areas in the Perry design which
! indicate weaknesses in the design process and, therefore, raise the .
! possibility that similar weaknesses will be found in systems other than

. I those inspected by the team. We regard these systematic weaknesses as
1 particularly significant. These are as follows:

(1) Piping stress analysis for the faulted condition did not always. ,

consider piping thermal stress in nozzle loadings on NSSS equipment,
as required by licensing commitments.

(2) Piping stress analyses modeled equipment as rigid even when the
equipment had a frequency more appropriate to dynamic modeling.

,

(3) Voltage drops due to motor starting, normal operations and excessive
circuit lengths were not properly accounted for.

(4) Circuit breaker and fuse sizing was either contrary to licensing ,

,

; comitments or without adequate documented technical basis.
.c .. -

(5) Temperature profiles used as the basis to size room coolers and ....

j qualify electrical equipment were deficient.

} We also identified in the report other systematic weaknesses in the design
process, which are not as potentially signi'ftcant to overall plant safety as

,

,. . .
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those on the above list. Among these other weaknesses are programmatic
i deficiencies which are identified below. .

(1) In some instances, the FSAR stipulated design criteria which were not
implemented or were contrary to the plant design.

(2) In'some instances, supporting documentation was inconsistent with the
,

FSAR.

.- }
-

1 (3) In some instances, the final design, including design changes,-was not
-

traceable to design input. For example:

|
(a) Analyses and calculations did not exist.

1 (b) Calculations did not address all factors affecting the end
i result.
| (c) Judgements and assumptions were andocumented and unsubstantiated.
I

! (4) The verification process was not as effective as could be expected, as
,; indicated by the number of calculational deficiencies found by the
l

team, including cases where the verifier found a deficiency also found
i by the inspection, but did not correctly identify its significance. .

None of the identified deficiencies, either collectively or individually,
are such that the overall. adequacy of the Perry plant design is called into'

question, pending satisfactory resolution of the items identified la the
inspection report.

| The report and its summaries have highlighted only the problem areas
identified during the inspection. To' present a properly balanced picture it'

I should be understood that the identified deficiencies were based on review
|

- of thousands of pages of technical documentation by an experienced
|

inspection team. Many positive elements were identified including high
|3 energy line break documentation; accuracy in transfer of civil / structural
! ' design infonnation from calculations to drawings; and effective design

control in instrument procurement specifications, instrument data sheets,!

and the environmental qualification program. Two significant positive.

|1 aspects are Cleveland Electric's ongoing review of the FSAR to identify its
inconsistencies with the design, and initiative in independently assessing

| J' the problems identified by the team during the inspection in order to
l

promptly take corrective actions.
1
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2.0 MECHANICAL SYSTEMS
-

2.1 EMERGENCY SERVICE WATER SYSTEM DESIGN'

OBJECTIVE
The objective of this portion of the inspection was to evaluate the

i documentation and analysis supporting the design of the emergency service
water system.

f

EVALUATION
The team reviewed the overall design of the emergency service water system
and its capability to meet design requirements. The team found that the

j basic system design satisfied single failure criteria and generally met,

However, no calculations existed to substantiate thedesign requirements.i
80 degrees F maximum cooling water temperature, which the FSAR indicated is

i

1 supplied to safety-related equipment by the emergency service water system
(Deficiency 02.1-1). This temperature was based on water temperatures in''

Lake Erie, the direct source of cooling water for the emergency service
water system under normal conditions, but did not include consideration of
the use of the discharge tunnel as the alternate source of cooling water,

should the intake tunnel not be available. Since the non-safety-related
i service water system normally uses Lake Erie water for intake and discharges

to the discharge tunnel, water temperatures in this tunnel would be higher
than Lake Erie temperatures as a function of the heat discharged by that
system. The impact auld.be significant in that all of the safety-related,

cooling systems derive their basic input temperature from'the emergency
service water inlet temperature, and several of these systems have their

| maximum design temperatures traceable to this temperature. Analysis is
required to establish the actual maximum temperature existing in the

.

: discharge tunnel, and the effect of this temperature on the equipment
served. Adjustments la the design temperatures for this equipment may be-

,

,

nccessary.

The team reviewed interactions betw'een the emergency service water system-

and non-safety-related equipment and piping in its vicinity. The non--

safety-related chlorination piping used in the emergency service wateri

{ pumphouse was not seismically anchored. In the event of a seismic
disturbance, the support of this piping could not be assured. Since this

l piping is routed directly into the emergency service water pump bell, pipe.j
fragments could be drawn into the pump inlet and damage the pump internals.'

Analysis and design changes may be required to ensure that the non-safety-
related chlorination piping does not preclude operation of the emergency
service water system during a seismic event (Deficiency 02.1-2).q

;

The team reviewed the emergency service water system for its ability to -

withstand the effects of potential water hammer resulting from such ,

occurrences as pump trip and startup. A check valve serves as a vatuum
breaker, and permits the entrance of air to the pump column when the pump is --

-

shut down to cushion the effects of any potential water hammer loads when
--

,

the pump is restarted. However, there are no provisions to permit air to
-

escape from the system, nor calculations to substantiate the check valve

effects (Deficiency 02.1-3)g sequences rel.ative to potential water hammersize and pump startup timinJ

] .

!

!
-
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Deficiencies 02.1-4, 02.1-5, 02.1-6, 02.1-7, and 02.1-8 are related to
inadequate documentation to support the system design, including
calculations which do not meet the requirements of established procedures,t

i For' and no calculations at all to support components and their performance. "

example, there is no documentation or calculations to support key system
| operating parameters identified on system Operating Data Sheets, which are
! used as design input for piping stress analyses, hydraulic calculations, and*

other design documents (Deficiency 02.1-8). The team found that the lack of -

design basis for such operating data is not confined solely to the emergency'

service water system. No calculations exist to substantiate the capacity of
thermal overpressure relief valves in the emergency service water system
(Deficiency 02.1-4). The hydraulic calculations for the emergency service
water system do not comply with procedures (Deficiency 02.1-5). We found
that no provisions exist to assure that the emergency service water pump
impeller is prevented from rotating counter to its normal direction of
rotation when the 41 foot column of water in the pumo drains to the pump
pit. No calculations exist to demonstrate that the pump shaft can withstand

\ additional inertia loads which might result when the pump is energized
: during this event, such as upon restoration of emergency power after a pump
) trip on loss of power (Deficiency 02.1-6). We found that a safety-related

means of directly indicating temperature is not provided in the emergency'

i service water pumphouse to assure that temperatures are maintained above7

l freezing during extreme winter conditions (Deficiency 02.1-7).

! SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
^

The team concluded that weaknesses exist in the documentation and analyses
:

! supporting the design of the emergency service water system. In many cases,
the severity of the deficiencies cited was mitigated by the degree of

! conservatism present in the basic design. However, a case by case analysis
of the identified' deficiencies is required .to establish whether sufficient.

F conservatism exists in the design. .

! RELATED FORMS:

1 02.1-1 (Deficiency) Inadequate Consideration of Factors Affecting Emergency
+' Service Water Inlet Temperature

02.1-2 (Deficiency) Inadequate Substantiation of Seismic Restraht for
J

i Chlorination Piping in Emergency Sarvice Water Pump Forebay
'

,

~! .02.1-3 (Deficiency) Failure to Document Substantiation for Emergency Service
Water Pump Vacuum Breaker Check Valve Size

:

j 02.1-4 (Deficiency) Inadequate Documentation'to Support Overpressurization
j Protective Devices

02.1-5 (Deficiency) Inadequate Documentatio'n to Suppor' Hydraulic Analysist
;

02.1-6 (gency Service Water System DesignDeficiency) Failure to Provide Antirotation Protection for tho'for Emer
-

.

.

;
IEmergency Service Water Pumps .'

02.1-7 (Deficiency) Non-qualified Heating Provisions in the Emergency "

!

Service Water Pumphouse
02.1-8 (Deficiency) System Operating Data Not Supported By Design . .

; . ..

. Calculations
i 1

| 2.2 EMERGENCY CLOSED COOLING WATER SYSTEM DESIGN
'*

OBJECTIVE
; The objective of this portion of the inspection was to evaluate the
;

*

2-2
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| documentation and analysis supporting the design of the emergency closed'

j cooling water system. .

EVALUATION'

The team reviewed several calculations concerning the design of theThe team found that the emergencyemergency closed cooling water system.
closed cooling water surge tank sizing calculation did not consider the.

expansion of coolant in the equipment served and included an unsupported
.

;
'

assumption relative to allowances for volumes contained in valves and
The calculations did not identify high and low level set pointsfittings.

associated with levels at which the automatic makeup valves should open or
The team found that there was no relationship between levelsclose.identified in the FSAR, the set point list, or the calculation sizing the

Analysis is required to establish meaningful levels in thesurge tank.
surge tank which are consistent with opening and closing the makeup valves,

j
and FSAR statements (Deficiencies 02.2-1 and 02.2-2).;

The surge tank vent size was based upon criteria in the ASME code for side
,

Since the surge tank is a horizontal tank, thesewalls of vertical tanks.
criteria we.re inappropriate for use in the sizing (Deficiency 02.2-3).

| 3/8 inch wall thickness used in the design, it is not" Bec~ause of the
anticipated that a hardware change will be required as a result of
reanalysis to the appropri, ate criteria.

,

The team inspected the calculation substantiating the size of the emergency
| closed cooling water heat exchanger and found that the cal.culation was not'

supported by traceable documentation for the heat loads used to size thej Because of the conservative size of the heat exchanger, thisunits.t

deficiency should not impact hardware (Deficiency 02.2-4).

No calculations existed to support the size and capacity of the thermal
| overpressure relief valves installed ~ on equipment in this system, andj

' undocumented and/or inconsistent operating parameters were used, similar to
Deficiencies 02.1-4 and 02.1-8, respectively, for the emergency service

<

water system.

The team reviewed the calculations,for the hydraulic analysis of the: :

emergency closed cooling water synem, and found that more conventional
approaches were used than in similar analyses of the emergency service water!

-j In our review of the hydraulic calculations for this system, wesystem.
were concerned with the lack of objectives in the calculations and ott er
similarities to deficiencies identified in the hydraulic calculations _ for:

'

i
the emergency service water system (Deficiency 02.1-5).

~

'

SUMMARY /CONCLUS10M . -'

The team concluded that these deficiencies reinforce those found in the
emergency service water system (e.g., DefMiencies 02.1-1, 02.1-4, and

*

02.1-5) indicating a general weakness in poviding adequate documentation, -- -

or traceable substantiation for key elements of.the plant design.

RELATED FORMS:
02.1-4 (Deficiency) Inadequate Documentation to Support Overpressurization

,

-
.

Protective Devices
-

'

. .
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i

02.1-8 (Deficiency) System Operating Data Not Supported By Design
Calculations'

02.2-1 (Deficiency) Inconsistencies and Ir.-dequate Substantiation of
Assumptions and References in Emergency Closed Cooling Water Surge Tank
Sizing Calculations
02.2-2 (Deficiency) Inconsistent Low Level Setting on Emergency Closed

,

Cooling (Water Surge TankDeficiency) Incorrect Application of ASME Code Criteria for Staing
-

02.2-3
Emergency Closed Cooling Water Surge Tank Vent Pipe .

02.2-4 (Deficiency) Inadequate Documentation to Support Emergency Closed'

Cooling Water Heat Exchanger Size

| 2.3 ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURE VENTILATION SYSTEMS+

.

OBJECTIVEi

The objective of this portion of the inspection was to evaluate the adequacy
;

; and control of design information for engineered safety feature ventilation
systems.-

,

EVALUATION
'

The Perry FSAR describes the ventilation systems located in plant areas'
.

containing engineered safety feature systems and components. The inspection'
..

team reviewed the basic design infonnation asscciated with ventilation;
systems provided to ensure the operability of the emergency core cooling,

system located in the Auxiliary Building. The scope of the inspection
included Building Services Discipline's design analyses to establish' -

ventilation system capacitites and design analyses to establishi

environmental equipment qualification temperatures. The inspection team had-

,
planned initially to review in detail the design of the high pressure core

I spray room cooler only. However, the inspection was expanded to include the
.

- low pressure core spray and residual heat removal room coolers. ,

Section 9.4.S of the Perry FSAR states that the emergency' core cooling
.

:

system pump room coolers are designed to maintain pump areas between 60
degrees F and 140 degrees F. The final calculation used to establish the..

!'

high pressure core spray room cooler si:e prior to procure:nent had
1

assumptions which were not validated by vendor data and had insufficient,

'
. detail on heat loads to confirm that the as installed air handling unit was. . '

. of sufficient capacity to maintain the high pressure core spray pump room at-

or below 140 degrees F (Deficiency 02.3-1).
,

-

,

|
Another calculation was presented by Gilbert to be more representative of

|
the installed configuration inside the high pressure core spray pump room.

i
This calculation was the design analysis performed to establish the
environmental equipment qualification temperature profiles under various' ,

plant conditions. The calculation contained incorrect input data from other ,

,
' calculations, design data obtained from unreviewed and unverified drawings,, ,

and incomplete or incorrect references (Deficiency 02.3-2). The calculation ., .

1 also incorrectly assumed that non-safety-related heating and ventilating . ..

systems were operating during the post-accident plant condition (Deficiency
02.3-3). Based upon preliminary analysis by the team, it was concluded that
the temperature in the high pressure core spray pump room could exceed 140

'

degrees F during post-accident conditions.-

' .
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Because of the nature of the deficiencies observed, the team expanded its
review to include the low pressure core spray pump room coolar. However,
the design calculation which established the temperature profiles for this
emergency core cooling system pump room could not be located during the,
inspection (Deficiency 02.3-4).'

The team then expanded its review to include the residual heat removal pump'

room coolers. Within the calculations that established the environmental
-

*

temperature profiles, the team found. numerous errors (Deficiency 02.3-5).*
$ These errors consisted of taking credit for the mitigating effects of non-

safety-related heating and ventilating systems during post-LOCA conditions,#

incomplete and incorrect heat loads, incorrect input data, unsubstantiated
n assumptions, and usa of a non-conservative heat transfer coefficient for

cold surfaces (Deficiency 02.3-6). The last error results in a significant
overestimation of cooling effects assigned to cold piping within the
residual heat removal pump rooms.

The team also found errors in the environmental condition analysis in the
. zone immediately outside of the emergency core cooling system pump rooms-

(Deficiency 02.3-7). These errors consisted of taking credit for the .
mitigating effects of non-safety-related heating and ventilating systems
during post-LOCA conditions, incomplete and incorrect heat loads, incorrect''

input data, and unsubstant.iated assumptions. These errors are significant*

'' because the temperature profiles determined by this analysis were used in
~ the analyses for the emergency core cooling pump room temperature profiles

and to qualify safety-related equipment within the zone's -boundaries.
? .

! SUMMARY / CONCLUSION

j In summary the team found numerous deficiencies in the design analyses
; performed by the Building Services discipline, and these deficiencies
} represent a significant weakness in the implementation of the desigr} control

process within this Gilbert design organization.'

!
The team concluded that an inadequate basis exists for concluding that the

; temperature within the residual heat removal and high pressure core spray
pump room remains below 140 degrees F. The team concluded that reanalysis

.

.i is required to confirm the adequacy of the ecoler size for each emergency
's core cooling pump room.
4
J Because of the non-conservative design input and assumptions used in

- calculations of the temperature profiles within the auxiliary building, the
team concluded that the calculations reviewed do not provide a reasonable

i basis for' concluding that the final design is necessarily conservative. In

i addition, the lack of traceability of tha final design back to the design
4 input was systematic of all of the design analyses reviewed and reinforced .

] those found in other areas, indicating a general weakness in providing ,

I adequate documentation.

|
In addition the team found that the post-accident condition analyzed in the

. -

-,
. ..

j Butiding Service's environmental condition analyses is not consistent with
1 the design basis event postulated in the FSAR. These analyses assumed that

; non-safety-related heating and ventilating systems function following a'~~*

i design basis event.
<q

.
. .
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J . RELATED FORMS:
. 02.3-1 (Deficiency) Lack of Documentation Confirming That The High Pressure -'

'

i Core Spray Pump Room Cooler Is Adequately Sized &
., I 02.3-2 (Deficiency) Unconservative Design Input and Assumptions Used In g

> i Calculation cf The Temperature Profiles Within An ECCS Pump Room m

; | 02.3-3 (Deficiency) Environmental Condition Analyses Inconsistent With The O:

i Design Basis Event Postulated Inside Containment ;_

- d 02.3-5 (Deficiency) Inadequate HVAC Calculations to Confirm Temperature -

y1 02.3-4 (Deficiency) Missing Safety-Related Mechanical Calculation
i

'"

- 1 Profiles in Zone AB-4 Following a LOCA Inside Containment
~ 'd 02.3-6 (Deficiency) Unconservative Heat Transfer Coefficients 1

- 02.3-7 (Deficiency) Unconservative Input and Assumptions Used In Calculation d
.

of Environmental Conditions in Zone AS-6 of Auxiliary Building
-

. _ ,i

2.4 HIGH ENERGY LINE BREAK ANALYSIS @-

j OBJECTIVE
_ j The objective of this portion of the inspection was to evaluate the adequacy

1 and control of the high energy line break analysis.*

_. I
! EVALUATION
i Section 3.6 of the Perry FSAR describes the design analysis and physical
j protection provided agains.t dynamic effects associated with the postulated

rupture of piping. This .FSAR section describes the design for protection 1
- <

- ! against postulated piping-failure both inside and outside containment
including all high and moderate energy piping systems. Because thee 1 ,

emergency service water system is not a high energy system and is not
-

physically located in areas containing numerous break / target interactions,1
the team reviewed the effects of high energy lines breaks in other systems i

i

; ;' inside the drywell. The drywell was selected because of its concentration [
of safety related equipment and structures. i j,

ib
Break locations reviewed included a circumferential break in main steam loop B '

.

B identified as SB3C; circumferential breaks in the high pressure core spray 4 -i
system identified as HC1, HCSA, and HC5B; and longitudinal breaks in the j

,

'

- feedwater system identified as WB3LL and WB6LL. The nature and extent of y

. [ the review conducted for each of these postulated breaks varied depending i
,

,

upon design activity being assessed.- 4

4 !'
, e

' J E The team initially reviewed the methodology employed to evaluate the effects pi
:b

,

j of jet impingement. High energy line break locations are identified by the a

j Gilbert Piping discipline for Gilbert designed piping s'ystems and by General- ,

Electric for piping within the nuclear steam supply system. The Gilbert jp . *

i Mechanical discipline is responsible, for developing the jet shape and thrust i
j(

.

force from pipe rupture locations identified by Gilbert and General .

gElectric. To arrive at the thrust force at the break locations, the ,

i Mechanical discipline requests the Applied Engineering Analysis Department 9

to model the pipe break location and to calculate the jet shape and the . . j
}! pressure versus distance from the rupture location. . ..

The Mechanical discipline transmits to each discipline the jet shape on :f
,

-

- drawings called jet map:. With the jet maps and a table of jet pressures as
a function of distance from the break, each discipline Ts requ%f to design

::j

~! ib
,

I i . . 8
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1 safety-related equipment required for safe shutdown to withstand the jet
.i

impingement forces. The team observed that the methodology being usedj differs from that outlined in a Mechanical Department procedure which
i
! requires that area reviews be conducted to develop a list of equipment hit

by postulated jets (Deficiency D2.4-1). However area reviews are not
'

conducted; instead each discipline is responsible for insuring that safety> ;

'

related structures and components within their design responsibility are
designed to withstand the effects of postuTated jets. .

The team observed that the methodology used only requires each discipline to'

consider the effects of a jet impingement on safety-related equipment. The
interaction of non-safety-related structures and components within the jet..

'

stream on essential safety-related structures, systems, and components is
-

not considered in the high energy jet impingement evaluations (Observation
'

02.4-2).

The team reviewed the Applied Engineering Analysis Department calculation
that detemined the jet shape and pressure as a function of distance for
break locations SB3C and 503C. Design control procedural errors were found,
such as failure to document the source of critical design information, use.

N. of design values from. sources which were'not appropriate for the intended
4

j
purpose, and failure to design verify two pages of the calculationi
(Deficiency 02.4-3). The. team also reviewed how the results of thisj calculation were incorporated into a jet impingement load on a large borej
high pressure core spray pipe. The results were correctly transformed onto
jet map drawings, a mechanical calculation identified the-jet impingement:

! load on the pipe segment, and this load was identified in the design'!

' ..
specification for this system.

. (
The. team reviewed the contents of the Dynamic Incidents Design Record. Thisl . record contains an extensive history of the high energy line break analyses,

We found it to be a good record which providedon the perry project.
evidence that the design process was performed and identified the important

,

! steps of the design, including sources of design inputs.j

During the team's inspection of Gilbert's home office activity, we wereI

I informed that pipe displacements after postulated pipe ruptures were not
: considered in all original system and system support designs, and that a

'| pipe Break and Jet Displacement Study was being :onducted by Gilbert field
During the team's inspection of site~q ' engineering to correct this situation.

engineering activities,. this recently completed study ,was reviewed by the '

4- A lack of design control was found in the work performed by Gilbert
]

team.
site engineering. Pipe displacement drawings were prepared without de, sign

o

controls consistent with established procedures (Deficiency 02.4-4). Pipe.;

l displacement sketches were not checked and verified and design data was
!

.

The team was particularly concerned because .

obtained by uncontrolled means.1 these unverified pipe displacement sketches were used by field walkdown
5

teams to assess whether safety-related systems, components or structures ,,
,

The team also found errors inwere impacted by postulated pipe movements.
. ..

drawings which were prepared to evaluate the effects of increased jetThe increases in the. impingement envelopes caused by the displaced pipes.
jet impingement envelopes were not consistently pre;:arcd in accordance with.

the technical approach outlined in an internal memorandum between Gilbert
|

. .

:1
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site and home office engineering (Deficiency 02.4-5). As a result of these
deviations there is no assurance that all safety-related equipment required

-

to mitigate the consequences of pipe ruptures are adequately protected. The
.

.;

'i jet pattern for a feedwater system longitudinal break was not increased by
! one pipe diameter movement as required (see Deficiency 02.4-6). Jet
i patterns for four main steam line breaks were not revised to account for the
1 actual pipe movement as required (Deficiency 02.4-7).

The team found the location of electrical conduit on layout drawings to be .

routed accurately in accordance with the design drawings. The team's^

electrical inspectors performed a walkdown of 700 feet of conduit in the,

4 containment and found no discrepancies. This accuracy coupled with the
'| graphic display of jet envelopes were positive factors to enhance high

energy line break evaluations.

SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
The amount of documentation found with respect to high energy line break<

analysis represented an extensive engineering and design effort from early
I on in the project. This effort was reflected in the plant design. The team

also found the use of jet maps a positive means for graphically displaying a
difficult.three-d.imensional problem.

,

Based upon the number and nature of the deficiencies found during the team's
,i field inspection, it has been concluded that a lack of design control exists
9 with respect to work performed by Gilbert's site engineering associated with
?} the Pipe Break and Jet Oisplacement Study. The team is concerned that an

adequate basis does not exist for concluding that all safety-related''

equipment required to mitigate the consequences of a pipe rupture isi

'E adequately protected. The team concluded that a controlled program must be
established in the field which is consistent with Cleveland Electric's4

;j commitment to ANSI N45.2.11.
-,

'

RELATED FORMS:
02.4-1 (Deficiency) Jet Impingement Evaluation Methodology Differs From An
Established Departmental Procedure-

02.4-2 (Observation) Interaction of Non-Safety Structures and Components on
|< Safety-Related Structures. Systems, and Components Following Jet Impingement
i- Loadings
|j D2.4-3 (Deficiency) Design Control Procedural Errors in AEA Calculation
1:i 2.5.2.1
Lj- 02.4-4 (Deficiency) Pipe Displacement Drawings. Prepared Without Appropriate
' Design Controls;

02.4-5 (Deficiency) Deviation From A Technical Approach With Respect To Jet
Impingement Envelopes
02.4-6 (Deficiency) Failure To Identify Increased Jet Imp!ngement Envelope' .

t
*

! Due To Pipe Displacement ,

-02.4-7 (Deficiency) Jet Impingement Envelopes Not Increased Oue To Pipe
Displacements

.. -

,

'~

2.5 DESIGN CONTROL;

'

OBJECTIVE

!L The objective of this portion of the inspec.tton was to evaluate the design

.

O e
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control process for Engineering Change Notices and the distribution ofi

controlled drawings.

EVALUATION,

The Perry Procedures Manual, Appendix N, delineates the procedures used to'

process Engineering Change Notices, including provisions to assure an
4

i adequate interface review by disciplines affected by the design change being
I made. The team found two cases where an appropriate interface review was

~

not conducted for the documents involved (Deficiencies 02.5-1 and 02.5-2).
|1J In one case, a design change was made to the interlocks between fans and

dampers in the safety-related battery room exhaust system, which altered the~"

control of the dampers. The change was initiated by the instrumentation and
controls discipline, and should have been reviewed by the building services
group to assure that the change to the damper operation was consistent with
the desired system function and design criteria. The team was informed that
the building services group had been involved in the. development of the

'. changes, but there was no indication of their concurrence on the document.
| .

-1 In another case, an Engineering Change Notice revised the support design for
1 a platform to permit the failure of a support if it were impacted by a main

,i steam line during a postulated pipe rupture. In that event, a 10 inch-

support pipe was allowed to shear to preserve the integrity of the platform,
,I which was required to support other safety related pipes, conduits, and

in .trument lines. The team found that the description of the change was not
sufficient to describe the potential for the failed support pipe to become a
missile inside containment. Further, other than the structural discipline,
the document did not identify interfacing disciplines which might be
affected by the design change, such as the site design organization
responsible for the pipe break and jet displacement study (Deficiency;

:'! 02.5-2).
-1" These above deficiencies do not affect hardware. En both cases, upon

.

j identifying the deficiencies to the interfacing disciplines, the team was
LJ informed that the changes made were acceptable. However, this concurrence
f'' should have been documented.

The team identified a deficiency (Deficiency 02.5-3) concerning the
n; distribution of controlled drawings on site. We found several drawings in a

controlled drawing stick file at an electrical contractor's location on site
which were not the latest issued revisions for the drawings. The team

j tracked this to an error in the database, which was caused by the erroneous
entry of a request by the contractor to cease distribution of certain .;

.-F drawings to the contractor's document center. The request was erroneously
entered to cease distribution on a broader spectrum of drawings than-

intended. This action stopped distribution to the contractor of revisions -'

,

to drawings it still needed. The team concluded that this deficiency would '

.,

have no impact on design since the drawings involved were structural
drawings not directly used by the electrical contractor in his work, except .- -

for avoiding interferences with the miscellaneous steel depicted on them. ---

The team was informed that the error had been corrected, and the contractor
would receive future revised drawings.

'~~

l SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
! Since the team had reviewed a number of Engineering Change Notices and,

.i except for the two deficiencies noted, did not identify any other ,

;
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discrepancies, we concluded that the design control process for engineering
:: changes was consistent with project established procedures. We also
|

concluded that the drawing control procedures were being properly
implemented since only one instance of a deviation from these procedures was;

'|
identi fied.

i RELATED FORMS:
! D2.5-1 (Deficiency) Inadequate Interface Review for Engineering Change

Notice Affecting Safety-Related System Operation .

02.5-2 (Deficiency) Interface Review and Desiga Verification of Engineering
Change Notice 22140-85-292
02.5-3 (Deficiency) Use of Incorrect Revision of Controlled Drawing by
Contractor

|

i 2.6 NPSH AVAILABLE TO RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL PUMPS.

:

OBJECTIVE.;

i
. The objective of this portion of the inspection was to evaluate the
calculations which established the NPSH available to the residual heat-

- removal pumps.
,

!| EVALUATION
: General Electric identifies the criteria for providing adequate suction

pressure to the residual . heat remcval pumps under several critical operating
i

modes for the residual heat removal system which include:

1
~ '

|;
Low pressure coolant injection recirculation line break in either side

.; and three pumps operating, one strainer, 50% plugged;
Post accident suppression pool cooling with one pump operating andil

| ! strainer 50% plugged; and
Initiation of shutdown cooling- after blowdown to main condenser at 4'

*
,

t hours.j .

i !
|| The NPSH available to the residual heat removal pumps must exceed 6 feet

; under these conditions. The team reviewed the Gilbert calculations which|

i deternined the NPSH available to the pumps. We identified a pressure drop
|-! assumed for the strainers, which was not supported by a calculation, but

found that the pressure drop requirement had been incorporated into the
|j purchase specification for the strainer. Therefore, the assumption in theL '

I- NPSH calculation was valid.
| -

SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
The team concluded that the :alculations reviewed were consistent with the
criteria established to assure adequate suction pressure to the residual

| heat removal pumps for the conditions identified. -

,

;

! RELATED FORMS:
None ,

,

. ..

.
! .

. .
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3.0 MECHANICAL COMPONENTS
.

3.1 DESIGN INFORMATION

OBJECTIVE
The team evaluated design documents for conformance to FSAR commitments,

i

consistency and technical accuracy, and reviewed the analysis and design ofa

| equipment, piping and supports for conformance to the governing design1

]
specifications.

-

] EVALUATION -

The FSAR describes the commitments for the analysis and design of equipment,
A series of Gilbert procedures,.;

piping and supports for PNPP Unit 1.
i specifications and drawings implement these licensee commitments for use byl

mechanical and piping department design and analysis personnel.

The P&ID drawings form the initial basis for the review of the emergency
service water system piping and supports. The mechanical group prepares
piping drawings from the P&ID drawings and a design specification for eachi

, piping system. These documents form the principal basis for the. piping
group analysis and design effort.

.

!
The design specification is t.the key design document for each piping system.i The design specification de' fines the applicable loads and load combinations,I
contains vendor data such 'as valve weights and allowable nozzle loads, and
provides instructions to the designer to assist in the implementation of the

For ..omponents which are to be designed to Section III ofdesign criteria.
the ASME code, 'an integral part of the design specification is the Certified;

i
,i Design Specification which is required by NCA-3250 of the code. The design

specifications for safety-related pumps and valves also contain anj attachment specification ' defining requirements for seismic qualification ofj *

d that equipment.

Five Gilbert documents supplement the design specification:
1. Piping Engineering Standards
2. Pipe Stress Analysis Instructions

1 3. Pipe Support Design Instructions,

4. Seismic Support Spacing Criteria for Piping
5. Seismic Support Spacing Criteria for Tubing

*

>3
j The team identified several discrepancies between FSAR commitments and the

implementing design specifications. The Gilbert design' specifications did
! not incorporate FSAR commitments to model equipment having a fundamental

frequency less than 33 Hz to ensure adequate dynamic response to seismic
loads (Deficiency 03.1-2), to include thermal effects in the Faulted load ~

combinations for the residual heat removal heat exchanger nozzle loads
-

'.
(Deficiency 03.1-3), and to model snubbers as springs for Class 2 and 3A wider review by the team indicatedpiping analysis (Deficiency 03.3-5).
the generic nature of these problems (Deficiency 03.2-5).

" , , ,-

An FSAR commitment asserts that uncoupled dynamic analysis generates
The team found an example where uncoupled: conservative system responses.

! dynamic analysis may be unconservative (Unresolved Iter 1J3.4-6). The team
t

1
. . .

.
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also noted one instance in which the design specification for the emergency
.

service water system specifies an unconservative fluid operating temperature
(Deficiency 03.1-1).

,

SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
Design documentation should be . revised as appropriate to be consistent with
licensee FSAR commitments. The team concludes that the design
docunentation, with exceptions as noted, provides adequate guidance to the

! piping group analysts and designers.
-

,

i
i RELATED FORMS:

'i 03.1-1 (Deficiency) Unconservative Fluid Operating Temperature in Stress
. Analysis'

D3.1-2 (Deficiency) FSAR Commitmenti
j 03.1-3 (Deficiency) Heat Exchanger Nozzle Loads (Faulted Condition)-

03.2-5 (Deficiency) Interface Between Piping and Equipment!

D3.3-5 (Deficiency) Snubber FSAR Commitment
U3.4-6 (Unresolved Item) Dynamic Interaction

3.2 PIPE STRESS INPUT AND OUTPUT

~~

OBJECTIVE
The objective of this review was to evaluate the input infonnation used to2
perform pipe stress analysis for part of the emergency service water system1-

The team also observed -and part of the safety-rerief valve discharge lines.,

the evaluation of the output of the analysis and the use of that information
in validating the design and establishing tha basis for fabrication and

q ; installation requirements.

] - EVALUATION
The team selected five stress analysis packages for initial review:

| 1. Two for the emergency service water system, one in the pump ha'use and
p

one in the auxiliary building at the connection of the emergency
! service water system to the residual heat removal heat exchangers of'

l[
train B.

| 2. Three for the safety-relief valve discharge lines; one at General
Electric between a safety valve discharge nozzle and the interfacei
anchor, and two at Gilbert from interface anchors downward (one line;-

i- with ball joints and one line without ball joints).
i

<1 The team reviewed the following: input data, control of the source of data,
transmittal records of that data, assumptions used in the analysis, the
record of validating or justifying assumptions, evaluation of the analyticalj

results for compliance with limits and commitments, and the transmittal of
-

'

.

output information. .

In general, the team found that the procedures for documenting the piping
stress analyses were very good. Each piping stress analysis package at " ,,,,,
Gilbert has a design input folder prepared by the stress analysis group.

>

This references or contains the input information for the analysis. Most of
the input information to the piping stress analysis is contained in theW
piping design specification which is prepared by the pf ject mechanicalo

i

i
. .
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'l engineering group. The design specification defines itself as the
overriding document in cases where information from another source is not .

4; consistent with that specification. _

,

At General Electric the input and output of the stress analysis is
maintained in the design record file for analysis. The responsible engineer
for the design maintains the design record file for that component and*

-

provides input for the analysis. This input may be a formal or an informal
communication.

-

,

t<<
ii We identified several deficiencies with respect to design input for

temperature conditions in the Gilbert piping design specifications. The!

design temperature for use in design of the emergency service water system
,

In the pump house did not reflect the range of temperatures which may be'

>i experienced in pump operation (Deficiency 03.1-1). Also the range of
temperature for consideration in the pipe flexibility analysis does not.

reflect the full range of operating and ambient temperatures. A range of
.

temperature of 100F was Osed'in the analysis rather than 24aF indicated in
the design specification or an even larger range based on information in the'

FSAR (Deficiency D3.2-1).
.

Design temperature for use in the emergency service water system and the
residual heat removal system aat the heat exchangers may not have been
adequately considered. The heat exchangers were considered as being at a

~

uniform temperature of 1340F for the thermal expansion loading condition.-

One mode of operation could result in an inlet temperature of 4800F with a
1400F outlet temperature. The interface drawing requires use of the average
of inlet and outlet temperatures for part of the design. The team considers

.

that this was not properly interpreted in defining the various temperatures
4 to be used in the analysis (Unresolved Item V3.2-1).

f

: The Gilbert design specification for the emergency service water pipin'g mis-
directed the analyst by requiring that all equipment not mounted in the. line'

be considered rigid for piping stress analysis. The team considers this to
be inconsistent with the FSAR and with good design practice for those casesj
in which the equipment has a natural frequency below 33 cycles per second.

.{ The analysts generally followed the design specification in the analysis of
' piping connected to ' equipment, even for casos where the equipment had a

natural frequency below 33 cps (Deficiencies 03.1-2, 03.3-2, 03.1-4, and
,

3 03.2-5).
t 4

~

Gilbert piping design specifications generally are inconsistent with the
FSAR and General Electric interface requirements with respect to inclusi,on. ,

of piping thermal expansion in the criteria for faulted condition stress -
ifmits. The Gilbert piping design specification for the emergency service ,

;

water system and the Gilbert procedures both require that nozzle load'
'

combinations for connected equipment be calculated without including piping -

thermal expansion loads. General Electric equipment specifications, design
reports, and manufacturers drawings generally agree with the FSAR ar.d give " ,_,,,
requirements for loading combinations for faulted condition limits which do

4
' ' ' include the loads from piping thermal expansion. In the analyses which we

reviewed, and also in a cross cut review of 10 pieces of equipment in otherj

systems, we found that Gilbert analysts were-inconsistent-in application of
these conflicting requirements (Deficiencies 03.1-3 and 03.2-5).

. .
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! Design practices did not assure that limits on ball joint rotation would not

,

''
be exceeded. The design specification at Gilbert and the design record file'

at General Electric did not define a limit on the allowable rotation of theSuch a limit would have to considerball joints for operational conditions.
,

'? both the tolerance on alignment allowed for installation and the predicted:
rotations dae to-operational conditions relative to the total allowable

General Electric specified an installation telcrance of 30 ofrotation.How3ver, Gilbert did not cefine an installation tolerance for theirt ), arc.
The total rotation allowed is 7.50 of arc in each direction about -

-

.i scope. At both Gilbert and General Electric, the analyst waseach transverse axis.y
not required to perform and did not perform an evaluation of the amount of

:j rotation predicted for operational conditions (Deficiencies 03.2-3 and 03.2-h
|. 4).

the analysis of the piping connected to the large emergency service water
J

|- pump considered the pump as rigid and the pump nozzle was found to be over-
.

loaded. A subsequent analysis was performed using a model which included an
additional support to eliminate this overload. This analysis was voided

. . when the analyst was informed that the pump nozzle was not attached in the'
The intention wasrigid manner that was assumed for the earlier analysis.i

to use the previous analysis as the analysis of record, though it also used.
i

[,, -

the same invalid analytical model of the pump nozzle. Therefore, there is
no analysis based on thc proper nozzle configuration (Deficiency D3.3-2).!!

j' In anather case a revised. analysis, which resulted in unacceptable loadings
on-the anchor in the safety-relief valve discharge line, was voided withj respect to that anchor load. The analyst directed the support designer to
use loadings from the prevfous analysis, though it does not.use the latest,i

!<
loadings (Deficiency 03.2-6).: i

!
SUMMARY / CONCLUSIONl The input infomation in the design specifications for the review sample was

j] not found to be consistent with FSAR commitments and equipment
-

Substantial problems
specifications for a significant number of cases.,,

'l
' exist in the analysis for piping connected to equipment. Reanalysis will be

tj required to determine what if any impact this will have on hardware.; ] Problems of less significance were also found in the input for control of

| ! ball joint rotation at both Gilbert and General Electric.:

p
It is the team's judgment that the development of Gilbert piping design

|I specifications was faulty because of inconsistencies with General Electricfl interface requirements and the FSAR. The resulting problems with input to
,}

-
The teamanalysis are censidered to be significant and systematic.

recommends that a review be performed of piping design specifications.in;, t
i sufficient depth to assure that FSAR commitments and interface requirements

'

i
;l are complied with in both design and procurement. .

.g

RELATED FORMS:!
03.1-1 (Deficiency)..Unconservative Fluid Operating Temperature in --

a Stress Analysis ~"

03.1-2 (Deficiency) FSAR Commitmenta

D3.1-3 (Deficiency) Heat Exchanger Nozzle Loads (Faulted Condition)i
-

! '03.1-4 (Deficiency) RHR - Natural Frequency .

*

03.2-1 (Deficiency) Use of Unconservative Thermal Gratitent in Stressi

1| Analysis
: . .
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03.2-2 (Deficiency) Equipment Thermal Growth'

03.2-3 (Deficiency) Ball Joint Rotation Control, GAI -

03.2-4 (Deficiency) Ball Joint Rotation Control, GE, -

l 03.2-5 (Deficiency) Interface Between Piping and Equipment
03.2-6 (Deficiency) Safety Valve Discharge Line Anchor Loads. !

"

03.3-2 (Deficiency) Piping Analytical Model
03.3-4 (Deficiency) Nozzle Load Upset Condition

. U3.2-1 (Unresolved Item) Thermal Conditions for Design RHR-HX
~

3.3 PIPING STRESS PROCEDURES'

{
OBJECTIVE
The objective of this review was to evaluate the modeling procedures which

-

Gilbert uses to perform piping stress analysis..

'
EVALUATION
Gilbert performs stress analyses on Class 1 pipe greater than 1 inch in
diameter, and Class 2 and 3 pipe greater than 10 inches in diameter or above
250 degrees F. Gilbert initially used PIP 0YN to perform piping analysis.. ;

The PIP 0YH piping code was later replaced by TRIPE. Piping not requiring
.

j
computer analysis is seismically restrained in accordance with generic

The team selected the emergency service watersupport spacing criteria.l

system and a portion of the. safety-relief valve discharge lines for primary
; review. FSAR Table 3.2-1. classifies the emergency service water system and,

Gilbertthe discharge lines as seismic Category 1, ASME Class 3 systems.
{ commits to the 1974 edition of the ASME Code through the Winter 1975

addenda.

i Gilbert models pipe supports and snubbers as rigid sur., ports for Class 2 and1

There is no FSAR connitment which covers support modeling for3 pipe.,j piping analysis, but the FSAR does commit to modeling snubbers as springsi -

I (Deficiency 03.3-5).
:p

The team reviewed two stress packages associated with the emergency service
| The first stress package consisted of the emergency servicewater system.'

water pump and strainer, and an interconnecting leg of pipe with an in-line
Thevalve, which are all located in the emergency service water pumphouse.

team identified the following deficiencies for this stress package:

(1) The pump was modeled as an anchor and represented as a single
node point located at the discharge nozzle. The seismic analysis for the

fundamental frequency in the lateral mode of vibration ofpump indicated a
An FSAR commitment to model flexible equipment for dynamicabout 9 Hz.

analysis was not implemented in the. Gilbert design specification or in the,
1

piping (analysis (Deficiency 03.1-2).Because the pump was not dynamically modeled, the system
-

i

2) '

fundamental frequency derived in the piping analysis, 77 Hz, was well above
..

the 33 Hz cutoff frequency. As a consequence, the system seismic inertia
'

-

loads were substantially lower for this piping analytical model than for a
-

*-"

model in which the pump is dynamically modeled (Deficiency 03.3-2).
(3) The input thennal gradient used in the piping analysis, and in,

the hand calculations which computed the radial and vertical growth of the,

pump and strainer, was +10F degrees. The design speciHeation specified a
;
'

thermal gradient of -24F degrees (Deficiency 03.2-1).

1 . .
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The axial thermal displacements calculated for the radial thermal j
(4) _2[ displacements of the pump and strainer were incorrectly coded into the

piping analysis. The difference rather than the sum of these displacements 2
j

was entered (Deficiency 03.2-2).
- (5) The strainer inlet nozzle, which was modeled with axial and 3,

a
-. transverse springs, was incorrectly subjected to imposed displacements due g

to equipment thermal growth (Deficiency 03.3-1). -

-

,

i The team concludes that this piping analysis is invalid. The pump discharge
-

'=

i nozzle load combinat. ions for the Upset and Faulted conditions will exceed a
'

f
the vendor allowables tabulated in the design specification if the thermal @

=
loads are corrected and re-run with the current analytical model.

!
-

?
! The second stress package which the team reviewed included portions of both $

the emergency service water and residual heat removal piping systems, asThe residual 4-

-

! well as residual heat removal heat exchangers E12-8001B and O.
heat removal heat exchanger design specification, developed by General j

Electric, specifies the allowable heat exchanger tube- and shell-side nozzle j,

-

|
i loads. There are two closely interconnected heat exchangers in each train ,

y
of the emergency service water system.

j
$

f -l. The team identified the following deficiencies for this stress package:
. n

. ]-
*

The General Electric interface drawing requires that the nozzle(1) Jloads include allowables for the support clearances shown on the drawing as
well as thermal movement of the heat exchanger. However, the analytical j

models of the heat exchangers coded into the piping analysis cannot ,
,

2
represent the heat exchanger thermal responses required by General Electric.;

i
. jThe models may be adequate to simulate the effects of the heat exchangers

. .
j T.

upon the piping system at some distance away, but cannot adequately
-

e*d ~ represent the local thermal response of the heat exchangers and
-

*
;

0 .? interconnected piping (Deficiency 03.3-3 and Unresolved Item U3.2-1).* ;.
,

E i ;
(2) The Gilbert design specification defining the nozzle load i

pih | combinations for the Upset condition includes thermal effects. However, for :

e E.8 3

'* M : the tube-side outlet nozzle N2 of E12-80010, and the tube-side inlet nozzle
;

N1 of E12-80013, the thermal axial loads generated by the short straight leg 1

::% 4of interconnecting pipe were not included in the Upset load combination. ;9%14 This decision to delete the thermal axial loads is a formal part of the ~

analysis (Deficiency 03.3-4).6J j
(3) A systematic discrepancy exists between the General Electric j

h 4
;

definition of the Faulted nozzle load combination, which includes thermal 9
'

11To 1
N ! effects, and the Gilbert definition of the Faulted condition, which does not I

i

~~

include thermal effects. Although Cleveland Electric commits to FaultedA3 ; Acondition criteria for the heat exchanger n zle loads which include thermal :'-

effects in FSAR Table 3.9-30, this is not implemented in the Gilbert design ~ i
specification. Scme Faulted condition nozzle loads which exceeded General .

j' Electric allowables without thermal loads have been approved by General '

Electric (Deficiencies 03.1-3 and 03.2-5). These loads will exceed General
-

Electric allowables by an even greater amount when the thermal expansion -, ,,' |-

effects are included. :

The team reviewed three stress packages associated with the safety-relief ;
-

*

} valve discharge lines. One of the packages was developed by General
;.

.j Electric as part cf the analysis of steam line C and contains three ball
:

4 1
i

.
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'! joints. Two packages were developed by Gilbert; one with three ball joints
,I and one with no ball joints. The team identified the following deficiencies

|
in one of the Gilbert stress packages, and in the General Electric stress

; package:
(1) The Gilbert stress analysis of discharge line B21G04, which,

contains three ball joints, incorrectly assigned a zero breakaway moment to
; one of the ball joints, in violation of the Gilbert design specificationj

i' (Deficiency 3.3-7).
(2) The General Electric stress analysis of main steam line C.,

-

; 'j contains ball joint analytical models in the safety-relief valve lines with
J low spring rates which yield low and unconservative estimates of potencialij service loads. General Electric modeled each ball joint as a 1.5 inch

diameter pipe having the same length as the ball joint. In addition to the
unconservative load estimates, this analytical model cannot adequately
duplicate the moment-rotation characteristics of the ball joint (Deficiency

,3

J 3.3-8).
4

! SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
The team concludes that the two emergency service water syctem stressi

packages reviewed are deficient and fail to qualify the associated piping
j. and equipment. The team also concludes that stress packages of lines which

contain ball joints are deficient and fail to provide adequate estimates for
,

the forces exerted on supports, anchors and equipment.
,

Because this is an extremely small sample of the total number of piping
subsystems stress analyzed for the balance of plant, no conclusions
concerning the overall quality of the work can be drawn. The team
recommends that a larger, more representative sample of stress packages be
reviewed in detail to detennine the adequacy of the analysis qualification
effort. This review should, as a minimum, address the deficiencies,

identifled above. ,
,

) RELATED FORMS:
'' -

| 03.1-2 (Deficiency) FSAR Commitment
03.1-3 (Deficiency) Heat Exchanger Noz::le Loads (Faulted Condition)

, )! 03.2-1 (Deficiency) Use of Unconservative Thermal Gradient in Stress
! Analysis
j 03.2-2 (Deficiency) Equipment Thermal Growth
1 03.2-5 (Deficiency) Interface between Piping and Equipment
'i 03.3-1 (Deficiency) Modeling Procedures

03.3-2 (Deficiency) Piping Analytical Model
03.3-3 (Deficiency) RHR Heat Exchanger Analytical Model

,

; 03.3-4 (Deficiency) Nozzle Load Upset Condition
03.3-5 (Deficiency) Snubber FSAR Commitment-

03.3-7 (Deficiency) Ball Joint Analysis Model, GAI .

03.3-8 (Deficiency) Ball Joint Analysis Model, GE ,

U3.2-1 (Unresolved Item) Thermal Conditions for Design RHR-HX
*e .

*

3.4 PIPE SUPPORTS . ..

,

d OBJECTIVE .

,

; The objective of this review was to evaluate the modeling procedures which
~

Gilbert uses to analyze and design pipe supports.

a ). .
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i

EVALUATION
~ Pipe support analysis and design is an iterative process. The initial step

~

;

i in the process is the selection of the location, type and orientation of the
pipe support. Support configurations for stress analyzed piping subsystems
are confirmed or revised as required to qualify the piping by analysis.
Limits on valve acceleratior.s and equipment nozzle loads are also factors ini

this review..

-

'i The second ste? in the pipe suppor, design process is to define the loads
,

,j acting on the pipe support. For stress analyzed piping subsystems, support
reactions are computed for each load case and combined in accordance with

j| the governing load combinations, or reactions are separately combined using
a post-process program. Gilbert initially used PIP 0YN for piping analysis,.| which requires the use of a separate post-process program into which the1

PIP 0YN support reactions for each load case are hand coded. Gilbert later
used TPIPE, which calculates the support reactions for each load case and
for each load combination. For hand calculated support reactions performed

,

'

|
in accordance with Gilbert seismic support spacing criteria, Gilbert uses a

i post-process program to compute support reactions for each load combination.
;;

- -

,

' The team reviewed a number of supports for piping subsystems in the
emergency service water sy. stem and several in the safety-relief valve'] discharge lines that were. designed to support reactions computed either by
stress analysis or by hand. The team identified the following concerns:

(1) Failure to evaluate friction forces in a pipe s'upport design'

| (Deficiency 03.4-1).
(2) Locating a snubber on support steel with a stiffness

substantially lower than the rated snubber stiffness (Deficiency 03.4-2).,3
| (3) Extrapolation of design table data for pipe support supplementary -

'
-

steel which resulted in a member selection that failed both stress and
deflection criteria (Deficiency 03.4-3).

(4) An unconservative assumption in the Gilbert design specification
that pipe clamps are aligned symmetrically with pipe shear lugs, and an

j incorrect computation for pipe secondary stress due to Upset seismic inertia
i forces (Deficiency 03.3-6). 1
;

: (5) Discrepancies in the specification of HILTI bolt diameters,
embedment lengths and base plate bolt hole diameters in analysis, design and1

,

l fabrication documentation (Deficiency 03.4-4). |

(6) Failure to evaluate the need to add trapeze support weight to the j
t

piping (stress analysis (Observation 03.4-5). Pipe support calculations which did not address the critical;
7)] design items contained on the pipe support design drawings (Deficiency .

03.4-7).
(8) Failure to perform reanalysis to substantiate a design change to -.,'

a pipe clamp and to a support in a safety-relief valve line (Deficiencies
03.4-8 and D3.4-9). -

(9) Questionable low estimates of loadings on anchors and supports in
---

'
""'

. the safety-relief valve discharge lines (Deficiencies 03.2-6, 03.3-7,1

03.3-8).

} SUMARY/ CONCLUSION
- -

~ Based on the deficiencies the team identified in the pipe support area, the

. .
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! team does not have a high degree of confidence in the analytical
qualification of the pipe supports. The team reccmmends that pipe supports1 of selected additional piping systems be reviewed to determine the magnitudeI

! of the problem and the need for an overall corrective program.
1

RELATED FORMS:
03.2-6 (Deficiency) Safety Valve Discharge Line Anchor Loads

; 03.3-6 (Deficiency) Shear Lug Qualification
03.3-7 (Deficiency) Ball Joint Analysis Model, GAI .

03.3-8 (Deficiency) Ball Joint Analysis Model, GE
03.4-1 (Deficiency) Pipe Friction Force
03.4-2 (Deficiency) Snubber Support Steel
03.4-3 (Deficiency) Design of Supplementary Steel
03.4-4 (Deficiency) HILTI Bolts
03.4-7 (Deficiency) Pipe Support Calculation Check '-

|
03.4-8 (Deficiency) Design Control

- 03.4-9 (Deficiency) Support Change Justification
03.4-5 (Observation) Added Mass for Trapeze Hangers

3.5 MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT ,

OBJECTIVE!

i The objective of this port. ion of the inspection was to evaluate the design
adequacy of specific Seismic Category 1 components and the control and;-
review performed by GilbeVt and General Electric of vendor and in-house
design analysis reports. .

EVALUATION
The team reviewed three emergency service water pieces of equipment in the
Gilbert scope, motor operated valve P45-MCV-F00148 and pumps P45-C002 and
P45-C0013, and the residual heat removal heat exchanger which is in the
General Electric scope and is cooled by the emergency service water system.,

"

We reviewed ball joints which control the loads at the anchors in the
safety-relief valve discharge lines. The anchors serve as the interfaces
between the General Electric and the Gilbert scope for these lines. The
team reviewed the procedure for establishing and spect fying requirements for

j equipment design and qualification and for reviewing vendor reports, and the
i controls on interfaces with the equipment.
j '

The team briefly reviewed procedures for establishing seismic qualification.'

Because qualification of mechanical equipment had been previously reviewed
for the NRC by a seismic qualification review team, we didn't review in
depth the reports on the pumps and valves. Both the pumps and valves,arey.

: designed to the requirements of ASME III, Division 1. Class 3, and there is1' no requirement for a detailed stress analysis for pressure boundary
]

*

integrity. However, since components may be qualified to NRC seismic "

requirements by analysis, the analysis performed for that purpose may also
I'

T
provide an adequate evaluation of its pressure boundary integrity. The
report on the analyses of the pumps did provide such an evaluation with one

" -

,

"
.i minor deficiency with respect to the use of a stress concentration factori

! (Deficiency 03.5-1). The qualification report on the valve relied primarily
on the results of vibration tests to establish seismic adequacy. The team

1 did not review in depth the report on the valve qualiffeatio.n.

t . .
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The design evaluation of the residual heat removal heat exchangers was sub-
stantially more detailed than is required to assure pressure boundary
integrity in accordance with the ASME Code. Much of this detailed analysis -

,

, was directed at justifying the seismic design and the adequacy of interface'

requirements at nozzles and supports. No deficiencies were found in this
evaluation..

There are a total of 57 ball joints in the portions of the 19 safety-relief
-.

valve discharge lines within the General Electric scope and a total of 6
ball joints in the portions within the Gilbert scope. Both companies use
the specification developed by General Electric, though the service,

! conditions are significantly different.
i

Qualification for seismic conditions is not considered critical to their
use. Qualification for normal service conditions is of greater importance
in establishing the adequacy of design for the piping system. Some of the,

:

j reported qualification tests did not meet the specification requi ements.
Gilbert is in the process of revising the specification to make o.a reports!

acceptable (Observation 03.5-1). The team found a deficiency in the
acceptance by General Electric of the test report on endurance testing of,

- the joints. Also, no testing was defined in the specification to establish
the actual force-deflection relation of the joints, including the breakaway
torque, for use in analysis (Deficiency 03.5-2). The lack of well defined
or conservative estimates of'the breakaway torque, especially for long-term
service, raises questions about the values of loads on anchors, supports,
and equipment which were predicted by the analysis. -

- SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
Qualification of ball joints for normal service was not considered adequate.'

;
Acceptance of the test reports on the ball joints will require additional.

! justification or additional test or service information. Qualification of
valves and pumps for seismic conditions appears to be adequately controlled
and performed.

RELATED FORMS:'

; 03.5-1 (Deficiency) Pump Qualification by Analysis
03.5-2 (Deficiency) Ball Joint Qualification, GE
03.5-1 (Observation) Ball Joint Qualification, GAI

:

1
1

.

'

I

.

f
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4.0 CIVIL / STRUCTURAL-

i
~

h- The objective of this portion of the inspection was to evaluate the
structural design and analysis practices and the technical execution of the

j These objectives were accomplished by reviewing calculations,design.-

!. design criteria, computer program documentation and drawings.

4.1 CONTAINMENT VESSEL ,

OBJECTIVE
The objective of this evaluation was to determine whether the design of the
Containment Vessel was in accordance with the codes, regulatory guides and

;

! commitments in the FSAR.

EVALUATION

l- Newport News Industrial Corporation designed and fabricated the steel
! Containment Vessel based on a GAI specification. The personnel air locks
i and the equipment hatch were designed and fabricated by W. J. Woolley, a
j subcontractor to Newport News. The team visited Newport News to review the

analysis and design of all three components.
,3

The team reviewed portions of the final stress report that was submitted by
,I Newport News to GAI. This? comprehensive document included all the design

and analysis performed by. Newport News and W. J. Woolley,
;

i The stress analysis of the Containment Vessel was performed by the use of ani

axisymetric finite element model and the computer program GHOSH-WILSON.:

i Other computer programs, such as STRAP and ANSYS, were used in various
; analyses. These computer programs are in the process of being verified.

Each loading condition was analyzed separately and then the stresses were
combined. Local areas such as the equipment hatch and the personnel air

.

lock were analyzed separately by W. J. Woolley. Newport News performed
seismic analysis of the Containment Vessel and developed response spectra..

! Our review for various loadings detemined that adequate analyses were
performed by Newport News on the Containment Vessel.'

The team reviewed the stress reports for the personnel air locks and the*

equipment hatch and detemined that the boundary stresses as submitted by1

1 Newport News to W. J. Woolley were not properly considered in the local

|' analysis performed by W. J. Woolley (Deficiency 04.1-1).

(1 GAI performed a buckling analysis of the Containment Vessel, using the
:j computer program KSHEL38 (Reference 1). Knockdown factors were obtained by

using ASME Code Case N-234. The safety factors obtained meet NRC
-

i requirements.
'

.- 3
L SUMMARY / CONCLUSION

An extensive review was performed by the team on the analysis and design of ---

the Containment Vessel, the personnel air locks and the equipment hatch. --

Newport News has performed extensive analyses of the vessel. Except for onei
! minor deficiency, the team's conclusion is that the Containment Vessel wasi.

designed in accordance with the FSAR commitments.; r
'

i

i i . .

;*
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RELATED FORMS:;
- ,|

04.1-1 (Deficiency) Boundary Stresses for Personnel Air Locks & Equipment-

Hatch
3

I,) 4.2 SEISMIC ANALYSIS
s
- J

, l OSJECTIVE
The objective of this inspection was to detemine whether the seismic

-- ] analyses of the Perry project were performed in accordance with NRC-
i

d requirements and FSAR commitments. The team performed a partial review of
the seismic analyses of the following structures:

v L<
-

- 1. The Reactor Building (including the foundation mat. Shield Building.
Containment Vessel, Drywell Structure, Internal Structures, Reactor

_

Vessel and its support)
a

2. The Auxilic.ry Building-

' {- The Intemediate and Fuel Handling Complex3.
_

4. The Diesel Generator Building-

F 5. The Emergency Service Water Pumphouse .

; 6. The Emergency Service Water Intake and Discharge Tunnels. ,

._

-

.

EVALUATION
The inspection of seismic analyses extended from the formulation of theE - --

- .I mathematical seismic model to the development of the floor response spectra
,

The artificial earthquake motion which was developed in the form of
- ! curves.

time history, enveloped the provisions of Regulatory Guide 1.60 with!
- exceptions as noted in the evaluation of each structure. Structural damping-

values used for each component agreed with Regulatory Guide 1.61 except for
the Diesel Generator Building (Deficiency 04.2-8). Floor response spectra

_

curves were developed for both the Operating Basis Earthquake and the Safe; - {- Shutdown Earthquake. The effects of three directional earthquakes ,2
horizontal and 1 vwtical) were considered in obtaining the final responses,-

:
- except for the reactor building. The modal responses sere combined in

accordance with the provisions of Regulatory Guide 1.92. With the exception
of the foundation mat, the mass moment of inertia was neglected in the_

mathematical models (Deficiency 04.2-3).
_

P Reactor Bufiding
- Tha team reviewed the development of the mathematical model. The structural
= 4

-

drawings were compared to the mathematical model to ensure that the model
[ Becausedeveloped was adequatuy representative of the as-built structures.r of the assumed axisymmetry for all of the structures modeled in the reactor,

i l

R building mathematical model, torsional motions were totally neglected and a
: i

two-dimensional model and a two-directional earthquake were used. The team
a ! agreed with this assumption for all of the structures, except for the .

drywell, which had significant eccentricities. Gilbert stated that their
.

F two dimensional analys.is compensated for eccentricity by adding 101; in the,

P final structural responses to account for the neglected torsional responses.
- Further analysis is necessary to justify this assumption for the drywell

, .

E ....

;
(see Deficiency 04.2-1).

g.
~ .'E

~~*

.

E.
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)d ~ The team's review of the Auxiliary Building was primarily concentrated on
Auxiliary Building

'l the development of the mathematical model. A three dimensional model was
j developed and all the eccentricities were modeled. The mathematical model

did not incorporate a significant increase in the area and thickness of thei

[ foundation mat, which could have an impact on the final seismic responses ;
:

|
si (Deficiency 04.2-2).

5

Intermediate and Fuel Handling Complex.
-

The Intermediate and the Fuel Handling Buildings are two separate strudtures
above El. 620'-6", which are connected by floor slabs at El. 620'-6" and.

El. 682'-6". The development of member stiffnesses of those connecting
i floor slabs was based on an unjustified assumption concerning shear area
,

calculations (Deficiency 04.2-4). However, it was unlikely to have any
significant effect on the results of the analysis.

'

a

5|
Diesel Generator Building

i The Diesel Generator Building 'is founded on soil backfill. We reviewed the
*A methodology used by Gilbert to calculate the effects of soil structure
j interaction. Two mathematical models were d.eveloped and used to generate

.| the floor response -spectra curves, one for the east-west direction and the
{t

other for the north-south direction. There were discrepancies between the
two models regarding surchar:ge loads from the adjacent buildings (Unresolved
Item U4.2-9). The structural damping value of 10% used for this building

3
i was higher than the value o'f 7% in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.61

~ (Deficiency 04.2-8). These' deficiencies could have a significant effect on
:

|3 the results of the seismic analysis.
~

.

j .

i ) Emergency Service Water Pumphouse
1 The Emergency Service Water Pumphouse is a reinforced concrete structure

with its major portion situated below' finish grade. The mathematical modeli had lateral soil springs to represent the surrounding soil. The devel'opment
| "! and the formulation of the lateral soil springs was not documented
.

(Deficiency 04.2-11). This is unlikely to have any effect on the results of
|.| the seismic analysis.
|!
!! Emergency Service Water Tunnels

The Intake and Dischary Tunnels for the emergency service water system were!
.

.| lined with plain concrete surrourded by rock. The tunnels were analyzed and
. designed by A. A. Mathews, Inc. and its subcontractor Agbabian Associates.
! The team reviewed stress reports from these companies. The design ground
j response spectra and the earthquake used for the seismic * analysis'were not
- in compliance with the FSAR commitment (Observation 04.2-12 and Deficiency

L- 04.2-5). For example, the Golden Gate Earthquake was used instead of ths
|

earthquake stipulated in Regulatory Guide 1.60. The mathematical model was ,

! formulated adequately with reasonable considerations of the surrounding rock ,

! and the standing water in the tunnel. The earthquake used in the vertical
'

.

direction had a lower peak acceleration than the commitment in the F5AR
(Deficiencies 04.2-6 and 04.2-7). These deficiencies could have significant " ....,

L
impact on the final results of the analysis.

*' * -

SUMMARY / CONCLUSIONS

L
The team considers that seismic. reanalysis is necessary to assess the impact

|- .of deficiencies with respect to mass moments of inertia, drywell
|

. .
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eccentricity, foundation mat weight increase, and structural damping values.
The team believes these reanalyses will confirm the existing design. Based
on review of stress reports, the team was unable to reach a similar

; ccnclusion with regard to reevaluation of the tunnels using the FSAR
I committed earthquake as opposed to the Golden Gate earthquake.

RELATED FORMS:'

04.2-1 (Deficiency) Failure to Document Assumption for the Reactor Building
Seismic Analysis -

04.2-2 (Deficiency) Failure to Update Seismic Analysis to Incorporate
Structural Changes
04.2-3 (Deficiency) Omission of Mass Moment of Inertia in Seismic Analyses
04.2-4 (Deficiency) Calculation of Shear Area in Seismic Analysis
04.2-5 (Deficiency) Violation of FSAR Commitment

j| 04.2-6 (Deficiency) Seismic Analysis Based on Earthquake with Lower Peak
Acceleration
04.2-7 (Deficiency) Inconsistency of Ground Response Spectra
04.2-8 (Deficiency) Inconsistency of Damping Value used In Diesel Generator

3 Building Seismic Analysis
04.2-11 (Deficiency) Calculation of Lateral Soil Springs in ESW pumphouse

- Seismic Model
-

U4.2-9 (Unresolved Item) Discrepancy in Seismic Models
04.2-10 (Observation) Wrong Earthquake - Reactor Building Seismic Analysis

,

04.2-12 (Observation) Response Spectra Curve Inconsistent with Regulatory
Guide 1.60 4

'

4.3 CESIGN OF SHIELD BUILDING

OBJECTIVE
The inspection was performed to determine wnether the analysis and design of
the Shield Building was performed in accordance with the FSAR commitments.

,

,

EVALUATION
The Shield Building is a reinforced concrete structure to protect the
environment from radiation and to protect the Containment Vessel from
external missiles. The building is founded on the Reactor Building common
mat and has vertical cylindrical walls and a dome. The annulus concrete
fill was placed between the Containment Vessel and the Shield Building for
stability. We determined that the loads and load combinations used for the
analysis and design were adequate. The design was in accordance with the,

FSAR comnitted codes and requirements. The team found only one discrepancy
among the FSAR, engineering drawings and as-built structure (Deficiency
04.3-1); this discrepancy has no impact on the design. The cylindrical
wall was analyzed and designed before the annulus concrete fill was placed.
In order nut to overburden the original cylindrical wall design, the annulus
was designed not to exert any additional load on the cylindrical wall. The ' ,

annulus fill was adequately analyzed and designed. '

SUMMARY /C0hCLUSION

- '

'"

The team found that the Shield Building was designed in accordance with the
FSAR commitments. The preparation of the structural drawings, with one
minor exception, was performed with care and the drawings accurately reflect

.

44
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| the requirements of the design calculations. The team found that the Shield !

|
Building design process was, in general, adequately controlled,

f RELATED FORMS:

}
04.3-1 (Deficiency) Inconsistency of Shield Building Drawings on Ring Girder

I 4.4 OESIGN OF EMERGENCY SERVICE WATER INTAXE AND DISCHARGE TUNNELS

OBJECTIVE .

-

- The objective of this inspection was to determine whether the analysis and
design of the Emergency Service Water Tunnels were performed in accordance
with the FSAR commitments.

. EVALUATION
The team reviewed the intake and discharge tunnels and the intake structures

,

of the emergency service water system. The tunnels extended over 2000 ft.
into Lake Erie and were 100 ft. below the bottom of the lake. The tunnels

! con:isted of 10 ft. diameter circular horizontal sections with 6 ft.
diameter circular risers. The tunnels were lined with a minimum of 10'

inches of unreinforcad (plain) concrete. We reviewed the loads and loading
! combinations usec for the analysis and design and found that they were in
i accordance with the FSAR commitment. The allowable strength of plain
! concrete was _taken from ACI 322-72 and ACI 349-76 but ACI 322-72 was not

comitted to in the FSAR (Deficiency 04.4-1). The contractor, A. A.
Mathews, Inc., subcontracted the work to Agbabian Associates. We reviewed;

i the contractor stress reports and found that, in general, the design of the
i tunnels was adequate.
;

! SUMMARY / CONCLUSION

| The team concluded that the tunnel design was in accordance with the codes
and requirements committed to in the FSAR except for ACI 322-72. The stress'

reports indicated that the maximum stresses were within allowable stresses.<

The structural drawings showed that the design requirements were accurately
reflected. -

RELATED FORMS:

I 04.4-1 (Deficiency) "se of Unccmmitted Code

f 4.5 REACTOR BUILDING MAT

|
OBJECTIVEj ,

; The objective of this evaluation was to determine whether the loadings on
the mat were accurate and that the design was in accordance with the FSAR
commitments.

.

EVALUATION
,

The Reactor Butiding mat structural analysis was performed using an
axisymmetric finite element model, an in-house computer program called ELAD. ..

The soil pressures on the mat were calculated assuming that the mat was ....

rigid. This is a conservative assumption. The soil pressure and other
loads acting on the mat were inputs to the computer model. Flexural and
shear reinforcing, as required by the calculations, was,provided.

i
!

. .
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The loads acting on the mat had gone through various changes since the!

original design was completed. Therefore, revised calculations were issuedy

and the original design calculations were voided. However, later revisions!

! to the calculations used design parameters from the voided calculations
(Deficiency 04.5-1).'

The original design of the mat' required a concrete strength of 3,000 psi.l In a recent revision of the mat analysis due to increased loadings from
.'i safety relief valves and LOCA, higher concrete strength was needed toj overcome the increased loads. Gilbert's review of the test data taken during

1 the pouring of the mat detennined that the strength of the concrete could be
as high as 5275 psi, but the team found that this value for the concretej

strength was based on only a limited portion of the mat (Deficiency 04.5-2).!
-

| The team reviewed several structural drawings in order to verify that the
This review showedj

design values were transferred to the drawings properly.
| that the reinforcing steel shown on the drawing matched that required in the
I

j design calculations.
!

SUMMARY / CONCLUSIONS.j The team reviewed the design criteria and the calculations performed for the
The mat design calculations were revised extensively,

-
-

Reactor Building mat.
{ but design values from the voided calculations were used in the revised

This was coinmonly done in the mat calculations and should be;

calculations.The concrete strength of the mat should be re-evaluated to;

corrected. In otherjustify the higher strength assumed in the revised mat analysis.;

respects, the design of the mat meets the commitments in the FSAR.t
j

,

RELATED FORMS
04.5-1 (Deficiency) Voided Calculations
04.5-2 (Deficiency) Concrete Strength of the Reactor Building Mat ,

q
REACTOR BUILDING INTERNAL STRUCTURES

.

- 4.6
1

ctive of this evaluation was to detennine whether the internaleo
I structures, including the drywell, the weir wall, the reactor pressure
I vessel pedestal, and the biological shield wall, were designed in accordance
! with the applicable codes and regulatory guides and comply with the
!- commitments in the FSAR. The team reviewed a sample of the design
I ' calculations for the internal structures. ,

'

.
.

' EVALUATION: . We reviewed the' design and analysis of portions of the drywell (References
1,2, and 3). A finite element model was used to analyze the drywell with *

The cylindrical wall base was analyzed forthe computer program NASTRAN.
,

thermal loads using an in-house ;9 gram, ELAD, and included the base mat in
the finite element model. The analyses performed were appropriate and '*

Heavy reinforcing was used in the design-reflected the as-built conditions. ' ' "

Our review of drawings for the drywell (Referencas 4 and 5)of the drywell.
determined that the design information from the calculations was transferred
to the drawings correctly. -

-
. .

. .
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We reviewed the biological shield wall and the reactor pressure vessel
l| pedestal design calculations. These structures were analyzed with finite -

't
element mod.els for various loadings. The stresses in the steel plates were
then checked for each loading combination to determine whether they were1

within the limits specified in the FSAR. Our review of these stresses
showed that, for the load combination where accident thermal loads exist,
the stress limits were exceeded for both the biological shield wall and the;j

1
reactor pressure vessel pedestal (Deficiency 04.6-1).

1
'

d We reviewed the design calculations for the weir wall and mat (Reference 6)
to determine whether the design was in accordance with the GAI criteria andl
the code requirements. A finite element model was used to analyze all load
combinations; required flexural and shear reinforcing identified by the
analysis was provided. Our review of one of the drawings (Reference 7) for

i the weir wall showed that the calculated steel reinforcing requirements were
accurately shown on the drawing.

Gilbert reviewed the plant for the effects of pipe whip upon adjacent
structures. As a result of that survey it was detemined by Gilbert that as

i> . i -

I a result of a pipe break the pipe would whip into a 10" diameter supporting
column 'of a steel grating platfom at El. 636'-8" just outside the drywellj* 'in the Reactor Building. Gilbert performed a structural analysis (Ref. 8)
using the computer program STRUDL which demonstrated that the platform
remained stable and that the stresses in the structural steel framing would+

remain within the limits of the FSAR and the Structural Design Criteria.
In order to ensure that the failure of the column would not damage the
platform, the connection of the platform to the column had' to be modified.

j The welding which was in place was removed and holes were det11ed and four
.

1 1/2 inch diameter ASTM A307 bolts were installed. The si:e of the boltswere selected so that they would fail in shear. The changes were described'
in an ECN. The drawings of the platform were modified accordingly.

.

SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
,.

4 The team's review of the internal structures indicated that the objectives
and FSAR commitments were met, with.one exception.

} RELATED FORMS

-|
04.6-1 (Deficiency) Steel Plate Stress Limits

'i
4.7 FUEL HANDLING BUILDING

03JECTIVE'

The objective of this evaluation was to determine whether the analysis and
design of the Fuel Handling Building was in accordance with the codes'and
requirements as committed to in the FSAR.

< .

"s
EVALUATION
The team reviewed GAI calculations for the floor at El. 599'-0", which was
analyzed by the use of an in-house computer program called SLAM. The finite

-..

difference model prepared matched the geometry of the as-built slab. Our
--

review of the design for this floor confirmed that adequate flexural and'

- shear' reinforcing steel was provided.
-..

,

h

'}
. .
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We evaluated calculations for the walls of the Fuel Handling Building which
indicate larger spacing for shear reinforcing than allowed by the ACI 318-71
code (Deficiency 04.7-1). The review of the fuel pool walls determined
that, during a seismic event, the pool water may slash into the surrounding

.

area beause the fuel pool walls do not have enough free board (Observation
,

j 04.7-3). This does not jeopardize the integrity of the Fuel Handling
Building or equipment in the area, which is qualified for 100". relative
humidity. -(,

3

During our review of GAI calculations for the Fuel Handling Building walls,
d we noted that the factor for dead load is not consistent with Regulatory
;1 Guide 1.142, although it was consistent with load combinations in the FSAR

(Observation 04.7-2). This item was raised in an NRC/NRR audit, for theja design of structures other than the Fuel Handling Building. GAI in turn,3 ' evaluated these structures in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.142. The'j
team recommends that all structures where the load combination with a dead

! load factor of 0.9 governs.should be evaluated in accordance with Regulatory
.

.' Guide 1.142.

We reviewed Calculations for the mat design at E1. 620'-6" which uses an
in-house program called MASS-01. Also, GAI calculations for the roof design

,

-

at E1. 682'-6" were reviewed. Both of these calculations indicated! f
i compliance with the FSAR. commitments.

I SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
~

We reviewed structural calculations for the design and analysis of the Fuel
î Handling Building. In generai, the design was in accordance wi'h the FSAR

commitments and met the Regulatory Guides. The deficiency with respect to,

spacing used for shear reinforcement was similar to a deficiency observed in!

j the Auxiliary Building (Deficiency 04.7-1). It is the team's judgement that
this is a generic problem and may occur in other buildings. Therefore, aj; comprehensive review is required of all structures where shear reinforcement
was provided to confirm structural adequacy in such cases.:

Ia RELATED FORMS

!! 04.7-1 Deficiency) Incorrect Spacing of Stirrups
>; 04.7-2 Observation) Load Factor for Dead Load
;! 04.7-3 Observation) Height of Fuel Pool Walls
: !
!4 4.8 EMERGENCY SERVICE WATER PUMPHOUSE

-! .

08JECTIVE
The objective of this evaluation was to determine whether the analysis and!

design of the Emergency Service Water Pumphouse was in accordance with the
commitments in the FSAR. .

'

EVALUATION
The Emergency Service Water Pumphouse is a reinforced concrete structure ..

with steel girders supporting the roof. The team reviewed the major ~ ....

structural elements, including the foundation mat, the substructure and
superstructure walls, the slab of the pump floor and the roof slab and,

girders. ,,
,

The original analysis and design calculations for the ESW Pumphouse were
,

i performed manually. Approximately 755 of the structure is below grade'

.
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elevation. Therefore, ground water and soil pressures are the major
loadings that govern the design. In the original design, the outside walls'

had weep holes so that the ground water level was kept at a maximum
elevation of 590'-0". All outside walls were designed for this elevation of
the ground water. Recently, it was found that these weep holes are not
functioning properly. This could lead to the rise of the ground water to
El. 618-0", which is an increase of 28 feet in the head of water. A new
analysis was performed of the existing structure to show that it was

-

adequate to withstand this increased hydrostatic loading.,

4

) This new analysis assumed a higher strength for concrete, 4100 psi, as
' calculated from the tests performed during the construction of the
i structure, as compared to the design value of 3000 psi. The team identified

the following errors in the analysis of the walls above El 586'-6": 1) The
'j shear capacity of the T-beams was not calculated in accordance with the

requirements of the ACI 318-71 code (Deficiency 04.8-1); 2) The moment'

capacity of the T-beams was calculated with more reinforcing than the as-
3 built condition (Deficiency 04.8-2); 3) In the T-beam analysis, credit wast

taken for a reduction in the negative bending moment without accounting for
an increase in the pos~itive moment (Deficiency 04.8-3); 4) The roof girders
were assumed to provide horizontal support to tha side walls. The
structural adequacy of these girders to carry the forces from the walls was
not investigated (Deficiency 04.8-4). The forces transferred to the bottom
flange of the girder may.cause lateral buckling of the bottom flange of the,

..

girder,
'

The outside walls below E1. 586'-6" were reanalyzed by the use of a finitei

element program called STARDYNE, which showed that these walls were
i structurally adequate to carry the increased loadings.,

'

!

We also reviewed the fo'undation mat, pump floor and roof slab. The, original
j- design of the mat had assumed a ground water elevation of 618'-0";

therefore, a reanalysis was not required.
,

SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
The analysis performed by GAI for the increased ground water elevation

!' concluded that the ESW Pumphouse is structurally adequate to carry this,

increased loading. The deficiencies found during the inspection question
.

the validity of this conclusion. In the team's opinion, unconservative
i- assumptions and methods were used in order to substantiate the design

~l adequacy of the existing structure. Structural changes to the ESW Pumphouse
f may be necessary in order to withstand the increased loading due to the
j change of the ground water elevation. .

<J. j RELATED FORMS .

04.8-1 (Deficiency) Shear Capacity of .T-Beams -
'

r

04.8-2 (Deficiency) Incorrect Moment Capacity of T-Beams.
04.8-3 (Deficiency) Negative Moment Redistribution ,, .

04.8-4 (Deficiency) Structural Adequacy of Roof Girder ....

4.9 ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF AUXILIARY BUILDING
|

'*

08JECTIVE .

; The objective of this review was to detennine whether the design objectives.,

t

! as stated in the FSAR were met. . .

; 4-9
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EVALUATION
The Auxiliary Building is essentially a reinforced concrete structure. .

.

Structural steel framing is employed for structural support of heavy
equipment such as the residual heat removal heat exchanger. The entire ,

structure is supported on a reinforced concrete foundation mat. Along some
portions of the exterior wall counterforts were designed integrally with the
exterior wall in order to stiffen and strengthen the wall against lateral
earth pressures.

.

The foundation mat was analyzed using the GAI in-house computer program''

n SLAM, which is no longer in use. The program had two shortcomings, namely
that no results were provided at the boundaries and that the Poisson's ratio'

was assumed to be zero (Deficiency 04.9-1). Assuming this ratio to be zero
would underestimate or overestimate the stresses due to bending moments in

! orthogonal directions. Continuity in the reinforcing bar arrangements
; between the counterforts and the mat is required to transfer moments in the

counterforts and the mat at their intersection. The team found that
inadequate lap length of reinforcing bars was provided for the required'

structural continuity of the counterforts and the mat (Deficiency 04.9-5).
. .

1

The Auxiliary Building steam tunnel is an enclosure of reinforced concrete.
slabs and walls. The internal pressures result in axial tensile forces as
well as shears and bending moments. Errors were made in design applications
where axial tensile forces were present in the design of the steam tunnel,

;

floor slabs and beam (Deficiencies 04.9-2 and 04.9-4). Analyses of the
steam tunnel floor accounted for the beam formed at the intersection of twoi-

|
sections of the slab at different elevations. The slab was analyzed using
the computer program SLAM and by means of manual calculations. This'

combination resulted in the SLAM results being used only for the beam. Even
. e

though computer results were obtained for the floor slabs of the steam''

tunnels.they were not used in the design. The design depended solely upon*

i
the manual calculations. The design of the floor beam design did however,

! depend upon the computer results despite the shortcomings of the computer
.i program SLAM, namely the fact that the program does not give results for the

f
beam ends nor for axial forces (Deficiency 04.9-4). Gilbert's checking of
the calculations for the structural design of the steam tunnel slab was by

3

! means of independent alternate calculations. The independent alternate>

calculations were in fact, the only valid calculation for the slab
i structural design; it in turn was not checked (Deficiency D4.9-3).

1- Various other beams, slabs and walls were inspected by,the team. In some of
the exterior walls, horizontal shear reinforcing bars were required. .The
bars were spaced at 24 inches on center, however, the ACI 318-71 Code

,

'

required that the spacing not to exceed the distance "d", which Gilbert
calculated as 16 inches. While the calculation of "d" was correct, the,

,

spacing of stirrups should not have exceeded 16 inches (Deficiency 4.7-1). .

In many of the beams, the design ignored the fact that under the ACI 318-71
"

code the beams should have been considered as deep beams (Deficiency 04.9- ...

6). ._..

j
.

#e

.
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SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
-

The team found that there were certain oversights and departures in thei
design from strict adherence to ACI 318-71 Code requirements as well as some,

procedural errors concerning design verification. Furthermore, the;

extensive use of the finite difference program SLAM, which is no longer in
use, raised some questions concerning its shortcomings with respect to

,

Poisson's ratio and results at boundaries.

The preparation of the structural drawings was performed with care. The -

; drawings reviewed by the team accurately reflected the conclusions of the
design calculations.

4

RELATED FORMS:4
.

04.7-1 (Deficiency) Incorrect Spacing of Stirrups
04.9-1 (Deficiency) Computer Program Documentation
04.9-2 (Deficiency) Auxiliary Building Shear Capacity
04.9-3 (Deficiency) Design Verification
04.9-4 (Deficiency) Axial Tensile Forces
04.9-5 (Deficiency) Auxiliary Building Counterforts Lap Splice of Dowel and
Mat Bars

,

04.9-6 (Deficiency) Critical Section for Shear--

4.10 DESIGN OF DIESEL GENERATOR BUILDING,

: OBJECTIVE
-

The objective of this inspection was to determine whether.the analysis and
;
' design of the Diesel Generator Building was performed in accordance with the

codes and requirements as committed to in the FSAR and NRC regulations.
,

.

j EVALUATION
_i . The original design of the Diesel Generator Building was revised sever.al
i* times to accommodate revis.ed loads. The team sampled GAI calculatio'ns,

inc.ading their revisions. Special attention was given to the interface-

[;
between the design calculations and the structural drawings.

i When new equipment loads were provided, the designer used a less severe|i seismic response in order to qualify the existing slab design. However,
,

'~: there was no justification for use of a structural damping value at variance
with Regulatory Guide 1.61, an FSAR comitment (Deficiency 4.2-8). In

1 addition, the slabs were reanalyzed as a two-way slab rather than the
L, original one-way approach. However, the designer used a different code
j) requirement than that committed to in the FSAR (Deficiency 04.10-5).
I

' '

|' The Diesel Generator Building slab has trenches which reduce the slab *
' thickness and the resultant structural capacity. There was no documented

"

evidence that the selection of critical sections for analysis and design ,

were appropriately considered in these thickness reductions (Unresolved Item '

'

U4.10-3). ,
,,

"

We found many discrepancies between the design calculations and the"

structural drawing with respect to shear reinforcement (stirrups)
,

|
(Deficiency D4.10-1).

-.
,

;

f .!
. .
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The team reviewed the wall design of the Diesel Generator Building. When
walls above and below slabs were off-set, cross walls were assumed to .

,

,i represent the load path but there was no documented evidence that these
| crosswalls were designed for the loads (Deficiency 04.10-4). For walls

having large openings, the solid portions above the openings were designed
as deep beams. ACI 318-71 has special provisions for deep beam design with
respect to providing horizontal and vertical shear reinforcement. This was
accounted for in the calculation, but the drawing did not depict horizontal

,

shear reinforcement (Deficiency 04.10-2). -

SUMMARY / CONCLUSION,,

I The analysis and design of the diesel generator building, in general, was
adequate. There were minor deficiencies which, in the team's judgment,'

'' should not affect the integrity of the building.

RELATED FORMS:
'

04.10-1 (Deficiency) Inconsistencies Among Design Documents, Construction
Drawings, and the Reinforcing Steel Lists
04.10-4 (Deficiency) Diesel Generator Building Wall Design Loads !
04.10-2 (Deficiency) Discrepancy between Design Documents and Construction

,

Drawings
,

04.10-5 (Deficiency) Use of ACI 318-63 instead of ACI 318-71
U4.10-3 (Unresolved Item), Assumption Made Without Occumentation in Designing<

Slabs with Trench -

4.11 ANALYSIS A!!D DESIGN OF MEC:lANICAL COMPONENT SUPPORTS
.

! OBJECTIVE
! The objective of this review was to determine whether the supports for the

.i ESW pump and residual heat removal heat exchanger were properly designed in
i accordance with FSAR commitments. ,

i

EVALUATION
The emergency service water pumps are located in the ESW Pumphouse. The

,'j major support of the pumps is at the operating deck. A supplementary
| horizontal support is located below the operating deck to resist horizontal

1 seismic loads. The pump vendor provided a design of the supports and a
,; recommendation as to the size and grade of steel of the anchor bolts. The

i vendor recommended A325 bolts at the operating deck and provided the loading
l data. Gilbert reviewed the recommendation for anchor bolts and changed the
i grade from A325 to A354 in order to confom to Gilbert specifications. In
i accordance with structural drawings, the A354 anchor bolts as provided
! should have been installed snug tight with no torquing. There is evidence

that the installers may have torqued the bolts (Deficiency 4.11-1). -

1 The team found that the design of the lower horizontal seismic support met ,

j all requirements, except that the reinforced concrete walls to which the
supports were attached were not checked for the horizontal seismic reactions; , , .

|
imposed by the pumps (Deficiency 04.11-2). ....

.

|
The residual heat removal heat exchanger was provided by General Electric;
General Electric provided loading data to Gilbert for the design of

, '

; supports. -

ij . .
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The Gilbert designer made an interpretation of the loading data which was
unconservative and may not be in accordance with the load combinations
committed to in the FSAR (Deficiency 04.11-3).

Where structural steel frames into the reinforced concrete, embedment plates'

i are provided at the surface of the concrete. The embedment plate is i
'

)anchored to the concrete by means of Nelson studs during the placement of
concrete. The design capacity of the Nelson stud group was detennined

-

r
' erroneously in some cases (Deficiency 04.11-4).

The teen observed that the Gilbert calculation books contained calculation
|

-1 sheets which clearly were superseded. These sheets should have been
I discarded or marked void (Observation 04.11-5). |

SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
The fact that the torquing of the anchor bolts for the ESW pump did not

||) comply with the requirements of Gilbert structural drawings raises questions
| concerning torquing in other applications of high strength anchor bolts.4

The team recommends that all high strength anUcr bolt applications be ,

J

reviewed by Gilbert with respect to torquing in *.he field to ensure.

|. | conformance to the GAI Structural Department requirements.
i i
I '

We found the residual heat removal heat exchanger support structures
f+ themselves to be adequate, even though the ambiguous presentation of loading

data by GE led to an unconservative GAI interpretation of the data.
-

,

''
,

' RELATED FORMS:
04.11-1 (Deficiency) Anchor Bolt preload Control
04.11-2 (Deficiency) Seismic Pump Reactions'

04.11-3 (Deficiency) RHR Heat Exchanger Supports
04.11-4 (Deficiency) Capacity of Nelson Stud Group .~

I '

04.11-5 (Observation) Heat Exchanger Supports Superseded Calculations

|| 4.12 SUPPORT OF ELECTRICAL CONOUITS
!!

OBJECTIVE
'

The objective of this review was to determine whether the design criteria, .
the base design and the field variances were in accordance with the

;
commitments of the FSAR.

'{-
1

EVALUATION
In order to simplify the seismic design of electrical" conduit supports,1

I Gilbert chose to design to tha peak of the seismic response spectra, rather,-l' than calculate the dynamic response characteristics of the structural system
!

consisting of the conduit and supports. When the frequencies are not known,L; it is assumed that the seismic load will be detennined at a frequency
,

resulting in the peak seismic response. As a conservatism the peak ~valuei !

j_. should have been increased by a factor 1.5 as indicated in both the NRC ..

Gilbert used as factor of 1.0!,

Standard Review Plan and f.he Perry FSAR.
....

'

rather than 1.5; however, Gilbert did not have documentation justifying thisi

1
approach which is required if a factor 1.5 is not used (Deficiency 04.12-1).'!

I i Support spacing criteria are based on jet'finpingement pressures actingi In such
parallel to the wall surface but not normal to the surface of wall.

-

. .
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:
applications the conduit is offset from the reinforced concrete wall 3/4" or
1" depending upon the coupling thickness. Gilbert assumed that conduit

|
deflections of 3/4" or 1" were acceptable, but had no documentation,

justifying this assumption (Deficiency 04.12-2).

For conduit supports anchored into the concrete, Gilbert specified the use
of Hilti Kwik Bolts. The team observed the criteria for Hilti Kwik Bolts
needed some clarifi:ation with respect to factors of safety and effects of
closely spaced bolts (Deficiencies 04.12-4 and 04.12-5). .

.

Design is required at the site in order to take care of variances. A;

typical situation is one in which the conduit is located at some distance
from the structural steel or the reinforced concrete. In this situation.

!

structural steel angles are welded to the structural steel or embedment
plates and cantilevered to provide support for the conduit. Structural

3 steel angles are weaker for moments applied about the principal axes. The~j
principal axes do not correspond to axes which are parallel to the anglei

legs. Because seismic loads are applied in three orthogonal directions,'

bending about the principal axes is usually the most critical. Gilbert was
aware of this situation, and considered bending about the legs of the anglesi

but reduced the allowable stresses to compensate for the increased stress-

resulting from bending moments about the principal axes. There was no clear
direction or criteria and .there was little consistency in the approach used
in the calculations (Deficiency 04.12-3).

SUMMARY / CONCLUSION .

The team found that conduit supports are conservatively designed. However.
several assumptions and inconsistencias needed clarification.

|
'

-
'

RELATED FORMS
04.12-1 (Deficiency) Equivalent Static Load

-

04.12-2 (Deficiency) Conduit Supports
04.12-3 (Deficiency) Conduit Supports .t

04.12-4 (Deficiency) Factor of Safety for Hilti Bolts'

! .; 04.12-5 (Deficiency) Hilti Bolt Spacing
iI
't

e

1

q .

:
' *

-
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b .
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i
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j
i

j 4. GAI Drawing 0-411-222, Reactor Building Drywell Floor Slab El. 664'-7"
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;

I 5. GAI Drawing 0-411-152 Reactor Building Drywell Wall El. 600'-10" to
664'-7" Additional Reinforcing Placement (Inside Face)

.

'

6. GAI Calculation 3:28.6., Final . Design of Weir Wall and Mat Reinforcing

7. GAI Orawing 0-411-247, Reactor Building Weir Wall El . 583'-6" to El .
599'-0" Reinforcement Placement, Rev. C. .

I 8. GAI Calculation 3:41.19, pages 516-533, Reactor Building Structural
Steel, Modification to Platform at El. 636'-8", Rev. 3, 7/27/84

,

.

! 9. GAI ECM 22140-85-292, 10" Of ameter Support Post, Rev. A, 8/6/84 *
;

10. GAI Drawing 0-511-070, Reactor Building Steel Framing, Miscellaneous
.

Platforms, Plans, Sections and Details, El . 626'-8", El. 635'-3" and
i El. 636'-8", Rev. E, 2/7/84

References for Section 4.7
i,

1. GAI Calculation 5:04.3, FHB Floor at El . 599'-0", Rev. 2

Lj 2. GAI Calculation 5:07.3, FHB Foundation Mat at El. 620'-6" Final Design

ii GAI Calculation 5:06.4, FHB Roof at El . 682'-6", Structural Steel.'

3. '

Final Design, Rev. 1.
i
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| 5.0 ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEMS
-

;
*

5.1 OBJECTIVE
- -

The objective of the inspection in the electric power discipline was to
; perform a technical review of the selected electrical components of the

'.i
Emergency Service hater System and other relevant portions of the power

: distribution system to verify:
t

.

That the regulatory requirements, licensing commitments, and design
-

bases specified in the FSAR are correctly translated into the plant
! design and incorporated in the design documents, such as
E|' specifications, and drawings.
';i,

That correct design information has been provided to responsible

|
design organizations.

l That design documents are correlated and are consistent with one
; another.

! >
That design changes including field changes are_ conducted in a

.

controlled manner.
,

That the procured equipment is designed, and tested or analyzed in
;~

compliance with the.. technical requirements of the procurement
specification.'

.

The adequacy of the design to accomplish design basis safety functions
under normal and accident conditions.t

.I The conformance of the as-built system or component to the design
i

~ criteria and design documents. ,
,

*
- ,,

5.2 STAN08Y EMERGENCY POWER

|! OBJECTIVE
The objective of this portion of the inspection was to evaluate the method,:
of sizing, applying load to and protecting the emergency diesel generators.

EVALUATION.j The team reviewed the GAI standby diesel generator load lists for the.j Division 1 and Division 2 emergency diesel generators. . These lists are
:

i generated with a computer by tabulating the starting and running loads
' connected at the different sequence intervals. Two lists are prepared ,one

for loss of offsite power coincident with a forced shutdown and the other
for loss of offsite power coincident with a loss of coolant accident. The ,'

team found that these lists did not agree with either the FSAR or the loads -
"

shown in the specification for the diesel generator (Deficiency 05.2.1).'

The loading sequence was determined from the Ofesel Generator Loading " . . . '
Sequence Logic which established the minimum sequence interval at 5 seconds.
The team reviewed the specification for large Class IE 4000 volt and 460
volt motors and found no requirement that the motors be sized to accelerate

. .
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their loads up to speed within the minimum interval of 5 seconds.
(Unresolved Item U5.2-1).

-

The team reviewed the qualification report describing the results of the
testing for the Perry diesel generator. The Perry Project purchased'

oversized units using specification SP-562-4549-00 and the unit was tested
,

; to the oversized rating.

The team reviewed the electrical protection provided for the diesel -

generator and confirmed the FSAR connitment that all electrical protective
devices, except the generator differential current protection, are bypassed

,

during a loss of coolant accident condition.
t

{ - SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

| In spite of the inconsistencies in the standby diesel generator load
documentation and the lack of a motor specification requirement to provide a
motor large enough to accelerate the load within 5 seconds, the designn

.j appears conservative because the actual diesel generator purchased and
~ installed at the Perry Nuclear Power Plant appears to have sufficient spare

,

! capacity to overcome the differences between assumed and actual load values,
timing errors, and longer than expected accelerating times to permit all the

t ~
,,

emergency loads to be safely operated.
. .

*

I
~

RELATED FORMS: .
I

05.2-1 (Deficiency) Diesel Generator Loading
U5.2-1 (Unresolved Item) Motor Accelerating Times .

5.3 MOTOR CONTROL CENTERS-

I
- OBJECTIVE
' The objective of this portion of the inspection was to evaluate the .

qualification documentation of the Class IE motor control centers for
*

conformance to FSAR commitments and applicable industry standards.'

EVALUATION -

We reviewed the Class 1E motor control center specification SP-557 and the
associated qualification documentation. The documentation consisted of the
qualification plan A50-10250, the qualification report A50-11119, and the,

i Patel analysis report PEI-TR-82-14-1. We additionally reviewed the GAI,

J qualification report review checklist, the manufacturers documentation
] submission list for specification SP-557, and the manufacturers drawings.

We found that specification SP-557 (and supplemental technical
correspondence) does not specify that the internal wiring of Class 1E inotor
control centers must be flame retardant and conform to specific flame test

:
.

! standards. We also found that the manufacturers documentation submission
-

list was not revised to require the msnufacturer to provide flame testt

-documentation for IEEE Standard 383 qualification and for engineer review ,,

and approval as recommended by the GAI Quality Assurance Group. Although ....

the manufacturers submitted some flane test data there is no evidence that
GAI engineering reviewed and approved the documents as acceptable for the
design and for compliance to FSAR consittments (Deficiency 05.3-1).

-.
,

, . .
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SUMMARY / CONCLUSION.i GAI engineering should determine the necessary flame test requirements
-

*

consistent with the design and the design commitments. Thereafter, the
d.! appropriate documentation should be cotained (if necessary) and reviewed and
-j approved. In other respects, the qualification documentation appeared in
jj - good order.

RELATED FORMS: -

05.3-1 (Deficiency) Flame Test Documentation Unraviewed

5.4 0! RECT CURRENT SYSTEM

OBJECTIVE
The objective of this portion of the inspection was to determine the method

.

used to size the Class 1E batteries and battery chargers and the ' capability
of the direct current system to supply adequate backup power to the safety

:] related loads during different plant conditions.
*

EVALUATION
The team reviewed the basis for the selection of the Division 1 and Division'

2 125 volt batteries. We reviewed the voltage requirements for the direct
4

current equipment fed from the batteries, and found that the design did not
! address equipment minimum. operating voltage and allowable cable voltage drop
j in the selection of the battery minimum permissible discharge voltage

(Deficiency 5.4-1).'

The team reviewed the direct current cable sizing and found two problems.
The design did not account for the voltage drop during starting direct, ,

j
j

current motors. Also, the cable size selected for some direct current power,

loads was not adequately protected for overload with fuses recommended by
,! the-Perry Project Design Criteria. Both problems indicate undersiz,ed i
; conductors (Deficiency 5.4-2). -

' '

i

~| The team reviewed the calculations which were performed over the life of the1

project to determine the required battery size and found many individual;
calculations cach building upon the preceding one. The calculations were in
need of revision and Gilbert had planned this as part of the current program,,

-

for reviewing the FSAR. The existing calculations contained undocumented |'

-

||
inputs and errors (Deficiency 5.4-3).

i] agreed) g the battery charger, Gilbert suggested (and Cleveland Electricthat the total battery rated capacity be used "instead of the actual
, ,In sizin

| ampere-hours discharged. . Gilbert, however, failed to follow the design
i

basis and used the actual discharged ampere hours in the calculation.,

; (Deficiency 5.4-4). .

' '

J
'

Specification SP-554-4549-00 was used to purchase the Class 1E batteries for'

Division 1 and Division 2. The specification gave the requn ed battery ...i
ampere hour capacity based upon the Gilbert batter.v sizing calculation. ....

-

This csiculation had not been checked prior to its results being
.

: incorporated into the specification (Deficiency 5.4-5).
-..

i
; . .
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! The team reviewed the FSAR section 8.3.2 and the responses to the NRC's .
Requests for Additional Information pertinent to the direct current system
and noted that a statement was made that the maximum operating voltage was ,

145 volts. We reviewed the battery charger test data and determined that,

'

the high voltage alarm was tested at this same value. This alarm setpoint
was also repeated on the site approved relay setting forms. The team then"

reviewed the electrical equipment and found that the majority of the direct
',

current loads are specified and tested at a maximum of 140 volts (Deficiencyi
i

j 05.4-6).
-

L.

] The team observed that the Division 1 battery room ambient temperature was
' monitored with a temperature element and an alarm was provided in the

P. control room. Our review of the Plant Environmental Conditions Table EC.5,
which included the battery room area (Zone CB2), revealed that the

.' temperature would remain between 720F and 760F year round. This was based
upon a GA: calculation, CL-ECH-015, which gives a temperature range of*

71.loF to 72.8cF. Battery capacity decreases approximately 3% for every 2,

.]
degrees below 770F. The alarm was set at a temperature rising above 950F,

,

but there was no alarm for temperatures decreasing below the minimum
temperature used in the battery sizing calculation (Deficiency 5.4-7).

.,

s
' The team noted that the ratings for the Division 3 direct current battery

and battery charger installed at Perry agree with the Gilbert drawings but; . do not agree with the General Electric Topical Report (Observation 05.4-1).*
,

SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
GAI should review the DC system equipment and detemine what minimum battery
voltage must be available to assure that the voltage at the Class 1E
equipment will not drop below the equipment minimum rated voltage.

,

.

'
- GAI should also redo the sizing. calculations for the Division 1 and Division

2 batteries, documenting inputs and verifying previous assumptions 'in order
,

to confirm the adequacy of the Class IE batteries.'

The inconsistency between the design basis and the calculation for the'

; battery chargers was not significant because the size of the charger
purchased appears to be conservative.

', RELATED FORMS:
;; 05.4-1 Deficiency Battery Voltage Selection

05.4-2 Deficiency Direct Current Power Cable Sizing ''

Deficiency) Battery Sizing Calculation
,

i1 05.4-3
Deficiency Battery Charger Sizing

.: 05.4-4 .

*

05.4-5 Deficiency) Battery Specification Errors
:

|
05.4-6 Deficiency) Direct Current System Maximum Operating Voltage ,

Deficiency)) Battery Room Temperature05.4-7
,

1 ,

Observation Division 3 OC System05.4-1
. . -

i, 5.5 CONTAINMENT ELECTRICAL PENETRATIONS AND FAULT CURRENTS
,

,,,,

08JECTIVE
The objective of this portion of the inspection was to evaluate fault
current protection for the containment electrical penetrations and to assess

,

; .
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| the ability of the per:etrations to withstand the maximum postulated fault
current which could occur.

EVALUATION
The FSAR states that the electrical penetrations are designed and applied in
accordance with IEEE Standard 317-1976 and Regulatory Guide 1.63. The FSAR
further states that the circuits which penetrate the containment are

I' designed such that faults will be isolated while subject to a single random
,

failure of a protective device without exceeding the penetration rating. We -

reviewed # sign input 0-01-R24-003 and calculation CAL-R24-003, which were
prepared w demonstrate that the thermal capacity (12 ) of the penetrationt

is not exceeded during maximum fault current conditions coincident with
failure of the primary protective device. We also reviewed Westinghouse
qualification report PEN-TR-82-53 which documents testing performed on the
penetration in accordance with IEEE Std. 317-1976.

We found several deficiencies based on our review of calculation CAL-R24-
003. There was an omission in the design drawings where a backup fuse which

j protects a penetration was not shown. In another case, the appropriate fuse

|
curve was not cited as design input and was not attached to the calculation.
We also found that approved vendor submitted thermal capacity curves were
not obtained and incorporated into the calculation (Deficiency 05.5-1). We

W| also observed that the maximum postulated fault currents for loads inside
containment fed frcm 480. volt load centers and motor control centers were
not calculated or assessed.

,
'

.

The team confirmed however, that the plot of thermal capacity for a given
j penetration conductor size provided by GAI in calculation CAL-R24-003 is
! representative of the data provided by the manufacturer. We also confirmed

,' that the backup fuse protection for the penetration demonstrates that the
penetrations are adequately- protected for all fault currents. ,

, .
, -

i SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
| : Based on our detailed review of calculation CAL-R24-003 and the vendor test

| data, we concluded that the thermal capacity of the penetrations is not
!

exceeded under fault conditions because the backup protective device will
!j trip before the thermal limits of the penetration are reached. Therefore
,

the design is in accordance with the requirements of IEEE Standard 317-1976
and provisions of Regulatory Guide 1.63. The deficiencies identified in the

j'j calculation are considered to be documentation discrepar.cies which do not
! ) affect the validity of the calculation.

-

; f
RELATED FORMS:

.

| 1 *

! 05.5-1 (Deficiency) Containment Electrical penetration Calculation
r

Discrepancy ,
,

i

5.6 OVERLOAD PROTECTION OF SAFETY-RELATED CIRCUITS
...

08JECTIVE "

The objective of this portion of the inspection was to determine the methods
used to size the electrical protective devices for safety-related motors and
other loads connected to the emergency buses.

,

. .
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EVALUATICN,

The team reviewed the Class 1E 4160 volt and 480 volt one line diagrams to'
,

| detensine the size of the connected loads. We reviewed the available motor
( data for the 4000 volt and large 460 volt motors. The FSAR describes the
|| different electrical protective devices used to protect the motors of each
!; voltage and horsepower range, depending upon which type of distribution
F, equipment feeds the load.
,

! The team reviewed the protection provided for 4000 volt motors driving the -!

! emergency service water pump,1P45C001A, and the residual heat removal pump,
! 1E12C001C, and determined that the overcurrent relays were incorrectly set

]
based upon the higher current the motor would draw at 75% of rated motor
voltage in place of the rated current at 100% of rated motor voltage asa

} committed to in the FSAR (Deficiency 5.6-1). This results in the
4 overcurrent relay being set too high and not protecting the motor.

'|
|{ The team reviewed the protection provided for all of the 460 volt motors fed

from the 480 volt unit substations. All 'of these motors were protected with>

1

i1 overcurrent relays set below the FSAR consitment of 150% of the full load
!d current. This results in the overcurrent relays being set too low and
i! potentially tripping the motor 'off during an accident as a result of relay

setpoint drift or momentary overload (Deficiency 5.6-2). The team noted-
4 ..

ii C: that the setting of 150% of full load current connitted to in the FSAR was;'
.

made independent of the mdtors ability to operate overloaded as detennined
,I- by its rated service facter (Observation 5.6-1).

-

!t
| ; The setting of the motor overcurrent devices should take into account not
|1

- only the motors full load current, but also its larger starting current,
W which exists during the time period required for the motor to accelerate its

j load and come up to speed. It is at this point that the current drops to
|- the full load current. . The startup test procedures for the 4000 volt motors -

require that the motor starting characteristics be recorded. We observedi

i that the test file for some motors included faded visicorder tracings, and
recordings were not available for the emergency service water pump motor or

4

;I the residual heat removal pump motor (Deficiency 5.6-3). >

We reviewed the 480 volt unit substation breaker feeding motor control
,! center EF1809 to detennine the degree of coordination 'between the feeder
| .1 breaker and the largest downstream load, fan IM23-C002A, which is fused at

i 175 amperes. The team noted that the coordination did not account for the.
u! additional current flowing through the feeder breaker that is drawn by thel-

*

;1 remainder of the motor control center loads (Deficiency 5.5-4). In
1* comparing the breaker overcurrent relay curve and the downstream fuse curve,

the team found that the engineer failed to use the lower tolerance band of-
,

: the relay curve and used the minimum melt curve from catalog data instead of,
| using the actual vendor's total clearing time fuse curves. This results in' .

"a false indication of the degree of coordination because the curves appear'

! farther apart (Deficiency 5.6-5). ..

: ....

|' Smaller motors fed from motor control centers are required to be protected
j with dual element fuses rated at 1255 of the full load current in accordance i

with the FSAR. The team reviewed the fuse sizes shown on the one Ifne4

i

j diagram for motor control' center EF1809 and noted two enceptions to this
rule. Fan IM26-C001A has a 100 horsepower motor and is fused at 150 amperes.

-

. .
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! (130% of full load current). As noted atove Fan IM23-C002A. which also has |

|lj- a 100 horsepower motor, is fused at 175 amperes (152t of full load current) -|
; (Deficiency 5.6-6). .:
1. We reviewed the setting of the feeder breaker at the unit substation for

battery charger EFOIA and found it set at 157 amperes. The battery charger'

;) is protected with an internal molded case circuit breaker rated at 150
!

amperes. Setting the feeder breaker this close could result in boths

breakers opening on overcurrent. The setting of the breaker at the unit -

'

substation should be raised because it is only required to protect thea
i feeder cable to the battery charger (Observation 5.6-2).

q SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
We found errors and inconsistencies in the work performed by the threei

'! engineering groups which were determining the protective device settings for
i

the Class 1E motors (Deficiencies 05.6-1,05.6-2t,05.6-6), inadequate
i i coordination of protective devices (Deficiencies 05.6-4 and 05.6-5) at the .

|
480 volt level, and inadequate recording of 4000 volt motor test results'

used to verify proper motor protection (Deficiency 05.6-3).
- -

,i

||
The' settings of protective relays involve a tradeoff between equipment

i
protection and operating reliability. The settings of the relays for the

|; 4000 volt motors, while increasing the reliability of operation during
i infrequent abnormal operating conditions, practically eliminate any overload

,! protection during the life of the plant. These settings should be'

| decreased. The settings of the relays for the 460 volt switchgear motors
decrease the reliability connitted to in the FSAR. These settings should be ,

;
increased.ig

,! RELATED FORMS:
; '05.6-1 Deficiency) 4000 Volt Motor Overload Protection '' ,'

'

1 05.6-2 Deficiency) 460 Volt Motor Overcurrent Protection ,

,; 05.6-3 Deficiency) 4000 Volt Motor Test
| ! 05.6-4 (Deficiency Motor Control Center Feeder Breaker Coordination

05.6-5 Deficiency DC Fuse Characteristic Curves
]j

'

Deficiency ) Motor Control Center Motor Protection and Coordination05.6-6:

Observation Motor Service Factor;a 05.6-1
i 1 05.6-2 Observation) Battery Charger Feeder Breaker

'

5.7 CA8LE DESIGN AND ANALYSIS
.

.

08JECTIVE
The objective of this portion of the inspection was to evaluate the adequacy
of calculations and programs which were performed to determine the maximum
allowable circuit length for each size power and control cable used in the .

,

i design. 3,

EVALUATION
.' ..

Long circuit lengths for a given conductor size can create a voltage drop ....
1

.

which reduces the voltage at the teminals of a load to a value which
adversely affects performance of the circuit. In order to assure thej .

! validity of the design it is necessary to have programs and calculations*

: l which demonstrate a controlled method of d'etemining tfe maximum allowable

,

circuit length and identifying circuits'which exceed maximum lengths. The
i

. .

| t
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team found a large number of deficiencies in this area. The deficiencies
..

which the team identified can be categorized as follows: inadequate'

programs to identify circuit lengths which exceed maximum allowable lengths,
,

;,. insufficient calculations to adequately determine voltage drop,
documentation discrepancies, and inadequate assessment of the ability to

i: start 480 valt Class 1E motors used as valve actuators under low voltage
j conditions concurrent with a design basis accident. The details of our

review are presented below.-
,

1 i -

]
We reviewed calculation CAL-R31-001 and Design Input 0-0I-R31-001 which were
performed to detennine the maximum allowable circuit length for each size.,

power and control cable used in the design to limit cable voltage drop to
q!, 35. The calculated maximum length for all ac and de control circuits was
i; approximately 300 feet. However, we found that the assumed worst casc

} configuration was not representative of the 125 volt DC design for these
;j circuits; and a calculation to evaluate the maximum control cable length for
;; OC circuits was not performed (Deficiency 05.7-4).

s

!
We randomly selected power cables and reviewed the associated cable block
diagrams, one line diagrams, and the cable data tabulation program to

i: compare the selected cable size to the requirements of the design criteria.
We found one instance where the cable does not agree with the requirements'

. of the design criteria; we also found a number of instances where there is
!, an inconsistency between design documents with respect to the size of

certain cables (Deficiency 05.7-5).'

.

i Many Class 1E motor operated valves are required to operate during the
initial phases of a design basis accident. Reduced voltage starting

,

,1 capability is required because voltage dips and reduced bus voltage can
|-

occur during this period which could affect performance of the motors in
accomplishing safety functions. Voltage drop of the cable is an importanto
factor in determining the ability of the motors to perform as required under

,

;;
i; these conditions. We randomly selected the power and control cable or Class

1E motor operated valve 1G43-F040A, located inside containment, andi

;
.

detennined the resultant vol'tage drop (circuits 1G43F5A and 1G43F6A) using
the mothedr. Of calculation CAL-R-31-001. We found that the cable voltage'

', drop during ti postulated bus low voltage condition was much greater than the;! design limitW 3% voltage drop. Therefore the voltage available at the'

; motor tensittals during this period may be substantially less than the
i minimum requirad for proper operation of the motor to perform its design
{, basis safety function (Deficiency 05.7-1). Gilbert's lack of assessment of ,

the starting voltages at the motor tenninals during bus low voltage*

conditions fJring a postulated accident is a systematic issue applicable to
-

all Class 1E motor operated valves.-

*

We reviewed a special sort of the cable tabulation and routing program which .

identifies installed cable lengths exceeding the maximum allowable length. -

We found an error with respect to a circuit evaluation and a systematic ."

error in that the combined circuit length of circuits entering containment . . . .

is not identifled (Deficiency 05.7-3). In addition, there is no

comprehensive and formal program being conducted to assure that all circuitsi
which exceed the maximum allowable length are evaluated to ensure the
validity of the design. We found that the-DC control ctreuit for the

!

! . .

'
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emergency service water pump motor breaker required five cables to complete
-

3

the close coil circuit. This resulted in excessive voltage drop and could
,

prevent the pump from starting (Deficiency 5.7-7). .

In other respects, we found a minor documentation type einission where
calculation CAL-R31-001 and the project electrical design criteria failed to;

F site the source for allowable ampere rating data of cables (Deficiency 05.7-
1 2). We also found errors where the maximum allowable pulling tensions for

-

cables were incorrectly used to establish the maximum pulling tension
| ,

,; through duct banks (Deficiency 05.7-6), but these errors resulted in a
1 conservative limit on pulling tension.

,q
'j SUMMARY / CONCLUSION

!
Based on the results of our review, calculation CAL-R31-001 should be

j revised to include assessment of voltage drop for the maximum allowable
} 1ength of 125 volt de control cable. Voltage drops for all 125 volt.

'. circuits should be assessed to ensure that maximum allowable lengths are not
: exceeded. In particular, the voltage drop for the 125 volt DC control
.

circuitry for the emergency service water pumps should be carefully
evaluated. This circuit may require a revision to reduce circuit length;'

altern,ately, the cable may have to be replaced with a larger size cable.
,

-

More importantly however, there is no comprehensive program being conducted1

to assure that all circuits which exceed the maximum allowable length are
evaluated to ensure the v.alidity of the design. We recommend that a full
and detailed evaluation of the status of this area be conducted and a3

program be initiated to assure that all circuits are within their maximum
allowable length.

The GAI calculations and design verification process does not assess the1

t, starting voltages available at the terminals of Class IE motors used as
: valve operators during worst case low voltage conditions on the elegtrical

,

buses concurrent with design basis accident conditions. The lack of a4

detailed assessment in this area is a significant and pervasive issue
,

! because excessive cat,le lengths and the resultant voltage drop could cause*

; Class 1E motor operated valves to fall to perform their safety function. A'

confirming analysis is required to substantiate the validity of the design.t a
t

,

For the case identified where the cable selected does not agree with the
design criteria, we determined that the selected cable will adequately carry
the current drawn by the motor. In other respects, design documents should

,

i be revised to correct identified discrepancies between documents. Finally,'
,

' _1 the documentation type discrepancies in the calculation are considered to be
'i minor in nature and do not affect the validity of the calculation or the

design.-

.

RELATED FORMS: ' . ,"

i 05.7-1 Deficiency Inadequate Cable Voltage Drop Calculation
!

05.7-2 Deficiency Calculation Design Input Not Referenced .. , ,

i
05.7-3 Deficiency Inadequate Review of Maximum Allowable Circuit Lengths ....

05.7-4 Deficiency)OmissioninCalculation'

05.7-5 Deficiency) Division 3 Emergency Service Water Pump Cable Size ,

: 05.7-6 Deficiency) Cable Pulling Calculationj '

05.7-7 Deficiency) DC Control Circuit Cable Sizing
j

,

i

-
. .
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5.3 ELEMENTARY / INTERCONNECTION DIAGRAM REVIEW
*

i 08JECTIVE
The objective of this portion of the inspection was to follow the circuit
design development from the system description and control logic diagram
through the elementary and interconnection wiring diagrams.

,

,

I, EVALUA 4'!ON
The team reviewed amargency service water elementary diagram B-208-176 for .

;1

: the large pumps and associated discharge valves and compared the design to'

the corresponding control logic S-802-791 and the description in FSAR
section 8.3.1.1.2.8. We found that the control logic and the elementary
diagram agreed, but the description of the emergency service water pump
operation in the FSAR was inconsistent with the actual circuit design as

[ detailed in the logics and elementary diagram (Deficiency 5.8-1).
.,

,

The team reviewed the residual heat removal system and the development of
.. relays pertaining to mitigation of the loss of coolant accident. Gilberti

,

developed these multiplying relays from the initiating relay contacts
j provided by General Electric. The team found that the General Electric LOCA

circuit (and many other Gilbert control circuits) were monitored for loss of:

| - electrical power. The Gilbert LOCA relay circuits were not monitored for
loss of power (Unresolved Item U5.8-2|.

, ..

| The team also fount no documented design basis for the selection of the
control power fuse < used in the residual heat removal system LOCA signal'

! circuits (Defictwy 05.8-3), and the emergency service ' water pump control
circuits (Deficiency 05.3.4).' '

Ei SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
We found a good correlation between the FSAR, control logic and elementary

.
diagrams for the emergency service water system except for a mi'nor -~

inconsistency in the description of the emergency service water pump.'

Apparently the FSAR is in error in this case.'

We found what we judge to be a design error in the failure to monitor the
power available for the generation of the LOCA signal for the balance of'

]
plant circuits (Unresolved Item US.8-2).

i
GAI should review the fuse and conductor sizes of the control circuits to;

detennine if they are acceptable.
-

.
,

RELATED FORMS:
05.8-1 Deficiency FSAR Discrepancy .

05.8-3 Deficiency Control Fuse Calculation Omission -

' 05.8-4 Deficiency DC Control Circuit Fuse Selection,

U5.8-2 Unresolved Item) Power Monitor

5.9 POWER GENERATION CONTROL COMPLEX DESIGN CHANGES
,,,,'-

,

i
08JECTIVE*

The objective of.this portion of the inspection was to evaluate design,

change activities conducted by GAI, CEI and GE personnel for the Power
,

!
. .
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Generation Control Complex (PGCC) to determine the nature of those
activities and tne degree of conformance to design requirements and project,f

l procedure.#

7

EVALUATION
! The main control room, designated as the Power Generation Control Complex
,

,

(PGCC) is manufactured by General Electric. The PGCC is comprised of; '

benchboard and vertical type panels, floor sections, interconnecting cabling'

,

il
and field termination cabinets. The PGCC arrangement, circuitry and., -

1 configuration is a product of the design efforts of both GE and GAI. GC has
i design responsibility for the Balance of Plant area. Due to the complexity

; of the PGCC design and the numerous interfaces involved, we focused our;

i efforts on design changes to determine whether the process was conducted in
i a controlled manner. We randomly selected and reviewed several PGCC design
!; changes associated with safety-related systems and circuits.
s;
!

We reviewed the following engineering change notice packages developed by
.

|
the GAI Reading Office: ECN No. 15383-86-248 which revises circuitry to

,

initiate the emergency closed cooling and the emergency service water
systems upon receipt of 'a reactor level 2 low water level signal; ECM No.i

:

|'
18848-86-314 which incorporates pump interlock circuitry; and ECM No.15214-

|.
86-243 which revises circuitry to delete redundant power feeds. The
following documents were r.eviewed or marked up to reflect the required' ;.

,1 changes: logic diagram.. design change requests, elementary wiring diagrams.
*? interconnection wiring diagrams, wire lists, parts lists, panel front view

.

arrangement drawings, and connection wiring diagrams. We -found that these
i.. documents were revised correctly to incorporate the required changes. We
||

*also determined that the ECN log, which tracks unincorporated ECN's against
;j drawings, accurately reflected the correct status of the drawings.
>t

Ouring our site visit, we reviewed the activities of the system engi.neering,i -

! response team concerned withh PGCC design modifications. This group, which ,.

'!
is part of the CEI nuclear engineering department, consists of GE, GAI and.

) CEI personnel. We reviewed GE Field Deviation Disposition Request FDDR KL1-
.]

3326 GAI engineering change notice ECM No. 245-033-01-473, GE ECN NJ 59909,
'!

and GAI ECN No. 21214-86-410. We reviewed the revised drawings and marked
up sketches associated with these changes and found that they correctly

;

incorporated the required changes.'

,

i During our site visit, we observed that some cable ducts located in the PGCC
Lj floor sections were completely filled with cables. Due to the density of ,

the cables we were concerned about the potential for duct overfill and''
resultant cable damage. This is particularly true for modifications .

requiring additional cables to be added to the floor sections. We found.

that the GE criterion for duct fill was to completely fill the ducts. The .

acceptance criterion is the capability to install the floor plate over the -

i

! cables. We found that the GE criterion for duct fill in the PGCC floor
i sections violates FSAR commitments (Deficiency 05.9-1). ...

5 SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
| The team randomly selected and reviewed several PGCC design modification

packages. We found that all documents were in good order. We concluded, ,

{
based on our limited review, that the PGCC design change process was well,

I

documented and controlled.:

. .
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With respect to PGCC duct fill, technical justification and a confirming
analysis should be provided to substantiate the validity of the design. We,;

are concerned that the present practice may lead to potential cable damage''

i' since there is no present mechanism to identify overfilled ducts.

RELATED FORMS:
05.9-1 (Deficiency) Control Room Duct Fill Criteria Inadequate and

,

i Unjustified
.

I< 5.10 ELECTRICAL SEPARATION
*

OBJECTIVE
i The objective of this portion of the inspection was to examine the design

provisions for electrical separation and physical independence of Class 1E
| circuits. -

!

EVALUATION
The team reviewed and evaluated the design criteria and Final Safety'

,' Analysis Report comitments with respect to electrical separation, and'

randomly selected portions of the electrical design to detemine whether the.
criteria were correctly incorporated into the design documents and the field,

. installation.

We observed that FSAR Tabi'es 8.1-1 and 8.1-2 cite IEEE Standard 384-1974 and
Regulatory Guide 1.75 Revision 2 as principal design comitments for*

maintaining electrical independence. Omissions in the cri.teria are
ad5ressed in FSAR response to NRC request for additional information RAI'

i, 430.102..The separation criteria and details used on the project are not
compiled into a single document, but are presented in the following
documents: sections 2.5 and 2.8 of the project electrical design criteria;'

i electrical conduit and tray separation criteria drawings 0-214-004 and -005 ;-
electrical raceway barrier criteria drawing 0-201-146; section 5:08.'10 of'.

; electrical construction specification SP-33; and section 3:04 of nuc1' ear
.

test specification SP-86. We reviewed the electrical separation design
j criteria, and the separation criteria drawings issued to the contractor to
: provide requirements for construction and for Quality Assurance inspections
! conducted post-construction. We found several deficiencies,

inconsistencies, errors and omissions in these documents with respect to the'

requirements of IEEE Standard 384-1974 and with respect to one another
(Deficiencies 05.10-1).

*

+i
! The design criteria specifies more restrictive physicai separation

'' requirements for Class 1E conduit and cable trays routed through areas
'

i designated as mechanical damage zones. We found cases where the racewa'y
routing design is in violation of this criteria (Deficiency 05.10-2).', ,

.,

The main control room, designated as the Power Generation Control Complex '

3

(PGCC), consists of panels, floor sections, cabling, and termination ..

; cabinets manufactured by General Electric. We randomly inspected PGCC ....

termination cabinets and panels to detemine whether the required electrical
,

separation was incorporated into the design. We found non-Class 1E fire4

protection circuits contained in flexible steel conduit (used as a barrier)
routed and in direct contact with divisional Class 1E cables within PGCC4 .

. .
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floor section ducts (Deficiency 05.10-3). We also found several separation
: deficiencies within PGCC panels 1H13-P601 and 1H13 o702 where flexible steel .

conduit containing Class IE or non-Class 1E wiring has redundant Class IE
wiring touching, tie-wrapped, or less than 1 inch distance from the conduit
(Deficiency 05.10-5). These separation confitets are in violation of IEEE

j Standard 384-1974 requirements and the requirements of GE Specification
22A3728. GE engineering test report A00-794-6 was presented to demonstrate
acceptability; however, the test report does not fully resolve these

i deficiencies. -

t -

,I We also found several separation deficiencies within local control panel
,i 1H51-P037 where flexible steel conduit containing non-Class 1E wiring has

redundant Class IE wiring touching or less than 1 inch from the conduit in'

violation of the intent of IEEE Standard 384-1974 (Deficiency 5.10-4).>t

Finally, we found Division 1 and Division 2 control cables, associated with'

the Reactor Recirculation Pump Switchgear, routed next to a common non-Class
1E cable tray with inadequate physical separation maintained in violation of

,
i separation criteria (Deficiency 05.10-6).

-i:

I| Interconnections are made at the 4.16 kV divisional buses and the non-Class
. e reviewed the one line diagrams and the;; 1E buses (" stub". buses). W

i elementary diagrams and found that the " stub" buses are tripped upon receipt
! ! of a LOCA signal as required by FSAR commitments. We also noted that space

heaters for Class IE motor operated valves and Class 1E motors are powered''

from Class 1E sources and'are designated as " associated" circuits. Space
heater distribution centers consisting of a branch-feeder -fusible disconnect1

switch, a single phase transfor ner, and a single phase molded-case circuit
breaker distribution panel are housed at motor control centers. We reviewedi

| various elementary diagrams and observed that the space heater circuits aret

i automatically tripped upon receipt of a LOCA signal to ensure that safety-
*

related equipment is not degraded. , , ,

We also observed that GAI conducted a documented review of circuits such as-
heat tracing, security, and radiation monitoring to ensure that non-Class 1E

! loads are not energized from Class 1E buses.
I

| SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
Several errors, omissions, and inconsistencies were found in the design
criteria and' construction requirements with respect to IEEE Standard 384-

|
1974 and one another. Although separation requirements appear to be
correctly specified in construction specifications, such as SP-33, ther

!~j specified requirements'shown in the design and construction criteria
;a documents are deficient in many respects. ,

i

The design criteria documents represent the fundamental basis .of design; ,

similarly, the construction criteria drawings are used by the contractor for .
,

"

construction and QA inspections. However, the construction specification.

documents are not used as working documents. Revisions to the design' ,,,

criteria documents are necessary to document the design basis and to ensure ....
,

.!
correct. installation with respect to separation.

.

|
' Several physical separation conflicts were found in PGCC floor sections,'

L panels and termination cabinets. Although the basic concept of providing
engineering analysis and testing to justify deviations from the separation: _3

l
; . .
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j criteria is in agreement with IEEE Standard 384-1974 and GE Specification
; 22A3728, supplemental analysis and additional documentation is required to
t correlate the results of GE test report A00-794-6. Similarly, an analysis

or a wiring routing modification is required to resolve separation conflicts
in local panel H51-P037.

! In other' respects, we found that required design features were incorporated
~

into the design. We concluded based on our limited review, that the design>

in general appears to be consistent with FSAR commitments, with the -
,

,' exception of the identified deficiencies.

i RELATED FORMS:
05.10-1 (Deficiency) Electrical Separation Criteria Deficiencies-

I 05.10-2 (Deficiency) Violation of Separation Criteria for Mechanical Damage
i Zones

05.10-3 (Deficiency) Electrical Separation Violations in PGCC Floor Section
Raceways

I 05.10-4 (Deficiency) Electrical Separation Violations Within Local Control
Panel 1H51-P037
05.10-5 (Deficiency) Electrical Separation Violation Within Control Room'

i Panels -
05.10-6 (Deficiency) Cable Separation Violation at the Recirculation Pump,

Switchgear
.,

.

5.11 CABLE ROUTING -
*

.

OBJECTIVE
The objectives of this portion of the inspection were to evaluate the~

. drawings, documentation, and methods used by the electrical designers for
cable routing and cable data tabulation, and to evaluate the installed
cabling in the field in comparison to the design documents.'

7 ,

*

EVALUATION
The team randomly selected Class IE motor operated valve 1G43-F040A, located
inside containment, and reviewed the cable route design documents associated
with the respective power and control branch circuit cables. We reviewed

! all associated design documents which established the cable routing design
and cable data: cable routing program; electrical conduit layout drawings;'

! electrical cable tray layout drawings; and cable pull slips. We then
compared the design doctmentation for the selected cable to the actualI

! installed configuration by conducting a complete field walkdown of the
subject cabling and raceways.

,

We found a deficiency in that several cables were not installed in a *

specific tray as required by the design. We also determined the designi ,

route for these cables was changed in the field. However, the pull slips ,*

were not revised in accordance with project procedures, and a raceway and' '

cable installation modification form was not issued to reflect the design ..,

.

changes (Deficiency 05.11-1). ....

t

SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
Because the field change was not documented as required, the computer data *

{
base for the cable routing program will not be revised to reflect that these

!
cables are not installed in a specific tray as required by the design.

I
. .

;
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Therefore, the percent tray fill is overestimated. The tabulation of cables
assigned to the tray erroneously lists cables which are not installed in the

: ; tray. Although the errors are conservative, the design documents should be
corrected in order to assure that the computer data is accurate. We believej| .

;! that this item is a generic case for many similar cables.
:A.

I RELATED FORMS:
'

'

4J 05.11-1 (Deficiency) Cable Installation Routing Error
, .

. 5.12 MOTOR OPERATED VALVES
!

Il 08JECTIVE
The objective of this portion of the inspection was to review the electrical'

design and performance capabilities of Class 1E motors used as actuators for<

motor operated valves.

I EVALUATION
Class 1E motors used as valve operators are generally specified to be|: designed so that they are capable of starting and operating the valve with4

{ h, reduced voltage at the motor terminals. Reduced voltage starting capability '

is typically required due to the possibility of voltage dips on the
; electrical buses concurrent with design basis accident condition.'

a

t

|; The team randomly selecteif ' Class'1E motor operated valve 1G43-F040A, located
inside containment, and reviewed the procurement specification SP-568, the- i

: project electrical design ~ criteria, and FSAR connitments writh respect to
j reduced voltage starting capability of the Class IE motors used for valve

~

'

-
operators. We found that there is an inconsutency between these documents.
The project design criteria and the FSAR state that the motors will startI '

{ and operate with 75% of rated motor voltage at the motor terminals.
| j. However, the requirements of specification SP-568 state that the motors will:

|; start and operate at 10% above or below the specified motor rating .
(Deficiency 05.12-1).

|I Section 1:15.2 of specification SP-568 requires the motors to be a high
torqv t design capable of opening and closing the valve against maximum

i] differenttal pressure when the voltage is 10% above or below the specified
| nameplate voltage. We reviewed the environmental qualification report

provided by Limitorque and detensined that the motor test did not include
j ,! low voltage applied to the motor terminals during the LOCA test to

i

!j demonstrate that the motor is capable of operating the valve under reduced|i voltage conditions concurrent with accident conditions. We concluded that-

;! the review and approval of the qualification report is deficient because lowr

voltage testing was not performed, and there is no documented evidence'to: substantiate that the motors are oversized to produce a torque output1
'

j necessary to comply with the requirements of the specification (Deficiency
-

,

05.12-4);
*

d We reviewed calculation CAL-R60-001 and the associated design input and
">

: ~~"

'l design verification records which were performed to establish the fuse
selection and rating for electrical protection of the Class IE motors used'

i as valve operators. We found several deficiencies concerning completeness
,

j of the calculation, documentation of assumptions and methods, and use of
preliminary fuse curves (Deficiencies 5.12-2 and 05.12-5).

r

I,J
. .
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| We reviewed the design with regard to electrical protection for Class IE
motors used to actuate motor operated valves. The design criteria specifies'

that: thermal overload devices will not be used; dual element time delay
fuses will be used to provide short circuit protection and some degree of

. overload protection, and the fuse is selected so that the operating point isi'

at least 300% of motor full load current during the. normal operating time ofr;
:. the valve. This 300% fuse sizing criteria is apparently based on a

misinterpretation of NRC Branch Technical Position EICSB-27, which applies;,
' to thennal overload relays without a time delay. The setpoint of the -

protective device should be consistent with the device'used. Since the
i

C design uses dual element time delay fuses set to operate at 300% of motor
!I full load current, and there is no calculated technical basis for the
0 - sizing, the fuses may be oversized. We are concerned that the fuses may not

provide adequate protection for the motors during testing and maintenance1

'i (Deffetency 05.12-3).
*

SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
>j The electrical design criteria FSAR and specification SP-568 are
i| inconsistent with respect to requirements concerninq reduced voltage
i starting capability for Class 1E motors used as valve operators. A
!! - ' confirming analysis is required to determine the motor requirements for
i starting and operating at reduced voltage. This appears to be a generic
.

problem for all Class 1E rpotor operated valves. In addition, low voltage

| testing was not conducted bn the motor. Confirmation from the manufacturer
' (Limitorque) should be obtained to document the method of sizing and the
| resultant torque output for the motors used in the design This

confirmation should establish that the motor will operate the valve under;

,

accident conditions in accordance with design requirements. Documentation'

type discrepancies found in calculation CAL-R60-001 can be resolved by
|j revising the calculation.

Finally, reanalysis and justification is required to substantiate the -

|
validity of the present fuse sizing criteria.

(t RELATED FORMS:
05 .12-1 Deficiency Reduced Starting Voltage Criteria Inconsistency,

05.12-2 Deficiency Inadequate Calculation'
*

1 05.12-3 Deficiency Fuse Sizing Criteria Inadequate
05.12-4 Deficiency Failure to Confirm Motor Operated Yalve Operation

|:. at Reduced Voltagef

(l 05.12-5 (Deficiency) DC Motor Operated Valve Circuit Protection Discrepancy
-

| [
5.13 MOTOR SEISMIC QUALIFICATION! ' .

.

.

l. 08JECTIVE *

The objective of this portion of the inspection was to detennine the ,'
criteria used for the seismic qualification of the emergency service water'

[
pump motor including the seismic acceleration input into the motor seismic ,

*

|; analysis. , , , ,

i
EVALUATION
The team reviewed the motor specification SP-550-4549-00 for the large Class
1E 4000 volt and 460 volt motors. This specification was used to purchase
the 800 horsepower. motors for the large emergency service water pumps. The .

.
. .
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mounting of the motor on the pump forms a vertical pump / motor combination
located in the emergency service water pumphouse. The Gilbert generated .

Seismic Equipment List correctly locates the emergency service water pump
motor in the emergency service water pumphouse but incorrectly notes that
the required response spectra is that required for the Fuel Handling
Suilding. This same error appears on the seismic qualification review team
(SQRT) forms (Deficiency 5.13-1).

,

; The motor specification instructs the motor vendor to use the emergency -

! service water pumphouse ficar response spectra. The floor response spectra
is the wrong input for the motor seismic analysis because the motor is'

i mounted on the pump and not on the floor. Acceleration values determined by
the pump seismic analyses should be used (Deficiency 5.13-2). The team'

,

i reviewed the seismic qualification report for both the emergency service
water pump and motor and determined that the motor vendor in fact used the
acceleration values determined by the pump seismic analysis.''

,

j SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
The errors with respect to the seismic equipment list and the seismic:

qualification review team forms indicate inadequate preparation and review'

of the forms. The failure of the motor specification to properly account -

for the effect of the pump on seismic analyses of the motor applies to other
vertically mounted motors, purchased under this specification.

RELATED FORMS:,

05.13-1 (Deficiency) Seismic Equipment List .

05.13-2 (Deficiency) Vertical Motor Required Response Spectra*

,

5.14 VOLTAGE REGULATION
,

'5 OBJECTIVE .
.

-

The objective of this portion o'f the inspection was to determine the method
used to estabitsh the range of voltage that would be experienced by the
Class IE equipment.

! EVALUATION
' The Perry Project response to the NRC's concern on the operation of safety.

related equipment with a degraded grid voltage is described in the FSAR and1

the SER. Upon any one of the following conditions the safety buses will be'

.

shed from the offsite power source and will be loaded onto the diesel
! generators:
!

.
,

| 1. Voltage below 75% of equipment rated voltage for 3 seconds.
: 2. Voltage below 96t of equipment rated voltage for 15 seconds -
! coincident with a LOCA.

*

i 3. Voltage below 96% of equipment rated voltage for 5 minutes. ,

The team reviewed the results of the load flow studies performed by the
~

Cleveland Electric Systems Planning Department to determine the plant
'

~"

voltages at different system operating conditions. It was a system wide
study and included the Perry Plant down to the 4160 volt buses in the

. original study and down to 480 volt buses in a followup study. However, the
[ actual voltage at the Class 1E loads was not determined-because the voltage
| drop in the load feeder cables was not included in the study (Deficiency

5.14-1).l
i
i . .
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i
i We reviewed the setting for the undervoltage relay for the 125 volt DC bus
j EO-1-B and the low voltage alarm ~on battery charger EFD-1-A. and noted that
t both alarms were incorrectly set (Observation 5.14-1). The setting for the
! undervoltage relay for the 480 volt AC bus EF-1-3 did not account for

possible transient undervoltage conditions during motor starting'

(Observation 5.14-2).

j. SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
We found that the load flow studies were performed in a generally -

conservative approach. However, they stopped at the distribution bus level '

_i and did not determine the voltage at the safety-related equipment terminals.
~j We concluded, that, at the 4000 volt level, this additional voltage drop

would be insignificant. Howaver, at the 460 volt equipment, the already
depressed voltage would be further reduced beyond the rating of the
equipment due to the voltage drop in the 480 volt feeders. An examination

,

f. of equipment voltages should be performed to confirm the adequacy of the
! degraded grid undervoltage relay settings.

1

-) We found that the undervoltage alarms were adequately set at the 4000 volt
! level but at the 125 volt DC and the 480 volt AC levels incorrect settings
; would make these alarms ineffectual.- -

7,

! 'i - RELATED FORMS: .

t 05.14-1 Deficiency) Clast IE Motor Operating Voltage
! 05.14-1 Observation) DC 'Undervoltage Alarms
'

05.14-2 Observation) 480 Volt AC Bus Undervoltage Alarms,
4

!

.

.
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6.0 INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL

The objective of this portion of the inspection was to review the
instrumentation and control design of the Perry Station Unit 1 emergency
service water system. Applicable Gilbert design control methods used in thei

| design of the emergency service water system were also reviewed by the team.
Based on deficiencies and observations identified during review of thisA

reference system, the team reviewed other instrumentation and control design..:

l
details in portions of the emergency closed cooling water system, main steam .

line leak detection system, remote reactor shutdown system, hydrogen'
| analyzer system, control complex chiller system, reactor protection system:

,; scram discharge volume instrumentation, and main diesel generator initiationi
circuits for both Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) and loss of bus voltage
signals, and the combination of these loss of bus voltage signals to form
the loss of Off-Site Power (LOOP) signals.

The team conducted reviews with Cleveland Electric Illuminating Nuclear
4 .

; Construction Engineering Systems Engineering Response Team Electrical-

Systems, and Instrumentation and Control Systems groups. Within Gilbert'

A3sociLtes, the team conducted reviews with Control Systems, Electrical
.

Systems, Mechanical Systems, Power Generation Control Complex. Equipment!

t Qualification, Quality Assurance, Design Control, and Licensing groups.

6.1 DESIGN INFORMATION [.

- OBJECTIVE ..

This section summarizes the instrumentation and control design process'

!; between Cleveland Elect'ric Illuminating and Gilbert Associates. The team
i reviewed design information prepared by Gilbert Associates and a small
i sample of design information provided by General Electric and other

equipment suppliers. We also examined technical information exchanges*

between Cleveland Electric Illuminating and Gilbert Associates, primarily
involving the selection of a given technical approach for certain design
modifications.

I The reviewed information included general and system specific design
criteria, system descriptions, functional requirements, separation lists,*

logic diagrams, piping and instrument system diagrams, instrument
procurement specifications, instrument data sheets, elementary wiring,

; diagrams, elementary schematic diagrams, panel arrangement drawings,;

|
environmental and seismic qualification reports, and other detailed design
documentation. The scope of the review extended frem design input through

;

! the installed equipment at Perry Station Unit 1. ,

The team reviewed design control procedures and instructions prepared by *

Cleveland Electric Illuminating and Gilbert Associates. This material ,

included the Perry Project Manual, Gilbert Control Systems procedures and'

guides, Gilbert Electrical Systems procedures and instructions, and the
Cleveland Electric Illuminating Design Control Manual and its implementing _,f,

instructions.

We also reviewed internal audit reports prepared by Gilbert Qualf ty
Assurance of technical design verification activities performed by the'

j
t

'! . .
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Mechanical, Electrical, and Control Systems groups in the 1980 and 1984
periods,<

i EVALUATION

i Ten deficiencies were noted among the Gilbert instrumentation and control
design documents and related electrical design documents during they
inspection. The Gilbert instrument index for the emergency service water4

system had three deficiencies; namely, duplicate entries for one instrument,I

(Ref. Deficiency 06.1-1); seven safety-related components list ed as non-
-

J safety-related (Ref. Deficiency 06.1-2), and incorrect pane! numbers listed'

for three components (Ref. Deficiency 06.1-3).

d Gilbert logic diagrams were not updated as design changes were identified
and documented on Engineering Change Notice forms (Ref. Deficiency 6.1-9).

A number of instrument data sheets attached to two Gilbert procurement
specifications did not specify the setpoint or contact operation required at

j the setpoint, and one temperature instrument was specified with an
insufficient range (Ref. Deficiency 06.1-5).

J

Gilbert elementary wiring diagrams for the emergency service water systhn!
l did not have panel numbers for seven components (Ref. Deficiency 06.1-3);j listed an incorrect component number for one instrument (Ref. Deficiency
;

06.1-4); contained one sheet that had not been updated as required when an
Engineering Change Notice .was implemented into the drawings (Ref. Deficiency
06.1-10); listed an incorrect power source reference in note 4 on five

sheets (Ref. Deficiency (06.1-6), and had an incorrect system diagram
~

reference on one sheet Ref. Deficiency 06.1-6).
<

-

Gilbert elementary schematic diagrams for the emergency service water systemf

had thirteen component numbering and cross-referencing errors (Ref. ,

Deficiency 06.1-4). An unissued Engineering (Change Notice was shown on oneRef. Deficiency 06.1-8). Duringelementary diagram as the basis for change
period, Gilbert did not implement design verificationthe 1980-1981i

instructions provided by an appitcable elementary diagram procedure (Ref.
4

i Deficiency 06.1-7).

Sheet-to-sheet drawing cross-references were not provided on two electrical
one-line diagrams involving a 4KV Bus drawing and a corresponding 480 VAC
Bus drawing for division 3 power (Ref. Deficiency 06.1-6).

,

! The General Electric Power Generation Control Complex panet elementary
diagram device list for the emergency service water system had five safety-
related components listed as non-safety-related and did not list fifteen

,

other safety-related components (Ref. Deficiency 06.1-2). ,

'.
SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
The existence of these documentation inconsistencies, errors, and omissions .,

provided evidence of insufficient attention to detail in the Gilbert ....

checking, design review, and design verification processes. Nevertheless,
the team believes that the impact of these identified deficiencies is
inconsequential in tems of the safe operation of the emergency service
water system. For, those spedific areas whe're each docuriientation deficiency

. .
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'' was noted, the team detennined that the emergency service water system

i instrumentation and control design is satisfactory.
'l

'! RELATED FORMS: .

{ 06.1-1 (Deficiency) ESWS Pump Forebay Level Instrumentation.
06.1-2 (Deficiency) Safety-Related Instrument Loop Components Shown as Non-!j
Safety-Related on Both Design Documents and Design Information Documents.io
06.1-3 (Deficiency) Panel Number Identification on Drawings. -

06.1-4 (Deficiency) Component Numbering Inconsistencies on Drawings...
is 06.1-5 (Deficiency) Instrument Setpoint or Contact Operation Not Specified.

06.1-6 Deficiency) Instrument Power Source Drawing Errors.
'a 06.1-7 Deficiency) Electrical Schematic Design Verification,,

d 06.1-8 Deficiency) Unissued Engineering Change Notice Referenced in Drawing
Revision Block.*

06.1-9 (Deficiency) Logic Diagrams Not Updated as Part of the Engineering
.

Change Notice Process.
06.1-10 (Deficiency) Elementary Wiring Drawing Sheet Not Updated During
Incorporation of an Engineering Change Notice.

I 6.2 PROTECTION SYSTEM AND PROTECTIVE ACTION SYSTEM
!
'

OBJECTIVE
F! Gilbert has design responsibility for the balance-of-plant protection system

used to initiate operation of safety-related supporting systems anf theI i
design of protective action system outputs used to actuate individual

| 1; -
;

components and equipment. In this area, the team examined the Gilbert design
for automatic initiation of the main diesel-generators from either a Loss of

|
Coolant Accident (LOCA) signal or a loss of bus voltage signal, and the

Ej actuation of certain safety-related loads from the Loss of Off-Site Power; ,

|;
(LOOP) signal.

*

5' At the nuclear steam supply system interface for the Loss of Coolant
Accident signal (i.e., relays E12-K110A and B), Gilbert is responsible for

;

design and integration of the balance-of-plant poe' tion. The team reviewed-

protective action circuits used to multiply contact outputs from the General
i* Electric Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA)-signal to initiate operation of the

main diesel generators. .

|j

f.i Within the balance-of-plant protection and protective action systems, the
team reviewed Gilbert's design of the loss of bus voltage signals that|3 initiate operation of the main diesel jenerators, the logic combination of! 1-

,

|!
these loss of bus voltage signals to produce redundant loss of Off-Site
Power (LOOP) signals that actuate certain safety-related loads, and the main

| steam line leak detection system that initiates closure of the main steam
,

' -

' Ifne isolation valves. .
'

'
'

i. We also reviewed Gilbert's design review and design verification activities
related to the design of these instrumentation and control circuits. .' .

....

i EVALUATION
The team confirmed that the Gilbert design of initiation circuits based on
the Loss-of-Coolant Accident signal meets the technical requirements of*
appitcable industry standards, such as the~ single fatiu're criterion.'

(

! -

' . .
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physical separation and electrical isolation, uninterruptible power source,t

;! - and capability for periodic test. Gilbert's design of each loss of bus
;i voltage signal used to initiate operation of one main diesel generator was

also satisfactory.
-;

;| However, the Gilbert design of redundant loss of Off-Site Power signals by
combining the individual loss of bus voltage signals was unsatisfactory
since it did not comply with the single failure criterion of IEEE Std. 279-;

1971 and IEEE Trial-Use Std. 379-1972 (Ref. Deficiency 6.2-1). In this
.

-

instance, a postulated single failure of the division 1 battery power source
i would prevent the initiation and operation of redundant safety-related
j equipment in both divisions 1 and 2.

;j In addition, the Gilbert design of the balance-of-plant leak detection
.

|1
system was unsatisfactory because of a divisional separation problem in two

: annunciator output circuits (Ref. Deficiency 6.2-2). The wiring cross-
|

connections between redundant separation divisions shown on several Gilbert
elementary diagrams conflict with requirgments stated in the Gilbert leak'

detection system separation list, and have the potential of adversely
impacting the safety-related. trip circuits used to close the main steam line4

.

-- isolation valves.

) The team noted two deficiencies regarding the omission of valve position
switches and local instrunient racks in the Gilbert separation list drawings:

(Ref. Deficiencies 6.2-3 and 6.2-4). The separation list drawings provide
detailed implementation guidance to assure that physical separation and
electrical independence are achieved among redundant systems and components

, .- -for the Perry project. The team made one observation regarding revision of
one separation list drawing based on elementary schematic diagram,

Ii ,

1, - information (Ref. Observation 6.2-5).
, ,

i .
.

. *
.

SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
'

Even though Gilbert Quality Assurance has performed technical audits of
design verification activities and a majority of the Gilbert design reviewed
by the team was technically correct, the occurrence of two technically-i -

! significant design errors (Ref. Deficiencies 6.2-1 and 6.2-2) provided an
|

indication to the team of a weakness in the Gilbert design control process.
i

RELATED FORMS:
'

| 06.2-1 (Deficiency) Failure to Meet the Single Failure Criterion for loss
J of Off-Site Power from Loss of Divisional Bus Sensors.
i 06.2-2 (Deficiency) Main Steam Line Leak Detection Circuit Separation.

06.2-3 (Deficiency) Incomplete Separation List Drawing.
-

.

06.2-4 (Deficiency) Instrument Rack Separation List.
06.2-5 (Observation) Separation List Drawing Changed to Conform With Lower '

-Tier Orawings. .,

,

6.3 BALANCE-OF-PLANT INSTRUMENT SETPOINT CALCULATIONS ,
,

....

OBJECTIVE
Formal setpoint calculations are required for instruments which perform a
safety function. The team reviewed setpoint calculations to evaluate the
design process used to establish setpoints for safety-related instruments.e

. .
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I We reviewed the emergency service water system to evaluate how Gilbert
l established setpoints for balance-of-plant systems for which they have the .

| design responsibility, and the standby diesel systems and the control
' complex chilled water system to evaluate how Gilbert established setpoints

for vendor supplied systems.
i'

d EVALUATION
Gilbert calculations reviewed by the team for the emergency service water
system instrument setpoints were found to be adequate. However, control of -

the setpoint data'is lacking in that setpoint data is transmitted between
'] internal and external design organizations on an uncontrolled and unverified,

,

setpoint list (Ref. Deficiency D6.3-1).
'

Of 52 instruments having a safety-related function within the standby diesel
generator system, we could find documented evidence of setpoint
calculations for only 6 instruments. The remaining 46 setpoints have no
apparent technical basis, but have been incorporated in the setpoint list

4

4 (Ref. Deficiency 06.3-1). .

-;

In the case of the control complex chilled water system, no setpoints have
' been established for the safety-related shutdowns and control functions for
the operational Carrier chiller units, and the setpoint established for
instruments P47N261 A and B violates the safety limit established by Gilbert
(Ref. Deficiency 06.3-1).

;

I
SUMMARY / CONCLUSION

.

The team concluded that setpoints and setpoint calculations are not being
j required of, or provided by equipment vendors. A number of safety-related.,

setpoints have no basis. Other instruments have no setpoints established.'

This situation stems from the fact that Gilbert has failed to inspect vendor*

l - setpoint calculations, thus ensuring that these calculations have been
performed. Further, design information in the form of setpoint dat"a is

. .

being transmitted between design . organizations without being controlled or,1' .-

j verified.
q
1 RELATED FORMS:

1 06.3-1(Deficiency) Lack of Documentation of Setpoint Calculations and lack
of Control of Setpoint Data and Support Data

j
I
j 6.4 POST-ACCIDENT HYDROGEN ANALYZER SYSTEM

.

! OBJECTIVE
For the post-accident hydrogen monitoring system, the team reviewed control
devices, instrumentation, environmental qualification records, and the' means
of analyzer calibration. We selected this system to evaluate the adequacy *

of the design and environmental qualification process used by selected -
,

vendors, and the subsequent design review process at Gilbert.

EVALUATION ~

The qualification package used as the basis for the environmental
qualification of the post-accident hydrogen analyzer cabinet contains no
documented evidence of the basis for the 40 year qualified life indicated in
a qualification review list (Deficiency 06.4-2). -

j . .
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SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
'

Based on the review of the post-accident hydrogen analyzer system, the team
concluded that the qualified life of 40 years does not have an appropriate
basis.

RELATED FORMS:
06.4-2 (Deficiency) Inadequate Electrical Equipment Qualification of the

,

Hydrogen Analyzer Cabinet
'

:
i
: 6.5 INSTRUMENT SAFETY CLASS 3 PRESSURE BOUNDARY DESIGNATION

$ OBJECTIVE

J Because of its supporting role in providing coolant flow to a number of
1 Perry safety systems, the emergency service water system is designated as a
j Safety Class 3 system in conformance with American Nuclear Society Standard

52.1-1983, " Nuclear Safety Criteria for the Design of Stationary Boilingaj Water Plants."

Three distinct Safety Class designations are possible for instruments used
in this system; namely, Safety Class 2 for protectiori system' instruments
such as the sluice' gate level control; Safety Class 3 for applications that
support the protection system, and non-Safety Class where downgrading from
Safety Class 3 is permitte'd. Three other interrelated aspects for this

, Safety Class designation are a Seismic Category I passive integrity
requirement, an electrical Class 1E integrity requirement; and a hydrostatic
test ' requirement to assure that pressure boundary integrity is achieved and
maintained.

,

t L
- The team examined the implementation of Gilbert's design process for thisl1|j . ._ Safety Class designation as well as seismic, Class 1E, and pressure, boundary

L L requirements for both safety-related and non-safety-related instruments in
the emergency service water and emergency closed cooling water systems.i

Reviewed documents included the instrument data sheets attached to
procurement specifications, equipment qualification. reports, Appendix U ofI .

i the Perry Project Procedures Manual, the instrument index, an unissued
iI. Control Systems guide for the design of instrument process line equipment,

and an unissued calculation of estimated leakage from postulated failure of
,

one instrument line.
,

I

i EVALUATION
'

' The team found deficiencies in the implementation of Safety Class, seismic,
Class 1E, and pressure boundary requirements for instruments in the -'

emergency service water system.
.

No documented evidence was found to justify the Safety Class downgrading of
instruments connected to the ASME Section III strainer in the vicinity of
the emergency service water pump (Ref. Deficiency 06.5-3). In this . . .

instance, there was no evidence that this design change process was ....

controlled.

It was determined that 28 instruments in the emergency service water system
p , .

were not seismically qualified for passive-integrity, aTid that Gilbert had,

i
*

. .
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not performed an analysis of the direct and consequential effects due to
their postulated concurrent failure in a seismic event (Ref. Deficiency

;

06.5-1).

Under postulated accident conditions, the control room operator.could be
inadvertently misled regarding the quality and dependability of readout
indicators that have been given a Safety Class designation even though they ,

are physically connected to and are dependent upon unqualified transmitters
-in the emergency service water system (Ref. Deficiency.06.5-2).,

'

! SUMMARY / CONCLUSIONi

The team detennined that the technical implementation of Safety Class and
7
' pressure boundary requirements for instruments in the emergency closed

cooling water system was correct. However, a controlled design process was
not evident for the implementation of similar requirements for emergency-

; service water system instruments.

RELATED FORMS:
06.5-1 (Deficiency) Concurrent Failure of Unqualified Instrumentation
06.5-2 (Deficiency) Safety Class Readout Indicators Supplied from Non-Safety
Instrument Transmitter Loops
06.5-3 (Deficiency) Safety Class 3 Designation Inconsistencies'

6.6 NUCLEARSTEAMSUPPIYSYSTEMINTERFACEDESIGN

OBJECTIVE ,
-

The team reviewed the scram discharge volume system with emphasis on,

instrument setpoint calculations, adherance to General Electric interface
,

] design requirements, system functional requirements, and field installation.
!.'

- A system designed by Gilbert, which interfaces with the nuclear steam supply
system, was selected for review in order to evaluate the adequacy of thei

," Gilbert design process in incorporating interface requirements.
,

'i EVALUATION
General Electric specifications require that the scram discharge volume be
designed to interface with the control rod drive hydraulic system, and have

;j adequate volume to collect the water discharged from the control rod drive .

4 pistons in the event of a scram. There is no Gilbert mechanical department .
sizing calculation for the scram discharge volume piping (Ref. Unresolved

;,;

i"i Item U6.6-1).
i

! General Electric specifications also require th'at a protective system scram
~

.] be provided in the event that the scram discharge volume level.has increased
Noto the point where only enough volume remains to accomodate one scram.4 calculation was performed by Gilbert to detennine the safety ifmit for this ,'

setpoint, and there is no technical basis for the established scram and rod
block level setpoints (Ref. Deficiency 06.6-1).

Two Gilbert setpoint calculations for the level instruments which provide " ....'
the scram and rod block for the scram discharge volume did not account for
the possible effects of reactor water (in excess of 500 degrees F) on
transmitter accuracy (Ref. Deficiency 06.6-2).

i

:

l'
<
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Gilbert's calculation to determine the backup scram setpoint for the scram
discharge volume established the setpoint above the operating range of the
level instrument as it is presently installed. The installed configuration
will not allow the instrument to be calibrated, nor will it operate as,

designed (Ref. Deficiency 06.6-3).

The as-installed instrumen't location information was provided by Perry field
,

personnel to Gilbert Reading. This information affected 3 instrument ~

| setpoint calculations; hewever, it was only included in.one calculation

|
(Ref. Deficiency 06.6-2).

SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
The team identified deficiencies involving the absence of calculated
technical basis for design parameters, failure to account for all design
inputs, and failure ~ to provide field feedback to setpoint calculations.
This pattern of deficiencies indicates a breakdown in design control.
Moreover, the importance placed upon the scram discharge volume system
indicates the need to confirm the design with respect to the above
deficiencies.

RELATED FORMS:
~

06.6-1 (Deficiency) Inadequate Calculation Verifying the Scram Discharge
Volume Scram Setpoint and -Rod Block Setpoint
06.6-2 (Deficiency) Design' Assumptions Used in Calculating The Scram
Discharge Volume Scram and Rod Block Setpoints are Not

-

Documented
D6.6-3 (Deficiency) Incorrect Location of Backup Scram level Instruments for
the Scram Discharge Volume
U6.6-1 (Unresolved Item) Lack of Documentation Confirming That The Scram
Discharge Volume Piping is Adequately Sized

.

6.7 ENVIRONMENTAL AND SEISMIC QUALIFICATION
:

OBJECTIVE
The team reviewed Gilbert design documents, instrument procurement
specifications and their related instrument data sheets, and the
environmental and seismic design criteria being used for the Environmental
Qualification Program to evaluate their consistency and technical adeouacy.

Four environmental qualification packages in response to NUREG-0588 were
. reviewed to determine the adequacy of testing or calculations performed to .

!

establish the qualified life and required maintenance interval. The four
environmental qualification packages reviewed included the Rosemount 1153
series B transmitters, WEED model 611 temperature detectors, NAMCO limi't
switches, an i ASCO solenoid valves. In addition, the Gilbert equipment .

qualification review list was checked for accuracy, as it is a widely used -

-

source of environmental qualification design data.

A limited sample of instruments and equipment in the emergency service water -

system and the remote reactor shutdown system was selected for the seismic
qualification comparison. In addition, portions of a General Electric-

seismic reevaluation program report for five Power Generation Control
Complex panels were also reviewed.-

.
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EVALUATION
The equipment qualification review list, established by the Perry equipment
qualification program manual, was found to contain a number of qualification'

status and transcription errors relative to the environmental qualification
packages.

During review of qualification data for the Rosemount transmitters, the team
was informed that 146 transmitters listed as Category A (i.e. qualification

-
e

complete) were still undergoing additional analysis involving radiation
,j aging and hydrodynamic loading. One entry for a Rosemount transmitter showed

a qualified life of 40 years, whereas the qualification package shows the..

| qualified life to be 10 years (Ref. Deficiency 6.7-1).

The WEED temperature detector qualification package contained an unverified
and unapproved calculation for the qualified life of detectors located in
the drywell. No record of this calculation was found in the pennanent site
record (Ref. Deficiency 6.7-2). During the inspection, Gilbert prepared,
verified, approved, and transmitted this calculation to the site to resolve
this particular concern.

Only two of twenty-one safety-related instrumentation components selected
for review were shown to be seismically qualified (Ref. Deficiency 6.7-3).
From this limited sample, three separate design control problems were''

identified by the team as. indicated below..

(1) five components were not identified by Gilbert as being subject
to their seismic qualification analysis program;

,1 (2) ten components were identified by Gilbert as being subject to
seismic qualfication analysis, but the completed analysis did not,

,
' address these particular components, and

(3) four components were not identified to General Electric as being'

: subject to seismic qualification test or analysis. This,' *

additional work was not authorized in time to permit the ~
inclusion of these components in the General Electric seismic

1 reevaluation report.
t
| SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
i Based on the team's review of the General Electric seismic qualification

reevaluation report, it was concluded that certain safety-related components
1 subject to qualification test or analysis by General Electric either were
j already qualified or would be qualified in a ' reasonable time period. The
; team determined that fifteen components not listed in the General Electric
i report had been upgraded to a safety-related status by Gilbert; however,

this change in seismic qualification requirements had not been communicated
to General Electric. Hence, based on the technical information available
for the seismic reevaluation program and the reported results, the team .

concluded that the General Electric process for seismic qualification was '

controlled.

In contrast, the Gilbert seismic analysis program did not demonstrate that a -.
i

controlled process was used. Initial screening by Gilbert of Engineering
Change Notices for possible qualification impacts overlooked five of fifteen
components actually subject to seismic qualification analysis, and the team

i

j was unable to identify any Gilbert design control procelis that would have
,

e e
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i
! subsequently caught this omission. Even though the other ten components in

our limited sample were identified by Gilbert as being subject to seismic
analysis, they were not analyzed. In its present form, the Gilbert seismic
qualification analysis program was deemed by the team to be unsatisfactory.

'

RELATED FORMS:
06.7-1 (Deficiency) Equipment Qualification Review List Discrepancies.
06.7-2 (Deficiency) Inadequate Calculation Contained in an Electrical

-
i

i Equipment Qualification Package.
.

,j D6.7-3 (Deficiency) Seismic Qualification of Instrumentation Components in
j Balance of Plant Power Generation Control Complex Panels.
i
j 6.8 BALANCE-OF-ptANT INSTRUMENTATION INSTALLATION

f

OBJECTIVE
: The purpose of this activity was to inspect a selected portion of the
i installed instrumentation for: (1) conformance with FSAR comitments and
i specialized technical requirements contained on design drawings; (2)
. provisions for physical separation and electrical isolation devices where
! required; (3) the physical location and arrangement of the instrumentation

in relation to operating and maintenance needs, and (4) the absence of:
'i potential hazards in their imediate vicinity.

Instrumentation for the ehergency service water system, emergency closed
cooling water system, and'the reactor protection system scram discharge

,

instrument volume was examined during the plant inspection. In this
process, separation provisions for cable and wiring at a number of local>

Instrument racks and main control room panels were also inspected.
,

EVALUATION*

The team deternined that sufficient access exists for the installed ,
instrumentation to meet plant operating and maintenance needs, and that the
potential of damage to the installed instrumentation from external ha:ards )
appeared to be negligible.

I
,

- | During this inspection, the team confirmed instrumentation design
.; deficiencies with the reactor protection system scram discharge instrument J

!- volume (Deficiency 6.6-3), the emergency service water system (Deficiencies
6.5-1, and 6.5-3), and the main steam line leak detection system (Deficiency
6.2-2). 1

.

One local instrument rack containing both safety-related and non-safety-
'.3 related instruments provided sufficient equipment and c'able separation

1
i within the rack, but did not have provisions to maintain the minimum

required separation distance for two flexible conduits (one safety-rela ~ted
and one non-safety-related) to the rack (Ref. Deficiency 6.8-1).

,

.

~ One main control room panel containing redundant wiring from two separation 1
divisions did not maintain the required one inch air gap between electrical ...

cables for one division and a metal enclosure barrier for the redundant . . . .

.

division (Ref. Deficiency 6.8-2).

SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
7 Instrument installation for the systems we * reviewed appeared to conform with

FSAR comitments, other design requirements, and the design drawings except

! . .
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.! for the specific deficiencies identified by the team. Implementation of
,! physical separation and electrical isolation requirements appeared to be

satisfactory and in conformance with the design drawings since the two
separation deficiencies noted by the team appeared to be random occurrences.'

RELATED FORMS:!

06.8-1 (Deficiency) Flexible Conduit Separation at Rack H51-P1124.:

06.8-2 (Deficiency) Cable Separation Within Panel H13-P9048.
i
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|' 7.0 BACKGROUND

7.1 MEETINGS-

i During the course of the inspection, frequent meetings were held to discuss
| the preliminary inspection findings. The team leader held meetings weekly
!

to brief Cleveland Electric and Gilbert project management. The entire team
met with Cleveland Electric and Gilbert personnel several times during the

-|

inspection to explain the purpose, scope and conduct of the inspection,.
facilitate understanding of the design process, and discuss the results of'

the inspection. The following decribes the purpose of these latter
meetings, and Table 7.1 is a matrix of meeting attendance.

t
Meeting fl. The NRC explained the purpose of the Integrated Design'

Inspection program at this meeting. Background material for several
candidate systems was requested. A tentative schedule for the inspection
was presented. The meeting was held at Gilbert's Reading office on July 13,

3
1984.

j Meeting #2. The team entrance meeting was held at the site on August '6,
i

1984. Cleveland Electric presented an overview of the Perry Project, their
organization and their involvement in the design process..

, &

Meeting #3. The meeting wa[ held on August 8,1984, the initial day of the
team's background information trip to Gilbert's Reading office. Gilbert
presented an overview of its organization, the design process for the Perry< ;

: Project and its interfaces with Cleveland Electric and General Electric.''

i.i
!- Meeting f4. On October 12, 1984 an exit meeting was held at the site to
|~| discuss the inspection findings and preliminary conclusions.;

.
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Table 7.1 Meeting Attendance
Meeting Number

Name/ Title /Orcanization 1 2 3 4
,

T. Ankrum/QA Branch Chief /NRC X

J. Milhoan/QA Section Chief /NRC X X

O. Norkin/IDI Team Leader /NRC X X X X'

W. Anderson /IDI Team Member /NRC X X X

~ A. DuBouchet/IDI Team Member /Harstead Engineering X X X
-,

C. Crane /IDI Team Member /WESTEC X X X

G. Harstead/IDI Team Member /Harstead Engineering X X X
;

'3 J. Kaucher/IDI Team Member /WESTEC X X X

: S. Klein/IDI Team Member /WESTEC X X X

~! G. Morris /IDI Team Member /WESTEC X X X

i G. Overbeck/IDI Team Member /WESTEC X X X

; L. Stanley /IDI Team Member /Zytor X X X

A. Unsal/IDI Team Member /Harstead Engineering X X X
i

F. Vosbury/NRC Consultant /WESTEC X' ,

| H. Wang /IDI Team Member /NRC X X X

} J. Grobe/ Resident Inspector /NRC ,X X

! M. Edelman/VP-Nuclear Group /CEI X X

J. Stefano/ Perry Project Mgr./NRR/DL/NRC X'

J. Kline/ Manager-Nuclear Construction /CEI X
,

F. Stead / Manager-Nuclear Eng'ineering/CEI X X X X

J. Waldron/ Manager-Perry P14nt/CEI X X

M. Lyster/ Superintendent-Plant Operationr/CEI X . X

J. Bellack/ General Supervising Engineer /CEI X X

G. Leidich/ General Supervising Engineer /CEI X X X X'

E. Riley/ General Supervisor /CEI X
; R. Vondrasek/ General Supervising Engineer /CEI X X X X

:| - 8. Walrath/ General Supervising Engineer /CEI X X
~

A. Migas/ Senior Engineer /CEI X

R. Pender/ Senior Engineer /CEI X

E. Willman/ Senior Engineer /CEI X

W. Wright / Senior Engineer /CEI Xt

E. Buzzelli/ Engineer /CEI X X X
,

! E. Christiansen/ Engineer /CEI X

D. Graneto/ Engineer /CEI X

t D. Lockwood/ Engineer /CEI X

i J. Silberg/Shaw Pittman X

.
J. Meyer/ Engineer /CEI X X X

j R. Neuendorf/ Engineer /CEI X X 'X

i R. Pikus/ Engineer /CEI X

J. Wilcox/ Engineer /CEI X
'

R. Mitchel/ Project Manager /GE X.c '

E. Wood / Engineer /GE X ,

J. Cleveland / Consultant / GDS Associates X

T. Deners/ Senior VP/GAI X .

W. Sailer /VP-Quality Assurance /GAI X X X " . , ,

J. Leininger/ Project Manager /GAI X X X X

P. Gudikunst/ Consultant /GAI X X

K. Pech/ Assistant Project Manager'(Site)/GAI X X X X

XX: J. Goff/ Project Controls Manger /GAI --

H. Manning /QA Programs Manager /GAI X X X

. .
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! Table 7.1 (continued #2)
.| Meeting Number -

j Name/ Title /0raani zation 1, 2 3 4,
4

$- C. Paschall/P& ISO-R Quality Manager /GAI X X X

R. Alley / Project Engineer, Structures /GAI X X X

S. Gresdo/ Project Engineer, Control systems /GAI X X X

L. Corrice/ Community Relations /CEI X

J. Hilbish/ Project Engineer, Licensing /GAI X X
-

J. Holton/ Engineer, Mechanical /GAI X

J. Ioaniddi/ Project Engineer, Electrical /GAI X X X'

R. Sheldon/ Project Engineer, Mechanical /GAI X X

M. Waselus/ Project Engineer, Applied Engineering
Analysis /GAI X X X

C. Whitehead / Project Engineer, Piping /GAI X X X

W. Meek /VP/GAI X X

C. Williams /VP & GM/GAI/COM X X
.

>4 J. Partlow/IE/NRC X

H. Williams / Exec VP/CEI X

R. Warnick/R-III Reactor Projects Branch Chief X.
4

1 D. Davids'on/ Consultant /CEI X

j C. Shuster/ Manager QA X

j A. Kaplan/VP Nuclear Operations Div. X

X
! S. Tulk/ Supervisor /NQA0

,

Xi 0. Jones /GE Engineer / NEB 0
XR. Architzel/IE/NRC -

W.' Kanda, Jr./GSE, Technical Sec. Xi
f D. Keating/ SRI Const/NRC X>

J. Mehaffey/Sr. QA Program Manager PNPP/GAI X

XT. Boss / Supervisor Quality Auditing /Per,ry
,

'

.
7.2 PERSONNEL CONTACTED - MECHANICAL SYSTEMS

s ,.

Name Title Organization*

.!

J. Grechar Document Control
Coordinator L. K. Comstock (Perry)

:

.i R. Traversari Engineering Detail
Manager L. K. Comstock (Perry)'

.i A. Garvin Data Entry Operator CEI/Raymond Kaiser (Perry)
A..Pusateri Responsible Engineer CEI/Raymond Kaiser (Perry)
R. Pender Senior Engineer CEI(Perry)

, ,

i R. Anderson Analytical Engineer GAI (Reading)
,

i A. Killian Site Lead I&C Engineer GAI(Perry)
i B. Piaselci Project Drafting ,

j Supervisor GAI(Reading)
"

R. Sheldon Project Engineer GAI(Reading)
i J. Warren Site Lead Mechanical ,, .

| Engineer GAI Perry) . ..

C. Whitehead Project Engineer GAI Perry)
; M. Waselus Project Engineer GAI Reading)

,

-.

I

.'

. .
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i 7.3 PERSONNEL CONTACTED - MECHANICAL COMPONENTS

! Organization
'

Name Title ,

R. N. Webb Large Bore Pipe Support
Lecd Engineer GAI

:i
D. E. Dietrich Supervising Designer

; Small Bore Support
j

Design GAI .

j] J. H. Wilcox Lead Piping / Welding
Engineer CEI

j
C. Whitehead Project Engineer,

Piping GAIu
'j Engineer (Reading) CEIJ. Meyer

) 8. Piasecki Mechanical Designer GAIa

S. Ferrarello Piping Engineer GAI
' R. Stevens Lead Pipe Support,

Designer GAI

| T. Hatch Lead Stress Analyst GAI.

j R. Sheldon Project Engineer,
i

' Mechanical GAI-*

4 J. Shollenberger Mechanical Engineer GAI

| J. T. Zalewski Piping Engineering,
Project Piping

: Analyst GAI

J. S. Holton Lead Building Service .
e

Engineer GAI

R. C. Mitchell Project Engineer GE
-

! E. C. Wood Project Engineer GE

F. Reuter Project Engineer GE
j ,

U. Sinha Mgr. Piping Analysis GE

J. Atwell Mgr. Piping Design GE
-

.

J. Meyer Engineer CEI
'

R. Solt Quality Assurance CEI
;

} M. Potter Engineer GE

| A. Faal-Amiri Engineer GE

; V. Hingrajia Engineer GE

i S. Farzanfar Engineer GE

A. Schick Engineer GE

! J. Gandhi Engineer GE

| C. Su Engineer GAI
-

M. Lee Engineer GAI
-

W. Fleming Engineer GE'

M. Wu Engineer GE

'

,

I 5
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] 7.4 PERSONNEL CONTACTED - CIVIL AND STRUCTURAL

5:
Title Orcanization ,

1 _N_am__e
4

i
! R. Alley Project Engineer GAI

R. Brown Lead Tray, Duct &>

Conduit Supports
Group / Site GAI

R. Rentschler Structural Engineer GAI
-

R. Veleket Structural Engineer GAI

P. Jordan Structural Engineer GAI

R. Schmehl Structural Engineer GAI

i S. Iyengar Structural Engineer GAI

;j P. Rieck Structural Engineer GAI

J. Caherly ' Structural Engineer GAI*

-:|f R. Mauchline Lead Tray, Duct &
.F Conduit Supports'
j Group GAI

:i R. Voye* Lead Civil Engineer GAI

.j G. Poniatowski ' Site Structural
Engineer GAI

S. Oodeja Site Lead Structural
j Engineer GAI

M. Plica CEI. Lead Civil Engineer GAI

R. Brooks Engineer Section Mgr Newport News
;
~ D. Roselius Senior Engineer Newport News . ,

t
,

7.5 PERSONNEL CONTACTED - ELECTRICAL POWER

Name Title Organization
,

J. Ioannidi Principal Electrical
+

Engineer GAI
i

i B. S. Kohout Electrical Engineer GAI

J. Holton Building Services' '

j Engineer GAI

R. Svotelis Structural Engineer GAI

S. M. Gresda Principal Control
i

i

Systems Engineer GAI

i R. T. Getty Lead Control Systems.

'

Engineer GAI''

|
B. Nemroff Electrical Department .

Manager GAI
.

G. Burkhart Lead Designer GAI ,

!

R. Sheldon Principal Mechanical ,

"

Engineer GAI
|

L- G. S. Koenig Electrical Equipment .,,

Qualification Engineer GAI , , , ,

L. Englert Electrical Designer GAI

R. McNabb Lead Electrical
Engineer GAI

,,

.

~
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PERSONNEL CONTACTED - ELECTRICAL POWER (Continued)
,

Name Title Organization

: L. Weise Electrical Engineer GAI

J. Hilbish Licensing Engineer ,GAI
1 T. McKechone Electrical Engineer GAI

: W. Herbinc Quality Assurance
| Engineer GAI

-

| J. Shingler Site Lead Electrical
1 Engineer GAI

i E. Christiansen Senior Electrical
j Construction Engineer CEI

! R. Parker Lead Electrical
i Equipment Engineer CEI
1 T. Steur Lead Construction
| Engineer CEI

A. Migas Senior Electrical'

Engineer CEI'

S. Louie Corporate Relay .

; Engineer CEI
- C. Mozina Supervising Corporate

Relay Engineer CEI
,

; 0. Konner System' Test Engineer CEI

0. D'Amico Elect ~rical Engineer CEI

|J S. S. Nguyen Electrical Engineer CEI -

i
!- S. Morreale Test Engineer CEI
|, E. Willman Senior Cable Engineer CEI|

T. McIntyre Site Manager GE
3

- W. Gilbert Area Cable Pulling
; Supervi:or LKC
j ,

,

~

i 7.6 PERSONNEL CONTACTED - INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROLS

.:
i Name Title Organization,

f A. Kaplan Vice President, Nuc. Ops. Cleveland Elec. Illum.
:-| R. Vondrasek Geni. Supervising Engr. Cleveland Elec. Illum.
,! G. Leidich Mgr., Nucl. Const. Eng. Cleveland Elec. Illum.
|} J. Epoich Sr. Project Engineer Cleveland Elec. Illum.
,> J. Bellack Gen 1. Supervising Engr. Cleveland Elec. Illum.

J. Margenin Sr. Project Engineer Clevelar.d Elec. Illum.'

t E. Adams Cleveland Elec. Illum.
E. Willman Sr. Engr., Elec. Sys. Cleveland Elec. Illum. .

A. Migas Sr. Engr., I&C Systems Cleveland Elec. Illum.
S. Elia Lead Engr.. I&C Systems Cleveland Elec. Illum. '

W. Wright Senior Engineer Cleveland Elec. Illum.
- D. Lockwood Responsible Engineer Cleveland Elec. Illum.

. . .

....

J. Lausberg QA Unit Supervisor Cleveland Elec. Illum.
R. Neuendorf QA Engineer Cleveland Elec. Illum.
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.; 7.6 PERSONNELCONTACTED(Continued)
-

a

i Name Title
Organization

W. Leininger Perry Project Manager Gilbert Associates

j P. Gudikunst Perry Project Consultant Gilbert Associates

K. Pech Prof. Mgr., Site Office Gilbert Associates (PNPP)

|
C. Longnecker Dept. Head, Control Sys. Gilbert Associates:

( S. Gresdo Proj. Engineer, Controls Gilbert Associates -

d R. Getty Lead Cont. Sys. Engineer Gilbert Associates
l W. McIntosh Control Sys. Engineer Gilbert Associates

! M. Gaba11a EQ Engineer, Controls Gilbert Associates

| W. Nunn Control Sys. Engineer Gilbert Associates
A. Killian Lead I&C Engineer Gilbert Associates (PNPP)

'

Gilbert Associates (PNPP)
.

D. Gartner Lead Designer

J
R. Moyer Sys. Eng. Response Team Gilbert Associates (PNPP)

|
F. Hayes Sys. Eng. Response Team Gilbert Associates (PNPP)

J. Ioannidi Proj. Engineer. Electrical Gilbert Associates

-! W. McNabb Lead Elec. Engr. Systems Gilbert Associates (PNPP);

G. Clark PGCC Technician - Gilbert Associates'

D. Mohn PGCC Technician Gilbert Associates.

'

L. Wise EQ Task Coordinator Gilbert Associates
G. Xoenig EQ Coordinator, Elec. Gilbert Associates
J. Schingler Lead Elec. Engineer Gilbert associates (PNPP),

R. Miller Proj. Drafting Superv. Gilbert Associates,

R. Sheldon Proj. Engineer, Mechanical Gilbert Associates.

D. Wooddell Proj. Engineer, Test Spec. Gilbert Associates
4

! J. Hilbish Prof. Engineer, Licensing Gilbert Associates
C. Paschall Design Control Program Gilbert Associates
H. Manning Mgr.: Corp. QA Programs Gilbert Associates*

i F. Noroski Mgr., Internal Audits Gilbert Associates .

General Electric (PNPP)R. Parsons PGCC Engineer
General Electric (SJ)

,

R. Hardy
! J. Cleveland President GDS Associates

!
i

!
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02.1-1 (Deficiency) Inadequate Consideration of Factors Affecting Emergency
Service Water Inlet Temperature,~

'

BACXGROUND
The emergency service water and the non-safety-related service water systems
take suction from Lake Erie through the same 10 foot diameter intake tunnel.
Normally, the emergency service water system is not running, and Lake Erier

; water is supplied to the non-safety-related service water system, which
serves var.ious non-safety-related equipment in the plant. Cooling water -' '

from the emergency service water system is initiated by automatic signal or'I

| remote manual action. A 10 foot diameter cross connect tunnel between the
discharge tunnel and the emergency service water pump house is provided as a
redundant water supply for the emergency service water pumps. Effluent from'

:

!i both systems is directed to the discharge tunnel.

! OESCRIPTION
! | There are no calculations for the maximum cooling water temperatures
!' supplied by the emergency service water' system. The emergency service water
| system piping and instrumentation diagrams (References 1,2, and 3) specify
1 .an 80 degrees F maximum cooling water temperature supplied by the system to

s3fety-related. equipment. Gilbert Project Design Criteria (Reference 4)
refer to Calculation P45-4 and P45-5 (References 5, and 6) as the basis of a

;

35-80 degrees F temperature range. However, there is no basis for the 80i

degrees F maximum temperature in either of these calculations. Further, no
calculations exist to account for higher temperatures which may result when,

| the discharge tunnel is used as a backup source of cooling-water to the!

emergency service water system. Normally, the non-safety-related service
water system rejects substantial h' eat loads to the discharge tunnel. In
addition, blowdown (in excess of makeup water quantities) from the cooling
tower is directed to the discharge tunnel. As a result of these heat loads,'

the temperature of the effluent in the discharge tunnel could exceed 80
| j
! degrees F. Should it become necessary to take suction from the discharge
il tunnel, the temperature of the water supplied to safety-related equipment by

<

;, the emergency service water system could also exceed the 80 degrees F design
temperature. .

BASIS
The FSAR commits to Regulatory Guide 1.27 (Reference ~7), which states in,.;
part: " Sufficient conservatism should be provided to ensure that a 30 day

j! supply of water is available and that the design basis temperatures of
!

|
safety-related equipment are not exceeded". Further, the FSAR commits to
Regulatory Guide 1.64 (Reference 8) which endorses ANSI' N45.2.11 (Reference' ,

-

, -! 9). This standard specifies that design input include consideration of
" operational requirements under various conditions such as plant startu'p,

|
normal plant operation, plant shutdown". Contrary to this, there is no

-

documented evidence that the emergency service water system design
,

,

considered normal operating temperatures existing in the discharge tunnel
prior to its use as an alternate source of supply by the emergency service ~"

I, water system. ANSI N45.2.11 also requires that methods be provided for ~~"

relating the final design back to the source of design input, and thatl

design activities be documented in sufficient detail to permit verifiction'

and auditing. Such documentation does not exist for the emergency service
a water system design inlet temperature. - -

4
.

. .
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IMPACT ON DESIGN
The system piping and instrumentation diagrams indicate that the design .

basis temperatures for safety-related equipment (e.g., the residual heati
removal heat exchangers, standby diesel generator heat exchangers, and
emergency closed cooling water heat exchangers) served by the emergency
service water system is 80 degrees F. Temperatures in excess of 80 degrees
F could compromise the ability of this safety-related equipment to perform )
its safety function. Analysis is required to confirm that the maximum inlet
temperature supplied to the emergency service water syst1m is compatible

-

)

with the design basis temperatures for the above safety-related equipment.,

:
'

EXTENT
The team concluded, based on this deficiency and Deficiencies 02.1-3, 02.1-
4, and 02.2-4, that the use of undocumented design data appears to be
systematic.

POST CUT 0FF WORK
Gilbert informed the team that it has initiated an analysis and evaluation
of the impact of this deficiency.

REFERENCES

1. GAI Orawing 0-302-791, Piping System Ofagram P45 Emergency Service Water
-

System, Revision G, dated 5/12/84
2. GAI Drawing 0-302-792.,* Piping System Diagram P45 Emergency Service Water

i
System, Revision G dated 5/12/84

3. GAI Drawing 0-302-793, Piping System Diagram P45 Energency Service Water
Operating Data, Revision 8, dated 11/26/80;

4. GAI Project Design Criteria, Chapter 5, page 5-4, Revision 3', dated
7/30/82

S. GAI Calculations P45-4, Emergency Service Water Pumps 'and Emergency
| Service Water Screen Wash Pumps, Revision 0, dated 11/10/76

6. GAI Calculation P45-5, Oe-Icing Lines-Emerfgency Service Water System,"
,

Revision 0,' dated 12/27/73
7. Regulatory Guide 1.27, Ultimate Heat Sink for Nuclear Power Plants,

Revision 2, January 1976
3. Regualtory Guide 1.64, Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of

! Nuclear Power Plants, Revision 2, June 1976
! 9. ANSI M45.2.11-1974. Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of

| Nuclear Power Plants.
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D2.1-2 (Deficiency) Inadequate Substantiation of Seismic Restraint forl

Chlorination Piping in Emergency Service Water Pump Forebay ,
*

.

'

BACXGROUND
The emergency service water pumps are vertical wet pit centrifugal pumps
designated Safety Class 3, and are located in the service water pumphouseChlorination lineswhich is designed to meet seismic Category I criteria., ,

are routed to the pumphouse forebay to provide chlorination and minimize the
.growth of algae and plant life in the system piping. The (polyvinyl;

. ! chloride) chlorination piping is routed from a header directly to and-'
beneath each emergency service water pump terminating in a 1 inch elbow
which directs the chlorination spray into the pump inlet (References 1 and' '

2).

DESCRIPTIONj . The chlorination piping is not specifically designed to meet seismic
criteria or supported to withstand the loads imposed during a postulated

In the event of a seismic disturbance, fragments
>

safe shutdown earthquake.,

from the non-seismically supported chlorination piping could be small enough,

4 i
to be drawn into the pump bell and damage the pump internals.

. .

BASIS
Cleveland. Electric has committed to Regulatory Guide 1.29 (Reference 3)
which provides seismic design criteria for the protection of safety-related
equipment from the effects of a seismic disturbance. Regulatory Guide 1.29- <
states in part that those portions of structures, systems,.or components
whose continued ' function is not required but whose failure could reduce the

-

functioning of any safety-related plant feature to an unacceptable safety
'

level should be designed or constructed so that the Safe Shutdown Earthquakej
!

would not cause such failure.'

- -
.

,

IMPACT ON DESIGN
This deficiency could result in a hardware change to the supports provided
for the chlorination piping. A reanalysis is necessary of the loads imposed

'

j on the piping during a safe shutdown earthquake' dad its ability to sustain
;-

these loads.

EXTENTj
'

Deficiencies 02.1-1 and 02.1-7 are other examples where there was not
adequate consideration of the impact of non-safety-related systems and,

'

i

I components on safety-related systems and components.
~

.

i

REFERENCES
'

i 1. GAI Drawing 0-303-114, Emergency Service Water Pumphouse Miscellaneous
Piping Plan, Revision K, dated 2/15/84,

2. GAI Drawing 0-302-791, Piping System Diagram P45 Emergency Service Water- '.
System, Revision G, dated 5/12/84,

Regulatory Guide 1.29, Seismic Design Criteria, Revision 3, dated - -3.
.

September, 1978 ....

$
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i 02.1-3 (Deficiency) Failure to Document Substantiation for Emergency Service
Water Pump Vacuum Breaker Check Valve Size

.

! BACKGROUND
! The emergency service water pumps are vertical centrifugal pumps designated

Safety Class 3, and designed to seismic Category I criteria. A 24 inchi

1 check valve is located downstream of the pump discharge immediately followed
! by a strainer and a 24 inch motor operated butterfly valve. A 2 inch check

valve connects to the 24 inch line between the pump discharge and the 24 .

inch check valve (Reference 1). The 2 inch check valve serves as a vacuum
breaker, permitting the entrance of air to the pump column during draining
after the pump is tripped. The air introduced in the pump column serves as
a cushion to mitigate the effects of potential water hammer when the pump is1

i restarted.
'

DESCRIPTION
It appears that the 2 inch check valve size was based on engineering
judgement. There are no supporting calculations confirming the proper air ,

flow into the column based on valve size and timing sequences of pump trip
<1 and restart. If the size of the vacuum breaker is incorrect, an inadequate,

cushion will be available to reduce the magnitude of any forces which might!

result from water hammer. In addition, there was no analysis to confirm
that air admitted by the vacuum breaker will not become trapped in the lines-

and result in further water'hammar effects downstream of the pump upon
restart. Air bubbles cotild also restrict flow through important safety-'

related heat exchangers in the system. The pump is interlocked to the pump
discharge valve such that the pump will not start unless the discharge valve
is at least 15". open. There were no calculations to substantiate that this
valve opening is sufficient to preclude potential water hammer effects

i

|
caused by this trapped air.

<

L
In summary, analysis of the pump startup sequence subsequent to a pump trip-

was not available to confirm adequate valve sizing, pump / valve interlock.<-
and timing for air entry and discharge to preclude unacceptable water hammer-

loads. No consideration has been given to the incorporation of these loads
into the design of the piping and supports downstream of the pump.
Calculation P-233 (Reference 2), which estimated the piping loads resulting
from the acceleration of the fluid as the pump reached operating speed, does

I not address these issues.

BASIS .

Cleveland Electric has committed to Regulatory Guide 1.64 (Reference 3)
.

, which endorses ANSI N45.2.11 (Reference 4). This standard requires that
; methods should be provided for relating the final design back to the source

of design input and that the traceability should be documented. Contrary to '

this, no calculations exist to substantiate the check valve vacuum breaker '

design and other design measures to preclude the effects of potential water ,*

hammer loads on piping and supports. ,

IMPACT ON DESIGN
An analysis is required of potential water hammer loads imposed on the:

service water piping to confirm the existing design of the vacuum breaker.
Based on pumps of similar size, it is not anticipated that a larger size

,

.

.1 . .

?
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vacuum breaker check valve will be required. However, piping and support' t
'

analyses need to be evaluated to ensure that any water hammer loads are .

considered.p
,

EXTENT| Since no calculations exist on other systems relative to these water hammer
-i

effects, this deficiency appears to be systematic.
>

-j REFERENCES
-

; 1. GAI Drawing 0-302-791, Piping system Diagram P45 Emergency Service Water
System, Revision G, dated 5/12/84j

2. Calculation P-233, Emergency Service Water Fluid Transient Analysis,'

Revision 2, dated 6/18/84
3. Regulatory Guide 1.64, Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of

Nuclear Power Plants, Revision 2 June 1976
4. ANSI N45.2.11-1974, Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of

.! Nuclear Power Plants

i
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02.1-4 (Deficiency) Inadequate Documentation To Support Overpressurization
4

;

, , ' Protective Devices ,

f BACKGROUND

,i Protection against exceeding system design pressures is provided in the
emergency service water system by pressure relief valves, either on the

! equipment served or in the connecting piping. Gilbert Calculation P45-23
! (Reference 1) provides an analysis for this system with the stated purpose

-"to ensure that no components within the system are subjected to pressure
and temperatures which are beyond the design parameters of the components".
It is further stated that the analysis is being performed at the request of
the State of Ohio enforcement authorities.

DESCRIPTION
No calculations or other documentation exist to confirm that the design of

|
-

relief valves specified for equipment in the emergency service water system
i- is adequate to accommodate thermal overpressure conditions. Gilbert

Calculation P45-23 provided an analysis and evaluation of the maximum
pressures in the emergency service water system and concluded that " heat
exchangers are protected against thermal overpressurization if the set point,t of the relief valve is at or below the design pressure of. the HX", and that
" Relief valves protecting the heat exchangers in the system are set at or,'

I
below the design pressures.of the heat exchanger, therefore they are !

protected against thermal. dverpressurization". However, there is no,

calculated basis confirming that the relief capacities, orifice sizes or'

|' valve sizes are sufficient ~ to reduce (below system design pressure) any
i

pressure buildup due to thermal overpressure conditions. Isolation of heat
:

exchangers on the cooling water side (e.g. for maintenance) concurrent with
.

i

continued operation of the process fluid side is an example of a thennal i

Icondition which could result in overpressurization of the isolated equipment
and piping due to the thermal expansion of the trapped fluid. For example, i

'

when the residual heat removal system is in standby duty, the heat exchanger;i tube side is drained and replenished with demineralized water prior to
; shutting the isolation valves. This precludes the corrosive effects of any
j trapped cooling water (during nonnal operation) when the equipment is idle.

Inadvertent initiation of flow through the process side while the cooling;

|i
water side remains isolated could impose high temperatures and pressures on
the trapped fluid in the cooling water piping and the cooling water side ofi

: the equipment itself. An analysis. of the relief capacity required to
i alleviate these pressures is necessary.
'

|

BASIS
Cleveland Electric has committed to Regulatory Guide 1.64 (Reference 2)
which endorses ANSI N45.2.11 (Reference 3). This standard requires that;

4

methods should be provided for relating the final-design back to the source;
'

f; of design input and that the. traceability should be documented. Contrary to * ,

J; this, no calculations exist to substantiate the flow rates, orifice sizes. -

! or valve sizes required for adequate overpressure protection. - ,

: :
IMPACT ON DESIGN:
The team _was informed that conservative engineering judgement, based on

' experience with valves in similar applications, was used to establish relief
valve sizes. ~ Analysis is required, to confirm that the relief valve sizes

|_ are adequate for worst case conditions.
! j

- -
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EXTENT
No documentation exists to support the relief valve sizes in other safety-'

related systems e.g., the emergency closed cooling water system.
,

REFERENCES
1. GAI Calculation P45-23, Overpressure Protection Analysis, Revision 0,

dated 8/1/84
| 2. Regulatory Guide 1.64, Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of

-

Nuclear Power Plants, Revision 2, June 1976 .

3. ANSI N45.2.11-1974 Quality Assurance Requirements for Design of'
Nuclear Power Plants
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02.1-5 (Deficiency) Inadequate Documentation to Support Hydraulic Analysis
for Emergency Service Water System Design

I' BACXGROUND
Units 1 and 2 emergency service water systems consist of three independent

A vertical wetloops supplying cooling water to safety-related equipment.
,

pit pump taking suction from Lake Erie via an intake tunnel is used irr eachi. 4
loop to pump cooling water through the system, to a common discharge tunnel.
and back to Lake Erie. In the event that the intake tunnel is not available .

.

1
-

to supply cooling water to the emergency service water system, suction isj taken from the discharge tunnel via a cross connect tunnel, and discharge is; 1
through a standpipe to the swale. The Unit 2 emergency closed cooling water
system supplies cooling water to the spent fuel pool heat exchangers whichi

;, .are common to both units. The Unit 1 emergency service water system serves
this purpose if the Unit 2 emergency closed cooling water system is not
operational prior to the need for storage and cooling of Unit I spent fuel.t A cross connect has been provided between these systems for this purpose.
The team reviewed design calculations supporting the hydraulic design of the
emergency service water system.

;
^ '

DESCRIPTION
l' The team reviewed several calculations (References 1,2, and 3) which

addressed various aspects of the hydraulic design for the emergency service
;_; The team identified the following deficiencies consisting ofwater system.'

undocumented vendor inputi unsubstantiated input from interfacing
;! disciplines, unverified assumptions, inconsistencies, and non-conservative?- .

4 .

methods of analysis:

| 1. Calculation 2.6.4, Revision 1 (Reference 1)
:

[I
~ a. The stated objective of Revision 1 is the. " Analysis 'of the

>
.

-

Emergency Service Water system for hydraulic data necessary by means of a1-
revised model for the CV-version of the PIPF computer code"; Revision 0 is
listed as a reference. The " Analysis" section indicates that the 48";

discharge line may be partially fil. led with water during system operation,;
I

and that this would invalidate results obtained using PIPF in the original'

calculations (Rev. 0). As a result, changes were made to the computer model;

which included deleting the nodes after the point where the connection is
-

|

made to the swale. The team was informed that the calculation is based on;
the post-accident mode which was the limiting mode of system operation and,

|
=

constituted the final computer run. However, the calculation does not
indicate this fact. Apparently, there were trial runs to establish the
limiting mode, but there is no linkage between the computer runs and 1;he
calculation. Gilbert Design Contror Procedure 4.2.1 (Reference 4) states in::

. ;
part that the cover page of each analysis / calculation shall identify all*

< -

_! pages of the complete work. Contrary to this requirement, no means were
provided in the calculation to identify all applicable computer output ,

t

sheets.- There is no assurance that Revision 0 and Revision I reflect: consideration of all modes. One ~ specific concern is design flows with
--

'
-"

discharge to the swale since the discharge piping from the standpipe
.i

- connection to the swale is not included in the revised model.4

.

ANSI N45.2.11 (Reference 5) and Gilbert Design Control -Procedure 4.2.1
require that calculations note information such that the verifier can

j

A-8
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understand the analysis and verify its results without recourse to the
! originator. The team could not determine that the analysis included a run

with discharge to the swale from the information in the calculation alone. -

74
! b. The computer output sheets identify fictitious additional

resistances required to force design flows through the various branches of
the system. The additional resistances required in loop B throttle valves
for hot standby operation differ from those during other modes of operation'

considered. This indicated that the loop B throttle valves would have to be
~

manually adjusted during and subsequent to hot standby. The team was
informed, however, that these numbers were in error (on the computer output
sheets) and that all modes of operation require the scme throttling (same|

l pressure drops).

2. Calculation 2.6.4, Revision 0 (Reference 2)
;

,?j a.' Revision 0 of the calculations had as its stated objective:'t " Evaluation of the Emergency Service Water System for the flow distribution>7

! and pressure balance that can be expected in the system piping network
| . during.various modes of operations". Neither Revision 0 nor Revision 1
] indicated that the objectives were achieved. The computer output sheets

;! list the design flows for the various computer runs; however, no evaluation
,

j- of the flows obtained was presented in the analysis. The significance of
the additional pressure drops at each control valve relative to any flow;

'l margin was not evaluated. . Consequently, it is not obvious that the stated
objective was achieved. -

b. The computer model for the pumps did not include provisions for a,-; reduction in static head due to the change in elevation from the minimum
.

water level in the pumphouse forebay to the pump discharge. Although thei

f, calcu'.4tions stated that the pump static head reduction had been preyfously,

ince oorated in the pump curve, no basis for this assumption appears on the. .

curves (Reference 7) for the pumps which are referenced in the calculation.'
i

No record of this adjustment having been confirmed by the pump vendor'

(Goulds Pumps) could be found in the project files. However, correspondence
.

discussing this adjustment with Cleveland Electric is included in theI;
; project files (References 8 and 9). No provision for column friction lossesI

i ; is included in either the curves or the calculations. A subsequent
j ! calculation (Reference 3) completed for the cross connect piping between the

Unit 1 emergency service water system and the Unit 2 emergency closed'

} cooling water system uses the vendor supplied pump curve and accounts for
.l~ the elevation change through a reduction in pressure at'the pump' discharge
' ' ~ elevation. .

c1
i c. Several pages were unsigned, undated, and had none of the .

information required by the Gilbert design control procedures'(References 4,

'

and 6). It is not clear where these calculations fit into the package.
~

d. Operating temperatures in the calculation are not consistent with ....

temperatures in referenced system piping and instrumentation diagrams
.

; (References 10, 11, and 12); in addition, no calculations exist to
; substantiate the operating data shown on these piping and instrumentationi

diagrams (Deficiency 02.1-8).
,.

.

j . .
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e. Gilbert Design Control Procedure 3.6.1 paragraph 4.3.6 statesj that the-originator is required to modify the design documents to comply
.

1 with resolutions reached between the reviewer and himself. Contrary to
1
l this:

Sheet 25-includes a brief calculation in the margin by the reviewer
} followed by the reviewer's comment "can't explain this discrepancy".
-

'

1 Sheet 21-the reviewer indicated an additional 100 feet of 24 inch!
pipe which should be included between nodes 1104 and 1105. This discrepancy ,

w was not resolved, and no change to the model was made.,

Sheet 68-the originator concludes that errors discovered (apparently
by the reviewer) within the input data of the computer code do not affect
the operation of the system. No basis is given for this conclusion, except
the agreement of the system engineer who is not identified in the
calculation.-

Ij f. Friction factors for all calculations are those given in Crane 410
4- (Reference 13) for fully developed turbulent flow. This flow assumption is

.
'

not verified by the calculations. The team checked the Reynolds numbers andj
. associated friction factors for the flows and line sizes involved and

-

'j .

6etermined that the assumption was not conservative.
.
'

'.
g. Pressure drops f'or flow orifices and nozzles were established in aHowever,.

memorandum (Reference 7) 1.isted in the calculation references.I Gilbert instrument data sheets indicated higher differentials than those
| listed in the memorandum (2.3 psig higher in one case). Tfte team was

advised that the differential pressure used in the calculations included
corrections for pressure recovery not accounted for in the instrument data

1 However, there were no calculations or documentation for the method
j sheets.

used to include this correction. ,,

, , -

h. The loss due to the reduction in diameter associated with reducing
.

a

tees was not included. Only the losses associated with the "run" or
1

" branch" flow through the tee were included. Neglecting the additional loss,

due to the reduction in diameter-is not conservative. The team did
independent calculations which indicated that the manner of splitting up the
loss factors for "run" and " branch" flows used in the calculations is not

.

I

i conservative. This method was not used in the cross connect calculation
,

j (Reference 3).
Ji i. The pipe roughness (.00015 feet) used for the analysis represents"

" clean commercial grade" pipe. The effects upon flow of corrosion or other
deterioration of the pipe surface over the life of the plant were not' . j

An additional impeller capable of delivering more head will be i

included. |

used if flow is reduced to low levels later in plant life. Since the
-

'j
analysis is not conservative relative to the initial impeller and there is

-

' i
no analysis with the larger impeller, no conclusion can be made relative to -

system performance over the life of the plant.
-

BASIS
The team found the following violations of procedures and criteria in
reviewing the hydraulic calculations which. form the bases for these
deficiencies:

.
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l
a. Cleveland Electric has committed to Regulatory Guide 1.64 (Reference|

!

14) which endorses ANSI N45.2.11. Gilbert Design Control Procedure 4.2.1 -|i

| and ANSI N45.2.11 require that calculations note information such that the .

verifier can understand the analysis and verify its results without recoursei

.} to the originator.
t
| b. Gilbert Design Control Procedure 4.2.1 requires that the cover page

of each analysis / calculation shall identify all pages of the complete work.
.

,

'

c. Gilbert Design Control Procedure 3.6.1 requires that design documents
be modified to comply with resolutions.

.1,j d. The lack of documentation from the pump vendor to support the
J computer model is contrary to ANSI N45.2.11 which requires that the final
1 design be traceable to the source of design input.
''

; .

d IMPACT ON DESIGN .

-j Although no flow margin was identified in the calculations, it ' appears that
'l sufficient flow margin may exist with the larger impeller purchased for

- future use. ,In view of the fragmented form (various calculation revisions),
a confusion in the calculation details,.and the methods of pump model

Lj representation, complete reanalysis is required. The calculations, in their
,

. current state, would not ser.ve as the basis for any future design work on
the system.'

;

EXTENT -

The team's brief review of the hydraulic calculations for the emergency
closed cooling water system identified some similar concerns.

REFERENCES
1. GAI Calculation P45 2.6.4, Piping Hydraulic Analysis of the Emerge,ncy,

Service Water System, Revision 1, dated 5/6/77
2. GAI Calculation P45 2.6.4, Piping Hydraulic Analysis of the Emergency

Service Water System, Revision 0, dated 4/19/77
;, 3. GAI Calculation P45-22 2.6.13, Results of Hydraulic Analysis for

Emergency Service Water System / Emergency Closed Cooling Water System
Cross Connect, Revison 0, dated 11/15/82'

4. GAI Design Control Procedure 4.2.1, Revision 5, dated 3/1/773
'j 5. ANSI N45.2.11-1974 Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of
,

Nuclear Power Plantsi

.! 6. GAI Design Control Procedure 3.6.1, Revision 1, dated 10/4/76
| 7. GAI memorandum to J. W. Reitnauer from J. A. Bleiler, " Emergency Service

Water Hydraulic Analysis", dated 12/13/76'' .

8. CEI Memorandum to A. Kaplan and J. G. Marjerin from G. L. Gardener ando
P. L. Waltz, Perry Nuclear Power Plant Units 1 and 2 Specification 501, .

Emergency Service Water Pumps and Screen Wash Pumps Vendor Goulds Pumps, ,

"

Vertical Pump Division, City of Industry, California, (Objectives: To
Witness Factory Performance and Minimum Submergence Pump Tests at Goulds .,,

Factory), dated 12/20/78 ....

9. GAI Telecon PY-GAI/CEI-TS117T, Emergency Service Water Pump Total
Dynamic Head Calculation, dated 3/6/79

10. GAI Orawing 0-302-791, Piping System Diagram P45 Emergency Service Water
System, Revision G, dated 5/12/84 --

.
t

,
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11. GAI Drawing 0-302-792, Piping System Diagram P45 Emergency Service Water

'! System, Revision G, dated 5/12/84
.; 12. GAI Drawing 0-302-793, Piping System Diagram Emergency Service Water

Operating Data, Revision B, dated 11/26/80
13. Crane Publication 410 (1969)

.
'

14. Regulatory Guide 1.64, Quality Assurance Requirements for the Cesign of
Nuclear Power Plants, Revision 2, June 1976
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02.1-6 (Deficiency) Failure to Provide Antirotation Protection for the
|

Emergency Service Water Pumps ,

,

BACXGROUND
The emergency service water pumps are safety-related pumps required for safe
shutdown of the plant. The pumps are ' vertical wet pit, centrifugal pumps
with a 41 foot long column and shaft. In the event of a loss of offsite
power, the pumps are tripped and subsequently loaded on to the emergency

'1. diesel generators.
.

.;
3 DESCRIPTION

No provisions exist to prevent the emergency service water pump impellers
from rotating counter to their normal direction of impeller rotation.

<

Subsequent to a loss of all offsite power, when the pumps are tripped, the;

41 foot column of water contained within the pump itself drains to the pump;q forebay and could cause the impeller to rotate in the reverse direction. The
^| 41 foot column of water in the pump is of sufficient length to significantly

accelerate the pump impeller while the column drains to the lowest level in
The acceleration of the pump impeller in this directionthe forebay.

imposes an additional inertia torque on the pump shaft, which would oppose-. '

any applied torque upon restoration of power to the pumps by the emergency'

These additional loads, in combination with other normal.

diesel generators.'

operating and seismic loads, have not been specifically addressed in the,

design of the pumps.
_

BASIS
-

Cleveland Electric has committed to Regulatory Guide 1.64 (Reference 1)
i which endorses ANSI N45.2.11 (Reference 2). This standard requires

consideration of all operating loads including shock and reaction forces,,j
Contrary to this requirement, Gilbert failed to consider the combinaticn ofj
inertia torques resulting from counter-rotation of the pump impeller and.1 No mechanical means (e.g. an -

opposing applied operating torques.
antirotation device) were provided for precluding counter-rotation loads

'i from being applied to the pump shaft.
1

IMPACT ON DESIGNi
1 An analysis of the loads resulting from the inertia torques applied during -

draining of the pump column is required to confirm that these loads in
combination with other normal and seismic loads, can be accommodated by the

'j existing pump shaft.
a -

! EXTENT
This deficiency does not appear to be systematic since the emergency service
water pumps are the only safety-related pumps with a column of sufficient
length to raise this concern. *

,

"

REFERENCES
1. Regulatory Guide 1.64, Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of " '

Nuclear Power Plants, Revision 2, June 1976 ""

.

2. ANSI N45.2.11-1974 Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of
t Nuclear Power Plants

-.

!
. .
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D2.1-7 (Deficiency) Non-qualified Heating Provisions in the Emergency
Service Water Pumphouse

BACXGROUND
The emergency service water system is a safety-related system with various
equipment and piping located in the emergency service water pumphouse. The
system does not normally operate, and during those idle periods piping will

Section 9.2.1 ofcontain stagnant water up to the pump discharge valves.
the FSAR states that to preclude freezing, the pumphouse is maintained at a

-

temperature no lower than 40 degrees F.
|,

DESCRIPTION
No provisions have been made to use qualified safety grade instrumentation1

to assure that the pumphouse is maintained at a temperature of 40 degrees F'

or higher during extreme w;nter conditions. Low temperature indicators and
high temperature alarms have been provided in the pumphouse, but this
instrumentation as well as the pumphouse heating system is not safety grade.-

The team was informed that outside air is admitted to the pumphouse through
a damper in the ventilatica supply, which closes when ambient temperatures

,

are less than a pre-set temperature. The control is provided by safety
grade temperature instrumentation located downstream of the fan discharge
with safety grade indication at the main control board. Temperature
indication is provided by .a readout of the deviation from the preset
temperature. Direct temperature indication could only be obtained by
manually adjusting the pr'e-set temperature until a zero deviation is
observed. Consequently, temperatures in the pumphouse could reach freezing
levels without a means of direct safety grade indication in the control room
and potentially compromise the integrity of the piping system.

,

,

- BASIS
i - The~FSAR committed to maintaining the pumphouse at a temperature no, lower

However, the lack of safety grade temperaturethan 40' degrees F.
instrumentation in the pumphouse could result in compromising the ability of.

''

the emergen:y service water system to perform its safety function.
,

IMPACT ON DESIGN
The emergency service water pump house requires safety-related temperature
instrumentation with direct indication at the main control board.

,

!

EXTENT
This deficiency is not systematic since we found no other cases in which,

safety grade instrumentation was required but non-safety grade was provided.
~

t

.
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D2.1-8 (Deficiency) System Operating Data Not Supported By Design
-

Calculations'

,

.

BACXGROUND
Piping and instrumentation diagrams indicate operating conditions at various
system locations for the system operating modes, i.e., hat standby, normal,

shutdown, continuation of normal shutdown, and post accident. The.

'

continuation of normal shutdown describes the plant condition when the
reactor is being cooled on the residual heat removal system. At each system .

location the operating pressure, flow and temperature is identified. ..These
operating conditions are used in various design anayises and design,

:
documents including system design specifications used by pipe stressj
analysis, hydraulic calculations by Applied Engineering Analysis, and
heating and ventilating calculations by the mechanical discipline.,

-

DESCRIPTIONi The team reviewed the piping and instrumentation diagrams (References 1 and
2) for the emergency closed cooling water system and found the following
errors:,.

Calculations do not exist which document the origin of the temperatures ,

o
listed on the operating data system diagrams.

i The operating condition's'during post-accident operation assumes that the:; o
control complex chiller is being cooled by train A of the emergency

! Although three control complex chillers areclosed loop cooling system.
provided, only one is required to supply the chill water requirements of

4

Units 1 and 2. Control complex chiller A is assumed to be operating at
' full heat load, corresponding to a service water temperature increase of;

.

7 degrees F in train A. However, in train B there is no heat load
I

defined across control complex chiller 8, so train B operating
temperatures are consistently lower. The operating data provided on the.

i system diagram (Reference 1) represents one possible operating condition5

during an accident condition. 'Another condition where the higher
operating temperatures are associated with train B is not identified.,;

2

This inconsistency can cause errors in design analyses of train B
depending upon whether a high or low operating temperature is'

t- conservative.

The post-accident operating data for the emergency closed cooling systemo
has incorrect temperatures listed for operating points 7, 18, 19, 21.! and 36 which are either incorrect or inconsistent with temperatures at

! other points.*

The temperature changes from 95 to 103 degrees F between points 4 and 7,'
but there is no heat load to cause temperature rise. At point 21, the

-

*

|
pump discharge in train B, the listed temperature corresponds to a

-
;

,

temperature rise of 14 degrees F across the pump. Although the pump -

i will add energy to the pumped fluid, the team concluded that the
"

!
~~

Point 18temperature rise will be considerably less than 14 degrees F.
,

| and 19 are located in the emergency closed cooling return lines. The
110 degree F temperature exceeds the highest temperature at the .,

P
discharge of any heat load in train A. In addition-the temperature at'

'

.l
1 . .
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point 22, located downstream of points 18 and 19 at the common return to'

train A's pump, is lower than the temperatures at points 18 and 19, but
there is no source to remove the heat between these points. At point .

|( 36, the point in train B corresponding with point 19 in train A, the
post-accident temperature is identified as 109 degrees F. Point 36 is'

-

also inconsistent with temperature immediately upstream and downstream
in the process piping. Specifically, the temperature conditions at>

points 32 and 35 are 100 degrees F and there is no heat source between
-these points and point 36 to raise the temperature.i

o Orawing 0-302-621, Revision F (Reference 2) has a circle around the'

value for the design temperature for system piping associated with the
emergency closed cooling surge tanks. This circle corresponds to a
change made in revision D of the drawing and should have been eliminated
in subsequent revisions, as required by Project Procedures Manual,
Appendix G (Reference 3).

|

! BASIS
iCEI has committed to Regulatory Guide 1.64 (Reference 4) which endorses ANSI

,

N45.2.11 (Reference 5). This s*andard requires that methods be provided for
Irelating the final design back to. the source of design input. Contrary to-

_

this, calculations do not exist to document the source of temperatures
, *

listed on the system diagram data sheet, even though this information is'

used as design input to other design activities. There are also errors and
inconsistencies in the operating condition data sheet.

- In accordance with Project Procedures Manual, Appendix G, the operating data
,i - sheet of the system diagram was signed by an engineer indicating design
;, verification. Based on the above deficiencies, it was not cbvious how the_

'' - verifier confirmed that the data recorded was accurate.

The failure to remove a circle around a change associated with a prehious -

|

drawing revision is a violation of Project Procedures Manual, Appendix G.
ii

|i IMPACT ON DESIGN

| Analysis is required to substantiate the parameters indicated on the system
1 diagrams. Any changes identified by these analyses should be evaluated for

,I impact on activities having made use of this data.
l
i EXTENT

;} This deficiency is systematic, because calculations do not exist to support
the values listed on the operating data sheets of any system diagrams.'

REFERENCES
.', 1. GAI Orawing 0-302-623, Emergency Closed Cooling Operating Data, Rev. O, ,

<

10/18/82
2. GAI Drawing 0-302-621, Emergency Closed Cooling System, Rev. F, 6/5/84'
3. Project Procedure Manual Appendix G, GAI Drawings
4. Regulatory Guides 1.64, Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of ' , , , , '

Nuclear Power Plants, Rev. 2, 6/76i

5. ANSI N45.2.11, Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of Nuclear'

.-| Power Plants, 1974
,

|

! -
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02.2-1 (Deficiency) Inconsistencies and Inadequate Substantiation of
Assumptions and References in Emergency Closed Cooling Water Surge Tank,

Sizing Calculations ,

BACKGROUND
': The emergency closed cooling water system is a safety-related system which

provides cooling water to various safety-related components during normal!

<j and accident conditions. The sy tem includes a vented surge tank which

!
accommodates thermal expansion and contraction of the fluid resulting from -

1 temperature excursions when the system is operating and transferring heat
[j loads to the emergency service water system.

i
OESCRIPTION*

i
The team identified the following deficiencies for Calculation P42-5
(Reference 1), which' covers sizing of the emergency closed cooling water*

I system surge tank:
*

'l 1. There was a tabulation of piping lengths and diameters in the system,
a calculation of the volume of water contained in the piping, and a
breakdown of portions of the piping exposed to the various system

'

temperatures. No basis or refere'nce was' identified for these
,,

temperatures.;
,

,| 2. The total expansion'of the water in the system piping was calculated
. ~

for the temperatures indicated, but no allowance was provided for the;: volume of water included in the equipment served such as the
,

~ chillers . pump seal coolers, room coolers, and the spent fuel pool
heat exchangers. The outline drawing for the spent fuel pool heat*

exchanger (Reference 2) indicates that a substantial volume of water
i (525 gallons) is contained in the shell side of these heat
| exchangers, which could affect the total system volumetric expansion.-
.

3. A 20% allowance was made for the volume of water contained in'

fittings. However, this assumption was not substantiated, nor was it
clear whether it included valves since no other all.owance wasi
indicated for valves. It was therefore not obvious that the 20%'

volumetric allowance conservatively accounts for valves and fittings.

I 4. No attempt was made in the calculation to identify high and low
I levels consistent with all system design considerations. We found
I that the project set point list (Reference 3) specified high and low
|- levels in the tank at which the automatic makeup valves open and

close. These levels are inconsistent with the FSAR requirement to
provide 40 days of inventory before the tank is drained due to normal"

system leakage (Deficiency 02.2-2). The team concluded that there;- *

was no relationship between the levels identified in the FSAR, the
, "

set point list, or the results of this calculation. The team was .

concerned that these relationships had not been identified in the --

calculations to assure compliance with all system design- ,_,

requirements.
,

i BASIS
Cleveland Electric has committed to Regulatory Guide 1.64 (Reference 4)
which endorses ANSI N45.2.11 (Reference 5). Calculation P42-5 is contrary

. .

,
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to ANSI N45.2.11 and Gilbert design control procedures (Reference 6) by not
verifying assummed allowances for volumes contained in fittings and valves,
considering design input such as volumes of fluid contained in the equipment
served, and referencing sources of design input.,

Cleveland Electric has not provided a system design which ensures that water
is available in the emergency closed cooling water system surge tanks for at
least 40 days assuming 0.5 gal / hour system leakage as stated in the FSAR.

.

!
>: IMPACT ON DESIGN
'! The surge tank size has been established at 660 gallons. It appears that

i the design is sufficiently conservative to accommodate substantial
volumetric expansion, in excess of that identified in the calculation, and-

will not require any hardware change. However, analysis is required to:
establish meaningful levels in the surge tank which can be related to the

| opening and closing of the makeup valves consistent with coolant expansion
,j and normal system leakage. A revision to the FSAR may be necessary.

2 EXTENT
The. team examined calculation P47 (Refer.ence 7), which established the sizei

.of the surge tank in the chilled water s} stem, and found that this 1

- calculation accounted for equipment volumes. We therefore concluded that
this deficiency is not systematic. However, the team has found other
instances where no traceable substantiation could be found for key
parameters in the system design and where consideration of all design
factors have not been adequately addressed in the system design
(Deficiencies 02.1-1 and 02.1-4).

REFERENCES
' 1. GAI Calculation P42-5, Emergency Closed Cooling System Surge tank

<

Sizing, Revision 1, dated 7/9/82
2. Struthers-Wells drawing 1-76-06-32778-01.. Revision 5, dated 12/14/76 -

3. Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company, Perry Nuclear Power Plant, Set
Point List, dated 7/3/84'

4. Regulatory Guide 1.64, Quality -Assurance Requirements for the Design of
; 1 Nuclear Power Plants Revision 2, June 1976i

5. ANSI N45.2.11-1974 Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of''

i Nuclear Power Plants
'l 6. GAI Design Control Procedure 2.05, Design Verification

7. GAI Calculation P47 (Preliminary), Control Building Chilled Water System
.

Expansion Tank Capacity and Dimension, dated 8-6-74,
,

.
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02.2-2 (Deficiency) Inconsistent low Level Setting on Emergency Closed
Cooling Water Surge Tank ,

,

i
.

"i' BACKGROUND
The emergency closed cooling water surge tank is designed to accommodate-

changes in system coolant volumes resulting from themal expansion and
contraction and nomal component leakage of coolant. The static head1 im90 sed on the emergency closed cooling water pump suction provides the
required net positive suction head for the pumps. Significant loss of -

'. coolant inventory could-jeopardi::e the net positive suction head available
to the pumps potentially resulting in pump cavitation. Makeup is provided7

through the use of an automatic valve which opens on tank low level and
; closes on tank high level. The automatic makeup function is not safety-

related. The low level setting is significant with respect to time
available to drain the tank, assuming nomal leakage and failure of the non-4

safety makeup valve. The tank is designated Safety Class 3 and designed to
Section III, Subsection ND of the ASME Code and seismic Category I criteria.

1

1 DESCRIPTION
Actual low level settings on the surge tank are inconsistent with FSAR

i
commitments and calculations. FSAR Section 9.2.2.2 specifies the time

,

available to completely drain the surge tank based on an estimated system*

leakage of 0.5 gal / hour. .The estimate of 40 days to drain the tank assumes'

.

500 gallons of water in the tank at low level. Contrary to this, thei

4i project set point list fo'r the system (Reference 1) indicates that low level
in the tank is at Elevation 668'-3", which corresponds to a volume of only'

4

|
226 gallons. Using this low level and the assumed leakage, the 226 gallon
volume will allow less than 20 days to completely drain the tank.:4

.

S Calculation P42-5 (Reference 2), which determines the tank size based on
i expansi.on of the system coolant inventory, assumes.that the tank will be .

filled to the half full mark when system heatup and coolant expansian
. . begins. This corresponds to a volume of 330 gallons in the tank, which isr ,' inconsistent with the stated low level in the FSAR of 500 gallons.

,

d
1 BASIS

The FSAR is inconsistent with design documents.
;

1j IMPACT ON DESIGN

4 It is not expected that this deficiency will result in any hardware changes
! because the setpoint list and calculation indicate that the FSAR is -'

1 incorrect. It needs to be revised to be consistent with the switch settings
and calculations-(Deficiency 02.2-1). ,

*

:

'| EXTENT *

The team found other inconsistencies between the FSAR and design documents
',;

i (Deficiencies 02.3-1 and 02.3-2).
"

! REFERENCES "

;- 1. Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company, Perry Nuclear Power Plant Set
' Point List, dated 7/3/84
; 2. Calculation P42-5, Emergency Closed Cooling Water Surge Tank Sizing,

Revision 0, dated 7/9/82 -' -

.

1 . .
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02.2 3 (Deficiency) Incorrect Application of ASME Code Criteria for Sizing
Emergency Closed Cooling 'Jater System Surge Tank Vent Pipe ,

.

i

BACKGROUND
The emergency closed cooling water system surge tank is designed to
accommodate changes in system coolant volumes resulting from thermal The tank
expansion an'd contraction and normal component leakage of coolant.

,

is vented to the atmosphere to prevent internal vacuum conditions, such as
-

!

in the event of a postulated moderate energy line break when the internal;

pressure could drop to vacuum levels as coolant is pumped out of the system~1

The team reviewed Calculation P42-7 (Reference 1) whichj through the break.
j established the si:e of the vent. The tank is designed to Section III.
j Subsection ND of the ASME Code and seismic Category I criteria.

>

. 4,

DESCRIPTION
Calculation P42-7 incorrectly referred to the ASME Code to justify allowable .'l

i
pressure differentials for the emergency closed cooling water system surge

The calculation postulated a through-wall crack on a 12 inch diameter; tank.'j moderate energy line in the system, and determined the resulting flow
through the crack in accordance with HRC Standard Review Plan 3.6.2i

'

(Reference 2). The size of the vent was based on replacing the volume of
-

coolant discharged through the crack with air entering through the vent at
the same flow rate, while 1,imiting the differential pressure on the the tank
to no more than 1 ounce per" square inch. The calculation referred to the
ASME Code (Reference 3) as the basis of the differential pressure.
Subsection ND-3932.5 of the ASME Code indicates that this pressure criteria
is related to the design of cylindrical sidewalls of vertical tanks, whereas' This extrapolation of code designthe surge tank is a horizontal tank.

j criteria is inappropriate and represents an error in the application of code
-; ,

i intent.
'

! BASIS
The ASME Code was incorrectly applied.'

I IMPACT ON DESIGNBecause of the 3/8 inch thick tank shell, it is doubtful that any hardware
i However, an analysis is required, using morechanges will be required.

appropriate pressure differential criteria, to substantiate the integrity of
'

'

the tank under the postulated accident condition.

EXTENT
The team found no other instances of this type of deficiency; it does not:

i appear to be systematic.,

'

!

REFERENCES
'

Calculation P42-7, Atmospheric Surge Tank Vent (P42), Revision 0, dated,

1.,

5/26/82NRC Standard Review Plan 3.6.2, Determination of Rupture Locations and2. *
*

Dynamic Effects Associated with the Postulated Rupture of Piping, ^^

Revision 1 July 1981
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, Subsection ND-3932.5,3.

.

July 1, 1974-
-.
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! D2.2-4 (Deficiency) Inadequate Documentation to Support Emergency Closedi

! Cooling Water Heat Exchanger Size ,

i BACKGROUND

} The emergency closed cooling water heat exchanger is a horizontal single
pass shell and tube heat exchanger sized to provide cooling to safety- Therelated equipment served by the emergency closed cooling water system.,

1
heat exchanger is designated Safety Class 3 and is designed to the ASME Code'

Section III, Class 3, and seismic Category I criteria. The team reviewed .

Calculation P42-4 (Reference 1), prepared by the Mechanical group, which had
the stated purpose of determining if the heat exchangers were properly sized;

to meet the heat removal requirements.
I

! OESCRIPTION
Calculations supporting the heat exchanger design referred to FSAR tables as

!

i the source for design heat loads. No further traceability for these data is
documented in the calculations. Calculation P42-4 concluded that the worst:

|
case heat load was 10.79 million Stu/hr which was significantly less than
the heat exchanger capability of 13.6 million Btu /hr. This conclusion was
based on referenced FSAR tables 9.2-14 through 9.2-17 which listed the

;
anticipated heat loads for the equipment served by the emergency closed
cooling water system during various operating conditions. No traceable
documentation was identified as the source of heat loads used as design

<

input. Gilbert informed the team that the FSAR is not a design document.
To demonstrate documentation for the heat loads, Gilbert provided a,'

! handwritten list of sources. The sources primarily consisted of other
calculations which initially established the required size and parameters'

for this equipment, rather than information from vendor drawings or data,

| sheets from conformed specifications. The team reviewed the conformed
i

specification (Reference 2) for safety-related coolers and found that the;j heat loads specified for this equipment were higher than those listed in thei -

FSAR tables.'

BASIS
| Cleveland Electric has committed to Regulatory Guide 1.64 (Reference 3)

'. which endorses ANSI N45.2.11 (Reference 4). This standard requires that
methods should be provided for relating the final design back to the source
of design input and that the traceability should be documented. Contrary to
this, no traceability exists to correlate the heat loads tabulated ine

: Calculation P42-4 with vendor performance data for the equipment.
i

.
'

IMPACT ON DESIGN
.

Since the emergency closed cooling water heat exchangers are conservatively
sized, it is not anticipated that this deficiency will impact hardware.. A,

!i

E !
revision to Calculation P42-4 to incorporate traceability to design

-

[ } documentation is required. ,

t ;

EXTENT - -

The team found other instances where the Mechanical group, which was
|

responsible for Calculation P42-4, referred to the FSAR as a source of
--

, '

|
design documentation with no further traceability provided in the
calculation. .

.

-.
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:| REFERENCES

,1 1. Calculation P42-4, Sizing Emergency Closed Cooling ' dater Heat
Exchangers, Revision 0, dated 1/6/81 *

i

| 2. GAI Specification SP-646-4549-00, Design, Fabrication and Delivery of
Air Handling Units, Revision 5, dated 6/15/79

| Regulatory Guide 1.64, Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of1 3.
I Nuclear Power Plants Revision 2. June 1976
j 4 ANSI N45.2.11-1974, Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of

Nuclear Power Plants
.
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!) 02.3-1(Deficiency) Lack of Documentation Confirming That The High Pressure
Core Spray Pump Room Cooler Is Adequately Sized ~

'

.

BACKGROUND
The emergency core cooling pumps are located in separate pump rooms, andM each room is provided with a safety-related heating and ventilating systemLi

'l to control room temperatures after a LOCA. The high pressure core spray
d pump room has a non-safety-related heating and ventilating system as well as

The project design criteria (Reference 1) requiresa safety-related system.
that the high pressure core spray pump room have a design temperature.. f 140

,

o~

{a' - The FSAR states that the air handling units of the pumpdegrees F maximum.
room cooling systems are designed to maintain pump room areas between 60
degress F minimum and 140 degress F maximum during all plant conditions.

In 1974, a calculation (Reference 2) was performed to determine the cooling
load and equipment sizes required to maintain an ambient temperature of 140i' -

In 1976, thisdegrees F in the high pressure core spray pump room.'

9 ,. calculation was revised to include General Electric data for the high
d pressure core spray pump motor (Reference 3). In 1982, calculation CL-ECA-

- 011 (Reference 4) was performed to determine the temperature profiles within
various ' zones of the Auxiliary Building. One of those zones is zone A8-2-W *

which houses the high pressure core spray pump. The results of this
/

'! calculation were used in the equipment qualification program. . I

:

DESCRIPTION 4

The calculation performed to determine the cooling load and size of the!
,

j! cooler is described as final, but its assumptions do not,riflecti,

characteristics of the procured cooler or other equipment in the room.
!{ Specifically the calculation assumes that the fan motor is a 10 horsepower! motor, while the installed motor is a 20 horsepower motor. The only heat
*j loads identified are the high pressure core spray pump motor, the cooler

fan, and the suction and discharge piping of the high pressure core spray
Not included are other heat loads such as lighting, other installed,

pump.
high temperature piping, and the high pressure core spray water leg pump

.

'i-
The calculation assumes that the air handling units are manufactured:

motor.
by Buffalo Forge Company; however, 'the installed unit was manufactured byi A second calculation, CL-ECA-011, was performed to identify the:
Carrier.
temperature profile in the pump room at various plant conditions including1

i

post-LOCA concurrent with a loss of offsite power. This calculation does
1

: 5 include the detail not addressed in the 1976, version of the sizing
C|' For the post-LOCA condition concurrent with a loss of offsitecalculation.,

power, the worst case load on the safety-related heating and ventilating .

[ri system, the equilbrium room temperature was calculated to be 154 degrees F,
which exceeos the intended design value of 140 degrees F. ,

'

BASIS
The calculation of Reference 3 does not have sufficient detail to conclude

; :, 1

'

that the as installed air handling unit is of sufficient capacity to
maintain the high pressure core spray pump room at or below 140 degrees F.

'' -.

The calculation has assumptions that were not verified to be correct as the
--

: _ design proceeds as required by Design Control Procedure 2.05 (Reference 5).
; ANSI N45.2.11 (Reference 6) states that assumptions be documented and,

verified as the design proceeds. In the FSAR, Cleveland Electric has.

>

|
'

,
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h

{ committed to Regulatory Guide 1.64 (Reference 7) which endor:as ANSI
N45.2.11. The results of calculaticn CL-ECA-011 indicate that the 140

| degree F maximum temperature cited in the FSAR and the Project Design .

Criteria is exceeded.t

!!
|- IMPACT OF DESIGN

Calculation OL-ECA-011 indicates that the installed air handling cooler is
undersized for its purpose of preventing area temperatures from exceeding

j j 140 degrees F. There will be hardware impact unless it is verified that the -

installed equipment has bes.n suitably qualified to operate in the higherp,
temperature environment. Deficiency 02.3-2 indicates that the area'

temperatures may be higher than the 154 degrees F calculated by CL-ECA-011.

f| EXTENT-
,i This deficiency appears to be systematic in that the verification of the
! j' - size of other emergency core cooling system room coolers has not been
!'; accomplished beyond the initial sizing calculation.
!!

! I REFERENCES

1. GAI Project Design Criteria, Vol.1 Chapter 1, page 36., e

2. GAI Calculation on M-39 System, HPCS Pump Cooling Load & Equipment Size
, Final),Rev.O,8/16/74

|- 3. GAI Calculation on M-39 System, HPCS Pump Cooling Load & Equipment Size

: (Final),Rev. 1,8/11/76'
4 GAI Calculation CL-ECA-Oll, Environmental . conditions Analysis (AB-2-W),

| Rev. O, 6/22/82 -

5. GAI Design Control Procedure 2.05, Design Verification .

6. ANSI N45.2.11-1974, Quality Assurance Requirements for The Design Of
i Nuclear Power Plants

7. Regulatory' Guide 1.64, Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of
Nuclear Power Plants, Rev. 2, 6/76

,
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i| 02.3-2 (Deficiency) Unconserative Design Input and Assumptions Used In |

,

'

Calculation of The Temperature Profiles Within An ECCS Pump Room
_ ' '

:| BACKGROUND
Calculation CL-ECA-011 (Reference 1) determined temperature profiles within

1

the high pressure core spray pump room (zone AB-2-W) of the Auxiliary
.

h i t qualification program to verify: ; . Building, which were used in t e equ pmen
that the installed equipment will function as required in its environs underJ

The calculation determined zone temperatures for;3
various plant conditions.
normal, shutdown, hot standby, post-accident (LOCA), and loss of heating and]!
ventillating (post-LOCA concurrent with a loss of offsite power) conditions.! ,

In general, the calculation identified the various heat sources and heat3
.1 sinks within the zone and derived the equilibrium temperature."
:

I DESCRIPTION

! The team found deficiencies with calculation CL-ECA-011; the significance of
'i

each is of varying importance. The following is a brief description of
J! each:
:| Non-safety-related heating and ventilating systems were assumed to be

operating during the post-accident plant condition (Deficiency 02.3-3).! o
1

!,
-

A temperature of 124 degrees F was assumed for an adjacent roon (zone
'|

o
FB-1) in the Fuel Handling Suilding following a LOCA concurrent with a
loss of offsite powert Later design analysis confirmed that thej >

' 1
temperature should have been 142 degrees F. The calcu.lation indicated

F that the maximum temperatures for adjacent rooms that are not known: , would be assumed to be 104 degress F; except for the loss of offsite ,

"

|I
power condition when 20 degrees F would be added to the maximum

|3 temperature. The calculation also stated that these assumptions should
I be checked when the unknown room temperatures are calculated to see if.

' '

they will impact the results of the calculation. * Although the Design
.

,

|-| Verification Record noted that the calculation contained an assumptionN which required later . confirmation and annotated the page number of the
! i

general assumption, the specific locations where the assumption was usedLj
.

to calculate results were not identified nor marked within the
'} calculation. The effect of the assumptions of calculation CL-ECA-011

<

upon its results were not confirmed even though the assumed temperature
i The results were transmitted to internalwas proven unconservative.j

design organizations (Reference 2) and to an external design
organization (Reference 3) and used in an FSAR revision.

'

-
'

.

The lengths of pipe segments were obtained from three piping composite!f o
drawings (References 4 through 6) which had not been checked, reviewed4

nor issued, and used to calcul~ ate heat loads. These were used instead,

i i

of the piping orthographic drawings which are design documents.
-

-,

*'

!
An internal memorandum (Reference 7) identified as a source of piping

{ heat loads, has nothing to do with the high pressure core spray pump
o' --

~

The memorandum contained mechanical system heat loads for zonesroom.
i AB-2-E and AB-6 of the Auxiliary Building.
!

The reference identified as the source.of the yearly average weighted .

o The correcttemperature of the supply air (Reference 8) is not correct.
reference should have been calculation CL-ECA-019.

-

c
' *
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. ;
The source of design data for the ambient air temperature was not

7i o

]
identified as a reference in the calculation.

The source of design data used to justify the use of steady state heat;

; o

|| transfer equations was not identified. Specifically the source of the
length of time that the loss of offsite power will last was not.

identified,*

The FSAR, which is not a design document, was identified as the source -

e o
of concrete temperature profilas instead of Advanced Engineering .

,1 Analysis calculation 2.4.5.3.
I
l Heat loads from three electric motors within zone AB-2-W were providedo

;! by the electrical discipline (Reference 9); however, the mechanical
discipline believed the numbers too large. For one motor they used'

General Electric interfacing design data. For the other two motors they
4

: calculated the heat loads by assuming motor efficiencies obtained from a
heating and ventillating equipment manufact,urer's handbook. The assumed1 !
motor efficiencies were not verified by comparison with actual vendor'

data, and there is no documented evidence of concurrence by the *

1 electrical discipline with the calculated hea't loads.
ii

BASIS!. The basis for the first deficient item is described in Deficency.2.3-3'.LTNe
'

j. second deficient item (i.~e. the use of an incorrect room temperature for
zone FB-1) was caused by violation of Engineering Instruct.fon Number 2t.

;i
(Reference 10), which requires that calculations clearly identify thoseThe verifier of-

assumptions that must be verified as the design proceeds.
the calculation violated Design Control Procedure 2.05 (Reference 11) by not

: noting that the assumptions were not identified for subsequent verification
. when the detailed design activities were completed. When the assumed value

j1 was calculated a revision to the calculation was not performed as rWquired', by Design Control Procedure 2.05.
2

> 1
The third deficient item was caused by a violation of Design Control

L1 Procedure 1.10 (Reference 12). This procedure requires that design input be
1 specified to the level of detail necessary to permit related design

activities to be carried out in a correct manner and to provide a consistent,

| ' basis for making design decisions, accomplishing design verification, and
;

eveluating design changes. I';ing design input from drawings that have not
bet.. checked, reviewed nor issued is not consistent with the level of
conf.ience required of data upon which detailed final design is based.

-

'

The r emaining six deficient items are considered to be minor errors .

associated with proper documentation of the calculatica. In the FSAR
Cleveland Electric has committed to Regulatory Guide 1.64 (Reference 13)

-

which endorses ANSI N45.2.11 (Reference 14). This standard requires that, .,

traceability exist for relating the final design back to the source of *

design input. These six deficient items relate to lack of traceability.
-

,,,

IMPACT ON DESIGN
The first two deficient items, when corrected, wil1 cause the zone
temperature to increase. Depending upon the degree of-conservatism within

,

. .
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the original calculation, the zone temperature may be higher than 154
degrees F, the temperature which equipment qualification was based upon. If .

this temperature is exceeded, the capability of installed equipment to
function in a higher environmental temperature will have to be evaluated.

,

If installed equipment cannot be qualified to the higher temperatures then
the capacity of the safety-related cooling system will have to be increased,

i (Deficiency 02.3-1).
,

,

d The impact of the third deficient item on calculated zone temperatures
-

! should be confirmed by reanalysis. The remaining six deficient items will

|
have no impact on the design.

[i EXTENT
This deficiency appears to be systematic, because similar deficiencies wereI

'| identified in other environmental condition analyses.

REFERENCES

1. GAI Calculation CL-ECA-011. Environmental Conditions Analysis (A8-2-W),
', Rev. O, 6/22/82I

| 2. GAI Memorandum from T.F. Flemming to Distribution, Plant Environmental
Conditions,5/25/84*

,

3. GAI Letter, PY-GAI/CEI-14488, Temperature Profiles Issued for
Quali fication, 8/4/83 .

4. GAI Piping Composite O' awing 04-4549-0-303-652 Auxiliary Building Planr
El. 574'-10" (West), Preliminary, 12/6/78

5. GAI Piping Composite Drawing 04-4549-0-303-667, Auxili-ary Suilding
, Section 13-13, Preliminary, 12/6/78 .

I 6. GAI Piping Composite Orawing 04-4549-0-303-660, Auxiliary Building
Section 4-4, Preliminary, 12/6/78

,! 7. GAI Memorandum from T.F. Flemming to R. Laychock, PNPP Environmental
,1 Analysis Input Data'for Mechanical Systems Heat Loads in Zone AB,-2-E and

A8-6,8/13/82 -*

S.''GAI Calculation, PNPP Temperature Profile for Supply Air, Rev. O,;

1/26/82
'

9. GAI Memorandum from G.S. Koenig to R. Laychock, Heat Generation by
Electrical Equipment and Cable in PNPP Unit 1 & 2 Zones A8-2, C8-1 C8-
4,DG-1,6/16/82'; 10. GAI Engineering Instruction Number 2, Calculations, Rev. 2, 4/84|o

11. GAI Design Control Procedure 2.05, Design Verification. Rev. 6,4/30/84'

12. GAI Design Control Procedure 1.10, Design Input, Rev. 2,3/31/83''i

} 13. Regulatory Guide 1.64, Quality Assurance Requirements For The Design of ,

i Nuclear Power Plants, Rev. 2, 6/76
14. ANSI N45.2.11, Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of Nuclear

*, ,

Power Plants,1974'
'

.
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02.3-3 (Deficiency) Environmental Condition Analyses Inconsistent With The
Design Basis Event Postulated Inside Containment

'

BACKGR0tlND
Building Services discipline performed environmental condition analyses for
various zones within the plant. The temperature profiles are used in the
equipment qualification program to verify that the installed equipment will
function as required in its environs under various plant conditions. These
analyses determined zone temperatures for normal, shutdown, hot standby, ~

abnormal, and post-accident (i.e., LOCA). In general, the calculations
'

identified the various heat sources and heat sinks within the zone and';

derived the equilibrium temperature.
I

l 0ESCRIPTION
l The post-accident condition analyzed is not consistent with the design basis

event postulated in the Safety Analysis Report. The team reviewed a number*

of environmental condition analyses performed for zones within the Auxiliary
Building (References 1, 2, and 3). In each instance, the calculation took
credit for the non-safety-related heating and' ventilating system working

~

during the post-accident condition.
,

In the Safety Analysis Report the design basis accident is defined as a
hypothesized accident, the characteristics and consequences o.f which are
used in the design of those, systems and components pertinent to the
preservation of radioactive material barriers and the restriction of
radioactive material relea"se from the barriers. The Safety Analysis Report
identifies loss of coolant' accident as a design basis event, which involves
the postulation of a spectrum of piping breaks inside containment varying in
size, type, and location. The break type includes steam and/or liquid
process system lines. This event is also cair.cident with a Safe Shutdown
Earthquake. An earthquake of this magnitude will have the concomitant,

i effect of disturbing offsite power sources. Consequently, the Safety <

;

Analysis Report indicates a loss of offsite power concurrent with the, design
basis event.

Assuming that non-safety-related heating and ventilating systems will
~

function following a design basis event is neither conservative nor
consistant with the accident conditions described in the Perry Safety'

Analysis Report. If a system is required to mitigate the design basis-

event, it should be seismic Category I and powered from emergency power
!

supplies.'

?

BASIS
Assuming that a non-safety-related heating and ventilating system functions;

following a design basis event (defined in the FSAR as a loss of coolant3

accident inside containment concurrent with a safe shutdown earthquake arJd a .
concomitant loss of offsite power) is not consistent with General Design

.

~
Criteria 2 and 17 (Reference 4 and 5 respectively).

..

....

IMPACT ON DESIGN .

This deficiency could have a significant impact on design, because it
indicates that appropriate design calculations do not exist which support
the temperatures that are being used to quqlify safety-telated equipment
located in the Auxiliary Building environmental zones.'

.-

' '
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EXTENTi
This deficency is systematic, because it addresses an assumption which wasj consistently used in the environmental condition analyses reviewed by the

I

1 team,

i

REFERENCESi GAI Calculation CL-ECA-008, PNPP Environmental Conditions Analysis (AB-3,I 1.
4, 5, 7, 8, 9), Rev.1, 4/6/83'

GAI Calculation CL-ECA-Oll, PNPP Environmental Conditions Analysis (AB- .

2.
2-W), Rev. O, 6/22/82
GAI Calculation CL-ECA-002, PNPP EQ Environmental Conditions Analysis..

~ 3.
(AB-6), Rev. O, 3/1/82

] 4 10 CFR 50 Appendix A, General Design Criterion 2, Design Bases For
Protection Against Natural Phenomena

' S. 10 CFR 50 Appendix A, General Design Criterion 17. Electric Power,

Systems

.
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; .02.3-4 (Deficiency) Missing Safety-Related Mechanical Calculation |
.

BACKGROUND
On the Perry Project, after a safety-related calculation has been design,

!, verified and approved by the Project Engineer, it is microfilmed, and'

returned. After the calculation has been microfilmed, it is returned to the,

releasing organization as a decontrolled working copy. The official record'

copy of the calculation is the microfilmed copy. The mechanical discipline
makes a photocopy of its calculation for its records when the original is .

!

,j sent to the project record specialist for microftiming.
q; .,

OESCRIPTION
,i Calculation CL-ECA-023 (Reference 1) which established the temperature for

>

'I the low pressure core spray pump rocm (zone AB-2-E) at various plant
conditions and is used to arrive at equipment qualification temperatures,
had not been microfilmed and a copy did not exist within the project files.
The Project Engineer indicated that Revision 0 and I were performed and the

| verification log and the calculation log confirm this.
.

SASIS
Design Control Procedure 3.15-(Reference 2) requires the Project Manager to>>
submit two copies of each record to the Project Records Administrator as
they are completed. Appendix B of the Perry Procedures Manual (Reference 3)

Thestates that records are sent for microfilming on an as generated basis.;

inability to produce a copy of a design calculation indicates that project
j procedures were violated in the method that calculation CL-ECA-023 was

handled.
,

i.

! IMPACT ON DESIGN .

Reanalysis will have to be performed to establish a documented design basis
1 for the temperature profiles used within zone AB-2-E of the auxiliary
1 *

I building.
i*

'f EXTENT

l This deficiency does not appear to be systematic, because this is the only
-!

situation identified in which a design document could not be reproduced on .

j demand.
,

'!
REFERENCES'!
1. GAI Calculation CL-ECA-023, Environmental Conditions Analysis (AB-2-E),

;} Rev. 1
J 2. GAI Design Control Procedure 3.15, Design Records, Rev. 4,7/15/82
i; 3. GAI Perry Procedures Manual Appendix 8

*

.

k
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02.3-5 (Deficiency) Inadequate HVAC Calculations to Confirm Temperature
Profiles in Zone AB-4 Following a LOCA Inside Containment

~

-

BACKGROUND
Building Services performed environmental condition analyses for various

j zones within the plant. The temperature profiles determined by these
j analyses were used to develop plant environmental conditions Tables EC-1

*

through EC-10 and were used to qualify safety-related equipment.
-

y
Table EC-3 identifies temperature profiles for nine zones in the Auxiliary
Building for normal, shutdown, abnormal and accident conditions. The

' a| accident conditions listed for zone AB-4 (residual heat removal pump rooms)
'l included a LOCA inside containment, a steam line break to the reactor core

.! isolation cooling turbine, and moderate energy' cracks in residual heat
;: lines. Zone AB-4 actually consists of three independent zones, AB-4-E, AB-

4-W2 and AB-4-W1, representing residual heat removal pump rooms A, B and C'

Li respectively. The temperature profiles listed for zone AB-4 represent the
,

i worst temperatures found in any of the three zones.t

' The team was informed that the worst temperature was identified for zone AB-
4-E. Immediately following a LOCA in containment, its temperature is,

~ *

i'' assumed to be 113 degrees F. This temperature corresponds to the
temperature within the zone during normal plant operation, with the
assumption that the non-safety-related heating and ventilating system is
working and supplying outside air at 95 degrees F. During the first 60

|,, minutes the temperature rises to 140 degrees F and remains.at this level for
,

40 hours. After 40 hours the temperature begins to decrease to 129 degrees
F at 120 hours and remains constant for the duration of the accident.

,.| DESCRIPTION
! Personnel from Building Services discipline indicated that the post-L' CAO

4

j temperatures for zone AB-4 came from calculation CL-ECA-008 (Reference 1).
.

Review of the post-accident condition analysis in calculation CL-ECA-008 for,

'

, j zone AB-4-E revealed the following:
I :

Non-safety-related heating and ventilating systems were assumed to be'} o

)] operating (Deficiency 02.3-3).
i

o Residual heat removal pump A (low pressure coolant injection pump A) was
not assumed to be running.

,.| o No heat loads were assumed to emanate from residual heat removal heat
-

!.' exchangers A and C.

The low pressure core spray system water leg fill pump, E21-C002, waso *

|
not identified as a heat load.

Review of the post-accident condition analysis in calculation CL-ECA-008 for
zone AB-4-W1 revealed the following: ";,[

Non-safety-related heating and ventilating systems were assumed to be| o
operating.| ,'

. -

Residual heat removal pump C (low pressure coolant injection pump C) waso
assumed not to be running.

!
. .
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i The residual heat removal water leg fill pump, E12-C003, was assumed not1 o
I to be running.

The safety-related cooler was assumed not to be running.o

The maximum temperature assumed inside the containment in zone CT-2o
(adjacent to AB-4-W1) is 104 degrees F. However, from environmental
conditions Table EC-1, CT-2 has a temperature as high as 185 degrees F
following a LOCA inside containment. ,

Heat loads from residual heat removal piping (low pressure coolanto-

j injection piping) are not considered in the analysis.
,

The list of piping heat loads identifies piping from the emergencyj o
service water system which is not located in :one A8-4-W1.;

Review of the post-accident condition analysis in calculation Cl-ECA-008 for
zone AB-4-W2 revealed the following:

Non-safety-related heating and ventilating systems were assumed to beo
~ operating. .,

,

Residual heat removal pump B (low pressure coolant injection pump B) waso.
assumed not to be runni,ng.

;

No heat loads were as's'umed to emanate from residual heat removal heato
exchangers B and D.

The calculation assumes that the maximum temperatura inside theo
containment in zones CT-2 and CT-3 (adjacent to AB-4-W2) is
104 degrees F. However from environmental conditions Table EC-1, these
zones have a temperature as high as 185 degrees F following a LCCA.;

"
.

inside containment.''

A piping heat load corresponding to a sixteen inch low pressure corej. o
spray pipe is identified; however, the team's field walkdown confirmed
that low pressure core spray piping is not located in this residual heat

;
removal pump room.-

- Heat loads from heaters located on main steam isolation valve leakageo
condensate piping were not included as post-LOCA heat loads, although4

listed'as such in an internal memorandum (Reference 2) used as design
input.

~ Based upon these observations, the team concluded that the post-accident
condition analyzed does not represent the condition expected immediately -

after a LOCA, but rather a condition in the extreme long term when safety-
related equipment has been secured and non-safety equipment restored to
operation. The team was informed that the 129 degrees F listed in Table EC-

--
,

3 came from calculation CL-ECA-008. Although Table EC-3 indicates that this
-- 1

|
temperature is reached 120 hours after the LOCA, there was no basis

Idescribed in the calculation for assuming that safety-related equipment,
>

I
,

~ '
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especially the residual heat removal system, would not be required after
this time. In addition, calculation CL-ECA-008 did not contain any analyses
which addressed the zone temperature response during the period immediately'

I after the accident through the first 120 hours. In fact, calculation CL-

ECA-008 contained a note which states that the safety-related coolers may be:

undersized for normal shutdown, accident shutdown, and abnormal shutdown
j[ using the residual heat removal system during the first twenty hours of

shutdown.
,

,

I In response to this concern, the team was informed that calculation CL-ECA-
] 020 (Reference 3) was the basis for the post-accident values listed on Table
1 EC-3. This is contrary to Gilbert's original statement that calculation CL-

t ECA-008 was the basis. The objective of this calculation was to determine
the maximum air temperature in the residual heat removal pump rooms during a

,

plant shutdown when the residual heat removal pumps are operational. The
i calculation further states that two conditions were analyzed, going from
j normal operation to a shutdown mode and normal shutdown during a loss of

*

1 offsite power. The calculation notes that the latter condition results in
j the highest temperature spike since the room air temperature is the highest
|

before going into the shutdown mode. Although this calculation does not
. specifically address the post-LOCA condition, the team was informed that4
.

this analysis bounded that condition. The team concluded that thea
calculation does not bound the post-LOCA condition. The calculation assumes

j for both conditions analyzed that, four hours prior to the initiation of the
1 residual heat removal system, reactor sensible and decay heat are being

f
removed by the dumping of steam to the main condensers or by venting steam
through the main steam safety valves. Therefore, a, considerable amount of-

.

1 heat will be removed prior to the initiation of the residual heat removal
1 system as compared to a post-LOCA condition when all of this heat must be
j removed from the suppression pool. Although the initial suppression pool
] temperature will be less than that let down during normal cooldown (i.e.,
_

185 degrees F versus approximately 350 degrees F), cooldown of the
*~

]; suppression pool will take longer (i.e. much slower cooldown rate than 100
degrees F per hour.). In addition the analysis assumed that the non-safety
related heating and ventilating system was working for the normal shutdown
mode. Consequently the zone temperature arrived at would not represent the

f, post-LOCA condition when non-safety systems are not available. The second
( case analyzed does not assume that the non-safety-related heating and

ventilating system is working; however, the room temperature is calculated
to exceed the design room temperature of 140 degrees during the first hour
of residual heat removal operation (192 degrees F initially).y

| BASIS
'

In the FSAR Section 3.11.4.3, Cleveland Electric has committed to -

maintaining the emergency core cooling pump rooms below 140 degrees F with *

the pumps and associated electrical equipment operating at full design
capacity under accident conditions. In addition, in FSAR Section 1.8,
Cleveland Electric has committed to Regulatory Guide 1.64 (Reference 4)

" ,,,,,which endorses ANSI N45.2.11 (Reference 5). This standard requires that the ;

final design be traceable back to the design input. There is no documented
| basis to conclude that the residual heat removal pump rooms are maintained

at a temperature below the FSAR commitment. In addition, there is no basis
,

i .for the equipment qualification temperatures listed on Table EC-3 for zone

] A8-4 during the plant condition following a LOCA inside containment,
j . .
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i IMPACT ON DESIGN

.

The safety-related room coolers appear to be undersized to maintain the'

design temperature. As a minimum, reanalysis is required to verify whetheri

the coolers are adequately sized. If the coolers are undersized then
,
' additional measures will have to be taken to minimize the temperature

e f fects, such as additional cooling capacity or more insulation.
Hardware changes may not be necessary if equipment can be shown to be;

qualified for temperatures compatible with the existing coolers,'

:
~

i EXTENT
This deficiency appears to be systematic, because a similar deficency was
identified in the high pressure core spray system pump room (Deficiency
02.3-2).

REFERENCES
1. GAI Calculation CL-ECA-008, PNPP Environmental Conditions Analysis (AB-

3, AB-4, AB-5. AB-7, AB-8, AB-9), Rev. 1, 4/9/83
2. - GAI Memorandum to R. Laychock from T. Flemming, PNPP Environmental .

I Analysis Input Data Mechanical Systems Heat Loads, 4/13/82
| 3. GAI Calculation CL-ECA-020. PNPP Environmental Conditions Analysis (RHR

Pump Rooms), Rev. O, 10/7/82 .

4. Regulatory Guide 1.64, Quality Assurance Requirements For The Design of
|

Nuclear Power Plants, Rev. 2, 6/76
' 5. ANSI N45.2.11 Quality Assurance Requirement for the Design of Nuclear

Power Plants, 1974..
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l 02.3-6 (Deficiency) Unconservative Heat Transfer Coefficients
a -

! BACXGROUND
The technical approach for environmental condition analyses was to assume a
steady state condition where the heat entering a zone equals the heat

,

leaving the zone. Heat loads (e.g. motors, lights, hot piping, etc.) and
.

! heat sinks (e.g. cold walls, ceilings, and floors, operating ventilation
!

j systems) were itemized. Piping heat loads were calculated based upon a
i procedure developed in calculation CL-ECA-001 (Reference 1). This

-

calculation determined the convection and radiation heat transfer1 coefficients for both insulated and non-insulated pipes. The piping heat
I loads were calculated based on the outside diameter and length of pipe and] as a function of temperature differential between the pipe fluid and room

air temperature.

| DESCRIPTION
Environmental condition analyses under some circumstances assumed heat wasi

i removed by cold pipes. The approach used to derive the heat transfer
coefficients for cold piping was not conservative because the procedure
developed for heat loss from hot piping was used rather.than one developed
for heat gain by cold piping. The heat transfer along s hot pipe in air is
by a combination of convection and radiation. Heat transfer for a cold pipe,

i in hot air is by either co.nvection or condensation, depending upon the_j
saturation conditons of the hot air. The amount of heat transferred from!

,L
hot air to a cold pipe by7 radiation is essentially negligible.

The team observed two instances where credit was taken for the cooling

effects of cold emergency) service water system piping within environmentali

zones (References 2 and 3 . The heat transfer coefficients used were based| on equations derived for hot pipes in air. In addition, the emergency
I |[ service water system piping within the Auxiliary Building is covered with;

anti-sweat insulation, which was not considered as retarding the heat
-

!
' transfer from the hot air to the cold pipe,

.
'

Independent preliminary calculations performed by the team confirmed that
i. the heat transfer coefficients used significantly overestimated the heat
i removal capacity of these cold water systems. For example, the total heat
! transfer coefficient used in calculation CL-ECA-020 for a 20 inch' emergency
! ]~ service water line at'70 degrees F in a room at 140 degrees F was 1.818!a (BTU's per hour per square feet per degree F). Based upon the team's

analysis the overall heat transfer coefficient should have been 0.783, which '

assumes no heat removal by radiation from hot air to the pipe and an
estimation of the effects of anti-sweat insulation. This reduction in the; ,, heat transfer capability of the cold pipes will have a significant effect onj- | the computational results of calculation CL-ECA-020. According to this
calculation, at a room temperature of 140 degrees F the cold piping systems *: ' :

'j account for 16.4 percent of the total cooling loads during a normal plant
i shutdown. When this plant condition is coupled with a loss of offsite

power, the percentage increases to roughly 22 percent. To place this in ",,,[
| | perspective, at a room' temperature of 140 degrees F during an emergency
|: shutdown concurrent with a loss of offsite power, the cooling effects of the| | cold piping systems represent 28 percent of that attributed to the safety-; ; In other words the safety 4related cooltr would have to berelated cooler.

increased in size by roughly 28 percent to equal the cooling effect of the
cold pipes. . .
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.i BASIS
The use of unconservative heat transfer coefficients was caused by the'

failure to critically examine design inputs and assumptions to ensure that -

' they are applicable to the design activity being performed. Cleveland
.,

Electric in FSAR section 1.8 has committed to Regulatory Guide 1.64
(Reference 4) which endorses ANSI N45.2.11 (Reference 5). This standard
requires that design verification address whether the inputs were correctly
selected and incorporated into the design and whether assumptions necessary
to perform the design activity were adequately described and reasonable. -

,

Design Control Procedure 2.05 (Reference 6) requires the verifier to review
; the design by addressing the questions identified by ANSI N45.2.11. For

both calculations, CL-ECA-002 and CL-ECA-020, the verifiers indicated thatt

those questions were adequately addressed by affirmative answers recorded on
i the calculation cover sheets. Contrary to this indication, the questions,

were not properly addressed,

f IMPACT ON DESIGN
i Due to our. independent analysis and the significance assigned by Gilhert to
i the heat removal capacity of the cold piping systems, the team concluded

that design conditions for the residual heat removal pump rooms will be
exceeded. If installed equipment cannot be qualified to the higher .

temperature, then the capacity of the safety-related cooling systems will
have to be increased.

~_

EXTENT .

This deficiency appears to be systematic because the same deficiency was
found in two of the four environmental condition analyses reviewed.

REFERENCES
1. GAI Calculation CL-ECA-001, Piping System Heat loss Calculation.

Rev. O, 3/30/82
2. 'GAI Calculation CL-ECA-002 PNPP EQ Environmental Conditions Analysis*

(AB-6), Rev. O, 4/21/82''

3. GAI Calculation CL-ECA-020. PNPP Environmental Conditions Analysis (RHR
Pump Rocms), Rev 0,10/28/82

4. Regulatory Guide 1.64, Quality Assurance Requirements For The Design of
Nuclear Power Plants, Rev. 2, 6/76,

i

I 5. ANSI N45.2.11. Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of Nuclear

! Power Plants,1974
t 6. GAI Design Control Procedure 2.05, Design Verification

,
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02.3-7 (Deficiency) Unconservative Input and Assumptions Used In Calculation[ Of Environmental Conditions in Zone AB-6 of Auxiliary Butiding
.

BACKGROUNDj Building Services performed environmental condition analyses for various
| Calculation CL-ECA-002 (Reference 1) was performedzones within the plant.'

j to determine the temperature profiles for zone AB-6 under various plant
Zone AB-6 boundaries are identified on Equipment Qualificationconditions.I Environmental Zone Maps, and can generally be described as bounding the .

[ emergency core cooling pump rooms on the North, East, and West sides. ~ The
temperature profiles determined by this analysis were used in other
environmental conditions analyses and to qual 1fy safety-related equipment
within the zone's boundaries.

. DESCRIPTION1 In calculating the steady state temperature in the zone during various plant'

.j conditions the following deficient items were roted.

I The portion of the calculation which determined the post accident
-1 o

temperature took credit for the operation of a non-safety-related heating-| '

and ventilating system (Deficiency 02.3-3).
-

The calculation assumes that the room temperatures in the adjacento
emergency core cooling p' ump rooms are maintained at 140 degrees F
following an accident." This assumption is consistent with published
post-accident room temperatures (Reference 2), but it is not conservative
because the calculations did not consider a loss of offsite poweri

.

i concurrent with a LOCA inside Containment (Deficiency 02.3-3). The
I team's review of environmental condition analyses performed for thesej vital areas indicates that temperatures in excess of 140 degrees F will

occur during the plant transients (Deficiencies 02.3-1, 02.3-2 and 02.3-'

,
.

5).>

..;

The calculation uses a total heat transfer coefficient for piping exposed
i o

to air that was derived in a generic calculation (Reference 3) for a bare
uninsulated horizontal hot pipe in air under laminar flow conditions.;.

This heat transfer coefficient is not necessarily conservative if the.

| piping system is acting as a heat sink rather than as a heat source as
| in this case (Deficency 02.3-6). In the calculation for zone A8-6 the'

total heat transfer coefficient used was the sum of the conductive and
!
'

radiation heat transfer coefficients. For a cold pipe in hot air.the.j radiation heat transfer coefficient is negligible. In addition, the cold
',

pipes in zone A8-6 are covered with anti-sweat insulation, which was not!
'

considered by the calculation as retarding the heat transfer from the hot
air to the cold pipe. .

,

The calculation considers the heat removal capability of cold adjacento
walls, but neglects the effects of hot walls. The calculation uses anThis *

; A . equation for the heat transferred through walls exterior to A8-6.
-

.

* * "

-f equation was obtained from another calculation (Reference 4) which was'

not checked or verified and contained an assumption which was not'I conservative with respect to calculating the worst case temperatur9 in
j

A8-6., Specifically it assumed that only the walls and floors adjacent to

. .
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the ground.are heat transfer surfaces and that hot walls adjacent to the
|
!

turbine and radwaste buildings will have no effect. In calculation CL-
,i ECA-002 the ground was assumed to be at 55 degrees F, and therefore
: adjacent walls and floors were assumed to be heat sinks.
.

The portion of the calculation which determined the zone temperature
*.

o
following a loss of offsite power during normal plant operations (i.e.,
normal power, hot standby, shutdown, and continuation of shutdown) did
not include the effects of higher room temperatures in the adjacent -

emergency core cooling pump rooms.

Design data was obtained from two piping compostte drawings (References 5o
and 6) which had not been checked, reviewed nor issued. The lengths of,

-

pipe segments for calculating heat loads were obtained from piping
composite drawings which had not been checked, reviewed nor issued
instead of piping orthographic drawings, which are design documents.

Reference 7 was incorrectly identified as the source of the yearlyo-
average weighted temperature of the supply air. The correct reference:

'

should have been calculation CL-ECA-019. '

.
.

The sources of piping temperatures at various plant conditions were noto
identified.-

The team examined the num$rical significance of the first five deficiencies
and the conservatism of the existing calculation, and has determined that
the post-accident room temperature will not significantly increase, provided

>

! the piping heat loads are valid. However, the zone temperature during the'

plant abnormal condition caused by a loss of offsite power will increase
significantly.

.
-

*

8 ASIS
The team considers the first five deficient items to be errors associated

,

with an inadequate design verification. Calculation CL-ECA-002 was vertfled
in accordance with Design Control Procedure 2.05 (Reference 8), and has a,

'

cover sheet indicating that the verification evaluated various questions.
The deficient items should have been recognized and corrected had the
verifier properly addressed these questions, such as ensuring that inputs.

!

were correctly selected and applied and that assumptions were adequately:
described and reasonable. For example, taking credit for a non-safety-
related heating and ventilating system following loss of coolant accident
inside containment concurrent with a safe shutdown earthquake and a,

'

concomitant loss of offsite power is not consistent with General Design,

j Criteria 2 and 17 (Deficiency 02.3-3). Similarily, the verifier did not
j verify the adequacy of assumptions like adjacent room temperatures and the *

I .1
' appropriateness of the equations used from other calculations.

We consider the last three deficient items minor errors associated with lack '"

of traceability of the final design to the source of design input. This isi
, , , ,

contrary to ANSI N45.2.11 (Reference 9), which is appitcable by virtue of
| Cleveland Electric's commitment to Regulatory Guide 1.64 (Reference 10).
;

: .

. .
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l IMPACT ON DESIGN
This deficiency is not expected to have a direct impact on design within '*

zone A8-6. However the results of this analysis were used in analyses of* ,

other zones in the Auxiliary Building. Consequently, the revision of
calculation CL-ECA-002 may cause the temperature profiles in other zones

.

containing safety-related equipment to increase sufficiently to have a
design impact.

I EXTENT
-

j This deficency appears to be systematic, because similar errors were found
in other calculations performed by Building Services dicsipline.

REFERENCES
; 1. GAI Calculation CL-ECA-002, PNPP EQ. Environmental Conditions Analysis

.! (A8-6), Rev. O, 3/1/82
2. GAI Memorandum from T. Flemming to Distribution, Plant Environment

Conditions,5/25/84
:

1 3. GAI Calculation CL-ECA-001, Pipe System Heat loss Calc, Rev.0, 3/16/82
4. GAI Calculation Calculation To Determine Steady State Temperature In'

Corridors Around ECCS Pump Room, 6/20/79 .

5. GAI Drawing 0-303-652, Auxiliary Building Plan El. 574' 10" (West),*

: Preliminary,12/6/78
6. GAI Orawing 0-303-651, Auxiliary Building Plan E1. 574' 10" (East),i

'Preliminary,12/6/78*

7. GAI Calculation, PNPP' Temperature Profile. for Supply Air, Rev. O,
1/26/82 .

8. GAI Design Control Procedure 2.05, Design 'terification
9. ANSI N45.2.11, Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of Nuclear>

Power Plants, 1974
10. Regulatory Guide 1.64, Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of

Nuclear Power Plants, Rev. 2, 6/76
.
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02.4-1 (Deficiency) Jet Impingement Evaluation Methodology Of ffers From An
i Established Departmental Procedure,

'

: '-
BACKGROUND'

Mechanical Department Procedure 0254-2.8 (Reference 1) provides an overviewj

i
of the activities within and the interactions between departments and groups
that are involved with the subject of jet impingement evaluations and the

' design of jet shields. High energy line break locations are identified by
ii the Gilbert piping discipline for GAI designed piping systems and by General ,

iI, Electric for piping within the nuclear steam supply system. For both -

Gilbert and General Electric break locations the Gilbert mechanical"a
discipline transmits to each discipline the high energy jet patterns
depicted on drawings called jet maps. With the jet maps and a table of jet

,

j pressures as a function of distance from the break, each discipline is>

i| required to design safety-related equipment to withstand the jet impingement
forces. If a discipline identifies that a structure, system or component

.| within their scope of design responsibility cannot be designed to withstand|! the jet impingement loads or cannot be removed from the jet envelope, thenj that discipline determines if the structure, system, or component is1i required to survive the accident condition. If the discipline needs
} assistance in makin.g this detennination, then the mechanical discipline

4

'

makes the determination. Safety-related structures, systems, and
.

components, which cannot be designed to withstand the effects of a jet
impingement and are requir.ed to survive the accident to support safe'

: shutdown, are recorded by...the mechanical discipline on a list by break
, ,i location. This list is used to determine where a source or target shield is
~' required.
r
<

i DESCRIPTION

| The method by which jet impingement evaluations are made on the Perry
project differs from that described in the mechanical department's'

: Specifically a list of all targets impacted by the variousprocedure. .

;
postulated jets is not identified and area reviews are not kept up to date.

|;

The mechanical department procedure identifies that the nuclear discipline
is responsible for conducting an area review based upon the jet maps
developed on composite drawings. The purpose of the area review is to

| develop a list of equipment hit by a postulated jet. These lists were to be
prepared by jet and by discipline. The team notes that this required' list?

covers all equipment hit by the jet, while the list referred to in
'' SACKGROUND covers only such equipment which cannot withstand the jet and is,

required to support safe shutdown.

The team reviewed the Dynamic Incident Design Records and determined that
the last area review of the drywell was accomplished in May,1982 (Refirence:n

|. Gilbert informed the team that area reviews were not kept up to date.
-

l- 2).
;! because of the extensive number of changes that were being implemented'

(i.e., by the time the document was revised it was outdated). As a
consequence it was decided that each discipline .would be responsible for

-.

insuring that safety-related equipment within their scope of design was
--.,

.

designed to withstand the various jet impingements..'

..;

BAS!$
-.

The current methodology used to evaluate jet impingement is contrary toI

;I,

Mechanical Department Procedure No. 0254-2.8.
' ~
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IMPACT ON DESIGN
This deficiency is not expected to have an impact on the design, if each
Gilbert discipline properly designed safety-related equipment within their
scope to the worst case jet loads. However, the lack of a target list will-

make it difficult to verify this or to make modifications after the plant is
operating.

4 EXTENT
This deficiency appears to be systematic with respect to jet impingement -

evaluations.

REFERENCES
1. GAI Mechanical Department Procedure No. 0254-2.8, Postulated Pipe

Rupture det Impingement / Shields Design, 10/18/83
2. GAI Memorandum from D. Stevens to Distribution, Dynamic Incident Area

'! Review: Areas DW 1 and DW 2 (Unit 1), DW 21 and DW 22 (Unit 2), Reactor
Building Drywell, Rev. 2,5/13/82
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D2.4-3 (Deficiency) Design Control Procedural Errors in AEA Calculation
,

2.5.2.1
,

BACKGROUND
In order to provide design disciplines with jet loadings upon safety-related^

equipment, the mechanical discipline requests the Applied Engineering
; Analysis Department to model postulated pipe break location and to calculate

the jet shape and the pressure versus distance from the rupture location.
.

The team reviewed the Applied Engineering Analysis Department calculation -

,,

for break locations S83C and SD3C. These circumferential breaks are located,

j in Main Steam Loop B and D inside the drywell.

I DESCRIPTION
The following deficient items were noted in Applied Engineering Analysis's
documentation of calculation 2.5.2.1 (Reference 1):~

Design information was used without documentation of the source.!! o
"Specifically the internal diameter of a flow restricting orifice was
used to account for flow resistance losses between the break and the

,

l pressure reservoir located in the reactor pressure vessel. The piping
segment from the reactor pressure vessel was modeled and used in 'a RELAP -

4 computer run. Choked flow was established at the flow restricting.

orifice and at the pipe rupture location. The choked flow condition at
the restricting orifice was the most significant condition and had a

{ dominant effect on the-computational results. The internal diameter of
the flow restricting orifice was obtained from internal- Gilbert'

memorandum between the mechanical discipline and Applied Engineering
Analysis, but was not traceable back to General Electric design input,
even though the orifice was provided by General Electric.

The verifier did not check two pages of the calculation which containedo.

computations which were used in the analysis. ,The Design Verification4

cover sheet indicated that certain pages of the calculation were not
,

checked, because the verifier noted they were devoted to a methodology
,

that was discarded within the calculation. However, the verifier'

incorrectly cmitted two pages which did not involve that methodology.-'

Pipe lengths', used to calculate the friction losses in piping from theo
reactor vessel to the break location, were determined from a General
Electric drawing (Reference 2) that had no scale and was for information'

3 only. The drawing depicted the main steam piping arrangement for
General Electric's standard plant design.'

'

-

BASIS
In the FSAR Cleveland Electric has committed to Regulatory Guide 1.64 ,

(Reference 3) which endorses ANSI N45.2.11 (Reference 4). This standard
requires that methods be provided for relating the final design back to the
source of design input. Values for design input were either not traceable , .

to the source or were from sources not appropriate for the intended purpose. . . ,

In addition, contrary to ANSI N45.2.11, the calculation was not completely
verified.

~
'*

IMPACT ON DESIGN-

The team reviewed appropriate sources (References 5 and 6) of design input
;

.
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and checked the two pages which were verified and determined that the
computational results are conservative.<

EXTENT
The team did not expand its review into other Applied Engineering Analysis"

Department calculations and, therefore, cannot conclude that this deficiency
is not systematic of calculations performed during this time period.,

'

REFERENCES
-

1. GAI Calculation AEA Calc. 2.5.2.1, Rev. 3, 1/31/78
2. GE Orawing 762E545 Sheet 1 of 2, Arrangement Main Steam Lines, Rev. 4

'9
.i 3/77

3. Regulatory Guide 1.64, Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of
Nuclear Power Flants,1974

.
4. ANSI N45.2.11 Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of Nuclear

j Power Plants,1974
1 5. GAI Telephone and Conference Memorandum by,T. Daugherty (GAI) With L.

Keene (GE), PY-GAI-GEN-2134T, 11/3/81
j}

'

6. GE Drawing 762E829, Main Steam Piping, Rev. 9,12/17/80
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02.4-4 (Deficiency) Pipe Displacement Drawings prepared Without Appropriate
Design Controls

! BACKGROUND
Pipe displacements after postulated pipe ruptures were not considered in all

1

original system and system support designs. Consequently, Cleveland
Electric authorized Gilbert to evaluate all known effects due to ruptured.

'
pipe displacements as part of the piping completion plan (Reference 1). The
approach for the Perry site was defined in an internal memorandum between

-

Gilbert site engineering and home office engineering (Reference 2). The
,

i

pipe displacement was defined as one pipe diameter or actual calculated
displacements if available. Site engineering was required to construct

j large scale drawings showing ruptured pipe displacements. With these
displacements defined site engineering was to identify safety-related
components that were impacted by the pipe displacements and/or the increased

,

i

j jet impingement envelopes.
:

DESCRIPTION
Pipe displacement drawings were prepared by site engineering without design
controls consistent with established procedures.

,

Pipe displacement sketches, which were not checked and verified, were used
,

by field walkdown teams to assess whether safety-related systems, components
or structures were impacted by postulated pipe movements. In addition,

information on feedwater 'line movements obtained by site engineering by a
telephone call was not documented by a controlled means. Specifically this
information was recorded in pencil on a photocopied sheet of a General .
Electric restraint location sketch (Reference 3). The team was informed
that the pipe movements came from computer analysis performed by home office
engineering.

.
. . .

.

BASIS
In FSAR Section 1.8 Cleveland Electric has committed to comply with
Regulatory Guide 1.64 (Reference 4) which endorses ANSI N45.2.11 (Reference
5). This standard requires that design activities be prescribed and
accomplished in accordance with procedures of a type sufficient to assurea

that applicable design inputs are correctly translated. The design'

activities are to be documented to permit reviewing, checking, and verifying
the results by personnel who are experienced in the subject activity.

| The pipe break and jet displacement study, a design activity initiated to
substantiate the adequacy of protection against high en'ergy line breaks, was
not controlled in accordance with applicable Gilbert design control'

procedures.
.

IMPACT ON DESIGN
This deficiency is not expected to have an impact on installed hardware with
respect to the pipe displacement sketches, unless they are found to be .

.

incorrect. The lack of a controlled design process for the pipe break / jet . . . .

impingement work in general could have resulted in inadequate protection
against high energy line breaks.

.-.

. .
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.
' EXTENT
') The lack of design control appears to be systematic for the work performed

by site engineering with respect to the pipe break and jet displacementi
study, as indicated by Deficiencies 02.4-5 and 02.4-7.

REFERENCES

J1 1. CEI and GAI Piping Engineering Completion Program Plan, 5/84:

}i
2. GAI Memorandum from H. Bamberger/C. Angstadt to G. Rentschler/R. Alley,

-

Pipe Break and Jet Displacement Study, 5/3/84,

| 3. GE Document 23A1490, Sheet 5, Rev. 0

>4 4. Regulatory Guide 1.64, Quality Assurance Requirements For The Design of
.: Nuclear Power Plants. Rev. 2, 6/76
j 5. ANSI N45.2.11, Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of Nuclear

Power Plants, 1974
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02.4-5 (Deficiency) Deviation Frcm A Technical Approach With Respect To Jet

.

Impingement Envelopes'

i
i BACXGROUND

Pipe displacements after postulated pipe ruptures were not considered in all
' original system and system support designs. Consequently, Cleveland
,

Electric authorized Gilbert to evaluate all known effects due to ruptured
;

pipe displacements as part of the piping completion plan (Reference 1). The'

approach for the Perry site was defined in an internal memorandum between
-

;
Gilbert site engineering and home office engineering (Reference 2). . The!

| pipe displacement was defined as one pipe diameter or actual calculatedi

i displacements if available. The pipe displacements were used to determine
[ the increased jet impingement envelopes. The extent that the jet

j impingement envelopes increased was to be determined by comparing the
original jet envelope with no pipe movement to the jet envelope assuming1

1 pipe movement. The difference between these two envelopes was identified as
L the increased jet impingement envelope and was to be used in determining

which additional safety-related targets were affected by the jet.
.

DESCRIPTION
The increases in the jet impingement envelopes were not consistently
prepared in accordance with the technical approach outlined in the internal
memorandum between site and home office engineering.

:

""

The team observed marked up sepias of the current jet maps for a number of
high energy systems. The increased jet envelopes were identified on these
sepias by crosshatched areas. The crosshatched areas represented th.e
difference between the original jet patterns and the new jet patterns (with

i
pipe movement) less the area within a more severe jet. The team was

;

| Li informed that if an increased jet envelope intersected a jet envelope caused
I i by a different pipe rupture and this envelope was at a higher pressure, then

the increased jet envelops at a lower pressure was not significant ahd
| ..!

-

| therefore did not need to be considered. The team was also informed that!

|i
all safety-related components within this " excluded" area would have been

Lj identified originally and designed .to withstand the more severe jet
y pressure.

The team does not concur with this basis. Gilbert has performed:
'

survivability reviews where targets impinged by jets are exempted from

||' withstanding the jet pressures, because they do not serve a safety-related.
L- function for a particular pipe rupture. A safety-related target which falls|q
! - into an exclusion area identified because of a more severe jet. pressure and

is exempted because it serves no safety function for the break which caused
the high jet pressure, may not be designed to withstand the less severe jet
pressures caused by another break where it is required to function. ,

BASIS
This is a deviation from a technical approach outlined in an internal '

,

memorandum between design organizations.- This deviation is not conservative ,_,,

and does not ensure that all safety-related equipment required to mitigate
the consequences of a pipe rupture are adequately protected. This is a
violation of General Design Criterion 4 (Reference 3) which states in part

. .
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i

that structures, systems, and components shall be appropriately protected
against dynamic effects, including the effects of missiles, pipe whipping, _

and discharging fluids, that may result for equipment failures.

IMPACT OF DESIGN
The team was unable to determine if this deficiency will have a hardware
impact because of the complexity of the issue and the lack of a list of

,
targets impacted by each pipe break (Deficiency 02.4-1). It is expected

.
that analyses will have to be revised to detennine if targets exempted by

-

" ,; one break are located in~ the increased jet envelopes of other breaks ~(for
which they are required to be functional) and if these targets are designed.

to withstand the jet impingement forces.
i

1 EXTENT
This deficiency appears to be systematic in that this practice in treating
" exclusion areas" was consistently used thrcughout the design analysis.

REFERENCES

1. CEI and GAI Piping Engineering Completion Program Plan, 5/84'

2. GAI Memorandum for H. Bamberger/C. Angstadt to G.. Rentschler/R. Alley,
. Pipe Break and Jet Displacement Study, 5/3/84

3. 10 CFR 50 Appendix A, General Design Criterion 4, Environmental and
.

Missile Design Bases. ..
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02.4-6 (Deficiency) Failure To Identify Increased Jet Impingement Envelope
Oue To Pipe Displacement

BACXGROUND
Pipe displacements after postulated pipe ruptures were not considered in all
original system and system support designs. Because pipe displacement will
increase jet impingement zone envelopes as well as create the potential for
physical impact with adjacent safety-related components, a program was
initiated to correct this oversight. Site engineering was to map the piping -

displacements and associated increased jet zone envelopes, and identify the
safety-related targets affected due to pipe displacements and/or increased
jet zone envelopes. The need for any design changes based upon the targets

,

-j identified was to be determined between site and home office engineering.
!

DESCRIPTION
'

The jet pattern for a feedwater system longitudinal break at location WB6LL
was not increased by one pipe diameter movement as required.

Based upon the approach outlined in an internal memorandum between field and
home office engineering (Reference 1), site engineering personnel were to
indicate the increased jet impingement' envelopes caused by pipe displace-
ments for unshielded break locations. One pipe diameter or actual4

calculated displacement was to be used to define the pipe movement. The jet
impingement envelope was to be expanded on both the plan view and the rolled
out view of the drywell wall, so that targets could be identified within the
expanded jets. The jet pattern for WB6LL on a rolled out view of the
drywell wall (Reference 2) was not marked as required with a one diameter
movement. The team noted that the one diameter pipe displacement was shown

,

in the plan view on a marked up sepia of the drywell (Reference 3).

BASIS. .!

The failure to identify the one diameter pipe displacement is an err 6r that
should have been identified during checking and verification. However the

,

'

team noted that the marked up scpias of the jet maps were unchecked and not
' - verified. In FSAR Section 1.8 Cleveland Electric has ccmmitted to

Regulatory Guide 1.64 (Reference 4) which endorses ANSI N45.2.11 (Reference
5). This standard requires that measures be applied to verify the adequacy;

of design.-

l IMPACT ON DESIGN

{
This jet transverses a zone dominated by more severe jets, but there is a
potential for this jet, when increased as required, to impact safety-related

,

targets which have not been identified.-

.

l EXTENT '

The failure to apply the design verification process-to high energy line'

break activities performed at the site appears to be systematic.
.. -

O $.
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REFERENCES
'

1. GAI Memorandum from H. Bamberger/C. Angstadt to G. Rentschler/R. Alley,
Pipe Break and Jet Displacement Study, 5/3/84

2. Marked up sepia of GAI Orawing 04-4549 0-629, Pipe Rupture Analysis
Reactor B1dg. Jet Analysis On Drywell Wall, Rev. 9

3. Marked up sepia of GAI Orawing 04-4549 0-300-620, Pipe Rupture Analysis
Reactor Building Plan El 620'-5" (West), Rev. 6,12/8/83

4. Regulatory Guide 1.64, Quality Assurance Requirements For The Design of
-Nuclear Power Plants, Rev. 2, 6/76

5. ANSI N45.2.11, Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of Nuclear
1 Power Plants,1974
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02.4-7 (Deficiency) Jet Impingement Envelopes Not Increased Due To pipe
Displacements

BACKGROUND
Pipe displacements after postulated pipe ruptures were not considered in allBecause pipe displacement willoriginal system and system support designs.
increase jet impingement zone envelopes as well as create the potential for -
physical impact with adjacent safety-related components, a program was
initiated to correct this oversight. Sita engineering was to map the piping .

-

displacements and associated incr2ased jet zone envelopes and identify the
safety-related targets affected due to pipe displacements and/or increased

The need for any design changes based upon the targetjet zone envelopes.
identified was to be determined between site and home office engineering.

DESCRIPTION
The jet patterns for main steam line breaks at locations SA3C, SB3C, SC3C,
and SD3C were not revised to account for the actual pipe movement as'

required.

Based upon the approach outlined in an internal memorandum between field and'

home office engineering (Reference 1), site engineering personnel were to-

indicate the increased jet impingement envelopes caused by pipe
displacements for unshielded break locations. One pipe diameter or actualForcalculated displacement was to be used to define the pipe movement.
piping within the General Electric scope of supply, actual pipe movement was

Based upon information received from General Electricto be used.
(References 2 and 3), main steam pipe displacement sketches were prepared!

which showed that the main steam ifnes moved approximately 30 inches at the
break locations previously identified. However, the jet maps for these four.1

-
-

main steam line breaks were not revised to show the increased jet impinge-
ment envelopes.

The team was informed that the jet patterns for these main steam line break
locations would traverse a region of the drywell, which is saturated with
jet patterns from other high energy line breaks. Because of this
concentration and because the intent of the pipe break and jet displacement

,

.

study was only to identify additional safety-related targets hit by jets, aThisdecision was made not to revise the jet impingement envelopes..i

decision was not documented and no design analysis exists to. confirm it was
conservative. The team does not consider this decision conservative,c

because it is based on the assumption that the loadings on safety-related1.

components from other jets are more limiting. Although more than one jet
pattern may impact a particular safety-related component, the severity of
that impact is dependent upon the thrust force from the break, the distance;.

from the break and the angle of incidence with the target. .

BASIS
In FSAR Section 3.6 Cleveland Electric has committed to calculating the jet

-- -

impingement loads assuming that the direction of the fluid jet is based upon ' ' "

-The failure tothe position of the pipe during steady state blowdown.
consider pipe displacement in determining the jet impingement envelope is a
violation of the FSAR commitment and inconsistent with the approach outlined
for the pipe break and jet displacement study.c -

. .
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IMPACT ON DESIGN
The failure to revise the jet envelopes for these four break locations is
not expected to have a significant impact on the design, because it is

,

'

expected that design analysis will confirm that safety-related targets are
capable of withstanding these jets. However the lack of a documented

i! conservative basis for not assessing the effects of displaced high energy
!

lines is significant from a design control standpoint.
-

EXTENT .

Although the team observed another instance where the jet envelope was not
.

increased as prescribed (Deficiency 02.4-6), we do not consider this a
systematic deficiency because we also observed instances where the jet-

envelope was increased as required. The lack of design control in
documenting the basis for the design decision is systematic of the work
performed by' site engineering with respect to the pipe break and jet'

displacement study, as indicated by Deficiency 02.4-4 and 02.4-5.

* REFERENCES

1. GAI Memorandum fron H. Bamberger/C. Angstadt to G. Rentschler/R. Alley,
Pipe Break and Jet.Displacemnet Study, 5/3/84

2. GE Orawing 796E257, Main Steam Pipe Whip Restraint Nuclear Boiler
System, Sheet 2 of 2, Rev. O, 4/28/82

3. GE Calculation performed by H. Jablonski, Pipe Rupture Displacements,
5/11/84 ..
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02.5-1 (Deficiency) Inadequate Interface Review for Engineering Change
Notice Affecting Safety-Related System Operation>;

;

!' BACKGROUND
The battery room exhaust system (M24) is a safety-related HVAC system
(Reference 1). The team reviewed Engineering Change Notice 23377-86-576
(Reference 2) which revised the interlocks on the fan and two dampers in the

i

The exi. sting control circuit opens both A and B dampers F051A and
>

system.
F0518 with either A or B fan running or no fan running, which the .,

''

Engineering Change Notice indicates is not a desirable method of operation.
The revised design changed the control circuit to open damper F051A only,

,j when fan A is running and damper F051B when fan B is running.

'

DESCRIPTION
No interface review 'by either the Building Services group or the Mechanical
group was indicated on an Engineering Change Notice which affected system'

j. operation. The originating discipline for this document was the
'} instrumentation and controls group on'-site since the' area most affected was

4

instrumentation drawings. The change to the method of operating the fans'

and dampers in the system could affect system function, operation and system.

Therefore, the team concluded that the change should have been,

. performance.'
reviewed by the Building Services or Mechanical group to assure that the,

revised damper operation was consistent with the desired system operation.
In fact Gilbert informed the team that the Building Services group had been;

involved in the development of the proposed changes, but had not signed off
on the Engineering Change Notice. .

-
>

BASIS
The Perry Procedures manual (Reference 3) indicates that an appropriate

,

interface review should be conducted for each Engineering Chan53 Notice byi,'q
those disciplines which might be affected by the design changes being made.
Since the changes made in this document represented a change to system '*

operation, an appropriate interface review by the Building Services ori

Mechanical group was required. Contrary to this requirement, neither group'

;! indicated their review on the Engineering Change Notice.

] IMPACT ON DESIGN
This deficiency should have no impact' on design since the team was informed

-| by the Mechanical . group on-site that the changes made were acceptable
i relative to system operation.

.

EXTENT
'

s

The team reviewed a number of Engineering Change Notices on file in the'

Mechanical group. All of those reviewed had an appropriate interface .~"

l review. The exception was one initiated by the Structural group '(Deficiency "
02.5-2). Therefore, the team concluded that this deficiency was not
systematic.

,
-.

,

REFERENCES '"

GAI Drawing D-912-609, HVAC System Diagram M23, M24, MCC Switchgear and1.
Miscellaneous Electrical Equipment Areas HVAC system and Battery Rooma-

. Exhaust, Revision K, 8/3/84 -

ECN 23377-86-576, dated 9/10/84 -

2..ci 3.. ~ Perry Procedures Manual (including PCN's through 013), Appendix N, dated1
-j 3/30/84

. .
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02.5-2 (Deficiency) Interface Review and Design Verification of
: Engineering Change Notice 22140-85-292
.

? BACKGROUND
Following a postulated rupture of the 24 inch main steam line at break

Thislocation SB3C, the pipe will move and impact a 10 inch support pipe.'

support is one com;:anent of the support system for a steel platform in theGilbert.- vicinity of the main steam isolation valves inside the drywell.
informed the team that the platform is required to be available after

-.

j

j postulated pipe ruptures because it serves as a support for other safety
!

related pipes, conduits, and instrument lines. Since the support was welded
to the platform steel, the structural discipline concluded that, when4

subjected to the impact load, the integrity of the platform could not be'

assured. Engineering Change Notice 22140-85-292 (Reference 1) was prepared
by site structural engineering under the direction of home office engineer-
ing, and changed the support system design to permit the impacted pipe

The team was informed;
support to shear at its connection with the platform.i that the impacted support pipe would be severed from the platform, that the

~

} support pipe was not required for this particular load combination on the
platform, and that the integrity of the platform would not be comprcmised., '-

,

DESCRIPTION-
'

The team reviewed this engineering change notice and identified the
following deficient items:

,

The description of the change was insufficient to alert the designo
reviewer, the project Engineer, and interfacing disciplines to the fact
that the support pipe was redesigned to fail upon pipe impact and would

Thebecome a potential missile within containment as a consequence.
; statement describing the details and background of the design change
:

only described the' work to be performed by the contractor respon,sible'

for steel erection. Although the reason for the change was described as'

"new design input" and referenced Work Change Request number 4030
(Reference 2), this information was not sufficient to describe the
impact and importance of the change.]
The originator of the Engineering Change Notice did not identify inter- ,* o
facing disciplines, other than.the structural discipline, in the home'

a
office. For example, the controls discipline had safety-related
instrument air piping and tubing in the immediate vicinity of the'

impacted support pipe and the site piping organization was responsiblea
j for.the pipe break and jet displacement study.
S

.

The site design reviewer of the Engineering Change Notice concurred with: o
the originator's assessment that other interfacing disciplines were not .

-affected by the design change.

The site design reviewer did not have sufficient information available .' o .

|
to perform a verification of the design change. Since the design ....

analysis to support the design was performed in the home office and'

: because the documented details and background for the design change were
not sufficient to assess its impact, he did not have sufficient3 '

i information available to perform a design review.
.

. e
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i BASIS

In FSAR section 1.8 Cleveland Electric has committed to Regulatory Guide
1,64 (Reference 3) which endorses ANSI N45.2.11 (Reference 4). This;

i standard states that documented procedures should be provided for design
changes which assure that the impact of the change is carefully considered.,

This principle is expressed in GAI's Engineering Instruction No. 7
(Reference 5), which describes the philosophy of an engineering change
notice. It states in part that the purpose of an engineering change notice

-is to provide a record of the change including the reason for and effects of
,

the change and.to notify interfacing disciplines prior to formal document
j revision. It further states that an approved engineering change notice

'-! provides consolidated multidisciplinary input on the effects of each design
j change. Perry Project Procedures Manual Appendix N (Reference 6) describes
j the use of engineering change notices and indicates that change requests on

1 the Perry Project are in accordance with Engineering Instruction No. 7
except for the form used. Contrary to established procedures the engineer-
ing change notice did not have a sufficient description of the change and
did not have a review by interfacing disciplines as to the effects of the
change.

! ANSI N45.2.11 also states that the procedures for effectin'g design changes '

shall require that the documents which reflect the design change be reviewed'

and approved by the same groups or organizations which reviewed and approved
,' the original design documents. Where a design organization which originally
t was responsible for approving a particular design document is no longer

responsible, the designated organization shall have access -to pertinent
background information, have demonstrated competence in the specific design
area of interest and have adequate understanding of the requirements and

; intent of the original design. Contrary to this, a site engineer reviewed'

'~j the design adequacy of the engineering change notice without access to
j pertinent background information. .

.

IMPACT ON DESIGN
! The' team's assessment is that there would be no unacceptable interactions

with targets required to establish safe shutdown, assuming that the supporte

[ pipe shears only at its connection with the steel platform and does not
i become a free missile (i.e., the pipe support continues to be attached to
i structural steel at its other connection point). Analysis is required to
' evaluate the effects upon targets if the support pipe becomes a free

missile,

j~ ~ EXTENT
This deficiency does not appear to be systematic, although Deficiency
02.5-1 also described an instance of inadequate interface review of an *

engineering change notice. This conclusion is based on the number of! .

'! engineering change notices we reviewed.
y

i REFERENCES . -

1. Engineering Change Notice Number 22140-85-292, Rev. A, 8/6/84 ....

2. Work Change Request Number 4030, Rev.1, 8/6/84;
3. Regulatory Guide 1.64, Quality Assurance Requirements For The Design of

Nuclear Power Plants, Rev. 2, 6/76 *

'-
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ANSI N45.2.11, Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of Nuclear4.
i Power Plants,1974
! 5. GAI Engineering Instruction No. 7 Change Control, Rev.1,10/82
! 6. GAI Perry Project Proceduces Manual Appendix N, Change

Request / Engineering Change Notices, 3/30/84!
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02.5-3 (Deficiency) Use of Incorrect Revision of Controlled Drawing by
Contractor

,

BACKGROUND'

Cleveland Electric drawing control procedures (Reference 1) describe the
control of distribution of Gilbert drawings to contractors on-site including
methods for changing that distribution. New drawing revisions issued byi

Gilbert are distributed to contractors according to information maintained ^

in.a computer database. The database controls the particular drawings whichi

are sent to each contractor and includes information on the latest revision
issued for all drawings sent to each contractor. When a new drawing
revision is distributed by Gilbert to the various contractors according to,

; this database, the contractor updates his files by replacing the previous
drawing revision with the latest issue.

In the event that a contractor desires to stop receiving a particular-

drawing for any reason, a memorandum to this effect is issued by the
Cleveland Electric responsible engineer's office to the data entry group.
Data entry personnel enter this information into the computer database which

.

controls the distribution process, and no further revisions of those .

drawings are sent to the contractor. Requests by contractors'for particular
.

'

Gilbert drawings not currently being distributed to them are handled in a
similar fashion. , , . .

DESCRIPTION
The team found several drawings in a contractor's (L. K. Comsteck)
controlled drawing stick file which were not the latest issued revisions for

,

those drawings. The following is a tabulation of those drawings, their
revision level in the contractor's file, and the latest revision indicated'

in the computer database:>

,

.

0-511-176,' Revision G. (Revision H latest revision indicated)
0-511-070, Revision C (Revision E latest revision indicated)
0-511-173, Revision H (Revision K latest revision _ indicated)

.

L. K. Ccmstock informed the team that they had requested to be removed fromi
distribution for all S-511 series drawings. In accordance with the
Cleveland Electric procedures, a memorandum (Reference 2) was issued to
' turn off' distribution to Comstock on these drawings. However, the data
entry group erroneously entered the information into the computer database
as ' turn off' distribution for all series 511 drawings. This resulted in;

.

i
I stopping all further revisions issued for these drawings after the 1/13/83
! issue date of the memorandum. With no updated revisions being transmi.tted

to Comstock on their. Series 0-511 drawings, their files were stagnated 'at*

the revision levels existing at that time. .

Subsequent to the issue date of this ' turn-off' memorandum, L. K. Comstock
requested to be replaced on distribution for certain Series 511 drawings. -..

However, when the drawings listed in these memoranda (Reference 3) were --

entered in the computer database to ' turn on' their distribution, the
computer was unable to comply since the direction was counter to the
origninal instruction to ' turn off' distribution to Comjitock for all Series
511 drawings.

. .
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The team advised the data entry group of this error; they took immediate
action to rectify the error by correcting the original directive from ' cease'*

distribution to Comstock for all Seri'es 511 drawings' to ' cease distribution'

to Comstock for all Series S-511 drawings'. This will permit Comstock to
receive updates for all other Series 511 drawings in their files.,

'

.

BASIS'

I This was a procedural error which resulted in an inconsistency between
revision levels of drawings being used and the latest issued revision.. levels

-

!j for these drawings.
'

IMPACT ON DESIGN
The drawings involved in this deficiency were structural drawings concerning
miscellaneous steel inside containment. Since the contractor using the,

.

! drawings is an electrical contractor, these drawings would be primarily used
! for avoiding interferences with structural steel for conduit being routed in
i the area. Therefore, the team concluded there probably would be no impact

on design.

EXTENT.

This deficiency does not appear to be systematic. The team reviewed other'

Series (0-304 and 0-864) drawings on other stick files at the contractor's
location. The drawings we. reviewed were the latest issued revision level
listed in the computer database.

REFERENCES
-

1. CEI Drawing Control Procedure 37-0610, Revision 2 dated 7/5/83
2. Memorandum from M. Babic to Data Entry (A. Garvin), dated 1/13/83
3. Memoranda from M. Babic to Data Entry (A.- Garvin), dated 9/11, 5/9 and

! 4/19/84
--
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') 03.1-1 (Deficiency) Unconservative Fluid Operating Temperature in Stress
i Analysis *

t

| BACKGROUND
4 The stresses developed in a piping subsystem due to a change in temperature,

i or thermal gradient, are directly proportional to the magnitude of the
'j thermal gradient,

i '

Piping and equipment in the emergency service water (ESW) pumphouse
(Reference 1) are subjected to a thermal gradient which is defined as"the
algebraic difference between the design temperature of the Lake Erie water
at the suction side of the ESW pump, and the pumphouse ambient temperature.

- DESCRIPTION

T[ FSAR Subsection 9.2.1.1 tab'ulates an expected Lake Erie water temperature
.I which ranges from 32 to 80 degrees F. The Gilbert design specification for

the ESW system (Reference 2) specifies a design temperature of 80 degrees F
for Lake Erie water, as well as a maximum ambient temperature of 104 degrees

..1 F for the ESW pumphouse,
a

4

The team believes that the design temperature of 80 degrees F specified for
the Lake Erie water is unconservative, since it is based upon the maximum
anticipated temperature, rather than upon some more frequently occurring.i

.|
intermediate temperature value which will cause a higher thermal gradient.

, .-
i BASIS

The 80 degree F design temperature for Lake Erie water is unconservative,'

and results in the underestimation of thermal gradients used to analyze ESW
piping and equipment located in the ESW pumphouse.

! IMPACT ON DESIGN
.

A reduction in the L'ake Erie water design temperature will require a
reanalysis of the ESW piping and equipment located in the ESW pumphouse, and
may also impact other portions of the ESW system.

EXTENT
This applies to ESW piping and equipment located in the ESW pumphouse, and'

may also impact other portions of the ESW system.i

REFERENCES
1. Gilbert Piping Analysis IP45G20A, Rev. 2, 12/08/83
2. Gilbert Design Specification OSP-P45-2-4549-00, Rev. 2, 06/30/83
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i 03.1-2 (Deficiency) FSAR Commitment
2 .

BACKGROUND
FSAR Subsection 3.7.3.1.1 stipulates that " Seismic analyses were performed
for those subsystems that could be modeled to correctly predict the seismic.i

i
Individual components were modeled as multi-degree-of-freedom,

| response.
lumped mass systems with mass free interconnections and sufficient mass: points to ensure adequate representation." FSAR Subsection 3.7.3.3.1 -

-{ stipulates that " Equipment within the balance of plant scope is modeled as a
|l' series of discrete mass points, connected by mass free members, having

*

'

] sufficient mass points to ensure adequate representation of dynamic
13 behavior."
l

DESCRIPTION
] The design specifications for the emergency service water (ESW) and residual
y heat removal (RHR) piping and pipe supports (References 1,2) note, undertj Section 4, Earthquake loadings, that " Equipment not supported by the pipingj shall be considered rigid." The referenced design specifications are at4

variance with the FSAR commitments detailed above. The team finds the
intent of the referenced design specifications acceptable for equipment

. having a fundamental frequency greater than or equal to the seismic cutoff
j frequency of 33 Hz. Equipment having a fundamental frequency less than 33

Hz and subject to possible~ seismic amplification should be modeled in
accordance with the procedure outlined in FSAR Subsection 3.7.3.3.1.

>

-

BASIS'

The Gilbert design specifications do not correctly implement FSAR
commitments to model equipment having a fundamental frequency less than 33'

;

Hz.i

IMPACT ON DESIGN
-

'

The impact on design must be evaluated for each piece of equipment h'aving a
fundamental frequency less than 33 Hz.,

EXTENT;
The team reviewed the applicability of this deficiency to Gilbert work, in
general, and identified the need for significant reanalysis of interactions
between equipment and its connected piping (Deficiency 3.2-5).

!! REFERENCES
Gilbert Design Specification DSP-P45-2-4549-00, Rev. 2, 06/30/83

|- 1.
2. Gilbert Design Specification DSP-E12-1-4549-00, Rev. 2, 05/31/83'

3. Gilbert Piping Analysis IP45G20A, Rev. 2,12/08/83 e

.
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03.1-3 (Deficiency) Heat Exchanger Nozzle Loads (Faulted Condition)'

.

BACKGROUND
The allowable shell and tube side nozzle loads for residual heat removal
(RHR) heat exchangers E12-B001A, B, C, O criginally detailed in the Gilbert
design specifications for the emergency service water (ESW) and residual
heat removal (RHR) systems (References 1,2) are defined and tabulated in a-

GE document (Reference 3) and on the GE interface control drawing for the '
'

RHR heat exchangers (Reference 4). These allowable nozzle loads are
i

j specified for the Upset and Faulted conditions.

GE defines the Upset condition to include forces and moments resulting frcm
' piping thermal expansion, dead weight, and the operating basis earthquake
: (OBE). The GE definition of the Faulted condition includes the forces and
! moments resulting from piping thermal expansion, dead weight, and safe
j shutdown earthquake (SSE). The GE interface control drawing also requires

that the Upset and Faulted condition nozzle load allowables account for:

|
thermal expansion of the heat exchanger, and specifies how the critical
temperature is to be computed. Vertical thermal growth with respect to the
lower support is also to be taken into account.

In FSAR Table 3.9-30, the applicant commits to analyze the RHR heat
exchanger nozzle loads for the Faulted condition, which includes
consideration of thermal eMpansion of the heat exchanger.

|
~

DESCRIPTION
.

The Gilbert design specification defining the Upset and Faulted load
combinations for Class 2 and 3 piping systems (Reference 1) considers
thermal expansion of the heat exchanger in the Upset condition, but does not

,

'

j| consider such thermal expansion of equipment in the Faulted condition. Some
RHR heat exchanger nozzle 1 cads derived by the piping analysis (Reference 5)I

. have exceeded GE allowables, even without consideration of thermal expansion
of the heat exchangers for the Faulted condition. Gilbert transmitted these
nozzle loads to GE (Reference 6) and requested that GE " review these,

'

equipment nozzle loads and advise GAI on the acceptability of any excessive
loading conditions". The GE response (Reference 7) notes that "All of the
nozzle loads...which are both in excess of GEN allowables and not already
approved are tentatively acceptable". GE subsequently approved the nozzle
loads transmitted by Gilbert (Reference 8) without realizing that the
Faulted condition nozzle loads did not contain a thermal component.

,}
-

: BASIS
There is an FSAR commitment to analyze the RHR heat exchanger nozzle loads
for the Faulted condition. The Gilbert analysis did not consider thermal
expansion of the heat exchangers in accordance with GE requirements. .

IMPACT ON DESIGN
Reanalysis will be required due to the need to reformulate the piping -.

analytical models containing the RHR heat exchangers to address thermal . . .

expansion of the heat exchangers for the Faulted condition. See Deficiency
3.3-3 for other reanalysis required for the RHR heat exchangers.

-.
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I EXTENT
The team reviewed the applicability of this deficiency to Gilbert work, in- i

general, and identified the need for significant reanalysis of interactions-

between equipment and its connected piping (Deficiency 3.2-5).

REFERENCES

i 1. Gilbert Design Specification DSP-P45-2-4549-00, Rev. 2, 06/30/83
:

. ' * 2. Gilbert Design Specification DSP-E12-1-4549-00, Rev. 2, 05/31/83 ~

3. GE Document No. 22A4206AA, Rev. 1, 01/30/75
4. GE Orawing No. 762E108, Interface Control Heat Exchanger Residual Heat

Removal System, Rev. 3,03/02/78
} 5. Gilbert Piping Analysis 1E12G25A, Rev. 3, 10/28/83=

J 6. Gilbert Letter PY-GAI/ GEN-2791, 08/09/83
7. Gilbert PY-GEN /GAI-1939, 09/01/83

| 8. GE Letter PY-GEN /GAI-1968, 09/27/83
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03.1-4 (Deficiency) RHR - Natural Frequency

f BACKGROUND
.

i Large equipment items with supporting structure may experience significantly
I greater predicted seismic response motion at certain frequencies, than that

motion which is defined at the base of the support. piping connected to
this equipment must be designed to accommodate this amplified motion without*

: inducing excessive stress in the pipe or resulting in excessive pipe
j reaction forces from the pipe into the equipment nozzles. If predicted

-

natural frequencies of equipment with supports are all above 33 Hz., then itj
is usually assumed for seismic evaluations that the equipment is essentially

<

. ]i rigid and no amplification of the input motion occurs in the equipment
response. Pipe stress analysis may then be based on pipe analytical models4
which consider the equipment as rigid, the motion at the nozzle is identical

>

'

! to the input at the base, and no differential movement develops between the
.

3

! equipment and adjacent pipe supports. -

When pipe is connected to more than one piece of equipment and the equipment
is not considered rigid, then consideration must be given in the pipe stress

|- analysis process to the differential displacement between nozzles at the;
pieces of equipment, or between the nozzles and the intermittent * pipe

,

supports.

The FSAR describes in Secti'on 3.7.2.1.2 the procedure to be used by the NSSS'

in performing seismic analysis of Seismic Category 1 systems. Section*
-

3.7.2.1.2.4 describes a procedure for seismic analysis using time history
methods for systems where input motion may come from locations with,

different seismic response motion. Section 3.7.2.1.2.5 describes a
procedure for considering differential input motions using the response
spectrum method of analysis. .

; 3
A .

I

.

General Electric scope of supply for the perry plant includes the residual'

heat removal heat exchangers. These heat exchangers are independently sup-
I

; ported. They are to be used in pairs with series connection for fluid flow.
The supports and interconnecting piping for the heat exchangers are in the,

!-
!

Gilbert scope. General Electric recommends a closely coupled arrangement of,

'.i
a pair of heat exchangers (Reference 1). In such an arrangement, the inter-

; connecting piping must accommodate any differential movement between the
nozzles to which it is connected.

DESCRIPTION
Table 3.7.3 of the FSAR shows that the natural frequenc'y of the residual. ''

heat removal heat exchanger is greater than 33 Hz. The General Electric
design records (References 2,3) show that the calculated lowest frequency is
about 14 Hz. This value was calculated after the cut off date using an ,

analytical model developed before the cut off date. The team was informed
r that calculations performed before the cut off date and using a different ,

i analytical model had also shown values of natural frequencies below 33 Hz . .

but these calculations were not reviewed. Gilbert had reviewed the FSAR and _ . .

found that some equipment had frequencies below 33 Hz (Reference 4), but
that review did not disclose that the residual heat removal heat exchangers

f had natural frequencies below 33 Hz. -
.

*
,

-

e
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,

Neither General Electric calculations (Reference 3) nor Gilbert calculations'

(References 5 and 6) demonstrate that the heat exchangers with all inter-
connected piping had been modeled to evaluate the effect of differential

,

motion at the piping nozzles.

BASIS
~ The FSAR contains an error in the value shown for the natural frequency of5

the residual heat removal heat exchangers. Analytical modeling of the heat
, exchangers is not adequate to determine forces and stresses in the nozzles .

i
and the interconnecting piping.

IMPACT ON DESIGN
This FSAR error may have provided the basis for continued inadequate
modeling of the heat exchangers with interconnected piping. Pipe stresses
and nozzle forces may be in error. See Deficiency 3.2-5.

! EXTENT
^ This is expected to apply to both pairs of heat exchangers for each plant.

POST CUTOFF WORK ,
.

Some post cutoff work has been performed as cited in the Description.
.

REFERENCES ~.

1. GE Document 22A4206AA,' RHR Heat Exchanger, Design Specification Data
Sheet, Rev. 1, Februaiy 3, 1976.

2. GE Design Record File,151E128001-KLO-0,112. .

3. GE ORF for Anal'ysis, E12-00094.
4 GAI Internal Letter dated April 10, 1984 Subject: Perry Project -

1 Equipment with Natural Frequencies Less Than 33 cps.
! 5. Gilbert Piping Analy. sis, IE12G25A, Rev. 3, October 28, 1983.
' 6 .- Gilbert Piping Analysis, IE12G12A, Rev. 2 April 20,1983.
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03.2-1 (Deficiency) Use of Unconservative Thermal Gradient in Stress
Analysis

BACKGROUND
Subsection 4b.13 of the Gilbert design specification (Reference 1) defines
the magnitude of the thermal gradient used to perform the thermal analysis
of piping and equipment in the emergency service water (ESW) pumphouse as
the algebraic difference between the temperature of the Lake Erie water and

-

the pumphouse ambient temperature.

DESCRIPTION,

Table 6 of the Gilbert design specification tabulates the following max / min
ambient temperatures as a function of load condition:

,

i Normal (Full Power) 60 - 90 degrees F
' Normal (Shutdown) 99 - 104 degrees F

,

: Normal (Continuation of Shutdown) 99 - 104 degrees F
Normal (Hot Standby) 99 - 104 degrees F.

Accident (LOCA/DBA) 99 - 104 degrees F

The Gilbert .desi'gn specification specifies an operating fluid temperature of
80 degrees F for all load conditions for piping and equipment contained in
the ESW pumphouse (see Deficiency 3.1-1). Based on the referenced
specification, the thermal gradient that should be used in the thermal
analysis is 80 104 degrees F, or -24 F degrees. The thermal gradient
actually used in the piping analysis (Reference 2) is +10 f degrees. The
team determined that use of the -24 F degrees thermal gradient in the piping
analysis will cause the nozzle loads acting on ESW pumps P45-C001A, B to
exceed vendor allowables.

. BASIS
The magrittude of the ther nal gradient used in the piping analysis is''

,

incorrect and unconservative.
1

IMPACT ON DESIGN
This error, in conjunction with other deficiencies identified for this

,

piping analysis, indicates the need for a reanalysis to insure that the
nozzle loads acting on ESW pumps P45-C001A, B do not exceed vendor
allowables (Subsection 3.3).i

,

EXTENT
i Internal review is necessary to confirm the accursey of the thennal
{- gradients used to stress analyze the piping subsystems contained in the ESW

'

j system. -

'

I REFERENCES
1. Gilbert Design Specification DSP-P45-2-4549-00, Rev. 2, 06/30/83
2. Gilbert Piping Analysis IP45G20A, Rev. 2, 12/08/83 ..

-.
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03.2-2 (Deficiency) Equipment Thermal Growth'

.

>

BACKGROUND
Piping and equipment subjected to thermal loads must be accounted for in a

.

piping analysis. Thermal growth of piping can be directly accounted for in
.

the piping analysis. However, unless the configuration of the equipment is'

explicitly modeled, equipment thermal growth must be computed by hand and
input into the mathematical model.

~

.

DESCRIPTION
In order to stress analyze emergency service water (ESW) piping subsystem'

IP45G20A (Reference 1), hand computations were performed for the radial and
longitudinal thermal growth of the ESW pump and ESW strainer. These thermal

: growths were then incorporated into the piping analysis as imposed axial and
transverse displacements at the discharge nozzle of the ESW pump and the,

inlet nozzle of the ESW strainer. The straight leg of connecting pipe, in
. addition to its own thermal growth, is subjected to the forces and moments
induced by these axial and transverse displacements. The difference of the
axial displacements was coded into the piping analysis. The correct method
is to add the axial displacements because the thermal effects are additive.
The reviewer noted this but failed to recognize the magnitude of the error.

BASIS .
..

The piping analysis did not, properly account for thermal loads on piping due.

to equipnent thermal growth.
, ,

j IMPACT ON DESIGN
This error, in conjunction with other deficiencies identified for this
piping analysis, indicates the need for a reanalysis to insure that the'

i nozzle loads acting on ESW pumps P45-C001A, B do not exceed vendor
allowables (Subsection 3.3).i

,

EXTENT
-

; Internal review is required to determine hcw thermal loads on piping due to
equipment were accounted for in other piping stress packages.;

REFERENCES

: 1. Gilbert Piping Analysis IP45G20A, Rev. 2, 12/08/33-

;

.
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03.2-3 (Deficiency) Ball Joint Rotation Control, GAI

BACKGROUND
Ball joints are used in the discharge lines of the safety-relief valves to
provide flexibility and to reduce stresses induced in the pipe by relative
movement of support points of the pipe. Ball joints have a mechanical limit
of 7.5 degrees on the amount of flexural rotation which can be applied in
one direction. Some rotation is applied in the field as the piping system

-

is being installed. Other rotation due to operating conditions should be
identified by the designer. The designer and analyst should evaluate all
flexural rotations to ensure that bending rotation limits are not exceeded.

L

DESCRIPTION
Ball joints are used in discharge line 1821-G04 in the GAI scope of supply
below the upper anchor of the discharge line. The piping contractor's
installation procedure (Reference 1) allows three inches tolerance on
location of piping. The analyst was not made aware in the design input for
the analysis of the piping (Reference 2) of either the 7.5 degrees movement
limit or the installation tolerance as interface control requirements. The
analyst did not evaluate the rotation of the ball joints in the analysis
(Reference 3). The design specification *(Reference 4) gives a requirement
for total angular rotation of 15 degrees arc.

~~

BASIS
A functional limitation with respect to the bending rotation of ball joints
was not required to be addressed by analysis, and there was no interface
control to ensure this limitation would not be exceeded by the ccmbined-:
effects of installation tolerances and operating conditions.

IMPACT ON DESIGN

|'
The ball joints may not function as required and result in excessive,t

,

i stresses in piping and supports.
;

EXTENT
This deficiency applies to two safety-relief valve discharge lines which are

] within GAI's scope and contain ball joints.

REFERENCES

i 1. Pullman Power Products, Perry Project Procedure, IX-6, Installation and
-| Inspection of Pipe Supports, 2/6/64.

2. GAI Calculation DI1821G04A, Rev. 3, 7/3/84, Design Input
3. GAI Calculation 1821G04A, Rev. 3, 7/3/84, Pipe stre'ss analysis
4 GAI Design Specification DSP-821-1-4549.
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03.2-4 (Deficiency) Ball Joint Rotation Control, GE

BACKGROUND
Three ball joints are installed in each of the 19 safety-relief valve

; discharge lines to provide greater flexibility to the discharge line and to
reduce the safety-relief valve nozzle loads to acceptable levels. The ball
joints in the safety-relief valve discharge lines have a limited range of
flexural rotation, 7.5 degrees of arc, within which they behave as- flexible

1. joints. Controls must be established for design evaluation and construction -

i to assure this range is not exceeded. Without controls the limit of'
y flexural rotation could be exceeded and excessive bending moments could be

applied to the safety-relief valve nozzle and the pipe anchors.

I DESCRIPTION
i The design specification for the safety-relief valve discharge piping .

1 (Reference 1) does not address the limits of angular rotation of the ball
joints. Thus there was no request for feedback of the predicted rotations,

,I from the analyst to the designer. The installation instruction (Reference
'1 2) permits misalignment of 3 degrees in the joints during erection. This

leaves 4.5 degrees for predicted rotation during operation. The analysis
~

I procedure (Reference 3) does not discuss predicted rotation and the .

i analytical model is not amenable to detarmination of this rotation. The
: piping analysis (Reference 4) did not include evaluation of the predicted

rotation relative to any ifmit. The piping contractors installation'
,

procedures made no provision to check the angular tolerance (Reference 5).c

. .

'
BASIS

. A significant functional limit on flexural rotation of ball joints in piping
I was not subject to adequate control in design evaluation and was not

|| controlled by inspection during installation.
*'

IMPACT ON DESIGN
-

The team's attempts at evaluation of the range of ball joint rotation,

' indicated that the allowable rotation of 4.5 degrees are would be exceeded,

i by predicted rotation during operation. Any resulting increase in rigidity
j caused by exceeding the limit could have significant impact on design of the
! discharge lines.

' EXTENT
This deficiency is presumed to extend to all 19 safety-relief valve
discharge lines which contain 57 ball joints. -

POST CUT 0FF WORK

i Some re-analysis has been performed with improved modeling which could
i better address predicted ball joint rotation. The predictions resulting

|
from the re-analysis were not reviewed during the inspection. The ball

,

'

joint alignment was inspected in the field and it was determined that field
alignment requirements have been satisfied. ., .

~

! REFERENCES
1. GE Design Specification 22A5454, Main Steam Piping Design., ,

| | 2. GE Installation Instruction 22A4298, Installation Instruction for GE-
Piping Systems. --

: 1 - -
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GE Procedure No. PSA-21, Method - Ball Joint Piping Analysis Model BWR/63.>

'I SRV Piping.
4. GE Calculation 22A7135, Main Steam Line C. Rev. 3, November 29, 1982.

-

5. Letter CEI to GAI, PY-CEI/GAI 7082, September 14, 1984.
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i 03.2-5 (Deficiency) Interface Between Piping and Equipment
.

! BACKGROUND
"

The team followed up on Deficiencies 3.1-2, 3.3-2, 3.1-3, 3.3-3, 3.2-4, and
3.1-4 to determine the extent of the problems found related to analytical
modeling and interface loading criteria where GAI scope piping is connectedj to equipment. We requested that GAI provide data for selected pieces of
equipment, some specified by GE and some by GAI. The review covered two
areas (1) the natural frequency reported for the equipment by the designer -

.

compared with the manner in which the equipment was modeled in the pipe
stress analysis by GAI to determine piping and interface loads and (2) the
FSAR commitments and requirements for nozzle loading combinations compared
with those used by GAI in the analyses.

The FSAR in Table 3.9-30 commits to including thermal loads in the loading
;

com-bination for emergency and faulted conditions for NSSJ equipment. The
ASME Code serves as the basis for loading combinations for equipment'

specified by Gilbert. The code does not require that thermal expansion
loadings be included in combinations for emergency and faulted conditions.

k *

DESCRIPTION
Data provided by GAI is shown without modification in Table 3.2-5. The

lowest frequency is given ..for both horizontal and vertical modes of
vibration. The required n.ozzle loading combinctions from design reports and
the nozzle loading combination which was used are shown for emergency and,

!
; faulted conditions only. .

The table indicates that equipment is consistently modeled as rigid in the;

i piping analysis even though for most equipment the lowest frequency is lessi
than 33 Hz. The exception to this is modeling-the ESW strainer as flexible

! even though~its lowest frequency is above 33 Hz., ostensibly to take
,

advantage of the nozzle flexibility in reducing pipe stresses and nozzle
-

loads. In many cases, the loading combination used for nozzles does not
,

'

include the thermal loading, contrary to the FSAR commitment. In the case
of the RCIC turbine, the loading combination shown in the table is not,

; consistent with the FSAR commitment which specifies combining primary and. ;'

thermal loads.+

.
.

i ' BASIS
Equipment was incorrectly modeled as rigid. FSAR commitments on analysis[ .

,] and loading criteria were not met.
! ;

IMPACT''

Reanalysis will be needed to determine if the piping and equipment can 'be
adequately qualified for service. .

EXTENT
Selected equipment were reviewed to estimate the extent of deficiencies in - '

!

this area. On the basis of the data shown in Table 3.2-5, the team '"

considers that it should not be assumed that any interface between equipment
and GAI piping is adequately qualified.

t #a

.
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: 03.2-6 (Deficiency) Safety Valve Discharge Line Anchor Loads

BACKGROUND
Each of the safety valve discharge lines is anchored by an integrally,

: attached support near the top of the ifne. This anchor serves as an,

| interface control between the General Electric scope of supply and the
Gilbert scope of supply for these lines. Consequently, General Electric

|! defines the loading on the anchor fecm piping in their scope and Gilbert !

- defines the remaining part of the loading from their scope. The anchor -

i
itself is in the Gilbert scope of engineering. All 19 such anchors have a '

11
similar design, differing primarily in length and reinforcement of the

.1 stanchion. Since these lines are within the containment building, they are
d subjected to the hydrodynamic loads induced by safety valve discharge into

the suppression pool. Revised predictions of these loads require re-
?] analyses of the piping and the pipe supports and anchors. Since the local
'l coordinate systems for specifying the components of the loads by General -

.

]
Electric do not coincide with the local coordinate system of Gilbert
analysis'for some of the anchors, resolution of components must be performed'

to combine the loads for analysis.'

DESCRIPTION! -.

.
Anchor H016 serves as the interface control in discharge line 1821G03.
Loads are defined by a General Electric drawing (Reference 1) on a generic"

basis for that portion of the line in their scope. Gilbert provides>

estimates of loads on this anchor from the results of piping analysis of the'

lower portion of the discharge line. This line is one of the two discharge:>

lines which have ball joints in the Gilbert scope- below the anchor as well-

as in the General Electric scope above the anchor.
.

Revision 3 of the discharge line analysis (Reference 2) provided a load;

summary for anchor H016 based on assuming ball joint J20 in the line having'.
,

, zero resistance to rotation on tso of the axes. The results yielded a
bending moment at the anchor of 70,937 ft. Ibs about the x axis for the,

operating basis earthquake displacement (OBED) load case. This loading
,

,

resulted in stresses at the attachment weld at the anchor which did not meet
-| acceptance criteria. This was brought to the attention of the piping

analysis group by a design control change sheet (Reference 3). The response,

on the change sheet fecm the piping analysis group advised that "the Rev. 2
OBED loads and moments for the anchor support H016 (Node 2) can be used for
support design and welded attachment qualification." and "The OBED loads

, will be revised in Rev. 4 of this calculation."
,q.t

The design input package for supports in line 1921G03 (Reference 4) shows
changes in Rev. 3 loads. The changes are marked with a red pencil with a

.j notation that these red pencil values are combined values from both~ General '
,

Electric and Gilbert. There is neither date nor signature for the pencil;

changes and there is no documentation of the resolution of the components of'

loadings from the different coordinate systems. Earlier calculations ~
,

properly resolved components by analysis in combining loadings from GAI and ,,,,

GE. The red penciled values are used as input to the latest load
combination summary for the anchor. The design verification results in
defining the support as acceptable for the new loads with no documented:

-
! basis for those loads. -

.
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BASIS
Anchor H016 was verified as acceptable for new loads but there is no
acceptable calculation of the loads and their effect on the anchor.3

.

j

IMPACT
Anchor loadings must be re-evaluated to permit determination of hardware
acceptability.

. .

EXTENT
This deficiency is expected to apply also to the other safety-reliefialve
discharge line having ball joints in the Gilbert scope.ss

:f
REFERENCESi General Electric Drawing No. 795E595, Arrangement Main Steam Lines,fl 1.

Rev. 1.ij GAI Calculation 1B21G03A, SRV Discharge Line Analysis, Rev. 3, March 13,j 2. .

1 1984.
;! 3. DCC 30, Design Control Change Sheet for 1821-G03, April 27,1984.

; 4. GAI Calculation IB21 G03B, Piping Supports Anchor H016
,
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03.3-1 (Deficiency) Modeling Procedures

BACXGROUND-

Mathematical modeling of one-dimensional structural elements such as pipes
and beams is performed internally in Gilbert piping analysis programs such'

; as PIPDYN (Reference 1) and TPIPE (Reference 2). The analyst, however, must
first idealize two- and three-dimensional elements such as equipment for
incorpcration into the mathematical model. For equipment with a threshold

-

frequency greater than 33 Hz, the analyst can either model the equipment as
rigid, or with translational and rotational springs if he wishes to take
advantage of the flexibility of the equipment. Equipment having a threshold
frequency less than 33 Hz must be modeled with springs and masses in order

,
'

+ to account for possible seismic amplification. -

DESCRIPTION
The emergency service water (ESW) strainer contained in the piping analysis
(Reference 3) has a fundamental frequency greater than 33 Hz. Instead of'

,

modeling the strainer as rigid, the analyst chose to take advantage of the
: flexibility of the strainer shell and modeled the strainer with
j translational and rotational springs. The magnitudes of the spring
i constants were derived by hand calculation, and placed in the PIP 0YN

mathematical model at the location of the strainer inlet nozzle. However,
in order to account for the radial thermal orowth of the strainer, an axial
displacement was imposed aI that location. "This violates the PIP 0YN
modeling procedure detailed on page 4-120 of the PIPDYN user's manual
(Reference 1), which stipulates that "If physical displacements (non-zero)
are to be imposed at a joint, the joint must be designated as a boundary

.

'

joint and fixed in the direction (s) in which non-zero displacement (s) will'

; be prescribed". Section 3.3.1 of the project instructions provided to the
j analyst (Reference 4) notes that "-it is incorrect to displace a boundary

joint which has a spring constant input".
-

? .

BASIS-

Imposing a displacement at a node point modeled with springs violates the;

PIPDYN piping code.,

.

-1 IMPACT 0:1 OESIGN
This error, in conjunction with other deficiencies identif'ad for this
piping analysis, indicates the need for a reanalysis to insure that the
nozzle loads acting on ESW pumps P45-C001A, 8 do not exceed vendor

;

.j allowables (Subsection 3.3).

EXTENT
Internal review is required to determine if displacements were imposed for
other ESW piping analyses at node points modeled with translational and .

rotational springs.

REFERENCES
.

I

,

1. PIP 0YN II, Volume 2 Input Guide and Program Description, Rev. 3 ....

2. TRIPE Program User Manual G/C Rev. B. January 1982
3. Gilbert Piping Analysis IP45G20A, Rev. 2,12/08/83

- 4. Gilbert' Project Pipe Stress Analysis Instructions, PNPP Units 1&2, i
J

Rev. 1, 12/23/83

. .
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! D3.3-2 (Deficiency) Piping Analytical Model
j,

j BACKGROUND
| The analysis of emergency service water (ESW) subsystem 1P45G20A (Reference
! 1) contains a mathematical model of the ESW pump, the ESW strainer and a

straight leg of connecting pipe. The pump is considered rigid, and is,

represented in the mathematical analysis by a single node point which is*

j fixed at the centerline of the pump discharge nozzle. The fundamanetal
! frequency derived in the piping analysis for the piping . subsystem is 77 Hz. ~

1
a DESCRIPTION
A Because the fundamental frequency computed for the piping subsystem is
I- greater than 33 Hz, the seismic loads imposed on the subsystem consist of

the zero period accelerations. The seismic analysis performed for ESW pumps
.j P45-C001A, B (Reference 2) indicates a fundamental frequency of 8.6 Hz in
1- the lateral mode of vibration. If a dynamic model of the pump is

!j incorporated into the analysis of piping subsystem IP45G20A, the fundamental
f frequency of the piping subsystem will drop, and engage seismic
d accelerations which could be four to five times higher than the zero period
i, accelerations. See Deficiency.3.1-2 for a discussion of FSAR commitments to
'!- model flexible equipment. -

1
!

- In the analysis the pump was considered rigid at the nozzle and the nozzle
' was considered as rigidly.. fixed to the discharge head cylinder. The results

of this analysis showed that nozzle loads exceeded allowable limits.
Another analysis was performed (Reference 3) in which the pump was modeled'

: dynamically and an additional, seismic support was provided to reduce these4

cl nozzle loads. Field investigation on the feasibility of the proposed
' d support resulted in GAI headquarters being informed that the outlet nozzle
d was not attached to the discharge head cylinder as had been assumed and

modeled but was an independent piping elbow which was fixed at the base of --

the pump (the floor slab) and connected to the discharge head cylinder at4

that point. Thus it was considered that there was no need for the;-
'

additional support. The team was informed that the latest analysis was no:
,j longer valid and the previous analysis would be the analysis of record.

ihis previous analysis (Reference 1) is still inadequate in that it doer, not
consider the flexibility of the piping elbow of the pump discharge. A
welding elbow of that size has a flexibility factor of about 27 relative to
an equal length of straight pipe. Flanges on the elbow reduce this by about

} half but it remains as significant added flexibility and mass relative to
,1 the length of pipe between the pump and the strainer.
1

; The result is that there is no adequate analysis of that portion of the.
piping.

.

BASIS
The analysis of record does not realistically or adequately model the ESW
pump, or the piping between the large pump and the strainer. .

IMPACT ON DESIGN
This error, in conjunction with other deficiencies idcntified for this
piping analysis, indicates the need for a reanalysis to insure that the,

nozzle loads acting on ESW pumps -P45-C001A,~B'do not exceed vendor
,

i allowables (Subsection 3.3).
. .
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EXTENT
An internal review should be conducted to assure that equipment with a -

'

fundamental frequency of less than 33 Hz is properly modeled.
e

4

REFERENCES
Gilbert Piping Analysis 1P45G20A, Rev. 2, 12/08/831.
Mcdonald Report ME-454, Seismic Analysis of Vertical Pump, dateda

2.*

j 07/20/82
j 3. Gilbert Piping Analysis 1945G20A, Rev. 3
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03.3-3 (Deficiency) RHR Heat Exchanger Analytical Model
.

BACKGROUND
The physical configuration of the residual heat removal (RHR) heat
exchangers is detailed on a GE interface drawing (Reference 1). When

.
'

incorporating the local thermal effects of the heat exchangers into the
piping analyses, the analyst must exercise judgment to determine the degree
of ' complexity of the mathematical idealization to be performed. -.j

1

DESCRIPTION
The analytical models of the RHR heat exchangers E12-B001B and 0 contained'

in piping analysis 1E2G25A (Reference 2) do not adequately represent the'

l actual configuration of the RHR heat exchangers and interconnecting piping,
i for purposes of detailed thermal analysis. For example, only the lower
}

portion of the heat exchanger is modeled. Although nozzle load summary
sheets are tabulated for both tube and shell side nozzles, the pipe

} connecting the shell side nozzles of the heat exchangers is not modeled.4

^l Calculations for the structural properties of the beams used to model the
i

heat exchangers are not contained in the piping analysis. This analytical
mocel is not adequate to simulate the local thermal effect of the heat'

exchangers and intar:onnecting piping upon the adjacent piping.
;

BASIS -

The cursory modeling of the heat exchangers, w'nich is not adequate to*

simulate the local thermal effect of the heat exchangers and interconnected
piping, is contrary to ANSI N45.2.11-1974, which requires -design input to
include loads such as seismic, wind, thermal, and dynamic. ,

d
1 IMPACT ON DESIGN

S' The RHR heat exchanger analytical models and interconnecting piping require
I reformulation. Assumptions and calculations should be documented. . .

,

EXTENT'
;

Internal review should be conducted to verify that equipment included in
i
,

piping stress analyses is adequately modeled with respect to thermal'

j effects.
q
d REFERENCES

i| 1. GE Orawing No. 762E108, Interface Control Heat Exchanger Residual Heat
L; Removal System, Rev. 3, 03/02/78

2. Gilbert Piping Analysis 1E12G25A, Rev. 3, 10/28/83q
.

,
.
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03.3-4 (Deficiency) Nozzle Load Upset Condition

BACKGROUND
Gilbert's design specifications for the residual heat removal (RHR) piping
(Reference 1) and emergency service water (ESW) piping (Reference 2) require
consideration of thermal effects when formulating nozzle loads for the Upset
condition.

.

DESCRIPTION
A straight leg of 18 inch pipe connects the tube outlet nozzle N2 of RHR
heat exchanger E12-80010 to the tube inlet nozzle N1 of RHR heat exchanger

' - E12-B0018. This pipe develops axial thermal loads which are not considered
in the Upset condition analysis for nozzles N1 and N2. This decision to'

delete the thermal nozzle loads generated by the interconnecting pipe is a
' formal part of the piping analysis (Reference 3).

;
^

BASIS
- The formulation of the heat exchanger nozzle loads for the Upset cnndition

i -

without including thermal effects is inconsistent with the Gilbert design
specifications. ,

| IMPACT ON DESIGN
The RHR heat exchanger analytical models require reformulation to properly
account for thermal movement. See Deficiency 3.3-3. The nozzle-load
combination must be reformulated to include thermal loads. .

EXTENT-
~ An internal review should be performed to verit'y that thermal effects were
properly considered when analyzing nozzle loads for the Upset condition.

. See Deficiency 3.2-5.

. . .

'i- REFERENCES
1.. Gilbert Design Specification OSP-E12-1-4549-00, Rev. 2, 05/31/83
2. Gilbert Design Specification DSP-P45-2-4549-00, Rev. 2, 06/30/83

,

'

_1 3. - Gilbert Piping Analysis 1E12G25A, Rev. 3,10/28/83-

9

5 -
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03.3-5 (Deficiency) Snubber FSAR Commitment

BACKGROUND
FSAR Subsection 3.9.3.4.1.c.1 stipulates that "In the mathematical model,
the snubbers are modeled as a spring with a given spring stiffness depending
on the snubber size". FSAR Subsection 3.9.3.4.1.c.2 further stipulates that
"The spring constant required by the suspension design specification for a
given load capacity snubber is compared against the spring constant used in -

the piping system model. If the spring constants are the same, then the
snubber location and load direction have been confirmed. If the springi

constants are not in agreement, they are brought in agreement, and the
system analysis redone to confirm the snubber loads. This interation is

,

continued until all snubber load capacities and spring constants are
compatibl e" .

DESCRIPTION
For dynamic analysis of Class 2 and 3 piping subsysteas, Gilbert models
snubbers as rigid supports.

BASIS . .

The basis for this deficiency is the failure to model snubbers for Class 2,

and 3 piping dynamic analysis in accordance with the referenced FSAR
commitment. .

~

IMPACT ON DESIGN
Some reanalysis should be performed to determine the technical significance
of this variation from an FSAR commitment.

EXTENT
This appears to be systematic for all Class 2 and 3 piping subsystems.'

. .

REFERENCES
*

N/A'

f

9
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03.3-6 (Deficiency) Shear Lug qualification

! BACKGROUND
Support IP45-H515 supports emergency service water (ESW) system piping, and
consists of a snubber clamped to a horizontal leg of 8 inch pipe which runs
parallel to a concrete wall. The pipe seismic axial thrust is transmitted
to the snubber by two sets of four shear lugs on either side of the
eccentric clamp.

.

DESCRIPTION
The calculation qualifying the shear lugs (Reference 1) assumes that the
shear lugs are arrayed symmetrically with respect to the centerline of the
pipe clamp. - This derives from instructions provided to the analyst in,

Subsection 2.12.1.4.3 of the pipe stress analysis instructions (Reference
2). The calculation was unconservative because the centerline of the clamp
is aligned in the as-built configuration so that two lugs rather then four
lugs transfer most of the pipe axial thrust to the clamp. In addition, the

calculation, which computes the pipe stress induced by the shear lugs in
~ accordance with the procedure detailed in piping engineering standard 05-5

(Reference 3), computes a primary and a secondary stress due to Upset
seismic inertia forces. It is incorrect to compute secondary stress due to

; - seismic inertia forces. Secondary stress is a function of thermal loads or
operating basis earthquake _(OBE) displacements. Thermal loads are not a
factor in snubber design, "and OBE displacements are not a specified load.
Therefore, no secondary stress exists.

.

BASIS
The assumed symmetric orientation of the eccentric clamp with respect to the

.| shear lugs is inconsistent with as-built conditions and unconservative for
j calculating load distribution between clamp and lugs.
x -

.

Treatment of Upset seismic inertia forces as secondary loads is-inconsistent4

with the defined loading.s and load combinations,

i IMPACT ON DESIGN
The loads on the shear lugs should be recomputed. Calculations for the pipe'

stresses induced by the shear lugs should also be reccmputed.
)

'|
EXTENT
Based upon instructions given to the analyst in the pipe stress analysis

i instructions (Reference 2), unconservative calculation .of shear lug loads
appears to be systematic. The team also noted several other calculations in'

which secondary stresses as a function of seismic inertia forces were,
-

incorrectly computed..
.

References
1. Gilbert Calculation IP45-H515, Rev. 1. 06/01/84
2. Gilbert Project Pipe Stress Analysis Instructions, Rev. 1, 12/28/83 ..

3. Gilbert Piping Engineering Standard 05-5, Piping Stresses at Shear Lug ...

Attachment, Rev. 1,11/03/80
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03.3-7 (Deficiency) Ball Joint Analysis Model, GAI

-

. -

BACKGROUND
Ball joints behave in a non-linear fashion, similar to a soft steel which'

j- may be relied on to accept some load in a linear elastic manner and then to
' . yield and deform plastically with no increase in load. In ball joints the

load at which yielding occurs is called the breakaway torque. Since the
computer codes used for analysis of pipe stress are generally based on
linear elastic behavior of pipe system elements, special modeling procedures .

have to be employed to account for ball joint behavior. Consideration must;

i. be given to (1) differences in behavior between bending and twisting of the
.

:! joints, (2) trial and error analysis repetitions to assure reasonable
l loading predictions are achieved, (3) ways of bounding the combined loadings

and deflections, and (4) the effective length of the model element. If the
.I ball . joint is modeled as a fictitious linear spring element, an assumed low
| spring rate will result in high and conservative estimates of deflection but.;

|! low and unconservative estimates of reaction loads at equipment and pipe
anchors. An assumed high spring rate will result in low and unconservative

;; estimates of deflection but high and conservative estimates of reaction't
loads at equipment and anchors. Performing the analysis twice, once with a

] high estimate and once with a low estimate of spring rate, can yieldi

conservative estimates for both the deflections and the loads and the basis
.

il for conservative design values. A separate analysis of stress, loads, and'

deflections in a piping system is perforned for each loading condition andi
then the results are combined by linear superposition (algebric summation).+

Superposition of loads and deflections for various load conditions for ai
non-linear system containing ball joints is not valid since the ball joints

| yield (break away) at low loads and do not require additional load (torque)
,! for additional motion in the same direction...

!

! DESCRIPTION. .-

In theDischarge line B21G04 contains three 10-inch diameter ball joints.. |
'

analysis of this line (Reference 1) one ball joint, BJ8, was assumed to be
.

completely free to bend about two axes with a breakaway torque of :ero about4

'

For the other axis a torsional stiffness of 10-inch schedule 40
i those axes.

pipe was assumed. The other two ball joints were assumed to act as pipe in
! all axes. A maximum break away force for the ball joints is specified as

6,500 ft. lbs (Reference 2). Forces on the pipe anchor and pipe support
H026 and H202, which are adjacent to the. ball joint BJ8, are probably
underestimated because of this assumption of .zero breakaway force.;

procedures (References 3 and 4) for analysis and verification of ana' lysesi .

-

' require that assumptions be listed until verified or otherwise disposed.!'
The assumption of free rotation of the ball joint was justified by the -

! analyst only on the basis that, when it was assumed to be rigid, the
i] calculated moments exceeded 6,500 ft lbs which indicated that it would break -
! 3
! away and rotate.

-
!- .

BASISi

The assumption of zero moment in the ball joint after breakaway is not
-"

consistent with the specified value of breakaway moment of 6,500 ft. Ibs.1

t

d'
_

'

-

1
.

.

- -
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IMPACT ON DESIGN
Calculated forces on adjacent anchors and supports may be underestimated

Seesince the ball joint was assumed to rotate with zero breakaway force.
Deficiency 03.2-7.,

EXTENT
This same assumption may have be'en made in analysis of the other discharge
line which uses ball joints. .

REFERENCES
1. GAI Calculation 1821G04A, Rev. 3, 7/3/84, Pipe Stress Analysis.
2. GAI Design Specification DSP-821-1-4549.

3

! 3. DCP 1.20, Calculations.
4. OCP 2.05, Verification.
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h 03.3-8 (Deficiency) Ball Joint Analysis Model, GE

i.
*

'
BACKGROUND

{ The ball joints in the safety-relief valve lines are modeled in the
calculation for stress analysis of main steam lines. The length of the ball,

joint model is important in determining the amount of rotation of the joint ,
i that must occur to accommodate a given amount of movement of the pipe. If

,i the ball joint is modeled as a long member, rather than a point of rotation,
i the change of bending moment and the deflection induced along that member *

j limits the capability for accurate prediction of rotation at the joint.
) Additional background on modeling of ball joints as springs is given in

Deficiency 03.3-7.,

4

DESCR!pTION
The ball joints were modeled per General Electric procedures (Reference 1);

in the stress analysis of main steam line C (Reference 2). They were
modeled as a ifnear elastic element with a length of 16.5 inches,.which is

+

the overall length of a ball joint assembly. The spring rate for bending!

was based on a 1.5 inch diameter, 0.14 inch thick wall pipe for the thermal,

4 loading condition in that analysis. This spring rate is so low that . .

|
postulated application of the specified break away moment of 6,500 ft. Ibs
throughout its length (Reference 2) would result in a predicted rotation of-

9.6 degrees of arc. This would exceed the specified capability for rotation-

| of the joint, 7.5 degrees of arc. Attempts to estimate the rotation of the
,

ball joints using the caldulated bending moments from the analysis-

(Reference 2) show that the bending moment can change by. a-factor of two
r: over the length of the ball joint model element and significantly different
; values of the rotation can be calculated at each end. The calculated values2

of predicted rotation for the ball joint using the higher value of bending
;

j moment from that analysis would exceed The available 4.5 degrees of rotation
! under combined loadings (Deficiency 3.2-4).'

,

'

The low value of spring rate which was assumed provides unconservative. low.

estimates of potential service loads on anchors and nozzles. While large
rotations of the ball joints can be predicted, the associated bending forces

t never attain the break away moment of 6,500 ft. Ibs. Anchor loads provided
1 to Gilbert by General Electric interface drawings (Reference 4) were
j intended to provide additional margin and are substantially higher than

;

; those estimated by these calculations.-

t
,

1 BASIS
i The ball joints were modeled at an assumed spring rate and length which were
! not justified as conservative for predicting either ball joint deflections
|

or anchor loads and nozzle loads on the safety-relief valves.
.

IMPACT ON DESIGN
The deflection of the ball joints, the anchor loads, and the loads on the!

;

: safety-relief valve nozzles may exceed design limits. Reanalysis is ..

required to evaluate the impact on design.' ....
.

1

i 1 *
; EXTENT>

i This is expected to apply to all 19 safety valve discharge lines., --
; ;

1
! . .
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POST CUTOFF WORK
An improved modeling procedure had been developed (Reference 4) which would

This .model the ball joint with an element length of only 0.3 inches.
shorter length should have a fairly uniform bending moment and would allow a
reasonably accurate prediction of ball joint rotation. The new procedure
still uses a very low spring rate. Results from a post-cut off analysis
using this procedure were available but were not evaluated.

.

REFERENCES

|| 1. GE Procedure No. PSA-21, Method-Ball Joint Piping Analysis Model BWR/6:

SRV Piping, Rev. 2, July 24, 1979.;
' 2. GE Calculation 22A7135, Main Steam Line C Rev. 3, November 29, 1982.

I 3. GE Orawing No. 795E595, Arrangement of Main Steam Lines, Rev.1.

| 4. GE Procedure No. Y1003K02A17, Ball Joint Analysis Model - BWR/6 SRV

|
Piping, Rev. O, April 26, 1982.
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I 03.4-1 (Deficiency) Pipe Friction Force

BACXGROUND -

Design instructions provided to the pipe support designer (Reference 1) do
not mandate treatment of frictional forces, noting that "The amount of
displacement which can be accepted without overstressing support members
must be determined by the individual designer". Where friction force is

.

considered, it is computed as 0.35 times the static load (thermal plus
! deadweight) steel to steel. '

DESCRIPTION
Four emergency service water (ESW) pipe supports (Reference 2) are attached

- to a W12x40 beam supported at its approximate midpoint by a W8x25 post.,

; This tee-shaped structural configuration is detailed on the pipe support
drawing (Reference 3). The analysis performed for this structure (Referencei

! 4) does not consider the lateral friction forces induced by pipe thermal,

,

axial movement. The bending stresses induced about the minor axis of the-

beam due to these friction forces have approximately the same magnitude as
the bending stresses induced about the major axis of the beam due to pipe
deadweig t, indicating that friction forces should have been considered in,

..the anal sis.

BASIS ..

The basis fcr this discrep,ancy is the failure to consider friction forces in
the pipe support analysis.'

.

IMPACT ON DESIGN .

A reanalysis should be conducted which takes friction forces into account in
order to confirm the adequacy of the pipe support design. The beam does not
appear to be overstressed.

*

EXTENT -

The team noted that pipe friction forces had not been'dispositioned either
with an "N/A' or with a check on the verification cover page in this and

' other pipe support packages. Pipe support packages should be reviewed to
insure that friction forces are properly dispositioned, and accounted for
where required.

,

REFERENCES

1. Gilbert Project Pipe Support Design Instructions, 12/16/83, Section 2.8,

1 2. Gilbert Pipe Support Drawings IP45-H061, -H078, -H105, -H133
j 3. Gilbert Orawing No. 04-4549-5-322-791, Sheet 061.2.'page 2 of 5, Rev. A
$ 4 Gilbert Calculation IP45G06(B), Rev.1, 06/14/84 -
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03.4-2 (Deficiency) Snubber Support. Steel
.

BACXGROUND:

The pipe support design instructions (Reference 1) require that the maximum'

deflection of a pipe support in the direction of the applied loads does not
,

exceed 0.1 inch.
,

<

For Class 2 and 3 supports, no minimum support stiffness requirements are
mandated. For Class 2 and 3 snubbers, no maximum allowable variation of the -

overall support stiffness with respect to the snubber stiffness is
specified.

For Class 1 supports, minimum suoport stiffnesses as a function of pipe si:e
'

are stipulated. For Class 1 snubbers, overall support stiffness may not
vary by more than -15% from that of the snubber.

Pipe supports IP45-H103 and -H104 are a respective spring and snubber
trapeze assembly which support the dead load and seismic reactions of a 20
inch pipe at the same pipe location. These support configurations are

j detailed on the pipe support drawings (References 2, 3). Pipe dead load is
5387 lbs. Pipe safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) load is (1) 3536 lbs. The .

1 - -

-j spring and snubber trapeze assembly are fixed to the top flange of a W6x20
) beam which spans between the_ webs of a W16x40 beam and another W6x20 beam.

The supplementary steel is not detailed on the pipe support drawings. Since
i

the NF boundary is at the top flange of the W6x20 beam which supports the
; spring and the snubber trape:e assembly, the structural group is responsible

for the supplementary steel, which is detailed on a structural drawing
-(Reference 4). The piping analyst requires this d'rawing in order to performi

i the 0.1 inch maximum deflection check.

| OESCRIPTION '

i The team determined that the maximum deflection of the support under the '
Faulted condition of 8923 lbs. exceads 0.1 inches.. The deflection check was
not performed properly in the support analysis because the supplementary
W6x20 beams are detailed on the structural drawing and not on the pipe,

support drawings. The analysis did not take the flexibility of the
supporting W6x20 beam, which is 9 ft - 8 in. long, into account.'

The' stiffness of the supplementary W6x20 beams, which is approximately 0.4E5
| lbs/in., is substantially lower than the rated stiffness of the snubbers,
! which is 1.5E5 lbs/in.

1
: Taken in series, the overall support system stiffness is approximately 0.3E5

lbs/in., which is less than the rated stiffness of the snubbers by a factor*

of 5. It therefore appears doubtful that the snubbers will function as ,

intended.
1

BASIS
The deflection of the pipe support supplementary steel-exceeds the maximum ' , , , '

,

deflection criterion stated in the pipe support design instructions. The
;
~ snubbers may not function as intended since the stiffness of the support

steel is substantially less than the rated stiffness of the snubbers.!

. .
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l IMPACT ON DESIGN
A reanalysis and possible redesign of this support configuration may be:

; required. The piping and structural groups should perform a systematic
check of the supplementary steel against the deflection criterion.

EXTENT
Where the full extent of the supplementary steel is not shown on the pipe' '

support drawing, the 0.1 inch maximum deflection check may not be performed -
~'

j properly and could lead to other instances where snubbers are supported on
flexible steel.t

-d
"

REFERENCES

1. Gilbert Project Pipe Support Design Instructions, 12/14/82
2. Gilbert Drawing for Pipe Support IP45-H103, Rev. A
3. Gilbert Drawing for Pipe Support IP45-H104, Rev. A

i 4. Gilbert Drawing 0-512-021, Auxiliary Bldg. Steel Framing, Rev. X,
,

i 02/21/84
|j 5. Gilbert Document No. IP45G158, Rev. O, 01/14/83, p 1-20
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l 03.4-3 (Deficiency) Design of Supplementary Steel

BACXGROUND
Pipe support IP45-H345 is contained in emergency service water (ESW) pipe
subsystem IP45-G23 (Reference 1). A box configuration supporting two 8 inch>

diameter pipes is suspended frem a rod hanger. The rod hanger is fixed to a
piece of supplementary steel which spans between the webs of adjacent steel

,

;

i beams. The team reviewed the design of the supplementary steel against the

i tabular data provided in the piping engineering standard (Reference 2).
-

These tables provide member, clip angle and weld sizes as a function of spanq
length and maximum allowable load, in accordance with the requirements of'

the AISC Manual of Steel Construction (Reference 3). These tables also
incorporate the stiffness criterion detailed in the pipe support design
instructions (Reference 4). Subsection 2.9.2 of Reference 4 stipulates that
" Supports designed for loads resulting from formal computer analysis shallo

: be considered sufficiently stiff if the maximum deflection in the direction
j of the applied loads does not exceed 0.1 inch".

,

7

j- DESCRIPTION
The supplementary steel was originally sized in Section 10 of the pipe
support calculation (Reference 1) for a span length of 6 feet - 8 inches,-'

Aand a concentrated load of 1800 pounds occurring 28 inches from one end.
4x3x3/8 angle was selected, designated as GAL 4 in the piping engineering
standard table. The alternate calculation contained in Section 1 of the !

| pipe support calculation confims the selection of the GAL 4 section by the
| analyst. Design and fabrication drawings were issued (References 5, 6).

Both the analyst and the checker made improper use of the tabular data
contained in Reference 2. Attempts to use these pre-engineered sections for;.

j. applied loads or span lengths greater than the tabular loads and span
lengths may lead to overstress of the supplementary steel. The error bothi

the analyst and ,the checker made was to compare the beam reaction to the ,

!' max'imum allowable beam reaction in the table, without computing the' maximum
bending stress in the beam. The supplementary steel for pipe support 1P45-
H345 was subsequently revised by an Engineering Change Notice (Reference 7).
However. there are no calculations which support this design change.

BASIS
Both the analyst and the checker made errors in evaluating the supplementary
steel against stress and deflection' criteria.

,

IMPACT ON DESIGN
'

A check should be performed to verify that the supplementary steel for'

support IP45-H345 was revised in accordance with Engineering Change Notice
10714-44-7728. A calculation is also required to qualify the revised' .

~ ' supplementary steel. ,

EXTENT
CEI review is necessary to determine whether misinterpretation of the piping ,

~

engineering standard table is systematic. , , , ,

-.
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REFERENCES'

Gilbert Document No. 1945G2SB, Rev. O, 01/18/83-i 1. Gilbert Piping Engineering Standard 05-1, Supplementary Steel for Pipe] 2.'

Supports, Issue Date 12/06/77, Rev. 1, 04/30/82
! AISC Manual of Steel Construction, 8th Edition3.

Gilbert Project Pipe Support Design Instructions, Revised 12/14/824
5. Gilbert Drawing No. 04-4549-S-322-791, Sheet 345.2, Rev. A
6. Power Piping Drawing SFS No. 354345 Issue Date 05/16/78, Rev. 2,'

'
-

03/10/83
li 7. Gilbert ECN Number 10714-44-7728, Rev. O, 03/23/83.
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03.4-4 (Deficiency) HILTI Bolts

BACKGROUND
Support IP45-H515 consists of a snubber clamped to a horizontal leg of 8

The snubber base is. inch pipe which runs parallel to a concrete wall.
attached to a steel plate which is fixed to the concrete wall with four
HILTI bolts.

.

'! DESCRIPTION
The analysis (Reference 1) performed to qualify the HILTI bolts assumes 1j
1/4 inch diameter bolts with 6 1/2 inch embedment. The pipe support design

t

! drawing (Reference 2) and the Engineering Change Notice (Reference 3) both
i specify 1 inch diameter bolts with a mimimum embedment of 6 inches. The
| fabrication drawing (Reference 4) also specifies 1 inch diameter bolts. It

I appears to be current field practice to substitute 11/4. inch diameter for 1
j inch diameter HILTI bolts. As noted in Subsection 5.1 of the field
! procedure (Reference 5), "Wherever 1" diameter Kwik Bolts are called for on

the design drawings,1-1/4" diameter shall be substituted."

The plate bolt hole diameters are a function of bolt diameter. The.
Engineering Change Notice calls for 11/8 inch diameter bolt holes for 1
inch diameter bolts. Since use of 11/4 inch bolts requires 13/8 inch
diameter bolt holes, pre-drilled plates may require additional reaming to
acceptthesubstitutebol$s.

Gilbert's piping engineering standard 05-7 (Reference 6, Subsection 3.1.4),
specifies bolt hole sizes 1/8 inch larger than the bolt diameter, while
Pullman Power, the installer, specifies bolt hole sizes 1/16 inch larger
than the bolt diameter up to and including 1 inch diameter, and 1/8 inch
larger for bolts exceeding 1 inch diameter (Reference 5. Subsection 4.2).

,

:
i -

,

BASIS
The HILTI bolt diameter assumed in the analysis is inconsistent with the
diameter specified on the pipe support design drawing, the Engineering
Change Notice and the fabrication drawing. The HILTI bolt embedment length

,

] assumed in the analysis is inconsistent with the embedment length specified
! on the pipe support design drawing, the Engineering Change Notice, and in

the field procedure. The base plate hole diameter as a function of bolt
size specified in the Gilbert piping engineering standard is not consistent,

!
with the Pullman Power field procedure for bolts 1 inch or less in diameter.

IMPACT ON DESIGN
Occumentation should be made consistent so that HILTI bolt diameters .
minimum embedment lengths and base plate hole diameters are identical for
analysis, design, fabrication and installation. Despite these .

inconsistencies, there does not appear to be a hardware problem.
-.

EXTENT --

This appears to be systematic.

-
.

S
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REFERENCES
1. Gilbert Calculation IP45-HS15 Rev. 1, 06/01/84
2. Gilbert Orawing No. 04-4549-5-322-791, Sheet 515.2, Rev. S
3. Gilbert ECM No. 14061-44F-3923, Rev. 8. 09/13/83
4. Power Piping Drawing Mark No. IP45-H515 SCS No. 354515. Rev. O,

04/27/83
5. Pullman Power Products Procedure IX-BOLT-6, Issue Date 02/06/84
6. Gilbert Piping Engineering Standard 05-7, Base Plate Design, Issue Date -

,

: 06/12/79, Rev. 1, 12/18/81
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03.4-7 (Deficiency) Pipe Support Calculation Check

BACKGROUNO
Piping subsystem IP45G58 is an 8 inch leg of the emergency service water
(ESW) system which is located in the diesel generator building, as detailed

0-304-805 (Reference 1). For each of the supports for thison drawing
subsystem listed in Table 1, we reviewed the design drawing, and tabJlated ;

all critical design items. We reviewed the original calculation anc the
alternate calculation to determine if it properly addressed each critical

-

design item and substantiated the information on the design drawing. For
example, pipe support IP45-H434 is a box support with a knee brace which is

,

;

formed from angle sections and welded to an embedment plate. The critical
;

:
design items for this pipe support were the steel size, weld size, and
embedded plate loads.

.

.! DESCRIPTION
Table 1 summarizes the critical design items addressed for each pipe support
in the original and alternate esiculations. Twenty-six critical design'

items are identified in Table 1 all of which were addressed in the
alternate calculations. Only two of these items were completely addressed, >

'

and four partially addressed, in the original calculations. Table 2'

identifies the dates of the original and alternate calculations, as well as
the original issue dates of the Gilbert issue-for-construction design

Table 2 indicates thatdrawings and the Power Piping fabrication drawings. ,

the Gilbert design drawings were released for construction on the basis of
the original calculations; i.e., prior to issue of the alternate
calcuTattons. The alternate calculations revealed, for support IP45-H511,
that the pipe clamp was overstressed, and that the loads on the embedded
plate were excessive. A re-design was performed to correct these items,t

I neither of which had been addressed in the original calculation. .

Since the original calculations for the pipe supports tabulated in' Table 1
< ,

'l do not substantiate the critical design information contained on the Gilbert'

pipe support design drawings, the " alternate calculations" are in fact the
only calculations which substantiate the design. These alternate,

; calculations have not been vert fied as required by ANSI N45.2.11-1974,t

!

' i
Subsection 4.2, Design Analyses. Licensee ecmmitment to Regulatory Guidei

1.64, which endorses the ANSI N45.2.11-1974 Standard, is documented in FSAR! i
Table 1.8-1.|}
BASIS
Calculations for pipe supports in ESW subsystem IP45G58 have not been

,

| L
|=9

verified as required by the above-referenced ANSI standard. i
,

.

; - ;

IMPACT ON DESIGN!!
,

'

|, The impact on design should be minor, assuming verification of the adequacy '

of the alternate calculations.
.

., . ,
,

,,,,

EXTENT( This deficiency appears to be systematic, based on our review of sixi It also pertains to the civil / structural area (Deficiency ;

supports.

04.9-3). --
,

j.
i REFERENCES '

1. Gilbert Drawing Nc. 0-304-805, Rev. H. 01/30/84
-
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Table 1. Critical Design Items

IP45- IP45- 1945- 1P45- 1P45- 1P45-

Item H434 H448 H501 H510 H511 H619
'

Calc. Orig Alt Orig Alt Orig Alt Orig Alt Orig Alt Orig Alt.
-

Type Calc Calc Calc Calc Calc Calc

N C N C N C N C(b) N C
Clamp - -

N CP C - - - - - -

Strut - -

N C N C N C - -

Snubber - - - -

P N(a) P N(a) - -
- - - - - -Pipe

Lugs .
. .

N C, - -

Steel P C - - - - - -

Si:e
..

Wald N C C .C N C N C N C C C,

Size *
,

Embed N C N C N C N C N C(b) N C,

P1
'

.

.

Notes: C(CompleteCheck)*

PI Partial Check)
NI,No Check)

| -I,Not Applicable)
a dSeparate Calculation on 7/27-28/82)+

b (Item Fails)i

i -

'ei

t

*.

06b.

*e

. .
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.i

i Table 2. Calculation Dates

1

Support No. Original Gilbert Power Piping Alt Calc
Calc Date Own Date Own Date Date

,

:

IP45-H434 04/26/78 06/15/73 08/16/78 12/04/81
.

1945-H448 04/28/78 06/15/78 09/15/78 07/21/81

i IP45-H501 04/28/78 06/15/78 11/06/78 01/14/82

I 1P45-H510 04/29/78 07/05/78 11/16/81 10/17/81

1P45-H511 05/01/78 07/05/73 04/07/83 10/13/81,
08/28/82

-
.

1945-H619 09/14/78 11/18/78 12/19/78 10/17/81
,

,

e
4

..

.

S

.

4

!

,

h

4
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03.4-8 (Deficiency) Design Control
!

*

BACXGROUND*

Support 1P45-H511 consists of a snubber clamped to a hori:ontal leg of 3
inch pipe located 18 inches above the concrete floor. The snubber is
oriented parallel to the pipe and is supported at its base by a steel plate

i
. , ' fixed to the floor with HILTI bolts. The pipe clamp is restrained by two
i

sets of four shear lugs on either side of the eccentric clamp.
.

The original Gilbert pipe support design drawing (Reference 1) called-for an
8 inch pipe clamp. Revisions A and B to the drawing called for an E-System

1 Revision C to tne drawing called for a BE-419N-5A clamp. Powerclamp.
Piping requested the use of a Western clamp, and this request was approved

'

-i
by Gilbert (Reference 3). Power Piping subsequently detailed the Western;

|
clamp on a fabrication drawing (Reference 4).

1
DESCRIPTION
The calculation to qualify the pipe for the stress induced by shear lug

.
loads (Rnference 1) was performed in accordance with the governing procedure

I (Reference 5) for. the clamp geometry detailed 1.n' Revision A of the Gilbert
pipe support design drawing. In the calculation, a clamp moment arm of 9.63
inches from centerline of pipe to centerline of snubber is used. However,

Thisthe magnitude of the momeg arm for the Western clamp is 13.00 inches.
increase in the magnitude, of the clamp moment arm increased the magnitude of
the shear forces acting on the lugs by more than 30%. The calculation was
never updated to reflect this increase in the magnitude of the clamp moment
arm.

The team notes that the procedure used to compute the pipe stress induced by+

the shear lugs is.no longer applicable, due to the different load-transfer
i characteristics of the 8 inch clamp and the Western clamp. The 8 inch clamp .

induces pipe stress solely through the shear lugs. The Western * clam'p is a
" stiff" clamp consisting of a rigid yoke clamped to the pi'pe by a pair of
pretensioned U-bolts. The Western installation instructions call for a
pretension of 30,000 lbs. For this assembly, shear is transferred solely

|
between the clamp yoke and the pair of adjacent lugs. The far-side lugs are-

not engaged. The applied moment is transferred directly into the pipe
through the clamp. As a consequence, the Western clamp generates stress in,

. , ' the pipe via three separate mechanisms: (1) stress due to clamp pretension,
,

(2) stress due to clamp moment transfer, and (3) stress induced by shear
lugs. ,

,

.! Theprocedureusedbytheanalystonlyaddressesitem(3).' ,

Cleveland Electric is in the process of responding to NRC question 210.15 ,
>

regarding the use of stiff pipe clamps at Perry Units 1 and 2. That
response should be evaluated for an acceptable procedure which permits an

<

*

analytical evaluation of the pipe stresses induced by such clamps. ,,

i 8 ASIS
The specific deficiency is the failure to update the calculation to reflect
the change in clamp geometry as required by ANSI N45.2-11, 1974 Section 8,,

i

1 Design Change Control. Licensee commitment 'to Regulatfry Guide 1.64, which
endorses the ANSI N45.2.11-1974 Standard, is documented in FSAR Table

||j . .

'
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| 1.8-1. The lack of a procedure to compute pipe stresses induced by " stiff"
pipe clamps is currently being addressed by the NRC, and is therefore not a

.

formal part of this deficiency.'

IMPACT ON DESIGN
Reanalysis is required to compute the magnitude of the pipe stresses induced
by the Western clamp.

.

EXTENT
Deficiency 03.4-9 also discusses failure to update a calculation to reflect

i the latest hardware. Internal review is recommended to verify that design
changes have been properly reviewed and documented.

.

1 REFERENCES

1. Gilbert Calculation for Pipe Support IP45-H511
! 2. Gilbert Drawing No. 04-4549-S-322-791, Sheet 511.1, Issue Date 07/05/78
i

| 3. Gilbert letter PY-GAI/PPC-134, dated 03/23/83
4. Power Piping Drawing Mark No.1945-H511, SFS No. 402239, Rev. O,

04/07/83
5. Gilbert Piping Engineering Standard 05-5, Piping Streises at Shear Lug

Attachment, Rev. 1,11/03/80,

.
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03.4-9 (Deficiency) Support Change Justification!
'

! BACXGROUND
Perry Procedures Manual requires that Engineering Change Notices be reviewed
for acceptability including engineering evaluation (Reference 1). When

member sizes on pipe supports are reduced, the review should include a re-
, evaluation of stresses relative to allowable stresses. This may be done by*

methods ranging from simple ratios to complete re-analysis, depending on the
-

change.'

DESCRIPTION
Engineering Change Notice No. 15086-44F-445 pertains to pipe support 1821-
H202 of the safety-relief valve discharge line 1821-G04 and reduces the
major vertical-member on this support from 8-inch to 4-inch tubular steel
for a portion of its length. Reanalysis of the stress in this member has
not been performed and no documentation was provided (References 3 and 4) to
indicate any re-evaluation has been made. The team reviewed this support
design because it is adjacent to a ball joint in line 1821-G04 which was
modeled as a free joint with zero break away force. As indicated in
Deficiency 03.3-7 the loads on the support may have been significantly
underestimated.

"

".
,

BASIS ..

The geometry of the suppor~t member as it was analyzed is not consistent with
the present geometry. Failure to analyze the change in support geometry is;

, contrary to Gilbert Procedure 2.20 and ANSI N45.2.11-1974,.Section 8, both'

of which address justification of design changes.
,

,

"

IMPACT ON DESIGN

.

The impact on design cannot be evaluated at this time. Both the loadings
! and the support member stresses will require re-analysis to evaluate the .

i combined effect of the unconservative assumption with respect to ball joint
free rotation and the reduction of support member size.

j;

EXTENT''

,! Deficiency 03.4-8 also addresses failure to update a calculation to reflect
! the latest hardware.

!

'
POST CUTOFF WORK'

Recent review of this support, 8/2/84, by Gilbert did not re-evaluate this-
;

member.

REFERENCES - -

1. OCP 2.20 Change Control
:;

| 2. ECB No. 15086-44F-445 Rev. O. *

3. Calculation 1821G048, Pipe Support Calculation
4. Calculation Revision 1821-H202, Pipe Support,

'

!
....

!

,l

!- |
'

-.

1
;

. .
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03.5-1 (Deficiency) Pump Qualification By Analysis

BACKGROUND
The emergency service water pumps, both large and small, are classified as

1

safety-related active pumps and are required to be qualified for service
under seismic conditions. Seismic qualification can be performed by
physical testing of a component or by analysis methods or some combination
of these methods. Qualification by analysis generally results in
calculation of deflections and stresses which are compared to defined -

]
criteria.

DESCRIPTION
| Seismic analysis was performed for the 20 x 30 vertical pumps IP45 C001A&B

and the 8 x 12 vertical pumps IP45 C002 in the emergency service water
system, and the 6 x 8 pumps OP49 C002A&B in the screen wash system. The
calculated. prediction of seismic response of the pumps was used to calculate

!
stresses at various locations in the pumps. These stresses were compared to
ASME Code allowable stresses as an acceptance standard. For the 8 x 12 pump
the stress analysis (Reference 1) of the discharge head structure was
performed considering the head as a pipe tee. The ASME code (Reference 2)
provides values of stress concentration factors to be used in calculating
stresses in pipe tees. Stress concentration factors are to be applied in
each of the calculations of stress from resultant moments applied at the
three opening ends 4f the pipe tee.

'

In the stress analysis of the discharge head for the 8 x 12. pump the
applicable stress intensification factor was used in calculating stresses
from the pipe loads which could be applied at the nc.zie opening. However,

,

the applicable stress intensification factor was not applied in calculating
stresses which would be induced by bending moments at the base opening of
the tee. These bending moments are larger than the nozzle loeds since the'

seismic inertia loads from the mass of the ' pump motor are added to the -
nozzle loads at that point.

'

BASIS
The stress intensification factor for calculation of stresses in the pump

;

discharge head was not used as it should have been for moments at the base
opening of the tee. This is an error in the use of the ASME code.i

IMPACT ON DESIGN
The team's initial estimate indicates that correct use of the stress concen-
tration factor may not result in exceeding the stress limits.

EXTENT
'

This applies only to the 6 x 3 pump for screen wash and the 8 x 12 pump. It

does not apply to the large ESW pump since the discharge head struf.ture has
-

a different configuration. Re-evaluation of the stress due to the combined>

bending moments should be performed. ...

''

REFERENCES

1. Analysis ME-453 Seismic Analysis of Vertical Pump GAI File 4549-94Q-042-
1-0.

2.. ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section III Subsection ND.

.
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? 03.5-2 (Deficiency) Ball Joint Qualification, GE

i BACKGROUND
Main steamline C has 19 safety / relief valve discharge lines attached at the

;

safety-relief valve discharge nozzles. Each of the discharge lines is
anchored with about 15 feet of piping between the nozzle and the anchor. To
accommodate the thermal movement of the steam line relative to these anchors
and limit the reaction at the safety-relief valve nozzles, three ball joints

;

: are incorporated in each of the discharge lines. The most significant .

|
characteristics of the ball joints are (1) adequate pressure retaining

~i capacity, (2) the available range of movement, (3) the breakaway flexing
moment and torque required to flex and twist the joints as needed, and (4)'

;

their ability to accommodate all applied forces and rotation throughout its
design life without leaking excessively or requiring excessive breakaway

,

'

moments.'

,

,

DESCRIPTION::
'. The s'pecification (Reference 1) for procuring these joints required a

}
maximum flexural torque of 6,500 ft. lbs at 570 psig steam pressure. No
testing or reporting requirements are specified to assure that the 6,500 ft.i

' i lbs torque requirement is met in long time service. Test data (Ref.ere'nce 8),

~is available which could be used to justify lower initial values of torque.
However, correspondence (Reference 9) from the ball joint manufacturer
recommends the use of 7,000' ft. Ibs for the breakaway moment. That value,

'

may have been for use in -analysis for determination of loadings to be
!

applied to supports obtained from the same manufacturer. .The installation'

specification (Reference 10) states that General Electric should be notified,

if the force required to move the joint exceeds 6,000 lbs. but this was not
implemented in the field (Reference 11).

Ii The specification required the following tests: (1) Low Pressure Leakage'

Test, (2) Radiation Life Tests, (3) Endurance Cycle Life Test, (4) Vibration
Test, (5) Shock Test, and (6) Temperature Cycling Tests. Stress analysis'

and design calculation reports were also required.
.

,

Reports which were provided by the vendor were reviewed and approved by
General Electric. Some of these reports do not comply with the requirements1

of the specification or have inadequate documented reconciliation of the
; noncompliance as noted below:

I 1. Low Pressure Leakage Test Report, Section 5.2 of Reference 2'

|
The report was accepted and the imposed test condition obviously

-

! complies with and exceeds the specified requirements.
-

: 2. Radiation Life Test Report, Section 5.3 and Appendix 1 of Reference 2, ~

plus Reference 7'

a. The specification requires: " -

(1) Integrated gamma dose of 4.5E07 rads
,

'"

(2) Neutron dose 1.8E15 neutrons /sq.cm
b. References 2 and 7 reported a test on seal plus lubricant with the

following conditions:
(1) 2.6 thru 7.0E07 rads gamma -..

(2) No neutron irradiation
. .

A-99
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No significant change in tensile properties or deterioration was
i reported. The report was approved as complying with the requirements

for neutron irradiation on the basis of documented calculations by'

General Electric to reconcile the equivalence of a portion of the gamma
rautation to the required neutron irradiation. The team considers that,

based on this reconciliation, adequate compliance with specified
requirements has been demonstrated,>

j 3. Endurance 1.ife Cycle Test Report, Section 5.4 of Reference 2 -

a. The specification required cycling through the allowable motion for
.

8,000 cycles at 570 psig and 480 degrees F steam. The team considers
i the allowable motion to be 7.5 degrees arc in each direction.
i Acceptance is based on a leakage rate of less than 2 cc of

~! water / minute. '

: b. Reference 2 reported a test without unacceptable leakage of three 4

! ball joints in a specific assembly with the movement applied at one A
|

end of the assembly as follows:
(1) 8s000 cycles of .03" movement at 500 psig, 470 degrees F in the

,
i axial direction.
;

(2) . 500 Cycles of 3.0" movement in the transverse direction at 5
psig 227 degrees F.

,

The report was approvedNithout comment regarding the endurance ~ test.
Neither the report nor'the review of the report addressed the appli-
cability of the testing condition (end motion) to the specified
allowable motion. The test results indicate slight surface adhesion
between the ball and the gasket. Such adhesion could significantly
affect breakaway torque values. No torque values were reported with
these test results so the possible change of torque in service, with or

| without adhesio % cannot be estimated. The team considers that this! ~

test report does not comply with the specification.'

4. Vibration Test Report, Section 1.7 of Reference 2 refers to Reference 3
for qualification by similarity.
a. The specification requires testing at a frequency of 25 to 125 H:.,

with an amplitude of 0.05 to 0.005 inches for 170 hours in each
,

direction, 510 hours total, with any resonances recorded. The
specification does not place any restriction or state any acceptable
range of frequency for resonances,

b. Reference 3 presents test data from a resonance search on 5" and 14"
joints in assemblies of 3 joints. Several resonant frequencies are
apparent in the data between 40 and 100 Hz. Testing for 170 hours in
each direction at 33 Hz. and 0.05" amplitude was reported. -

-'

The team considers that the test and the report submitted comply with
.

the specified requirements.

5. Shock Test Report, Section 1.7 of Reference 2, refers to Reference 3 for " . . . . '
qualification by similarity.
a. The specification requires testing from 0 to 625 psig for 8,000'

cycles at 30 cycles per minute wi.th no leakage.
*

,

, e
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b. Test repc-ts of Reference 3 offer test results from tests performed

to meet MIL-5-901C (Navy) specification on 5-inch and 14-inch ball
joints specimens. The test consisted of three hammer blows in eachi

!
of two directions (hammer heights of 1, 3, and 5 feet). Post test
inspection indicated a hair line crack in a gasket on a 5-inch joint.
Reference 3 also reports on tests for 5,000 cycles from 0 to 600 psig'

for the 5-inch and from 0 to 500 psig for the 14-inch joints. The
leakage test requirements were satisfied.

The report, Reference 2, was approved without commeitt regarding the
| The team considered the shock test could be reconciled tot shock test.

comply with requirements of the specification. The difference betweenj the required 8000 cycles and the reported 5000 cycles was not reconciled;
' in the review. The team does not consider this to be a serious

noncompliance.:

,

6. Temperature Cycling Tests Report, Section 1.7 of Reference 2, refers to'

; Refe'rence 3 for qualification by similarity. .

1 a. The specification requires 100 cycles of rapid steam heating from 135
degrees F to 480 degrees F with slow cooling and no unacceptable

i
leakage.'

b. Reference 3 offers results of tests on 5-inch and 14-inch joints
with 100 cycles of measured temperature change between 460 degrees F
and 210 degrees F with no leakage. Steam at 625 psig was used for,

cycling the 5-inch joint and 450 psig on the 14-inch joint.

The team considered that the report essentially complied with the
specification.

. .

The specification requires a pressure design report. Aeroquip Reports
;
' (References 4 and 5) were submitted and are judged to satisfy this .

requirement. The reports were approved and reviewer comments justifying
acceptance are included.

The inspection requires an operating instruction manual to be submitted and
that the manual address the frequency and type of lubrication. A manual

|
(Reference 6) was submitted which does not address either frequency or type

>

j of lubrication. Qualification of lubrication for radiation is reported in
! Reference 7, therefore, it is assumed that lubrication is needed or is used.

7

|
The manual wasIt is possible that lubrication affects breakaway torque..

I accepted with no comments and does not appear to meet the specification.
. .

No change in the specification was made as a result of review of these
reports.

.

BASIS
Qualification test reports were accepted which do not meet the requirements

No test was required to justify the design use of aof the specification.
value of specified breakaway torque which differed from the manufacturer's " ,_,.,

I recommendation.

IMPACT ON DESIGN TheAdditional qualification testing or inservice testing may be required.
teams initial estimate of the results of calculations of steam line C, using
low values of breakaway torque, predicts that ball joints could exceed the
allowable movement of 4.5 degrees arc. If the specified value of torque

A-101
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cannot be verified for use under long-term service conditions and higher
values must be used for analysis, the valve nozzle loads and anchor loads;
may increase beyond acceptable values. See also Oeficiency D3.3-8.

i EXTENT
This applies to the ball joints in all 19 safety-relief valve discharge
lines.

'

.! REFERENCES
! 1. GE Specification No. 21A3536 Rev. 1.

2. Qualification Test Report Aeroquip (Barco) Report 40764-2.
.j! 3. Aeroquip Report 101,116C.

4. Aeroquip Report No. 122019, Design Justification 10" Ball Joint.
'! 5. Aeroquip Report No. 122015, Burst Pressure Test,10" Ball Joint.

! 6. Aercquip Report ACES 2216. Installation and Maintenance Manual for 10"
! Flex Ball Joints, Rev. O.

l 7. Aeroquip Report No. 122021 Radiation Life Test for 11-N Mat'l.
8. Aeroquip Report 101,116A.

;
9. Letter Aeroquip to GE dated May 25, 1977,
10. GE Installation Instruction 22A4298.
11. Letter CEI to GAI dated September 14', 1984, pY-CEI/GAI 7082.-

..
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| 04.1-1 (Deficiency) Boundary Stresses for Personnel Air Locks & Equipment
! Hatch

! BACXGROUND
W. J. Woolley Co., a subcontractor to Newport News Industrial Corporation
(NNIC) performed the stress analyses of the steel vessel combined with the>

personnel air locks and the equipment hatch. Since the stress analyses were
locali:ed, NNIC provided boundary conditions to W. J. Woolley for

; incorporation into their stress analyses to account for the overall effects
-

i

of various loadings.
'

DESCRIPTION
The finite element analysis performed by W. J. Woolley did not consider all

;
~ the boundary conditions supplied by NNIC (Reference 4). In the stress

analysis performed for the upper personnel air lock (Reference 1), only
; boundary conditions in the longitudinal direction were considered. The:

circumferential boundary forces were disregarded.'

9

BASIS
The. boundary forces (provided by NNIC) applicable to the stress analysis-

were not properly implemented by Woolley. Inclusion of these forces would!

increase the stresses in the vessel in the vicinity of the personnel air'

lock. Failure to include,the boundary forces is contrary to the licensee's
; commitment to ANSI N45.2.11-1974 Sections 3 and 5 on design inputs and

interface control .'
,

IMPACT ON DESIGN
A reanalysis should be performed to assure that the limits as defined by the
ASME Code are not exceeded, when complete boundary forces are considered.

-

EXTENT
This deficiency may be systematic since it applies to stress calculations -

for the lower personnel air lock (Reference 2) and the equipment hatch
(Reference 3).'

REFERENCES;

! 1. Woolley Stress Report, Upper Containment Personnel Air Lock Elevation
i 692'-10", Rev. F, 6/4/84

2. Woolley Stress Report, Lower Containment Personnel Air Lock El. 603'-1",>,

Rev. J, 6/8/84
3. Woolley Stress Report, Containment Equipment Hatch Assembly Rev. F,

,

11/15/83
4. NNIC Final Stress Report Containment Vessel - Containment Stress for W.

J. Woolley Hatch and Airlocks, 11/11/82
.

. -

....

-.

'

,
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04.2-1 (Deficiency) Failure to Document Assumption for the Reactor Building
Seismic Analysis

BACKGROUND
The Reactor Building seismic model consists of structures supported by a
common mat. These structures are the Shield Building, the Containment
Vessel, the' drywell structure, the internal structures, the reactor vessel
and its support, and the mat. All buildings are axisymmetric except the
drywell structure which has significant eccentricities, i.e., the centers of -

gravity are different at each floor. The reactor building seismic model was
developed on the assumption that all structures are axisymmetric and that
torsional effects were negligible.

1 DESCRIPTION .

GAI apparently assumed that the eccentricities of the drywell structure were1

1 negligible without documented justification and modeled the drywel1
structure as axisymmetric (Reference 1). Therefore, a two dimensional I

;
analysis was performed instead of a three dimensional analysis which is Ii

necessary for eccentric structures. Using of a two dimensional analysis in |

this case may be unconservative by eliminating the torsional effects which. ,'

could be identified in a three dimensional analysis. '-

BASIS
Failure to justify the assumption that it was reasonable to neglect
eccentricities of the drywell structure is a violation of the' licensee's
commitment to ANSI N45.2.11-1974 (Reference 2) which requires " Documenting
assumptions and identifying those assumptions that must be verified as the
design proceeds" and that "The design activities shall be documented in
sufficient detail to permit verification and auditing as required by this
standard".+

J '
~

IMPACT ON DESIGN
The basis for assuming that the drywell structure is axisymmetric should be
confirmed and documented. If appropriate, the drywell structure should be

; reanalyzed with consideration of eccentricities.

EXTENT-

! This deficiency is not systematic.

REFERENCES
1. GAI Calculation 3:05.2, Reactor Building, Seismic Analysis, Calculation.

of Properties - Shield Building and Containment Vessel'

2. ANSI N45.2.11, Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of Nuclear
Power Plants, 1974

.
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04.2-2 (Deficiency) Failure to Update Seismic Analysis to Incorporate
Structural Changes

BACXGROUND
The seismic analysis of the Auxiliary Building (Reference 1) was performed
based on early layout drawings. Since that time, significant dimensional
changes were made to the foundation mat. -

DESCRIPTION
.

GAI's drawing D-412-041 (Reference 2), indicates an increment in the mat
area and thickness which made the foundation mat 52% heavier. The 52%
increase in mat weight has the potential to change the fundamental frequency
of the seismic model and hence change the resul.ts of the analysis. However,
there is no indication that any reanalysis was performed to assess the
effects of the weight change.

BASIS
The seismic model used in the analysis is not consistent with the as-built
structure. Failure to assess the effect of the design change on the seismic
analysis is' contrary to the licensee's commitment to ANSI N45.2.11-1974,
Section 8, on design change control.

-

IMPACT ON DESIGN
An evaluation is required to determine whether the 52% weight increase in
the foundation mat will affect the results of the seismic analysis.

EXTENT
'

This deficiency could be systematic. GAI does not have a procedure for
assessing the impact of structural changes on seismic analysis.

REFERENCES
1. GAI Calculation 4:21.2, Auxiliary' Building, Seismic Analysis, Joint~

Elevations, Joint Weights and Mass Moment of Inertia
2. GAI Orawing 0-412-041-I, Auxiliary Building Mat at E1. 568'-4" Concrete

Outline - East Section, 1/5/77
|

.

O 6 *
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04.2-3 (Deficiency) Omission of Mass Moment of Inertia in Seismic Analyses
i

BACKGROUND
A lumped mass model in seismic analysis normally consists of lumped masses
which represent the weight of building elements and equipment, and
weightless members connecting the lumped masses and representing the
structural configurations. In a three dimensional analysis, each lumped
mass will have six degrees of freedom, three linear translations and three

-

angular rotations. In the three dimensional seismic analyses, the mass'

moments of inertia are potentially significant in obtaining the structural
responses with respect to the angular rotations.

DESCRIPTION
Except for the foundation mat, GAI omitted the mass moments of inertia in
its seismic analyses of Perry Category I structures (References 1-4). This
is unconservative because by omitting the mass moments of inertia, the
responses from rotation which are potentially significant are also omitted.

BASIS
Failure to consider mass moments of inertia in a seismic analysis without
documented technical justification is contrary to the licensee's commitment
to ANSI N45.2.11-1974 on documenting and verifying assumptions.

4

'

IMPACT ON DESIGN
The seismic analyses of Category I structures had undocumented tacit

,

assumptions excluding mass moments of inertia. An evaluation is needed to'

determine the necessity of reanalyses with mass moments of inertia included.
'

i

EXTENT,

.
This deficiency is systematic. Except for the foundation mat, all seismic

l . analyses reviewed had the same deficiency. ,

I
REFERENCES .

1. GAI Calculation 3:05, Reactor Building, Seismic Analysis
2. GAI Calculation 4:21, Auxiliary Building, Seismic Analysis'

'

3. GAI Calculation 7:21. Intermediate and Fuel Handling Buildings, Seismic
Analysis-

4 GAI Calculation 10:10, Diesel Generator Building, Seismic Analysis
t

) .
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04.2-4 (Deficiency) Calculation of Shear Area in Seismic Analysis

BACXGROUND
The connecting members representing the building configurations in a lumped
mass seismic analysis model are normally expressed in either area properties
or stiffness matrices. When expressed in terms of area properties, there
will be three area terms and three area moment of inertia terms which
correspond to the six degrees of freedom. Those area terms representing
resistance to linear translations are usually in the form of cross-sectional -

~

area and shear areas. All terms are related to the dimensions of the cross
section of the members. For a narrow rectangular section, the shear area in
the longer direction can be the same as the cross-sectional area. The
following equation can be used to calculate the shear areas:

As * %
Where:

As = Shear area
- Ac = Cross-sectional area

~

K = Shear area coefficient (K varies between 0 and 1 depending on the
shape of the cross section)

.

DESCRIPTION
In sev.ral cases in the se.ismic analysis of the Intermediate and Fuel
Handling Buildings (Reference 1), GAI calculations were based on assumptions
that the shear areas in both directions for narrow rectangular sections were
half of the cross-sectional area. These assumptions were-not justified in
the calculation. .The shear area in the short direction of a narrow
rectangular section could be much less than that for the long direction and

; therefore, the above assumptions could be unconservative.

BASIS .

Sectiori 4.2 on
'

.

Contrary to the licensee's ccmmitment to ANSI M45.2.11-1974,-

documenting and verifying assumptions, Gilbert did not justify the assumed
shear area coefficient of 0.5 in its seismic analysis for the Internediate

,

; and Fuel Handling Buildings.

IMPACT ON DESIGN
'

l' The Intermediate and Fuel Handling Buildings seismic analysis should be
evaluated to determine the impact of using shear area coefficients of 0.5 as

,

[j- opposed to realistic values.
; 1'

'

i' EXTENT
I An internal review is required to determine whether realistic shear ace.a'

coefficients have been used in other seismic analyses.

| REFERENCES

|l 1. GAI Calculation 7:21, Intermediate and Fuel Handling Buildings, Seismic

|'
Analysis ,

,

:
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04.2-5 (Deficiency) Violation of FSAR Commitment

BACKGROUND
Sections 2.5 and 3.7 cf the FSAR state that postulated earthquakes that
comply with Regulatory Guide 1.60 (Reference 1) will be used for the seismic~;

analysis and design of all Seismic Category I structures.

DESCRIPTION -

The Emergency Service Water intake and discharge tunnel stress reports
(Reference 2) indicate that the Golden Gate Earthquake was used as the; ~

input to the tunnel seismic analyses. The Golden Gate Earthquake does notj
'

comply with Regulatory Guide 1.60 with respect to shape and intensity.
4

'
BASIS
The postulated earthquake used in the tunnel seismic analysis is
inconsistent with that committed to by the FSAR.

;

t

IMPACT ON DESIGN
See Deficiency 4.2-6 for the impact on design.;.

EXTENT .

This deficiency is unique to the Eme'rgency Service Water intake and1

discharge tunnels.
,,

'
REFERENCES

NRC Regulatory Guide 1.60, Design Response Spectra for Seismic Design of1.
g, Nuclear Power Plants Rev.1, December,1973

Agbabian Associates Report, Stress Analysis of Perry Nuclear Power Plant2.
10-ft Diameter Cooling Water and Emergency Service Water Tunnels, Vol.
I, pp 43-45, June, 1975

,
.

!
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04.2-6 (Deficiency) Seismic Analysis Based on Earthquake With Lower
Peak Acceleration

.

BACKGROUND
Regulatory Guide 1.60 (Reference 1) specifies that both hori:ontal and
vertical components of a given earthquake shall have the same peak
acceleration. The FSAR commits to Regulatory Guide 1.60 and specifies that
the Safe Shutdown Earthquake and Operating Basis Earthquake will have peak

.accelerations of 0.15g and 0.0759, respectively in both horizontal and
vertical directions.

DESCRIPTION
The seismic analysis of the emergency service water tunnels (Reference 2).

The Golden Gate Earthquakeused the Golden Gate Earthquake as its inputs.
has a horizontal peak acceleration of 0.105g and a vertical peak

'

'
acceleration of 0.038g. These accelerations are considerably lower thanIn order tothose contained in the FSAR for Safe Shutdown Earthquakes.
provide inputs comparable to the FSAR committed Safe Shutdown Earthquakei

spectra, a scale factor of 1.43 was used to increase these accelerations in
'

This scale factor increases the horizontal peakboth directions.
acceleration to 0.15g but only increases the vertical peak acceleration to
0.054g, which is about one-third of the vertical peak acceleration ccmmitted

*

to in the FSAR for the Safe Shutdown Earthquake.
'

SASIS
The factor used to increase the peak acceleration resulted. in a value
inconsistent with the FSAR.

IMPACT ON DESIGNGAI should confirm that the vertical peak accelerations used in the tunnel
If this cannot be confirmed, a . reanalysisseismic analysis were adequate. -

is appropriate.

EXTENT
This deficiency is unique to work done by Agbabian Associates, a

.

subcontractor to A. A. Mathews, Inc. GAI should review all such work,

performed where the Golden Gate Earthquake was used.

REFERENCES
NRC Regulatory Guide 1.60, Design Response Spectra for Seismic Design of1.
Nuclear Power Plants, Rev. 1, December, 1973.:

Agbabian Associates Report, Stress Analysis of Perry Nuclear Power Plant
'

2. 10-ft Cooling Water and Emergency Service Water Tunnels, Vol. I, June,
1975

.
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04.2-7 (Deficiency) Inconsistency of Ground Response Spectra

BACXGROUND
Design earthquakes are represented by ground response spectra. All spectra
curves are normalized to the ground peak acceleration at frequencies 33 Hz
and higher. The FSAR (sections 2.5 and 3.7) indicates that the peak
acceleration for the Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) is 0.13g in both
horizontal and vertical directions. .

DESCRIPTION -

| The stress analysis reports of the Perry emergency service wate.' tunnels
} (Reference 1) contain safe shutdown earthquake response spectra curves with
j a different peak acceleration value in the vertical direction. Figures 5
' and 29 of Reference 1 indicate values of 0.159 and 0.075g, respectively.
.

BASIS
The stress analysis reports for the emergency service water tunnels have
Safe Shutdown Earthquake spectra curves which are inconsistent with FSAR

,

commitments and each other.
.

IMPACT ON DESIGN
Confirmation is required that the stress results were based on the correct
earthquake committed to in the FSAR or that the use of an earthquake with
lower peak acceleration is 3cceptable.

EXTENT
-

This deficiency is unique to the stress' reports for the emergency service
water tunnels.

! REFERENCES

1. Agbabian Associates Report, Stress Analysis of Perry Nuclear Power Plant.

10-ft Diameter Cooling Water and Emergency Service Water Tunnels, Vol.
I, Figures 5 and 29, June,1975

i
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04.2-8 (Deficiency) Inconsistency of Damping Value Used in Diesel Generator
Building Seismic Analysis

BACKGROUND
Damping is a material property resulting in energy absorption and
attenuation of vibratory motion, and is normally expressed as the percentage
of critical damping. Critical damping is the amount of damping that would
completely eliminate free vibration. Regulatory Guide 1.61 (Reference 1)!

:

j lists damping values for different materials used in nuclear power plants.
-

The Gilbert Structural Department design procedure (Reference 2) indicates
1

1 that damping values used in seismic analysis will comply fully with

{
Regulatory Guide 1.61.

i DESCRIPTION
The GAI calculation for the Diesel Generator Building design (Reference 3)
indicated that a damping value of 10% was used for structural materials to
reduce the seismic loads in order to qualify the original structural design
for revised loads. In Table I of Regulatory Guide 1.61, the highest .

structural damping value listed is 7%. However, Regulatory Guide 1.61
states that higher damping values may be used if documented test data are.

provided to support higher values. The FSAR (section 3.7) indicates that a
damping value of 10% could be used for the founding soil or soil backfill,
but not for structural materials. The team did not find documented test data
to support damping values.. higher than 7% for structural materials.

BASIS
-

This is an inconsistency with the FSAR commitment.
.

IMPACT ON DESIGN
If there is no documented test data to support the use of damping values-

higher than 7%, GAI should justify the selection of 10% damping valu.e for-

structural material.
,,

EXTENT
This deficiency is unique to the Diesel Generator' Building.

REFERENCES.

1. NRC Regulatory Guide 1.61, Damping Values for Seismic Design of Nuclear
Power Plant, October, 1973

2. GAI Structural Department, Design Procedures 1.11.06
3. GAI Calculation 10:01.3, Diesel Generator Building, Special Studies or

Essential Background Information, Seismic Leading.|
.
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04.2-11 (Deficiency) Calculation of Lateral Soil Springs in Emergency
Service Water Pumphouse Seismic Model

BACXGROUND
The majority of the ESW Pumphouse structure is below finished grade, and
constructed directly against the surrounding soil and rock. During a seismic
event, the surrounding material will offer lateral support, which is modeled ,

as lateral soil springs in the pumphouse seismic model.

DESCRIPTION
The Emergency Service Water Pumphouse seismic analysis (Reference 1)
contained equations for calculating the lateral soil springs. The
calculation did not indicate the origin of these equations (e.g., in the
literature), or how they were developed assuming they did not come from thei
literature.

I BASIS
Engineering instruction No. 2 (Reference 2) requires calculations to'

identify design inputs and their sources.

IMPACT ON DESIGN
The calculation should be revised to identify the source of equations for
calculating soil springs.,

'

EXTENT
The team identified other cases where calculations did not identify sources,
e.g., 02.3-2, 02.3-7, 02.4-3, and 05.7-2.

REFERENCES ,

1. GAI Calculation 25.06.4 Emergency Service Water Pumphouse, Seismic
'

Analysis, Member Properties and Soil Spring Constants

2. Engineering Instruction No. 2,' Calculations, Rev. 2, dated April 1984

.
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04.3-1 (Deficiency) Inconsistency of Shield Building Drawings on Ring
f Girder

-| BACXGROUND
The Perry Shield Building is a reinforced concrete structure providing:
radiation shielding to the environment and. protecting the reactor vessel

I' from external missiles. The Shield Building consists of a cylindrical wall
and a dome and is supported by the containment mat. A non-thickened ring.a

-] girder is designed at the cylinder-dome junction to resist the forces
-

created by the geometric discontinuity at the junction.1 '

1.
OESCRIPTION

'

The FSAR, p. 3.8-4 states "There is no thickened ring girder, ....", and
Figure 3.8-2 confirms this statement. However, Figures 3.8-61 and 3.8-63
contradict this by showing a thickened ring girder. Furthermore, GAI's-

final layout drawing (Reference 1) does not reflect a thickened ring girdar,d

but the preliminary layout drawing (Reference 2) shows there is a thickened
:

l ring girder. During the plant walkdown on August 6,1984 the team did not
j observe the existence of a thickened ring girder.

I BASIS
There are inconsistencies between the FSAR, the plant layout drawing, and

.

i
the as-built structure. ,,*

IMPACT ON DESIGN
'

There is no impact on hardware, but documentation should be made consistent
with the design.

N
' EXTENT'

'| This deficiency is not systematic.-

*
.,

REFERENCES'

1. GAI Drawing E-002-002, Final Plant Layout, Rev.14,. September 17, 1981.
j 2. GAI Drawing E-013-011, Preliminary Plant Layout, Rev.15, July 15,1983.5

'1
.
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04.4-1 (Deficiency) Use of Uncommitted Code

BACKGROUND
The FSAR committed to ACI 318-71 (Reference 3), which provided the design
requirements for reinforced concrete. ACI 322-72 (Reference 1) specifies
the design requirements of unreinforced concrete.

,

DESCRIPTION
The Perry. emergency service water tunnels used unreinforced concrete as:4

| their liner. The Emergency Service Water intake and discharge tunnel stress
; reports (Reference 2) indicated that the provisions of ACI 322-72 were used

to justify the allowable tensile strength in the plain concrete liner.>

i BASIS
l The intake and discharge tunnel design is based upon a different ACI code
t

'

than the ACI Code committed to in the FSAR.

IMPACT ON DESIGN
,

j The FSAR should be revised to reflect the ACI codes used in design.

I EXTENT
See Deficiencies 04.2-5 and 04.10-5 for other examples where design
commitments made in the FSAR differed from actual design practice.'

..

REFERENCES
1. ACI 322-72, American Concrete Institute, Building Code Requirements for

,

Structural Plain Concrete
2. Agbabian Associates Report, Stress Analysis of Perry Nuclear Power Planti

10 ft. Diameter Cooling Water and Emergency Service Water Tunnel.s Vol.
I, June, 1975

3. ACI 318-71, American Concrete Institute, Building Code Requirements for
,

Reinforced Concrete

,
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D4.5-1 (Deficiency) Voided Calculations

BACXGROUND
.

Calculations confirming the adequacy of the Reactor Building mat contain
references to design values from voided calculations.;

.

DESCRIPTION
Recent revisions of the mat calculations reference pages from voided
calculations for the purpose of input design data. Some examples are:

-

GAI Calculation 3:06.3-11 (Reference 1), page 10 contains3 ,

j 1 -

references to voided calculation 3:06.3-2 (Reference 2) page 2
GAI Calculation 3:06.3-11 page 11 contains references to voided-j

2 -

calculation 3:06.3-3 (Reference 3). page 17
4

| BASIS
' Input to calculations from voided calculations is potentially incorrect.

Contrary to the licensee's commitment to ANSI N45.2.11-1974, Section 3.1,
' design input was not adequately controlled.3

IMPACT ON DESIGN
This deficiency probably has no impact on design or analysis, assuming th'at.

the data from the voided calculations can be verified as correct.'

..

EXTENT
This deficiency is systematic within the Reactor Building mat design and'

-

analysis.

REFERENCES

1. GAI Calculation 3:06.3-11, Reactor Building Foundation Mat Revised'

Seismic Forces, Pool Swell Building Loais and SRV Loads, 9/24/75-
1 GAI Calculation 3:03.3-2. Reactor Building Foundation Mat Design, Bearing' - 2.

Pressure
3. GAI Calculation 3:06.3-3, Reactor Building Foundation Mat Design Searing

Pressure with Factored Loads

t

t
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l-

. 04.5-2 (Deficiency) Concrete Strength of the Reactor Suilding Mat
t-

8ACXGROUND
The original design of the Reactor Building mat required a concrete strength

3000 psi. During an evaluation of the structural adequacy of the
of fc' = Building mat for new loads (Reference 1) a concrete strength of 5275Reactor
psi (Reference 2) was used for the entire mat.

,

'

. DESCRIPTION
The Reactor Building mat was poured in 5 segments consisting of a center'

circle with a radius of 19', plus four quarter segments of 90 degrees each
between radii of 19' to 68'. The calculated concrete strength for the mat

i

|
included only the four quarter segments extending from a radius of 19' to
68'.

SASIS
There is a potential error in not evaluating all segments in determining the'

concrete strength.

IMPACT ON DESIGN
If the concrete strength of the middle portioa of the mat is lower than the
outer portions, then the analysis would be unconservative. A calculation is
necessary to show that the concrete strength, fc' of the middle portion is
as high as the 5275 psi assumed in the analysis.

-

EXTENT
Based on our review of other buildings, this deficiency did not appear to be.

,

systematic.

REFERENCES

1. GAI Calculation 3:06.3-14 Reactor Building Foundation Mat, Rev. 4,,'

11/8/83
2. GAI Calculation 3:56.16, Annulus Concrete Strength Level, Rev. O,

5/18/83

:
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D4.6-1 (Deficiency) Steel Plate Stress Limits

BACKGROUND .

The design and analysis of the biological shield wall (Reference 1) uses'

load combinations and stress limits as defined in Table 3.8-4 of the FSAR.
This table shows that the stress limits in the steel plate are different for
each load combination. The limiting stress for an accident thermal load
combination is 1.7S, where S is the allowable stress. ,

1- DESCRIPTION
!

The actual stresses in the steel plates of the biological shield wall exceed
'. i the stress limits as defined in the FSAR. The analysis of the biological
j shield wall (Reference 1, page 325) shows that for the accident thermal load
i

combination a limiting stress of 35 was used.

BASIS
The stress li.mits in Table 3.8-4 of the FSAR were violated.'

' '

IMPACT ON DESIGN
Using a higher stress limit might affect the structural integrity of the
biological shield wall. Justification should be provided for the stress-

limit used, and if appropriate the FSAR should be revised.
..

EXTENT
The same approach was used for the reactor pressure vessel pedestal analysis

,,

(Reference 2). These calculations show that a limiting 'st'r.ess of 35 was
used instead of 1.75. -

,

: REFERENCES

|| 1. GAI Calculation 3:2.10, Reactor Building Biological Shield Wall, Rev. O,
:

*

'11/8/82'

2. GAI Calculation 3:22.3, Reactor Pressure Vessel Pedestal, Rev.1,
,

12/17/82
:

i-
.
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04.7-1 (Deficiency) Incorrect Spacing of Stirrups

BACKGROUND
Analysis of the Fuel Handling Building wall showed that certain walls
required transverse shear reinforcing bars (stirrups). The amount of this
steel reinforcing depends on the magnitude of the transverse shear forces
and the thickness of the walls. The maximum spacing of the stirrups is
controlled by ACI 318-71 Code paragraph 11.1.4 (Reference 1), which is a
connitment of the FSAR. This states that maximum spacing should be the .

lesser of 0.5d or 24", where d is the distance from the extreme compression
fiber to the centroid of tension reinforcement.

DESCRIPTION
The stirrup spacing for the Fuel Handling Building walls does not comply
with the ACI 318-71 code. The Fuel Handling Building calculations for wall
design (Reference 2) show that at various walls stirrups are provided at a>

spacing of 24" instead of 20" as required by the ACI code. The same spacing
of 24" is reflected in GAI drawings (References 4 and 5). -

BASIS
The requirements described in paragraph 11.1.4 of the ACI 318-71 code were
violated.

IMPACT ON DESIGN - .

Since these stirrups are already in concrete, hardware changes are
impractical. Reanalysis of these walls is necessary to determine the impact
of using a larger spacing for stirrups than as required by the code.

EXTENT
This deficiency is systematic since wall calculations of the Auxiliary
Building (Reference 3) show a similar error. #5 bars were spaced at 24"
(Reference '6). Instead, the spacing should have been limited to 16" by the

,

ACI Code 318-71 requirement.

'

REFERENCES

1. ACI 318-71, American Concrete Institute, Building Code Requirements for
Reinforced Concrete

2. GAI Calculations 5:05.3, Fuel Handling Walls, El. 574'-10" to El . 620'-'

6" Including Fuel Pool Walls - Final Design, page 216-

t 3. GAI Calculation 4:05.2-19, Auxiliary Building Walls and Columns between
El. 568'-4" and 599'-0"'

4 GAI Drawing 0-415-084, Rev. E-

i 5. GAI Orawing 0-415-064 Rev. E, 10/5/77
6. GAI Orawing 0-412-047 Rev. E
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i 04.8-1 (Deficiency) Shear Capacity of T-Beams
'

t

BACKGROUND
The original design of the ESW Pumphouse included weep holes, so that ground
water was maintained at a maximum elevation of 590'-9".

Recently it wast-

found that these weep holes were not functioning properly so that the water
level could rise to El . 618'-0". A reanalysis was performed of the ESW
Pumphouse existing structure to assure that it can withstand the increased -

hydrostatic pressure.,

,

! DESCRIPTION
In order to calculate the shear capacity of the T-beams, an excessive area

In the reanalysis of the outside walls above El. 586'-6",;

was used.;

pilasters were considered to act as vertical T-beams (Reference 1). To

calculate the shear capacity of these T-beams, the gross area of concrete
was used, which included portions of the wall area. Instead, as specified

- dby ACI 318-71 Code paragraph 11.2.1 (Reference 2), the smaller area of bw
should have been employed (bw = web width, d = distance from extreme
compression fiber to centroid of tension reinforcement). Using the gross
area of the T-beam to calculate the capacity for shear overestimates the-

capacity, and therefore the design is unconservative.
-

BASIS
ACI 318-71 Code, section J1.2, which is an FSAR ccmmitment, was violated.

..
.

.'
-

IMPACT ON DESIGN
This deficiency and related deficiencies (4.8-2, 4.8-3 and 4.8-4)
necessitates reanalysis. If reanalysis does not confirm the adequacy of the'

existing structure, either strucutral modifications or improvements in the'

j weep hole system are appropriate.
t

-

j EXTENT
This deficiency applies only to the T-beam analysis for the ESW Pumphouse.

,

7 -| REFERENCES

; 1. GAI Calculation 25:13, Evaluation of Existing Structure for water to El.
618'-0"

t 2. ACI 318-71, knerican Concrete Institute, Building Code Requirements for.

Reinforced Concretej
.
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04.8-2 (Deficiency) Incorrect Moment Capacity of T-Beams

BACXGROUND
The original design of the ESW Pumphouse included weep holes, so that ground
water was maintained at a maximum elevation of 590'-0". Recently it was
found that these weep holes were not functioning properly, allowing water to
rise to El 618'-0". A reanalysis was performed of the ESW Pumphouse on the
existing structure to assure tht it can withstand the increased hydrostatic

~

pressure.

DESCRIPTION
To calculate the moment capacity of the T-beams, the amount of reinforcement
assumed was in error. In the reanalysis of the outside walls above El.
586'-6" pilasters were considered to act as vertical T-beams. To calculate
the moment capacity of these T-beams, 4 #9 rebars were considered at each
portion of the flange next to the web (Reference 1). The as-built drawing
(Reference 2) shows only 3 #9 rebars at these locations. Since more

,

reinforcing than the as-built condition was assumed in calculating the
moment capacity, the capacity was overestimated.

.

' -

BASIS
The assumed reinforcing was not consistent with the as-built conditions, and
was contrary to the licensee's commitment to ANSI N45.2.11-1974, Section 3.2
for providing correct strd'ctural design input.

-

IMPACT ON DESIGN'

This deficiency and related deficiencies (4.8-1, 4.8-3 and 4.8-4)
necessitates reanalysis. If reanalysis does not confirm the adequacy of the
. existing structure, either structural modifications or improvements in the
weep hole system are appropriate.

*

-
.

EXTENT
This deficiency applies only to the T-beam analysis of the ESW Pumphouse.

i

REFERENCES-
1. GAI Calculation 26:13, Evaluation of Existing Structure for Water to El.

618'-0", page 35
2. GAI Drawing 0-425-311, ESW Pumphouse Wall Plans Above El. 586'-6", Rev.

,

L
F, 6/7/79 .
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04.8-3 (Deficiency) Negative Moment Redistribution
,

BACXGROUND-

The original design of the ESW Pumphouse included weep holes, so that ground
i

water was maintained at a maximum elevation of 590'-0". Recently it was
found .that these weep holes were not functioning properly, allowing water to
rise to El. 618'-0". A reanalysis was performed of the ESW Pumphouse on the
existing structure to assure that it can withstand the increased hydrostatic '

1

,

,j pressure.
1

| DESCRIPTION
The moment redistribution performed for the T-beam analysis was in error.'

In the reanalysis of the outside walls above El. 586'-6" pilasters were'
considered to act as vertical T-beams. The reanalysis identified some '

negative moments exceeding the capacity of the existing structure (Reference
1, page 34). A redistribution of these negative moments was performed in
accordance with. ACI 318-71 Code paragraph 8.6 (Reference 2). A decrease in1

a negative moment requires an increase in the associated positive moment.:
Although the positive moment was increased for the decrease of one negative'

moment,.it was not done fo'r the other negative moment. (Reference 1, page ,

45)..

BASIS ..

- The redistribution of the. negative moments was incorrect, and therefore
,

contrary to ACI 318-71 Code.
: '

4

l

IMPACT ON DESIGN
This deficiency and related deficiencies (4.8-1, 4.8-3 and 4.8-4)
necessitates reanalysis. If reanalysis does not confirm the adequacy of the.'

existing structure, either structural modifications or improvements in the
weep hole system are appropriate. .

,

''
I EXTENT'

This deficiency applies only to the T-beam analysis of the ESW Pumphouse.
i

~ |~ REFERENCES
1. GAI Calculation 26:13. Evaluation of Existing Structure for Water to El.

j! 618'-0"
2. ACI 318-71, American Concrete Institute, Building Code Requirements for|

Reinforced Concrete
|
7
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04.8-4 (Deficiency) Structural Adequacy of Roof Girder

BACKGROUND*

The original design of the ESW Pumphouse included weep holes, so that ground
water was maintained at.a maximum elevation of 590'-6". Recently it was
found that these weep holes were not functioning properly allowing water to
rise to El. 618'-0". A reanalysis was performed of the ESW Pumphouse on the
existing structure to assure that it can withstand the increased hydrostatic .

pressure.

DESCRIPTION
The structural adequacy of the roof steel girder and its anchor bolts were
not evaluated for loads assumed in the reanalysis. In the reanalysis of the
outside walls above El. 586'-6", the bottom flange of the roof girder was
used as a horizontal support point for the vertical T-beams. The reanalysisi

showed that an axial force of 631 kips would be transmitted to the bottom
4

j flange of the roof girder (Reference 1, page 34). Such a force was neither
i considered in the design and analysis of the roof girder nor in the design

of bolts which anchored the bottom flange of the girder to the reinforced
concrete.

.

BASIS
The roof girder and its anchor bolts were not analyzed for loads which were
assumed in the ESW Pumphodse reanalysis.

,

'

IMPACT ON DESIGN
The bottom flange and the anchor bolts for the roof girder should be
analyzed for the compressive load of 631 kips. Hardware changes may be
necessary due to this high axial force.

~

EXTENT .
~ ~

This deficiency is confined to the ESW Pumphouse.

REFERENCES
1. GAI Calculation 26:13. Evaluation of Existing Structure for Water to El.

618'-0".
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I 04.9-1 (Deficiency) Computer Program Documentation
;

.' BACKGROUND
SLAM and MASS are structural analysis computer programs which were used to-

calculate bending moment and shears in reinforced concrete base mats and
floor slabs. The method of solution is based upon finite difference
techniques. Various Gilbert reports were reviewed; GAI Report #1878, #1944
and #1851 (References 1,2, and 3). The results of verification problems

. i appeared to be reasonable and consistent with results from NASTRAN, a widely
-

| used and accepted program. In both SLAM and MASS, the user was able to
specify either a hinged or a fixed boundary. However, results at theo

boundaries were neither calculated nor printed. Neither MASS nor SLAM are
currently in use, nor have they been used in the last several years.

,

i4

'

DESCRIPTION
-

>

The results at the boundaries including values of bending moments were not'

printed out for either MASS or SLAM. The value of bending moments at
restrained boundaries are usually large and will control the required amount
of reinforcing steel at and near the boundaries. The report of an audit
included in GAI Report #1944 (Reference 2) suggested that an extrapolation

" ,' should be performed to obtain values at the boundaries. However, the
accuracy of the extrapolation was not addressed. Furthermore, the audit
report may have been issuedsafter much of the work had been completed.
Because the use of Poisson'.,s ratio increases the mathematical complexity,
this ratio was assumed to be zero in SLAM. The Poisson's ratio will add to
or subtract from bending moments in one direction due to bending mcments in
an orthogonal direction. The MASS program apparently succeeded the SLAM
program and MASS was written to include a Poisson's ratio of 0.15.

,

f An example of the boundary difficulty is the beam along column line B in the
Auxittary Bui.lding steam tunnel floor (Reference 4). The beam was mod & led
as a thickening of the slab, due to the limitations of the program SLAM.
The ends of the beam were modeled as pins instead of considering theq stiffness of walls as required by the GAI Structural Design Criteria Section

3

i 1.11.02 (Reference 6). There is no documented technical basis for a
' ' Poisson's ratio equal to zero in SLAM, which is at variance with the value

of 0.15 used in MASS and generally accepted by most designers of reinforced
i concrete.

| BASIS

: The beam modeling was contrary to GAI Structural Design Criteria, Section
1.11.02. The lack.of a documented technical basis for the Poisson's ratio'

~

assumption in SLAM and the fact that the ratio was changed for MASS is
-contrary to the ifcensee's commitment to ANSI N45.2.11-1974, Section 4.2 on,

,

documenting and verifying assumptions.

IMPACT ON DESIGN
Due to the fact that the program did not provide results at the boundaries,

,, .

,,,,

there is the possibility that the bending moments and, perhaps, shear were
underestimated for the base mat and slab analyses in the Auxiliary and Fuel

i Ha'ndling Buildings. This should be addressed. .

-..
,

. .
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,I

EXTENT
Use of both programs have been discontinued; however, the programs were used
in the Auxiliary Building and Fuel Handling Building design (Referen:es 4
and 5).

REFERENCES
1. GAI Report #1878, S106 Mass-01, Mat. and' Slab Solver, User's Manual, For

Trial Use and Comment, 9/26/1975
2. . GAI Report #1944, S106 Mass-02, Mat and Slab Solver, User's Manual,

-

,

6/1977'

3. GAI Report #1851 S092 SLAM User's Manual, 10/15/1974-

i 4. GAI Calculation 4:07.2, Slabs at El. 614'-6" and 620'-6"
5. GAI Calculation 5:04.3, Floor at El. 599'-0", Final Design'

6. GAI Structural Design Criteria
.
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04.9-2 (Deficiency) Auxiliary Building Shear Capacity

BACXGROUND
In designing shear reinforcing (stirrups), the shear capcity of the concrete
is calculated in accordance with Section 11.4 of the ACI Code (Reference 1),
an FSAR commitment. If no axial forces are present, paragraphs 11.4.1 or
11.4.2 of the ACI Code may be used. However, when axial tensile forces are
present, paragraph 11.4.4 of the ACI Code should be used, which includes the

-

effects of axial tension en shear reinforcement.
'

i DESCRIPTION
GAI structural calculations for the Auxiliary Building steam tunnel:
(Reference 2) used paragraph 11.4.1 of the ACI Code and therefore determined!

! the shear capacity without regard to the existing axial force. The
calculation did not identify a need for shear reinforcing (stirrups). A'

correct code application of paragraph 11.4.4 would have indicated the need
.for shear reinforcing (stirrups).;

i
BASIS

'

The calculation incorrectly applied the ACI code, which is an FSAR
,

commi tment.

IMPACT ON DESIGN ,,

There was no impact on design because the calculation was actually redone,
(Deficiency 4.9-4).

,

.

EXTENT

.

Other designs have properly accounted for the axial tensile effect upon the

]
shear strength of concrete; therefore, this is probably an isolated case.

-

REFERENCES

1. ACI 318-71, American Concrete Institute, Building Code Requirements for
.

Reinforced Concrete
2. GAI Calculation 4:07.2-12, Auxiliary Building Steam Tunnel Slabs at El.

614'-6" and 620'-6".
,
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04.9-3 (Deficiency) Design Verification
i

BACKGROUND
A calculation was prepared for the floor and walls of the steam tunnel in
the Auxiliary Building as well as the beam along column line B between

.| column line 6 and 7 (Reference 1), for the ' purpose of evaluating the need
i for shear reinforcing. A second calculation, for the same purpose, was

prepared for the steam tunnel floor slabs (Reference 2). The calculation*

states that it was prepared due to increases in loads and improvements in -

:

] assumptions (Reference 2).

DESCRIPTION
I The second calculation was not verified because it was considered design

verification in compliance with Gilbert procedure 3:25 (Reference 3).
However, due to the above described reasons for preparing the additional
calculation, it is actually a new calculation reflecting different loads and
assumptions and a different use of the ACI code. In fact, the results are

different with respect to the need for reinforcing steel.-

.
4

BASIS '

The second calculation has not been verified in accordance with Gilbert' '
.

Procedure 3:25.

IMPACT ON DESIGN
-

There will be no impact on> design if the second calculation can be verified
without identifying errors requiring design changes. -

'

EXTENT
Deficiency 03.4-7 in the mechanical components area is another example where
second calculations were improperly considered to be design verification.'

-
.

RE FERENCES

1. GAI Calculation 4:07.2-1 thru 19, Auxiliary Building Steam Tunnel
2. - GAI Calculation 4:07.2-20 thru 59, Auxiliary Building Steam Tunnel
3. GAI Procedure 3:25, Design Verification, 3/30/84

,.
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i 04.9-4 (Deficiency) Ax.f al Tensile Forces
-

!

'

BACKGROUND
Axial tensile forces when combined with bending moments and shear will
usually increase the requirement for longitudinal reinforcing bars and for
transverse shear stirrups. Such combination of forces is required by ACI
318-71 code (Reference 1) paragraph 10.3.1 for bending moments and paragraph
11.4.4 for shear. .

DESCRIPTION
In the GAI calculations for the Auxiliary Building steam tunnel (Reference

q 2), tensile forces were assumed to be carried by the slab and were neglected
in determining the required flexural and shear reinforcement in the designi

,1 of the beam along column line B in the Auxiliary Building steam tunnel
i floor. The computer program SLAM was used in the analysis of the floor13

't . slabs including the beam along column line B. Since SLAM is not able to
i model the in plane tensile forces, the slabs were analyzed for. tensile
i forces using manual calculations. The beam was not analyzed for tensile

'l forces because the analyst made the assumption that the tensile forcesc

resulting from a high energy line break would be taken by the slabs
1 exclusively. This is inconsistent with elastic theory since tensile forces

should have been developed ic the beam as well. A more realistic structural
;

analysis would have indicated significant tensile forces in the beam.
L -

BASIS'

Failure to account for axial tensile forces in the beam is a violation of
| ACI 318-71 code, which is a commitment of the FSAR. .

,

Li IMPACT ON DESIGN
The steam tunnel beams should be reanalyzed to determine whether the-

;

-1 existing reinforcing steel is adequate. -

,

EXTENT|

|. The neglect of tensile forces in the design was not found to occur in other
>

;: applications
l-
L, REFERENCES

~

! 1. ACI 318-71, American Concrete Institute, BuiTding Code Requirements for
Reinforced Concrete, Sections 10.3.1 and 11.4.4'

2. GAI Calculation 4:07.2-27, Steam Tunnel Slabs at El . 614'-6" and 620'-
: 6". .

.
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04.9-5 (Deficiency) Auxiliary Building Counterforts Lap Splice of Dowel &
Mat Bars

BACKGROUND
Counterforts were provided in order to stiffen portions of the exterior
walls of the Auxiliary Building. As designed, the counterforts are
individual vertical walls oriented perpendicular to the exterior walls of
the Auxiliary Building and act as vertical stiffening beams. As a result of
horizontal pressures on the exterior walls, large bending moments develop in

,

the counterforts. Outside reinforcing bars in the counterforts carry
.i tensile forces into the mat. In the mat, bottom reinforcing bars were
j

provided to resist the high bending moments introduced into the mat from the
j counterforts. No.11 vertical dowels extend from the mat into the
i

counterforts and transfer into the mat the tensile forces resulting from
high bending moments in the counterforts. The bottom reinforcing bars in
the mat are No.11AA10, which are bent up to lap with the vertical dowels.
The resulting lap length is 2'-0". The rebar arrangement is shown on GAI

2

1 Drawing 412-043 (Reference 1) and GAI Drawing 412-050, Section 65 (Reference4

2).'

- DESCRIPTION
-

A full capacity splice will be 1.7 times the basic development length in
accordance with Section 7.6 of ACI 318-71 (Reference 3). The basir.
development length would be at least 0.8 times 58 inches (54.4 inches), in
accordance with Section 12.5 of ACI 318-71. Therefore, the total lap splice
length required for full development of the No.11 reinforcing bars is 1.7
times 54.4 (92.5 inches). The lap splice length rea".f red for full
development greatly exceeds the lap length provided of 24 inches.

'

BASIS
The lap length does not meet the requirements of the ACI 318-71 Code, which

-

is a commitment of the FSAR.

IMPACT ON DESIGN
Due to the diminished continuity of reinforced bars, a reanalysis of the
counterfort and mat interaction is needed to demonstrate that the reinforced| concrete intersection is capable of transferring bending moments from the
counterforts to the base mat.

EXTENT
The team checked many cases where lap splices were used; however, the only

jj case where'the. reinforcing bar splice requirements were not met was the case:!
described herein.

REFERENCES -

1. GAI Drawing 412-043, Rev. E, 3/5/76
2. GAI Drawing 412-050, Rev. J, 9/10/79, Section 65
3. ACI 318-7, American Concrete Institute, Building Code Requirements for '

-

Reinforced Concrete, Sections 7.6 and 12.5 ,,

.-.
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04.9-6 (Deficiency) Critical Section for Shear

; BACKGROUND
The critical section for shear is that location along the beam where shear*

forces are checked to determine whether' shear reinforcing is required. In*

'i most cases, in designing shear reinforcing for reinforced concrete beams,
the critical section is located at a distance "d" from the support, where d
is the distance from the extreme compression fiber to the centroid of
tension reinforcement. For deep beams, however, the critical section is -

,

located at a distance 0.15 times the span length from the support. This is,i
required by Sections 11.2.2 and 11.9.3 of ACI 318-71 Code (Reference 1).'

' OESCRIpTION
The beam on column line B in the floor of the Auxiliary Building steam
tunnel is a deep beam by the definition of paragraph 11.9.1 of ACI 318-71,

Code. A deep beam is a beam where the length to depth ratio is less than 5.
,

! In the GAI calculations for that beam (Reference 2), the statement is made
that the critical section for shear is a distance "d" from the support.'

Similar cases in the design of deep beams were found in other GAI Auxiliary'

Building calculations (References 3,4,5, and 6). This incorrect location of
the critical section may underestimate the amount of shear reinforcing used,

in these beams.

BASIS
~

This is a violation of ACI'318-71 Code which is an FSAR commitment.
.

j IMPACT ON DESIGN

1' A reanalysis of deep beam applications is required to determine whether
existing shear reinforcement is adequate.

,

t

EXTENT
This neglect of the deep beam provisions of ACI 318-71 Code appears t6 be
systematic for the Auxiliary Building calculations.

; REFERENCES
~

1. ACI 318-71, American Concrete Institute, Building Code Requirements for
Reinforced Concrete+

2. GAI Calculation 4:07.2-28, Auxiliary Building Slabs at El. 614'-6" and
620'-6"

3. GAI Calculation 4:05.2-355, Auxiliary Building Walls and Columns between-

El. 568'-4" and E1. 599'-0"
4. GAI Calculation 4:04.6-28, Auxiliary Building Floor at El . 599'-0"
5. GAI Calculation 4:04.6-29 Auxiliary Building Floor at El . 599'-0"'

6. GAI Calculation 4:05.4-35, Auxilitry Building Walls and Columns Between
E1. 599'-0" and El. 620'-6" ,

. -
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04.10-1 (Deficiency) Inconsistencies Among Design Documents, Construction
Drawings, and Reinforcing Steel Lists

BACKGROUND
Design drawings, supported by calculations, indicate the amount of'

reinforcement.needed to resist design loads or load combinations. The
required reinforcing steel is detailed on the construction drawings. A
reinforcing steel list compiles the total reinforcement requirements for ~

purchasing and construction purposes.'

L DESCRIPTION
,l For the Diesel Generator Building, the team identified the following

inconsistencies in reinforcing steel sizes and placement among the design
documents, the construction drawings, and the reinforcing steel list:

,

- 1.. GAI design calculation. section 5-5, page 60 (Reference 1) showed the
ii shear reinforcement (stirrups) to be #6 bars spaced at 6 inches (f 6 ties

at 6"), but the construction drawing, section 18-1B (Reference 2) -

indicated that #6 ties at 12" were to be used.

2. GAI design calculation, sections 2-2, 3-3, and 4-4, page 72 (Reference
'

''

1) showed that stirrups should be f6 ties at 6", but the construction
drawing sections 50-5Q, SE-5E, and SF-5F (Reference 5) indic '.ed that f5
ties at 6" were to be. used.

3. Reference 5 showed that reinforcing bars marked as W139 were #6 bars,
but the reinforcing steel list (Reference 6) indicated that W139 were #5
bars.

4. GAI construction drawing elevation 1-1 (Reference 4) showed that the
stirrups were #6 ties at 12", however, section IA-1A. indicated 14 ties

'

at 12".
,,

[; BASIS
There are inconsistencies among design documents,' construction drawings, and'

the reinforcing steel list.
4

IMPACT ON DESIGNo

In each case, the design should be reviewed to determine the adequacy of the
rebar size and placement inoicated in the as-built drawings. Pending this
review, the impact on hardware is uncertain.[

EXTENT .

.

This deficiency is similar to Deficiency 04.10-2. Both are based on th'e
team's review of the Diesel Generator Buildir,g, GAI should perform a broader.'

review to ensure that the as-built drawings are consistent with the design
requirements.

. -

REFERENCES
- ..

1. GAI Calculation 10.05.2, Design of the Diesel Generator Building,
Structural Concrete Walls, Walls Between El. 620'-6" and El. 646'-6"

2. GAI Orawing 0-417-086-A, Diesel Generator Building, Wall Reinforcements
El. 620'-6" to El. 646'-6", 2/22/80

*
. .
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3. GAI Drawing D-417-088-C, Diesel Generator Building Wall Reinforcements
El 620'-6" to C1. 646'-6", 4/10/80

4. GAI Drawing 0-417-125-8, Diesel Generator Building Wall Reinforcements -

El. 646'-6" to El. 667'-0, 2/22/80

5. GAI Orawing 0-417-588-C, Reinforcement Sections and Details for Walls
from El. 620'-6" to El. 646'-6", 4/10/80

6. GAI Reinforcing Steel List S-435-035-A, Diesel Generator Building Wall
Reinforcement List for Walls from El . 620'-6" to El. 646'-6", 4/17/79

.
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04.10-2 (Deficiency) Discrepancy Between Design Documents and Construction
Drawings

BACXGRGUND
When the length to depth ratio of a beam is less than 5, the beam is termed
a deep beam.. ACI 318-71 (Reference 1), which is an FSAR ccmmitment, has
special provisions for deep beam design which differ from that for regular
beams. For designing deep beams, both vertical and horizontal shear -

reinforcing requirements are to be investigated.

DESCRIPTION
The Diesel Generator Building walls contain large openings; therefore, the
walls cannot be analyzed and designed as regular walls. Instead, the desigr.
calculation (Reference 2) treated the solid portion of the walls as deep
beams, and indicated that both vertical and horizontal shear reinforcement~

had been provided. However, the construction drawing (Reference 3) and the
design sketch in the design calculation did not provide the horizontal shear
reinforcement. Only vertical shear reinforcement was provided.

BASIS
The construction drawing is inconsistent with the design calculation.

IMPACT ON DESIGN
The analysis should be reviewed to determine whether the as-built condition

,,

is acceptable. .

EXTENT
CAI should review other deep beam designs, to ensure shear reinforcement was
provided as designed and as required by ACI 318-71 (Reference 1). Both this
deficiency and Deficiency 04.10-1 indicate inconsistencies between design

.
calculations and. as-built conditions for the Diesel Generator Butiding.

.

.

REFERENCES
1. ACI 318-71, American Concrete Institute Building Code Requirements ' for

Reinforcements for Reinforced Concrete, Chapter 11, Section 11.9.6
2. GAI Calculation 10.05.3, Diesel Generator Building, Structural Concrete

Walls, Walls Between El. 646'-6" and E1. 667'-0", page 17 and sketch
10.05.3-5.

3. GAI Drawing 0-417-125-B, Diesel Generator Butiding Wall Reinforcements
E1. 646'-6" to El. 667.'-0", 2/22/80

;
:
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04.10-4 (Deficiency) Diesel Generator Building Wall Design Loadso

,s
SACKGROUND
For walls above a floor slab, where there is no wall constructed directly
underneath, the loads from the wall above have to be supported either by the
floor slab or by some other means, such as the perpendicular cross walls.
The loads must have a safe load path to the building foundation.

,

DESCRIPTION
-

At the floor elevation 646'-6" of ~the Diesel Generator Building, the wall
-

above (wall line 2A) and the wall below (wall line 2) have an offset of 3'->

0". The design calculation (Reference 1) indicated that the floor slab
between these two walls was not designed to carry the loads from the wall
above to the wall below. The calculation indicated that the safe load path
for the loads frcm the wall above were to be carried to the wall below
through the perpendicular cross walls. However, there was no documented
evidence that the cross walls were designed for the loads, (Reference 2).

,

BASIS
Contrary to the licensee's commitment to ANSI N45.2.11-1974, Section 4.2,i
there was no verification of the assumption that the perpendicular cross
walls were designed as a load path for offset walls.

' IMPACT ON DESIGN
--

A reanalysis is needed to determine if the cross walls are adequate as a+

load path for the offset walls. -

REFERENCES

1. GAI Calculation 10:06.2, Diesel Generator Building, Structural Concrete,

Floors, Slab at El . 646'-6"
, 2; GAI Calculation 10:05.3, Diesel Generator Building, Walls Between El.'

,

646'-6" and El. 667'-0" -

-<
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D4.10-5 (Deficiency) Use of ACI 318-63 Instead of ACI 318-71

BACKGROUND
The FSAR (section 3.8) indicates that for reinforced concrete design, ACI
318-71 Building Code Requirements for Reinforced Concrete (Reference 1) is
used. The American Concrete Institute publishes the 318 code periodically,
the last two digits indicate the year that the code was published. An ACI
Committee report (Reference 2) indicates, in part, that " Chapter 13 of ACI

-318-71 represents a major change fecm this practice ..... The design
methods given in this chapter are based on analysis of the results of an
extensive series o f tests . . . ." .

DESCRIPTION
A concrete floor slab in the Diesel Generator Building was originally
designed using ACI 318-71 code and assuming it was a one-way slab
(reinforced in only one direction), even though reinforcing steel was'

provided in both directions. Therefore, the design was conservative. When
revised loads and load combinations exceeded the one-way capacity of the'

floor slab allowed by the code, reanalysis was required and a two-way slab*

(reinforced in both directions) was assumed to confirm the slab's adequacy.
GAI calc'ulation (Reference 3) used ACI 318-63 in this confirming analysis.

, Since there ai e differences between the ACI 318-71 and ACI 318-63 with
respect to analyzing two-way. slabs, the use of ACI 318-63 code may be

'

unconservative. [
BASIS .

The ACI code used in analysis differed from that which was committed to in
the FSAR.

IMPACT ON DESIGN
The adequacy of the slab in question should be confirmed jar using.the ACI. *

318-71 code.

EXTENT,

As a related matter, Deficiency 04.4-1 covers the use of a code not
committed to in the FSAR.

REFERENCES
-1. ACI 318-71. American Concrete Institute, Building Code Requirements for

Reinforced Concrete, Chapter 13
; 2. ACI Committee Report, Commentary on Building Code Requirements for,

Reinforced Concrete (ACI 318-71), Chapter 13
3. GAI Calculation 10:12, Diesel Generator Building, Load Confirmation of.

-

Concrete Slabs
4. ACI 318-53, American Concrete Institute, Building Code Requirements for '

Reinforced Concrete, Appendix A
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04.11-1 (Deficiency) Anchor Bolt Preload Control.

BACXGROUND
*

Anchor bolts for mechanical equipment are usually tightened to a defined
load when the equipment is installed to assure that the equipnent base is
fixed with sufficient rigidity. The number, size, material and preload of,

' the anchor bolts may be specified by the equipment manufacturer. Problems
can develop in use of high strength anchor bolts which are embedded in
concrete because of the susceptibility of some high strength anchor bolt -

4

material to stress corrosion cracking (Reference 1). Special controls'may;

1 be established on the use of these bolting materials to avoid corrosion
cracking problems.

,

:' DESCRIPTION
Gilbert design practice normally specifies ASME A-354 ( ASTM SA-354)-anchor
bolts when high strength anchor bolts must be used (Reference 1). The-

e

i manufacturer of the large EWS pumps specifies that A-325 anchor bolts be .

used (Reference 2), and emphasizes this in a letter (Reference 3). There is-

3 no available documentation resolving with the pump manufacturer, the use of
A-354 material rather than the A-325 material for bolts. The structural
drawings for the ESW Pumphouse (References 4 and 5) specify the use of A-354
bolts as anchor bolts for. the large ESW pump. Note 5 of the reference
drawing specifies "Unless otherwise noted, nuts on anchor bolts shall be

installation and maintenance manual (Reference 6)g (Reference 2) and theinstalled snug tight." The~ manufacturer's drawin
do not specify the preload

torque to be applied to the anchor bolts. Specific correspondence
addressing that subject yielded torque values and bolting procedures (in
Reference 6) for all pump bolts except the anchor bolts (References 7 and
8). A question 'was directed to Gilbert from Pullman (Reference 9)
requesting torque values for these bolts without recognition that the bolts

-were of A-354 material . The response to that question referred to a change-

notice giving) torque values-for bolted A-307 material as acceptablePullman procedures for installation of equipment (Reference(Reference 10 .
11), were revised in May of 1983 to add Table 7.2 for torque values to bolts
of ASTM A-307G.B material .but refers to compliance with manufacturers

,

' instructions and engineer's (Gilbert) drawings. There is no indication that
the structural drawings were addressed by either Pullman or Gilbert in, ,

| addressing the required torque values for the pump bolts or responding to
..i the field question. The field inspection report (Reference 12) shows that

the bolts were torqued to 275 feet-lbs.
,

Tj B ASIS

j Bolt torque applied in the field is not consistent with Gilbert drawings.
,

IMPACT ON DESIGN ,

Gilbert guidelines for prevention of stress corrosion cracking of high
strength anchor bolts may have been violated.)

;
-.

,

EXTENT* ....

:This 'could be a systematic problem for cases where structural engineering
..

provides high strength anchor bolts for installation of mechanical
4 equipment.

-
.
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REFERENCE
1. Gilbert Structural Engineering Cesign Guide, DG-SE-10, dated February;

1983 with attachments.
2. Gould Drawing 02324
3. Letter Gould to Gilbert dated October 18, 1977.
4. Gilbert Drawing 0-426-308, Rev. N.
5. Gilbert Drawing 0-426-310, Rev. G.
6. Gould Document No.1705M, N303603, Installation, Operation, and *

Maintenance Instruction Manual with Type 1 Manual dated December 22,
1978.-

7._ Letter Gilbert to Gould dated July 13, 1978.
8. Letter Gould to Gilbert dated August 16, 1978.
9. Field Question No.18992 dated January 26, 1982.4

10. ECN No. 3127-4-122'

11. Pullman Procedure IX-45,. Handling Installation, Testing, and Inspection
;

i of Equipment.
,

12. Pullman Field Process Sheet dated February 1,1982 refers to References
2 and 6 above.'
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04.11-2 -(Deficiency) Seismic Pump Reactions

BACKGROUND
The ESW pump supports were designed to provide support for horizontal and
vertical loads on the operating deck of the ESW Pumphouse. Additional
supports were provided on the walls below the operating deck to act as
stabilizers to resist horizontal seismic forces. Anchor bolts 'were screwed
into threaded inserts which had been placed in the concrete earlier.

,

DESCRIPTION
j The structural steel support collar and attachments, which included the
j anchor bolts, were seismically designed. However, the reinforced concrete
j walls were not analyzed for these seismic loads transmitted from the

supports (Reference 1). While horizontal seismic loads are relatively small
compared to the capability of walls below the pumphouse operating deck, no
calculation or recognition of these loads on the walls was provided in the
structural calculations.

BASIS
The effect of the horizontal loads transmitted to the walls frem the ESW
pump supports were not evaluated for load combinations required by the FSAR;

Table 3.8-6 and the GAI design criteria (Reference 2),'

s-
'-

IMPACT ON DESIGN
There should be no impact on design, because the loads were not significant
with respect to the structural strength of the reinforced concrete walls.,

EXTENT
This is the only case found by the team. Seismic loads were properly
addressed at the supports at the operating deck.,

*;
'

REFERENCES
; 1. GAI Calculation 26:02, ESW Pumphouse Substructure Walls and Pump Floor

2. GAI Structural Design Criteria

.
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04.11-3 (Deficiency) RHR Heat Exchanger Supports

BACKGROUND
The support loading requirements for the GE supplied RHR heat exchanger are
contained on GE Orawing 762E108, Rev. 2 (Reference 1). The GE Orawing Rev.
2 included changes in the loading requirements in accordance with
Engineering Change Notices ECN No. 71519 (Reference 2). At the main support'

The table on the GE
-

elevation, four supports at 900 apart are provided.
i Drawing lists two load cases. For each load case a total load is tabulated

-

for the sum of reactions of each support point. In addition, a single load
is tabulated as the maximum load at any support. The tabulation of support
loading on the GE Orawing (Reference 1) specifies neither the load
combinations considered in arriving at the required loading, nor whether the
required loading will satisfy Regulatory Guide 1.92 (Reference 3) or FSAR
3.7.2.6 (Reference 4), which require the summation of load effects from
orthogonal seismic directions on the basis of the square root of the sum of:

The loading requirements tabulated on the GE Orawingthe squares.'

(Reference 1) are used by Gilbert in designing the supporting structural'

steel framing.
''

'-

DESCRIPTION
The designer of the supporting structural steel did not obtain loading frca
the GE Orawing (Reference 1. but instead used a copy of the engineering
change notice (Reference 2))and entered this copy as Gilbert Calculation

,

Sheet 4:09.2-75 (Reference'5). The designer noted the copy of the
engineering change notice (Reference 5) was poor and that some support load

Thevalues were illegible; nevertheless, he made two educated guesses.
supporting framing was such that each of the four reaction points is
supported by a single beam. The supporting beams were designed for the
single maximum load on a single support without considering the fact that
this same load at an adjacent support point could add load to the besia under

Thedesign due to the effects of the orthogonal component of earthquake.
design of the structure is contained in the Auxiliary Building calculations
(Reference 6).

BASIS
The design of the structural steel support framing is not in accordance with
Regulatory Guide 1.92 (Reference 3) and FSAR 3.7.2.6 (Reference 4).

IMPACT CN DESIGN
The educated guesses that the designer made in establishing loads were in
fact conservative. The neglect of the orthogonal effects, which are combined,

' as a square root of the sum of squares, would not significantly increase the;

design stress requirement in this case; however, it is unconservative.
.

EXTENT
The use of the illegible copy of the ENC (Reference 5) was isolated.
However, the specification of loading requirements on GE drawings and their .,

use in the design of structural steel may be systematic. . ..

REFERENCES
1. GE Orawing 762E108, Rev. 2, dated 12/28/76 '

GE ECN No. 71519, dated 11/3/76
-

2.
NRC Regulatory Guide 1.92, Combining Modal Responses and Spatial3.
Components in Seismic Response Analysis, Rev. 1, dated February 1976.
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4. Perry. Station FSAR, Paragraph 3.7.2.6
~ 5. Gilbert' Calculation 4:09.2-75, RHR Heat Exchanger Supports, Final Design';

6. Gilbert Calculation 4:09.2-107.2, RHR Heat Exchanger Supports, Final'

Design
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04.11-4 (Deficiency) Capacity of Nelson Stud Group -

BACXGROUND
Embedment plates are often anchored into concrete by means of Nelson studs.
The embedment plates with Nelson studs welded to the plates are set in the"

forms prior to concrete placement. The attachments to the embedment plate
exert forces, shears and bending moments. The bending moment capacity of
the Nelson stud group for each embedment plate is calculated by multiplying -:

the strength cf a single !!elson stud by the section modulus of the Nelson:

j stud group.
;

J DESCRIPTION
' Calculations were prepared for embedment plates. in the Auxiliary Building.

In GAI calculations (references 1 and 2) the formula for determining the
bending moment capacity was used erroneously. Instead of using just the

ij strength of a single stud times the section modulus, an additional term was
used; namely the area of the stud itself. The strength of a single stude

equals the allowable stress times the stud area. Therefore, the area of the
stud should not have been used in the formula which included a stud strength

,

; term.
~

BASIS
An error was made in two calculations by the misuse of a formula in
calculating bending resistEnce of a Nelson stud group. This error relates
to design analyses of component supports, which is addressed in Section
3.9.3 of the FSAR.

-

IMPACT ON DESIGN
In the calculations reviewed (References 1 and 2) the error had no effect on
the required number of studs. In other situations this type of error could

a

be very significant such as where bending moments imposed upon the em,bedment
plates are relatively large ccmpared to axial loads and shears.

EXTENT
The same error was made twice and not found by the reviewer.

REFERENCES

1. GAI Calculation 4:09.2 101, RHR Heat Exchanger Supports, Final Design
2. GAI Calculation 4:09.2-103, RHR Heat Exchanger Supports, Final Design

.
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04.11-5 (Deficiency) Heat Exchanger Supports Superseded Calculations

BACXGROUND
'

Gilbert's original calculation for RHR heat exchanger supports (Reference 1)~,

was found to have " sufficient deficiencies... to require reanalysis and
design". Accordingly, a second calculation (Reference 2) superseded the

, original calculation.,

DESCRIPTION
.

The original calculation was comprised of pages 1-96; however, only pages
33-41 of that calculation were marked void after the issuance of the second

;

1

1 calculation.
!

l BASIS
Contrary to the licensee's commitment to ANSI N45.2.11-1974, Section 3.1,

-

'

j changes of design input were not adequately controlled.
6

1 IMPACT ON DESIGNj There could bd a design error if the deficient analysis (unvoided pages) was
inadvertently used, instead of the second calculation. The original
calculations should be completely voided to preclude their inadvertent use*

in design.;

! .

EXTENT -

A similar deficiency (04.5-1) pertains to Reactor Building mat calculations.

REFERENCES

1. GAI Calculations 4:09.2-1 to 96, RHR Heat Exchanger Supports, Final
! Design

2. GAI Calculation 4:09.2-97 to 153, RHR Heat . Exchanger Supports, Final
Design

.
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04.12-1 (Deficiency) Equivalent Static Load

BACKGROUND
The equivalent static load method can be used conservatively to estimate the
seismic response of components without the use of analysis or testing of the
components. The method is stated in NRC Standard Review Plan 3.7.2
(Reference 1) and committed to in Section 3.7.3.5 of the Perry FSAR
(Reference 3) and involves the calculation of a design acceleration equal to -Section 3.7.3.5 also1.5 times the peak of the floor response spectra.
states that, for more complex configurations, justification will be provided

.

for the value of the static coefficient used. The NRC Standard Review Plan'

provides that "a factor of less than 1.5 may be used if adequate
justification is provided".

DESCRIPTION
The Gilbert Structural Design Criteria (Reference 2) establishes criteria
for conduit supports which make use of such a method, except that the design
acceleration is taken as 1.0 times the peak of the floor response spectra
instead of 1.5. The Structural Design Criteria provide no justification for

-

using a factor less than 1.5.
,

.

BASIS
Contrary to FSAR Section 3.7.3.5, no justification is provided in the
Gilbert Structural Design C'riteria for using a factor less than 1.5.

.

-

IMPACT ON DESIGN
This could have an impact on the design of conduit supports if a factor of'

1.0 cannot be justified.

EXTENT
This is systematic with respect to conduit supports. ,

, ,

. ,

REFERENCES

| 1. NRC Standard Review Plan 3.7.2, II, B,1,b (3).

| 2. GAI Structural Design Criteria 36:01.2, Seismic Ouct, Cable Tray,
Conduit Supports Criteria Occuments, Criteria No. 4

3. Perry FSAR, Section 3.7.3.5'
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04.12-2 (Deficiency) Conduit Supports
.

BACXGROUND
GAI has developed criteria (Reference 1) for determining conduit support
loads and thereby establishing support spacing and type. For conduit runs

j along concrete walls only jet impingement pressures which act parallel to
the surface need be considered. Pressures which act normal to the wall will
press the conduit against the wall causing a deflection of 3/4" to 1",.

i

depending upon conduit size. Therefore, the criteria assume normal pressure
-

i

J can be ignored in determining support loads since the wall provides a
'j restraining effect.
ff
! OESCRIPTION

The GAI criteria assume that under jet impingement pressures normal to the
| wall, conduit will deflect 3/4" to 1", but will not fail, although yielding
_

and distortion may occur. The team found no calculational basis for this
l statement,

i

: B ASIS
There is no calculational or experimental basis for assuming that conduit
will not. fail under jet impingement pressures acting normal to the wall.
This is contrary to the licensee's commitment to ANSI N45.2.11-1974 Section
4.2 on verifying assumptions 9

IMPACT ON DESIGN -

The assumption that conduit will deflect 3/4" to 1" under jet impingement
pressure, but not fail, should be verified.

EXTENT
This is applicable to all conduit attached to concrete walls.

,
~ *

-

REFERENCES .

1. GAI Structural Design Criteria 36:01.2, Seismic Ouct, Cable Tray,
,

Conduit, and Supports Criteria Occuments'

:
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04.12-3 (Deficiency) Conduit Supports
1

)
BACKGROUND
Structural steel angles are very often used to provide support from condui

!to either reinforced concrete or structural steel. Angles are unusual
Thestructural steel shapes in that they do not have two axes of symmetry.

|strength properties of angles are tabulated for the orthogonal axes
coincident with the direction of the legs. However, the strength of an
angle is less if the bending moment is applied perpendicular to the Z-Z axis

- |

as defined by the American Institute of Steel Construction, Manual of Steel
Construction, Eighth Edition (Reference 1).

|

DESCRIPTION
,

'

The strength of angles was addressed by(using a factor of 0.75 with respectto use of the computer program STRUDL, GAI Criteria Reference 2). However,
-

no criteria specifically addressed the method of determining the strength of
; -

angles in the manual calculations. Three calculations were reviewed
(References 3, 4, 5) and each used a different stress in calculating the
strength of thi angles, 27,18, and 21.6 ksi respectively. The yield stress
of ASTM A36 structural steel is 36 ksi. The value of 27 ksi was determined
by multiplying 36 times 0.75. The value of 0.75 was the reduction factor
for STRUDL. The value of 21.6 ksi is the usual value for working stress

' design which is equal to 36 times 0.6. None of these calculations
explicitly state which load combinations from the FSAR (Reference 7) are

If the calculations were based upon a safe shutdownactually used.
earthquake, which would have permitted a value of 34.5ksi for ASTM A36
structural steel, reduction by a factor of 0.75 would have resulted in a
stress of 26ksi. Only one of the values selected was above (slightly) this
value; however, there appeared to be no consistency in the calculations and
no specific criteria for manual calculations. GAI Design Criteria No. 25
(Reference 6) did specify a formul.a for allowable compressive bending stress
to prevent torsional buckling. A handwritten notation was added to the

,

Design Criteria as a limitation to the formula which read "but not more than
0.6Fy".

'
BASIS
There is an inconsistency in the criteria (Reference 6) and the FSAR
(Reference 7). The calculations reflect the confusion in the application of*

a criteria consistent with the FSAR and the specific requirements in the use
of structural angles.

IMPACT ON DESIGN
The calculations which were reviewed appear to be conservative (References

>

3,4, and 5).
.

EXTENT
These inconsistencies are common to all conduit angle support.

. -

REFERENCES
*'

1. AISC, Manual of Steel Construction, Eighth Edition,1980
2. GAI Criteria 36:01.1 pages 12 and 13, Design Input and Design Criteria
3. GAI Calculation 36:232.36102.8 pages 1-4

*

.
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i

4. GAI Calculation 36:233.36202.18 pages 1-6
5. GAI Calculation 36:225.32204.12 pages 1-6

'.
' 6. GAI Criteria No.- 25, 36:01.2 page 1 of 4, Criteria Occuments
7. - Perry FSAR Tables 3.8-4 and 3.8-5
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Ii
04.12-4 (Ceficiency) Factor of Safety for Hilti Bolts

[,
.

BACXGROUNO
Hilti Bolts are one of several bolt types used for anchoring support plates

The bolts are tested and an ultimate load is established. For
| to concrete.

design purposes a factor of safety is applied. I&E Bulletin 79-02
(Reference 1) recommends a safety factor of 4.0. .

DESCRIPTION
GAI Criteria No.10 (Reference 2) establishes a factor of safety of 5.7 for
tensile loads on Hilti Bolts. GAI Calculation 36:72.16.1, page 12'i

(Reference 3) indicates that a factor of safety of 4.0 is to be used for
tensile loads resulting frcm 1.0CA load combinations.

BASIS
The GAI calculation (Reference 3) does not meet the requirements of the GAI
Criteria (Reference 1).

IMPACT ON DESIGN '

L The GAI calculation should be revised to comply with the GAI criteria.
.

EXTENT
Other calculations involving tensile loads on Hilti Bolts should be reviewed

,

to determine if safety factors were correctly applied. See Deficiency
|. -

04.12-5.

REFERENCES
'

'

1. NRC I&E Bulletin 79-02
i, 2. GAI Criteria No.10, Design Criteria for Hilti Kwik Bolts Rev.1,

-

6/21/84 -

3. GAI Calculation 36:72.16.1, page 12, Seismic Ouct, Cable Tray, Conduit
and Supports, Outside Orywell-Attachments Above Pool Swell Impact,
2/16/81

t
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04.12-5 (Deficiency) Hilti Bolt Spacing -

BACKGROUND
The anchorage of concrete expansion bolts such as Hilti Kwik bolts is based
upon the shear resistance of a cone of concrete, the apex of which is at the'

end of the embedded portion of the bolt. If the bolts are placed so that

the cones overlap, a reduction in the load capacity of the bolt takes place.
~

This reduction in load capacity is related to the reduction in cone area in
GAI Criteria No.10 (Reference 1). This is theoretically correct, because
the shear stresses will develop on the surface of the conical failure
surfaces in the concrete. The calculation of the net conical surface area
of overlapping cones is a difficult calculation. Therefore, recent practice
has been to determine the load capacity reduction on the basis of the
overlapping circular area of the cone bases rather than the conical area.
This is considered a reasonable simplification and is discussed in ACI 349-
80 (Reference 2), which however, is not a commitment for the Perry plant.

t

i DESCRIPTION
In GAI Calculation 36:72.16.1, pages 13 and 92A (Reference 3) the capacity*

of 3/8 inch diameter Hilti bolts was determined. The bolts are embedded~~

2 1/2" and are spaced at 3.75 inches. Therefore, there will be a reduction
in capacity and the calculation was based upon circular area of the cone
base as discussed in ACI 349-80 rather than the conical areas discussed in
the GAI Design Criteria No. 10 (Reference 1).

.

BASIS
The GAI calculation was not in compliance with the GAI Design Criteria.

IMPACT ON DESIGN
The calculation should be revised to comply with design criteria. .,.

EXTENT
Deficiency 04.12-4 addresses another area where requirements of GAI criteria
No.10 were not ccmplied with for matters relating to Hilti Bolts.

'
REFERENCES

1. GAI Design Criteria No.10, Design Criteria for Hilti Kwik Bolts Rev.1,
6/21/84, p. 5 of 21

2. GAI Calculation 36:72.16.1, p. 13 and 92A, Seismic Duct, Cable Tray,
; Conduit and Supports. .,

3. ACI 349-80, Reinforced Concrete Structures in Nuclear Power Plants
'

.
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05.2-1 (Deficiency) Diesel Generator Loading

BACKGROUND
The team reviewed the loading of the diesel generator under forced shutdown
(loss of offsite power) and also under loss of coolant accident conditions

Motor data was reviewed for the emergency service water pump, (Reference 1).
motor as well as other large loads to detennine the loads applied to the
diesel at the different starting intervals. These were compared to the -

standby diesel generator leading list (Reference 2). The motor
. specification (Reference 3) was reviewed to determine what requirements were

imposed on the motor vendors to provide motors that would accelerate the
!

loads within a minimum time at reduced voltage. An accurate standby diesel
a

generator loading list is required in order to select a diesel generator for
'

the onsite power supply which would have sufficient capability to start and
accelerate the emergency AC loads.

.

DESCRIPTION
The standby diesel generator load list is not considered a design document
by GAI; therefore the inputs have not been documented nor has the program

Because of this, errors exist in some of the loads (thebeen verified.
battery chargers are listed with the ncminal output KW not the AC input XVA
required during current limit operation). Motor nameplate values are used
instead of the actual load maximum brake horsepower. Errors also exist on
the time sequence of some'of the loads listed on the standby diesel
generator load list (emergency service water pump and discharge valve).

The

load values used in the diesel generator specification (Reference 4), FSAR
Table 8.3-1 (Reference 5), and the diesel generator voltage study
calculation (Reference 6) do not agree with the total loads developed from
the standby diesel generator load list. The loads used for the diesel
generator qualification testing (Reference 7) were conservative based upon
the standby diesel generator load list and correspond to the larger. diesel

.

generator unit actually purchased.

BASIS
GAI Design Control procedure OCP 2.05 (Reference 8) requires design
verification prior to release for construction. Verification of the standby
diesel generator load list, which is the only comprehensive history of loads
applied to the diesel generator, has not been documented.

IMPACT ON DESIGN
This multitude of different loading combinations will not cause any hardware
change because the diesel generators installed at this time are almost 40%
oversized and will accommodate a larger load if required.

,

EXTENT
This problem appears to be systematic because GAI does not consider
electrical computer tabulations to be design documents; therefore only
infonnal checks are performed. Future plant modifications do not have a firm

.

documented base upon which they can be developed.
..

REFERENCES

1. GAI Document 55-802-997, Olesel Generator Loading Sequence Logic,~~

Rev. 1, 2/13/84
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2. GAI Program E0720GLD, Standby Diesel Generator Load List, Rev. O,
, ,

5/30/84
3. GAI Specification SP-550, Class 1E 4000V and 460V Induction Motors, .

Rev. VII, 6/9/81
4. GAI Specification SP-562, Diesel Generator, Rev. IV, 7/17/78
5. FSAR Table 8.3-1, Connected Automatic and Manual Leading of the ESF

Switchgear
6. GAI Calculation, Calc. R43-001 Voltage Study for DG Leading Sequence,

-

2/7/84'

.

7. GAI Document 94Q-301-1-0 Diesel Generator Load Acceptance Test, Rev.1,'

5/23/78t

8. GAI Design Control Procedure, OCP 2.05, Design Verification, Rev. 6,
l, 4/30/84
!
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05.3-1 (Deficiency) Flame Test Documentation Unreviewed

BACXGROUND
Class 1E cables and internal wiring within panels must be flame-retardanc
with sel f-extinguishing, non-propagating, characteristics to ensure
independence of safety-related systems. IEEE Standard 383 specifies flame
test criteria which are to be used as requirements for field installed
cables, but only as guidance for qualification of internal wiring of
manufactured devices, such as panels or motor control centers. As an

-

alternative or supplement to IEEE Standard 383, various other industry
standards are often specified for flame test requirements for internal panelj
wiring, such as UL-44 IPCEA-5-19-81, and IPCEA-S-68-516.-

FSAR Table 8.1-2 requires the design for cables, field spifces and
connections to be in confomance with IEEE Standard 383-1974 (Reference 2).

,
'

' The project alectrical design criteria (Reference 4) cites IEEE-P383
(Reference 3) as a design standard. Reference 3 is essentially equivalent to
IEEE Standard 383-1974. We reviewed the specification and qualification
report for the Class IE motor control centers to detennine the requirements
and documentation pertaining to flame retardant characteristics of internal
wiring. ,

DESCRIPTION
The Class 1E motor controt center specification SP-557 (Reference 1) does
not specify that the internal wiring must be flame retardant and conform to
the qualification requirements of IEEE Standard 383-1974 or equivalent flame
test standards. Also , the environmental qualification plan A50-10250
(Reference 6), the qualification report A50-11119 (Reference 7) and the GAI
qualification report review checklist (Reference 8) do not address flame
retardance for internal wiring. In addition, the manufacturers
documentation submission list (Reference 5) for specification SP-557.does
not require that the manufacturer provide flame test data or certificates of
conformance.

The qualification plan A50-10250 indicates that the motor control center
internal wiring is GE vulkene type SIS SI-57275 and Anaconda type 5600. '

However, we found all engineered approved drawings for Class IE motor
control centers, such as Cutler-Hammer drawing CF793597 Y-14 (Reference 9),
have no information in the area of the drawing designated as internal wiring
type and manufacturer.

Patel analysis report PEI-TR-82-14-1 (Reference 10) discusses environmental
qualification issues and some aspects of flame retardant internal wiring,
including LOCA testing of " flame retardant" vulkene cables, but did n'ot
discuss flame retardant characteristics or flame tests for GE vulkene type
SIS SI-57275. The report does not include flame test data or a certificate
of conformance from GE substantiating that flame tests have been performed.
With respect to Anaconda wiring, the Patel report states that Anaconda SIS ,

,

A specification and telecon are presented icables have passed flame tests.
,

'

in the Patel analysis which state that Anaconda SIS 600 volt switchboard
wire meets flame test requirements of UL-44, IPCEA-5-19-81, and IPCEA-5-68-
516. However, the report does not include documented evidence of flame test
data or a certificate of conformance from Anaconda substantiating that flame
tests have been perfomed.

.
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GAI Quality Assurance Department advised the GAI electrical engineering
group by memorandum dated January 11,1979 (Reference 11) that, based on
shop inspection , it had detemined that the vendor indeed used GE vulkene
SIS S1-57275. The Quality Assurance Department recommended that: the vendor
be requested to supply documentation and testing information for IEEE
Standard 383 qualification; the manufacturers documentation submission list
(Reference 5) for specification SP-557 must list the flame test' data and
certificate of conformance as required by Appendix J (Reference 16) of the
project procedures manual; and engineering review of the documentation must

-

i be conducted.

We found that the manufacturers documentation submission list was not!

i
revised to require the manufacturer to provide flame test documentation for
IEEE Standard 383 qualification and for engineer review 'and approval as
reccmmended by GAI Quality Assurance Department. The motor control center

;
manufacturers purchase orders (References 12 and 13) indicate that the: internal wiring used is GE SIS type FR-1 (flame retardant) vulkene.
Additionally, the manufacturer prov.ided: (1) Gaynes Testing Laboratories
letter (Referen:e 14), which states that GE vulkene wire passed UL-44
section 85.10 requirements concerning flame tests, and (2) a GE letter
(Reference 15) to Action Electrical Company, which states the GE SIS vulkene
wire passed flame test requirements of section 6.5 of IPCEA-5-61-402.
However, there is no evidence that GAI reviewed and approved the documents
to determine whether they' confirm flame retardant characteristics. Also,
GAI engineering has not determined the necessary flame test requirements
consistent with the design and the design commitments.

*

BASIS
Specification SP-557 (or engineering correspondence) did not specify that
the internal wiring of Class 1E motor control centers must be flame
retardant and confom to specific flame test standards. The manufacturers
documentation submission list was not revised to require the manufacturer to
provide flame test documentation for IEEE Standard 383 qualification and for
engineer review and approval, as required by Appendix J of the project
procedures manual. There is no evidence that GAI engineering reviewed and
approved the documents confirming flame retardance characteristics of the
wiring as acceptable for the design and for compliance with FSAR
ccmmitments.

IMPACT ON DESIGN
,

GAI engineering should detemine the necessary flame test requirements
consistent with the design commitments. Thereafter, the appropriate,

documentation should be reviewed and approved by engineering.,

In addition, the qualification plan A50-10250 and Patel analysis report PEI-
TR-82-14-1 indicates that Anaconda SIS 600 volt switchboard wire may also be.
used in the motor control centers. Therefore, documented evidence of flame
test data or a certificate of conformance from Anaconda substantiating that
flame tests have been performed should be obtained. ..

...

EXTENT
This issue is applicable to all Class 1E motor control centers.

-.
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05.4-1 (Deficiency) Battery Voltage Selection

:
,

BACKGROUND
.

In order to determine the number of cells required for the direct current
power system battery, a review must be made to detemine the acceptable

;

voltage range. Minimum system voltage establishes the battery's minimum
: discharge voltage. Equipment maximum operating voltage establishes the"

voltage which should be applied during the equalize charge. In accordance
I with the criteria established in IEEE Standard 308 (Reference 1), the direct -

current system must be designed with the capability of starting and.
operating the required connected loads with their minimum acceptableI

d voltage. The team reviewed the Perry Project Design criteria (Reference 2),
d which established allowable voltage drop, and Gilbert Design Guides
1 (Reference 3), and General Electric vendor requirements for direct current

voltage (Reference 4), which gave-typical minimum voltage requirements.

i- DESCRIPTION

1
The team found that the selection of the voltage range ignored the direct

i current equipment minimum operating voltage both in the initial selection of
f the minimum battery voltage and in the specification of some Class 1E
j electrical equipment. The Class 1E inverter used for the anticipated
.! transients without scram circuits (Reference 5) and power supply for the

emergency response information system interface (Reference 6) require a
minimum voltage of 105 vol'ts for rated performance output. A battery with
an allowable discharge voltage of 105 volts (1.75 volts per cell, minimum)
was selected. This did not consider Perry Project Design-Criteria which
allows an operating voltage drop between the direct current bus and the load
of 3%. The Criteria does not address starting voltage, which, based upon
the teams assessment of a potential 35 volt drop on starting motor operated
valve 1E51-F063 and a specified minimum voltage for the valve motor of 90

. volts, would require a minimum voltage of 125 volts at the battery.,'
.

^

BASIS
This is a failure to follow Gilbert Engineering Design Guide 0421-5.5.1
Section 3.4, Voltage Range, General Electric's plant direct current power'

| requirements Section 4.3, System Voltage Operating Range, and IEEE Standard
308, paragraph 5.3.3(2).,

-| IMPACT ON DESIGN
Reanalysis should be perfomed to either resize the Class IE batteries based4

j on a minimum battery voltage of 105 volts +3% (108.25 volts ) or requalify
all direct current equipment for operation at a minimu'm voltage of 105 volts*

'3%(101.85 volts). The Design Guide should also be revised to account for'
-

the voltage drop which occurs during the starting of the DC motor operated
,

. valves. ,

EXTENT
This is considered a systematic error because the Perry Project Design
Criteria does not address voltage drop resulting from the starting of the DC '....,
motors.

POST CUTOFF WORK
A review is presently in progress (work change request'1997) in response to
NRC Information Notice 83-08 reviewing the operating voltage ranges at

. '

direct current equipment.
. .
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05.4-2 (Deficiency) Direct Current Power Cable Sizing

BACXGROUND
Electrical cables should be sized for allowable current carrying capacity,
voltage drop and short circuit withstand capability. The team reviewed the
Perry Project Design Criteria Chapter 2. Tabic 2.7-2, which provides current
capacity of cables in trays and Table 2.7-7, which provides fuse sizes for
selected DC power cables (Reference 2). In particular the following DC
power cables were reviewed: -

1R42032A - DC power to 5 kV Bus EH11
1R420129A - DC power to the diesel generator control panel

j 1R420200A - DC Power foed to the remote shutdown panel
1E51012A - DC Power to Motor Operated Valve 1E51-F068

,

IE51025B & 268 - DC Power to Motor Operated Valve 1E51-F063*

4

DESCRIPTION-

The Perry Project Design Criteria provides two tables which could be used
for sizing 125 volt DC power cables for current capacity. Table 2.7-2 is
based upon the allowable ampacities of IPCEA P-54-440 (Reference 3). Table
2.7-7 is based upon the allowable ampacities of the National Electrical Code
(Reference 4). Section 8.3.1.4.3 of the FSAR commits to the arrpacity

.

deratings of IPCEA P-54-440.'

Cable IR42032A is shown on the DC one line diagram (Reference 5) as a number
6 conductor fused at 60 amperes. Table 2.7-2 limits the current permitted
for a number 6 conductor to 34 amperes when routed through cable tray.
According to the Gilbert " circuit by system" report (Reference 6) this cable
actually is a 2 conductor number 4 cable routed through cable tray 616.
Table 2.7-2 limits a number 4 conductor to 49 amperes. Table 2.7-7 which,

permits a DC power cable with a number 4 conductor to be fused at 60 amperes
is not recognized by the FSAR.!

,

Cable IR42J129A is a 2 conductor number 8 power cable. It was fused at 30
amperes (Reference 5). Table 2.7-2 limits the current permitted for a
number 8 conductor in a cable tray filled to a depth of 1.5" to 24 amperes.

i

| According to the GAI " circuit by system" report (Reference 7) this cable is
i' routed through cable trays 616, 612, 659, 611, and 610, none of which have

been designated by GAI as trays which will be filled to an equivalent depthi

greater than 1.5". Table 2.7-7, which per nits a DC power cable with a
number 8 conductor to be fused at 30 amperes, is not recognized by the FSAR.*

Cable 1R42D200A is shown on the DC one line diagram as a number 2 conductor
fused at 100 amperes. Table 2.7-2 limits the current permitted for a number
2 conductor to 75 amperes when routed through cable tray According to the
" circuit by system" raport (Reference 8) this cable actually is composed of
2 single conductor number 1/0 conductors routed through cable trays 127, 144'
and 128. Table 2.7-2 limits a number 1/0 to 115 amperes and is in agreement
with Table 2.7-7. ,

~

Perry Project Design Criteria for voltage drop did not consider inrush
current on voltage drop during motor starting. The cables selected for DC

! motor operated valves 1E51-F063 and 1E51-F068 resulted in voltage drops
greater than 3% during motor running conditions and vohage drops greater
than 25% during motor starting. conditions. The latter condition would bring

|
. .
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the motor terminal voltage below the minimum rated voltage. A follow up
voltage drop calculation (Reference 9), although referencing direct current:

power cables, did not address direct current cable voltage drop.
-

!

BASIS
This is a failure to follow the FSAR, Gilbert's Engineering Design Guide
0421-5.5.1, Section 3.4 (Reference 10), and the Perry Project Design;

-

Criteria. ,i

:} IMPACT ON DESIGN
Cables may have been provided that are too small to safely provide the:

1 required current (because the larger fuses would permit the cables to heat
! up to a higher than rated value) and voltage (because of excessive voltage
! drop) during starting and operating conditions.
i

; EXTENT
This appears to be a systematic problem because the Perry Project Designj Criteria not only conflicts with itself and the FSAR commitment on cable

1 derating but also does not address motor starting inrush current effect on!

voltage drop.
, .

t

POST CUTOFF WORK
GAI is addressing voltage drop in response to Information Notice 83-08 (Work

-ChangeRequestedWCR1997).,

I
-

REFERENCES

1. IEEE Standard 141, Recommended Practice for Electric Power Distribution,
1976i

2._ GAI Perry Project Design Criteria, Chapter 2, Electrical Department,
Rev. 3, 7/30/82

- 3. IPCEA Standard P-54-550, "Ampacitites - Cables in Open Top Cable. Trays", *

-

1972 .

'

4. NFPA 70, National Electrical Code,1978 ,

; 5. GAI Drawing 0-206-051, Class 1E DC System One Line Otagram, Rev. M.
!- 3/15/84

1 6. GAI Report CKSR2400, Cable Routing Circuits for System R42, Page 6786,
7/25/84

! 7. GAI Keport CKSR2400, Cable Routing Circuits for System R42, Page 6804,
,

7/26/84'

8. GAI Report CKSR2400, Cable Routing Circuits for System R42, Page 6817,
7/26/84

9. GAI Calculation R31-001, Cable Voltage Drop 7/2/82.
:10. GAI Engineering Design Guide 0421-5.5.1, Storage Batteries and Racks,

6/6/74
.
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05.4-3 (Deficiency) Battery Sizing Calculation
e-

BACKGROUND
The Division 1 and Division 2 direct current power system provides power
from separate 125 volt (ncminal) Class 1E batteries. The battery design
criteria were developed in meetings between Gilbert and Cleveland Electric
(Reference 1) with additional requirements provided by General Electric
(Reference 2). The GAI Engineering Design Guide 0421-5.5.1 (Reference 4)
requires that the battery be sized from the worst case load profile and

-

should be adjusted for minimum battery temperature, design margin and aging.
The team reviewed five battery sizing calculations R14-002 and R42-006o
through R42-009 (Reference 5).+

.-

! DESCRIPTION

{
The battery sizing calculations have not been performed in accordance with
the Gilbert Engineering Instruction No. 2 on calculations (Reference 6):

(a) t. cads for the control complex panels, which were assumed in the'
.

: development of the load profile, have not been documented with
references to manufacturer's data.

(b) Design input for the Class IE inverter, which required the addition'

of 20% spare capacity, was not followed in that this additional
4

L capacity had not been included in determining the inverter load.

The Calculation 1.og indicated that no assumptions were used yet the
calculation clearly states that inverter efficiency is assumed. Errors
exist in the inverter current used and the length of time assumed for

.

operation of the inverter. The current assumed was based upon operation at
rated voltage. The actual current required will be higher because of the
lower voltage encountered during a battery discharge. The assumption that

4

the inverter is only required for one hour has no basis in that it js always'

,

. connected to the DC system and has n'o automatic timed shutdown. A'
temperature correction factor of 1.0 (indicating a stated minimum

, . temperature of 770F) was used even though the environmental tables-
'1 (Reference 7) indicate a temperature range of 71-730F and the draft

technical specifications (Reference 8) allow a minimum of 600F. Taken with'

the voltage problem identified in Deficiency 5.4-1, these errors could'

; result in an undersized battery.

BASIS

lJ- These are errors in following Gilbert Engineering Design Guide 0421-5.5.1
|i Section 3.7 (temperature correction) and procedure violations for failure to

follow the Gilbert Engineering Instruction, El No. 2, Section 3.3+

,(Occumentation of Input Sources and Identification of Assumptions). **

.

IMPACT ON DESIGN
Revised calculations are required to consider minimum allowable discharge
voltage. correct inverter characteristics, document sources for other load . .

currents and correct for electrolyte temperature. Correct' calculations are -..

required to detemine whether the existing batteries are correctly sized.

i EXTENT '

I." This is a systematic problem in that one o'r more of thii findings applies to
all five battery sizing calculations reviewed.'

. .
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05.4-4 (Deficiency) Battery Charger Sizing

BACKGROUND'

In accordance with IEEE Standard 308 paragraph 5.3.4 (Reference 1), the'

battery charger must be sized to recharge the battery from the design
discharged state while supplying the maximum steady state direct current
loads. Additional guidance is provided by Regulatory Guide 1.32 Position
C.I.6 (Reference 2). Neither the standard nor the regulatory guide define
the term " design discharged state", which can be interpreted in either of -

One interpretation is that the design discharge state of thetwo ways.
battery is that capacity remaining after the plant spccific service
discharge (Reference 3), i.e., the actual ampere hours removed in the
battery design basis duty cycle. The other interpretation is more

,

conservative in that design discharge is interpreted as the capacity
remaining after a battery performance discharge based upon the
manufacturer's ampere hour rating of the battery. The design basis selected
by Gilbert and Cleveland Electric was to use the battery nominal eight hour
ampere-hour rating (1260) instead of the actual ampere-hours discharged
during the battery design basis discharge (448 ampere-hours) (References 4

The team reviewed the battery charger calculations R42-007 (whi.chand S).
preceded the Perry design -basis), R42-008 and R42-009 (References 6, 7, and

-

8).

DESCRIPTION .-

The design basis agreed to between Gilbert and Cleveland Electric was not
followed in the two battery charger calculations performed subsequently.
Instead, Gilbert used the actual ampere hours discharged which resulted in a
charger size 100 amperes smaller than'would have been required, if the
charger was sized using the battery ampere-hour rating.

,

,

j BASIS ~
*

This i's an inconsistency between the design basis and the resulting-
,

calculations.
.

IMPACT ON DESIGN
This will not result in any hardware impact because the battery chargers

. actually purchased were based upon the size established in calculation R42-
'

'

007. This resulted in a battery charger which was 150 amperes larger than
that required by the subsequent calculations. The additional 100 amperenj
required by a calculation performed to the design basis can be accommodated
in the present 400 ampere hour charger. The design basis or calculation: !

|3
'

should be revised.]
..'

EXTENT
This does not appear to be a systematic problem but instead limited to this '

specific type calculation.

REFERENCES
~-

IEEE Standard 308-Criteria for Class 1E Power Systems,19741. ~"

NRC Regulatory Guide 1.32 - Criteria for Safety Related Electric Power2.
Systems, Rev. 2, 1977
IEEE Standard 450 - Recommended Practice for Maintenance Testing and

l-.

3.
* Replacement of.Large Lead Storage Batteries,1975 -

| ?-
. .
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4. GAI letter PY GAI/CEI 4160, 2/12/76
5. CEI letter PY CEI/GAI 1487,3/22/76
6. GAI Calculation R42-007 (Rev. B), 2/3/76
7. GAI Calculation R42-008 (Rev. C), 3/29/76
8. GAI Calculation R42-009 (Rev. E),10/20/83
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05.4-5 (Deficiency) Battery Specification Errors

BACKGROUND
The team reviewed the Class 1E battery specification, Sp-554 (Reference 1),
which requires a nominal 1200 ampere hour battery, as determined by Gilbert
calculation R42-008 (Reference 2). A load profile is also attached to the

t

specification which is similar to that developed in the referenced;

calculation. The conformed specification incorporates battery cell data in
the form of a bill of material. -

DESCRIPTION-

The nominal 1200 ampere hour battery capacity used to specify the Class 1E
batteries for Divsion 1 and 2 was based upon a. calculation that was done'

before the purchase order was placed and which substantially reduced the;

required size from previous calculations. This newer calculation was not
checked before it was used as the basis for the' battery purchasing document,
and was finally signed off by a reviewer 51/2 years later. No4

environmental data was included in the specification to ai.d the vendor in
; either checking the correct application of the battery or for use in the

,

battery qualification program.'

,

i BASIS
This is a failure to follow Gilbert Engineering instructions No. 6 and No. 9^

'

(References 3 and 4), which ~ require review of calculations before their
.

results can be used in procurement documents, and Design Control Procedure
4.15 (Reference 5), which requires environmental data in the technical
section to support qualification.

IMPACT ON DESIGN
The failure to review the calculation prior to using its results in thei

specification appears not to have had an effect on the specification in that
the review of the calculation performed in 1981 did not change those'results
(see Deficiency D5.4-2). Failure to include the environmental data also did

,

4

not affect the battery qualification because temperatures used in the
.

qualification program have enveloped the recent temperature calculation for'

|
the battery rooms (Reference 6).

EXTENT

|
These errors appear to be limited to this specification.

'

REFERENCES

'-( 1. GAI Specification SP-554-4549-00, Batteries, Rev. 3', 8/29/79
; 2. GAI Calculation R42-008, (Rev. C), 3/29/76

'S 3. GAI Engineering Instrtuction No. 6, Technical Sections, Rev. 2,10/82
4. GAI Engineering Instruction No.9, Review and Approval, Rev. 2, 4/84 .

5. GAI Design Control Procedure 4.15, Technical Sections of'

Procurement / Contract Documents, Rev. 3,11/15/82'

6. GAI Calculation, Ct.-ECA-015, pages 95 and 127, Zone CB2 Temperatures, . .

8/19/82 ....
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05.4-6 (Deficiency) Direct Current System Maximum Operating Voltage |
J

-
l

8ACXGROUND
,

FSAR Section 8.3.2.1.2.1 states that the direct current equipment is rated
'

!

for an operating voltage range between 140 volts maximum and 105 volts
minimum. The team reviewed the specifications for the Class IE inverter
(Reference 1) and the motor operated valves (Reference 2) to determine the
acceptable maximum operating voltage. Vendor documents were also reviewed
for the emergency response information system power supply (Reference 3) and

-

the R61 isolator panel (Reference 4). All equipment reviewed had a maximum
operating voltage of 140 volts with the one exception being the emergencyi

I response information system power supply which had a maximum voltage limit'

of 150 volts. The team reviewed the battery charger specification (Reference
5) and test data (Reference 6) to determine the degree of voltage regulation
and,the alarm setpoints.

DESCRIPTION
The ,ilbert response to the NRC's request for additional information, RAIG
430.91, indicated that all direct current equipment is specified and tested
for operation at 145 volts maximum. This statement is inconsistent witn the
above facts. Based upon the CEI setting change request form for ' battery
charger EFO-1-A (Reference 7), the high voltage alarm on the battery charger
is set at 145 volts. Nothing prevents the direct current system from
operating above the equip::fent maximum operating voltage of 140 volts. The
battery charger provides output regulation better than 1% which should
prevent the system voltage frem running above 140 volts on equalize charge
or above 135 volts on float charge. The high voltage alarm is set too high
and should be lowered to provide better overvoltage protection for Class 1E
direct current equipment.

. BASIS .
. .

Inconsistencies exist between the maximum operating voltages for thd actual
equipment specified and voltages indicated in the response to RAI 430.91,

t

: IMPACT ON DESIGN
This is a documentation problem. The response to RAI 430.91 should be
corrected and the high voltage alarms reduced to 140 volts.

EXTENT
Deficiency 05.8-1 covers another discrepancy between the FSAR and the

,

design.'

POST CUTOFF WORK
The voltage range that direct current equipment may experience is presently
being reviewed by GAI in response to Information Notice 83-08 (Reference 9). ,

REFERENCES
1. GAI Specification SP 573, Class IE ATWS Inverter, 5/25/84
2. GAI Specification SP 521-02 Motor Operated Valves 4/13/84 ",,,,,

3. ANALOG Occument 2-15003, ERIS Power Supply (Preliminary) i

'

4. GE Document 272A8638, R61 !solators, Rev. A, 8/31/82
GAI Specification SP 555, Class 1E Battery Charger, .Rev. IV, 6/17/805.

6. Power Conversion Products Data Sheet PS-f 4-32 for Battery Charger Serial
Number 14292-402, Dated 6/5/79

7. CEI Fonn 995 Serial PY291 Setting Change Request form for Battery .

Charger EFD-1-A, 7/30/82
,

1
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05.4-7 (Deficiency) Battery Room Temperature

BACKGROUND
-

Gilbert Engineering Design Guide 0421-5.5.1 (Reference 1) provides
: guidelines for battery sizing and the effect of temperature on battery

capacity. NRC request for additional information RAI 430.89 (Reference 3)
,

addressed DC instrumentation. The response indicated that local ambient-

temperature' indication is provided for Division 1 and 2 battery rooms.
-| Temperature element IM23-N140 monitors the Division 1 battery room. This

j element is monitored by a Riley temperature monitor located in the control
l room on Panel H13-P-904 (Reference 4).

DESCRIPTION
I The alarm point on the set point list gives an alarm on temperatures
j increasing above 95of (Reference 5). Since battery capacity decreases with
j decreasing temperature, and the battery was sized at 770F, the alarm should

come on at a decreasing temperature below that value. The present alarm
,

setpoint will not detect loss-of battery capacity. The setpoint was~

i selected by interface between the I & C group and the building services
group,without including the elactrical discipline (Reference 6).F

The system description for System M23 (Reference 7), which supplies the
battery room ventilation, indicates that the maximum room temperature l's
850F; no minimum temperatdre is noted. Battery rocm temperature is based
upon calculation CL-ECA-015 (Reference 8) and is summarized in the Plant
Environmental Tables (Reference 9).

-

Proposed Technical Specification (Reference 10) 4.8.2.1.6.3 declares the
battery inoperable below a 60cF electrolyte temperature. At this
temperature the battery capacity is reduced by approximately 11". frcm the

. rating.at 770F. .

*

.,

BASIS-
The present 950 ~ setpoint for the battery room temperature alarm and the

_|
failure to alarm on decreasing temperature below 770F are inconsistent with
the design basis of the battery. The root cause of this error is failure to

'

i

,' obtain the electrical discipline review.

?- An inconsistency exists between the M23 system description and the
environmental tables for this area."

-i
:) The proposed technical specification appears to be in error because it was

not specifically written for the Perry battery temperature condition.s
.

1 IMPACT ON DESIGN .

The setpoints for the battery room temperature alarms shculd be revised. The
inconsistencies between tho M23 system description and the environmental
tables should be corrected. The proposed technical specification for . .

battery surveillance should be evaluated to be consistent with these -.

corrective actions'.

N EXTENT
~

j This type' error appears to be limited to the batteries whicn are the only
. , . ~ electrical components affected by decreasing temperatures.
4 .

1
#
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REFERENCES

'

j 1. GAI Engineering Design Guide 0421-5.5.1, Storage Batteries and Racks,
6/5/74

2. IEEE Standard 485, Recommended Sizing for Large Lead Storage Batteries,
1978

3. FSAR, Response to Request ~ for Additional Information RAI 430.89
4 GAI Drawing 208-115, Sheet 201 - Temperature Loop - Rev. S. 11/18/81
5. GAI Occument Set Point List 7/3/84 -

6. GAI Memorandum for D. Ramos, Temperature Setpoint Inputs, 3/29/79
;

7. GAI System Description M23, Battery Rocm Exhaust System., 2/10/84
8. GAI Calculation CL-ECA-015, Zone C32 Tempertaures, Pages 95 and 127,

|- 3/29/82
i 9. GAI Plant Environmental Tables EC-5, Zone C32, Rev. 4, 5/29/84,

.i 10. Technical Specification 4.8.2.1.b.3
;.
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!. 05.5-1 (Deficiency) Containment Electrical Penetration Calculation

Discrepancy; .

BACKGROUND
Thermal capacity (I t) for an electrical penetration is a measure of the2

| thermal energy dissipated at the penetration due to high currents produced
j by faults. The thermal energy can be reduc'd or limited based on clearing,

e

i of a protective device (e.g., a fuse). Current versus time melt
characteristic curves for fuses are plotted on maximum allowable thermal -

capacity curves for penetration modules to demonstrate that the penetration
will be protected from fault currents.

The team evaluated fault current protection for the containment electrical
1 penetrations procured under specification SP-563 (Reference 1) and assessedy

the ability of the penetrations to withstand the maximum postulated fault+
current which could occur. Table 8.1-2 of the FSAR states that the
electrical penetrations are designed and applied in accordance with IEEE-

i 317-1976 (Reference 11) and Regulatory Guide 1.63 (Reference 12). FSAR;

1 .section 8.3. . .15 4 5 further states that the Class 1E and Non-Class 1E power
: circuits which pe,netrate the containment are designed such that . faults will
l be isolated while subject to a single random failure of a protective device
j without exceeding the penetration rating (e.g. backup protective devices are

set to trip upon failure of.the primary device). The fault isolation is
accomplished by backup fus~ing for all 480 volt loads.

The team reviewed design input 0-DI-R24-003 (Reference 2).- calculation CAL-
,

| R24-003 (Reference 3), and design review DVR-R24-003 (Reference 4), which
2q were prepared to demonstrate that the thermal capacity (I t) of theq penetration is not exceeded during maximum fault current conditions

, coincident with failure of the primary protective device.
~

: DESCRIPTION .

j The team found one deficiency with respect to design drawings and two
deficiencies with respect to calculation CAL-R24-003. These were:
1. The team reviewed the electrical circuit design of the post-LOCA

hydrogen recombiner IM51-0001A which is located inside containment. The,

team reviewed one-line diagram D-206-023 (References 5 and 6), block
,

4

diagrams B-211-140 (References 7 and 8), elementary diagram S-208-140
(Reference 9) and the electrical load list (Reference 10). One-line

j
diagram 0-206-023 Rev. H showed that Hydrogen Recombiner A M51-0001A was'

fed from 480 VAC bus EF-1B(1R23S010) through a 600A circuit breaker EF--

- 1B-12. A fuse or a second circuit breaker in series with circuit
breaker EF-1B-12, to provide backup protection as required by FSAR'

commitments, was not shown on the one-line diagram or elementary
diagram. However, Westinghouse drawings 9554088 sheets 1 and 3 ,

.

(References 13 and 14) and the Westinghouse technical manual (Reference
15) indicate that-the hydrogen Recombiner power supply panel (IM51-S001)
located outside containment has a solid state controller with a 125V
SHAWMUT A25X125 fuse in each line phase. The team concluded that backup ' , , '
-protection was provided in accordance with FSAR commitments; however,
the backup fuse is obscure. The fuse should have been shown on the GAI
design documents, such as the one-line drawing and the elementary

', -

diagram.

. .
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:i
i 2. CAL-R24-003 table A and the graph for the 4/0 conductor penetration

module show that the power circuit.for hydrogen recombiner M51-0001A is
protected by a 125A backup fuse downstream of circuit breaker F-13-12.
The graph in calculation CAL-R24-003 indicates that a 125A " vendor
supplied" fuse protects the 4/0 penetration module. The fuse melt-time
characteristic plot on the graph was interpolated from a SHAWMUT catalog

;
'

(Reference 18) because actual vendor fuse curves had not been obtained.
'

The manufacturer and source for the fuse plot was not referenced. The
3
; design review OVR-R24-003 stated that this fuse is a 125A SHAWMUT fuse;

-

}_ however, the reviewer replotted the graph using BUSSMAN fuses which were
stated to have a higher melting point (worse case) than the SHAWMUT
fuse. Therefore the design review was conservative. We concluded that
the SHAWMUT fuse curve was not referenced as a design input or attached

j to the calculation, and approved vendor submitted fuse curves were not
4

j obtained. This deficiency violates section 3.3(2) of Engineering
Instruction No. 2 (Reference 19) concerning sources of design input.j

! 3. Standard catalog BUSSMANN FRS-R and FRS FUSETRON dual-element fuse

f'.
average melting time-current characteristic curves (References 16 and
17) were attached to and used in calculation CAL-R24-003. However,
approved vendor submitted minimum melting and tctal clearing time-

~

current characteristic curves were not obtained and incorporated into
the calcula' tion. The catalog curves were marked "for reference only,
contact factory for lhtest information". The reviewer pointed out in
Reference 4 that standard catalog curves are representative and are a
safe assumption since specific data is not required. -The team believes

~ that manufacturers approved curves should be used to ensure that,

selected fuse sizes a e still available, desired fuse characteristics
:

,' are obtained, and verifiable documentation for the design is provided.

'! BASIS .
-

j The design drawings were inconsistent with as-built conditions in tflat a
i

backup fuse which protects a penetration was not shown. A SHAWMUT fuse was
.i~ evaluated in calculation CAL-R24-003, however, the source of the data was

not incorporated into the calculation. The fuse curve was not referenced as
design input and the SHAWMUT fuse curves were not attached to the
calculation, contrary to section 3.3(2) of Engineering Instruction No. 2.

' Approved SHAWMUT fuse curves submitted by the vendor should be used. Also
;

approved vendor submitted minimum melting and total clearing time-current
characteristic BUSSMANN fuse curves applicable to the rest of the

,| calculation were not obtained and incor;iorated into the calculation.

IMPACT ON DESIGNt This item is a documentation discrepancy which should not affect the -

validity of the calculation in demonstrating that the penetrations are ,

,.,
4

protected. Calculation CAL-R24-003 should be revised to incorporate
approved vendor submitted 125V SHAWMUT A25X125 and BUSSMANN K5 fuse curves.:
The backup fuse, which is in series with circuit breaker EF-18-12 to provide

' ;, backup protection for IM51-0001A as required by FSAR commitments, should be E,,

shown on the one-line diagram and the elementary diagram.a

EXTENT
The lack of approved vendor submitted melting time-current characteristic
curves appears to be systematic in GAI calculations based on our review.

:
,
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REFERENCES
1. GAI Specifications SP-563-4549-00, Electrical Penetration Assemblies,

Rev. IX, 12/18/81 ,

i 2. GAI Design Input 0-DI-R24-003, Penetration Protection From Fault 480V,
Rev. O, 10/3/82

;

3. GAI Calculation CAL-R24-003, Penetration Protection from Fault on 480V,-

Rev. 1, 8/22/83'

4. GAI Design Review DVR-R24-003, Results of Verification, 10-11-82
5. GAI Electrical One-Line Diagram 0-206-023, Class 1E 480V Bus EF18, Rev. -

,

-|- H,4/12/84
; 6. GAI Electrical One-Line Diagram 0-206-023, Class 1E 480V Bus EF1B, Rev.

,

j 0,7/23/83

j 7. GAI Electrical Block Diagram B-211-140, M51 Sheet 9, Combustible Gas
Control System Hydrogen Recombiner Power Supply IM51-S001, Div. 1, Rev.

,

6, 1/27/83
j 8. GAI Electrical Block Diagram B-211-140 M51 Sheet 33, Combustible Gas

Control System Hydrogen Recombiner Power Supply IM5-S001, Div. 1, Rev.
,

3, 1/27/83>

9. GAI Elementary Diagram B-208-140 M51 Sheet 09, Combustible Gas Control
System Hydrogen Recombiner Power Supply IM51-S001, Rev. 8, 6/10/81

,

10. GAI Electrical Load List, 3/15/84,
.

11. IEEE Standard 317. Electric Penetration Assemblies in Containment
Structures for Nuclear Power Generating Stations,1976

12. USHRC Regulatory Guide-1.63, Electric Penetration Assemblies in
Containment Structures for Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants

13. Westinghouse Electric Corporation Drawing 9554F088 Sheet 3, Electric
Hydrogen Reconbiner, GAI VP No. 4549-14-099-3-4, Rev. 5, 11/24/80

14. Westinghouse Electric Corporation Drawing 9554F088 Sheet 1, Electric
Hydrogen Recombiner, Bill of Materials, Rev. 8, 11/24/80

15. Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Technical Manual. Electric Hydrogen
Recombiner Model A, GAI VP No. 4549-96-500-1-0, including Halmar Drawing
02D100748 Rev. H, 6/5/80

' '

16. BUSSMAN Average Melting Time-Current Characteristic curves 15 to 600 FRS
and FRS-R FUSETRON duel-element fuses (600V), Form 252, 2/73

17. BUSSMAN Average Melting Time-Current Characteristic curves 1/10 to 12
FRS and FRS-R FUSETRON duel-element fuses (600V), Form 251, 2/73*

18. Gould SHAWMUT Catalog, Form 101 Amp-Trap Current Limiting Fuse Bulletin
'A-T618, 2/76

19. GAI Operations Manual, Engineering Instruction No. 2, Calculations, Rev.
; 2,4/84
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05.6-1 (Deficiency) 4000 Volt Motor Overload Protection

8ACXGROUND;
Medium voltage motor protection relaying is performed by CEI's Corporatet

Systems Planning Department in Cleveland. The motor relay setting criteria
(Reference 1) committed to on the Perry Project (Reference 2) state that
instantaneous overcurrent relays (for fault protection) will be set at a
pickup level equal to or greater than twice the motor locked rotor current

|
at 100% rated voltage. Time overcurrent relays (for motor overload -

protection) will be set at a pickup level equal to or greater than 1.5 times:
j the motor full load current at 100% rated voltage. These settings ensure

that the motor will not trip out on starting and allow some margin to permit
1 the motor to operate in an overloaded condition. The team reviewed the

-

relay settings for the emergency service water pump motors,1945-C001A (88),;

j and the residual heat removal pump motors 1E12-C001A (B & C). Speed and
current vs. accelerating time curves (Reference 3) were used for the ESW?

-

1 pump to ensure that the overload relay would not trip out on starting. No
similar curves were available for the RHR pump so approximate values werei calculated by the relay engineer. An informal review of this process by the] senior relay engineer is documented on the relay setting change request form

i

(Refefence 4) by his signature.'

DESCRIPTION ~

The overload relay settin'g was established based upon 150% of the motor full
load current at 75% of rated motor voltage, not 100% of rated motor voltage.

as required by the design-commitment. The team was tola that the current at
75% of rated motor voltage was selected because the motor specification,p

(Reference 5) requires the motor to have the capability.to operate at 70% of'

This transientrated motor voltage for infrequent five minute intervals.i
overload could have been handled by. the original design commitment. The
present setting results in an overload setting approximately 40% higher than

.

the design commitment. This higher setting decreases the amount of fnotor"

overload protection provided for safety related motors because it permits
the higher current drawn by motors operating overloaded or at reduced
voltage to go undetected for longer periods. No attempt was made by CEI to
determine what effect this higher overload current setting would have on the
qualification of the motor.

BASIS
This is a failure to follow the CEI Design Criteria for motor overload

j protection as comitted to in the response to the NRC Request for Additional9

j Information RAI 430.80.
a. -

IMPACT ON DESIGN
"

Overload relay settings should be revised and retested. ,

i

EXTENT
This error applies to all 4000 KV motors. A contributing factor appears to - ~

be that no formal documented review of relay settings is performed. .The '"

relay engineers workbook, which forms the complete backup data package, is
an uncontrolled document.-

--

REFERENCES
1. CEI memorandum to E.C. Willman from System Protection 10/26/81
2. FSAR Response to Request for Additional Information RAI 430.80
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3. GAI Document No. 4549-60-073-0, Seimens-Allis Speed and Current vs.'

Accelerating Curves for Emergency Service Water Pump Motor, 4/4/78
4 CEI Setting Change Request Form 995 for EF 1106 Serial No. R6915 Dated .

3/15/82
-1 5. GAI Specification SP-550, Class 1E 4000 Volt and 460 Volt Induction
# Motors, Rev. VII, 6/9/81
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! 05.6-2 (Deficiency) 460 Volt Motor Overcurrent Protection
1

! BACXROUND
Motor protection requirements for large 460 volt motors is defined in:

li response to the NRC's request for additional information RAI 430.80
(Reference 1) which states that long time overcurrent protection isSetting of theapproximately 150% of the full load current of the motor.'

electrical protective devices for large 460 volt motors fed from low voltage.:

|
unit substations was performed by the CEI Perry Project Organization on site

' using the guidelines of the Nuclear Design and Procurement Procedure 3-0310
(Reference 2); however, this procedure does not provide specific setpoint
commitments. Motor data was obtaine.1 frem the motor sections of the driven
equipment (fan, pump, etc.) instruction manuals (References 3 and 4).a Since

no starting current or accelerating times were available from these
instruction manuals, the engineer estimated the locked rotor current and
assumed the starting time was negligible. Actual motor data from the motor
vendor was used in the one case for which is was supplied (Reference 5).
Long time (overload protection) and short time (fault protection) relay*

settings were selected with the use of the motor data. The team reviewed
;

the relay settings for all the Division 1 motors fed frem Buses EF-1-A
-

i (Reference 6) and EF-1-B (Reference 7). .

DESCRIPTION
Long time overcurrent setting was based upon the engineer's experience, not'

any design criteria. This resulted in overcurrent relay settings on these
large 460 volt motors that ranged from 130% to 147% of full load current
(References 8, 9,,10 and 11). In all cases this was below the FSAR'

commitment. Neither the relay engineer nor his immediate supervisor, who
reviews and approves his work, were aware of any formal design basis being, ,

I documented in the F3AR in response to the NRC's request for additional
4

information RAI 430.80. ,
, ,.;

| BASIS
This is a failure to meet the commitment of RAI 430.80.

.

IMPACT ON DESIGN
This errror will require a reanalysis of the protection provided for all 460

i

j volt motors fed from the unit substations.

'i EXTENT
This applies to all 460 volt motors fed from the unit substations because

| instructions and commitments made in the FSAR were not relayed down to the
1 working level or included in the relay setting procedure.
'.

REFERENCES -<

1. FSAR Response to Request for Additional Information RAI 430.80
2. CEI Nuclear Design and Procurement Procedure 3-0310, Setting Change

Request, Res. 1,6/18/84
3. GAI Document 96-243-0-00, Westinghouse Fan Instruction Manual - Reliance ~, , , '

Motor Data Sheet
4 GAI Document 96-0314-002, Ingersoll Rand Puma Instruction Manual -

Westinghcuse Motor Data Sheet
5. GAI Document 96-357-0 Seimans Allis Motor Instruction Manual
6. GAI Drawing 0-206-021, Bus EFIA, One Line Diagram, Rev. G, 3/28/84

-

1 . .
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7. GAI Drawing D-206-023, Bus EF18 One Line Diagram, Rev. H, 4/12/84
8. CEI Fom 995, Serial PY-441, Breaker EF1A04, 9/13/83
9. CEI Form 995, Serial PY-595, Breaker EF1A05, 9/10/84 .

10. CEI Fom 995, Serial PY-223, Breaker EF1804,1/19/82
f

- i 11. CEI Fonn 995, Serial PY-450, Breaker EF1805, 9/13/83
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05.6-3 (Deficiency) 4000 Volt Motor Test

BACXGROUNO

.

Overload protection for large motors is provided by overcurrent relays. The
' a, settings on these relays are detemined by the motor-load characteristics,
|4

such as curves of full load current, starting (locked rotor) current and
':} accelerating times at both 100% and 75% of rated motor voltage and motor

thermal limit curves. CEI Testing Procedure GEN-E-005 (Reference 1)

M| requires the recording of the starting current, accelerating time and
-

running current during the preoperational coupled motor tests to confirm the1
correct setting of the relays.

1
DESCRIPTION'

CEI Test Procedure GEN-E-005, Section 5.5.8 requires the use of either a
Gould brush recorder or a Honeywell visicorder to record the starting

q currents and voltages for the 4000 volt motors.
j

l No procedure exists to ensure that the recordings for the startup tests of
1 motors are either preserved or are returned to the relay engineer so that he
j may confirm his initial assumptions of the motor characteristics.

IIr

The coupled motor test data packages for the emergency service water pump
|
!~

motor, IP45-C0013, and the. residual heat removal pump motor,1E12-C001C, did
not contain copies of the~ starting current recordings nor did the test data'

sheets contain any notation on the accelerating times. The emergency
service water pump test was performed on 9/4/84. did not use a recorder, and,

:

:' no notation was made in the motor test file that this test had to be
repeated. The team was told that tha visicorder records for the residual|j
heat removal pump test performed on 10/5/83 were discarded after the records|! faded. The visicorder record made for the low pressure core spray pump'

motor,1E21-C001, during the 9/1/83 test was nearly unreadable becaus,e of -

!

the fading of the light sensitive paper.
.

,

BASIS .-

The test performed on the emergency service water pump motor IP45-C001B did
not use a recorder as required by CEI Test Procedure GEN-E-005.j ANSI N45.2.11 (Reference 2) requires that records that support the final

1,j design be collected and maintained and be retrievable. The FSAR commits to
Regulatory Guide 1.64 (Reference 3) which endorses ANSI N45.2.11. Failure

|-| to preserve the test data violates the design traceability requirements of.
|1 ANSI N45.2.11, Section 10.

*

|

IMPACT ON DESIGN ~

Tests should be redone to record the accelerating times of the motor-load
combinations. The test procedure should be expanded to require that the test,

|

!
data be appropriately reviewed and preserved.

EXTENT ' . . 'This appears to be a systematic problem because the test group does not
appear to be making any attempt to preserve the initial test recording.

POST CUTOFF WORX! A revision to an existing mechanical test specification (Reference *2) being
! discussed at the working level only at this time, would require the

recording of the load accelerating time. . .
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REFERENCES
1. CEI Test Procedure GEN-E-005, Testing of Motors, Rev. 4, 2/82
2. ANSI N45.2.11 Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of Nuclear .

Power Plants, 1974
3. NRC Regulatory Guide 1.64, Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design

.

of Nuclear Power Plants, Rev. 2, 6/76
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! 05.6-4 (Deficiency) Motor Control Center Feeder Breaker Coordination
1
i BACKGROUND
j As required by the CEI Nuclear Design and Procurement Procedure 3-0310

(Reference 1), the design criteria for the overcurrent protection for motor"

j control center feeders require that the setting of the low voltage
switchgear circuit breaker should be sized for the feeder cable ampacity andi

also must coordinate with the largest load on the downstream motor control
center. The switchgear breaker that feeds the moter control center sees the

-

entire current drawn by all the loads running on that particular motor
control center. The additional load current must also be included in the
coordination studies between feeder breakers and downstream fuses. The team
reviewed the settings of the relays for DC breakers EDIA06 and E01806 which
both feed motor control centers where the largest load is fused at 100
amperes (Reference 2). The team also reviewed the set. ting of the relay for
AC breaker EF1809 which feeds a motor control center with the largest load*

,

fused at 175 amperes (Reference 3). The relay settings were issued to the-

test department via an approved Setting Change Request, Form 995 (Referenes'. .

4 and 5).
~

.

.{- DESCRIPTION
The design criteria for the setting of the motor control center feeder
breaker ovsrcurrent relays.did not allow for the effect of the normally,,

i
running current of other donnected loads (other than the largest load) on

!
the motor control center'in determining the setting of the long time.,

|
overloads. By not including the normally running load seen by the motor

!- control center feeder overload relay on top of the load. fuse curve, the
J coordination between the feeder breaker and the largest load cannot be
j assured. There was no listing available which gave the connected and running

,1 loads on DC motor control centers. An informal load list was available for~

9 the AC motor control center connected and running loads from a 1976 study
|M (Reference 6),'but these loads were not considered either. Using th'e 1976

data it appeared to the team that breaker EF1309 would not coordinate with"
<

the downstream 175 ampere fuse.

,} The short time overload relay on the DC breakers was incorrectly plotted on
?)

the fuse / relay coordination curve using current units that were different
than.those used for the fuse curve by a factor of two.

BASIS
This is a violation of the CEI Nuclear Design and Procurement Procedure 3-j *

'4 0310 which requires that the motor control center feeder circuit breaker
solid state trip be set to coordinate with the largest fuse in the mo, tor
control center.

-

.

IMPACT ON DESIGN
Relay settings should be reanalyzed to account for the normally connected'

and running loads. , .

'.

EXTENT
We reviewed three examples in Division 1, two DC feeders and one AC feeder,'

and found that the normally connected and running loads were not accounted
for in all three cases. The incorrect plotting of the DC breaker relay-

I curve appears to have been an isolated case,
j~ .
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REFERENCES
1. CEI - Nuclear Design and Procurement Procedure 3-0310, Setting Change

Request Form, Rev. 1, 6/18/84 .'

2. GAI Drawing 0-206-051 Class 1E DC System One Line Diagram, Rev. M,'

3/15/84
3. GAI Drawing 0-206-023, Class 1E 480V Bus EF18, Rev. H, 4/12/84
4. CEI Setting Change Request Fom 995, Serial FY-352,125 Volt DC Bus ED-

1-B Breaker E01806, 11/19/82
5. CEI Setting Change Request Fom 995, Serial PY-368, 480 Volt AC Bus EF-

-

q 1-B Breaker EF1809, 12/13/82
6. GAI List by G. R. Gehring, Motor Control Center Connected & Running

.

Loads,12/2/76
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05.6-5 (Deficiency) DC Fase Characteristic Curves
;

'

BACKGROUND
Relay coordination studies are performed to ensure that load protective
devices clear a fault before an upstream protective device opens and clears
the entire downstream bus (Reference 1). Perry uses fuses to protect their
motor control center branch circuit loads and uses circuit breakers at the,

unit substations to protect the feeds to the motor control centers
(Reference 2). Both fuses and circuit breaker relay charactericstic curves

-

J have a tolerance band between the time the device first starts to react to a
,

fault and the time the circuit is actually interrupted (total current"

] clearing time).

f DESCRIPTION
In its coordination studies, CEI plotted fuse catalog data (Reference 3),

!
-

which is a minimum melt curve and does not give the tolerance band, and used'

j the, median of the tolerance band of the current breaker relay characteristic
curve (Reference 4). The actual fuse curves were not supplied with the'

motor control centers, but these curves were readily available frcm the fuse
vendor. An accurate coordination study cannot be done without actual fuse
characte.ristic curves and ;ilotting the extremes of the tolerance band for
the circuit breaker overcurrent relay characteristic curves.,

~-
BASIS
The coordination study did not use the correct type of fuse curve and the
minimum tolerance band of- the relay curve. -

| IMPACT ON DESIGN
.i Incorrect relay settings may have resulted from not using the actual fuse
'! curves.

.

EXTENT
'

This appears to be a systematic. problem because CEI did not use actual fuse
.

clearing time curves on any application. _ This error combined with
Deficiency 05.6-4 may result in resetting the EF1809 breaker protection.

] REFERENCES

j 1. CEI Nuclear Design and Procurement Procedure 3-0310, Setting Change

'1 Request Form, Rev. 1,6/18/84
j 2. GAI Drawing 0-206-051 Class IE DC System One Line Diagram, Rev. M,

1 3/15/84
|j 3. Bussman Catalog Data Form 252, Average Melting Time Current

Characteristic Curves, February 1973 ,'

4. ITE Imperial Curve TD-9034, Type 00-4, Selective Of rect Acting Trip
Oevices Time Current Characteristic Curves, Rev. O, 6/22/76 ,

'
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05.6-6 (Oeficiency) Motor Control Center Motor Protection and Coordination

i BACKGROUND
'

FSAR section 8.3.1.1.2.11.b.2 states that motors fed from motor control!
centers are protected with fuses rated at approximately 125". of their full

The team reviewed the protection provided for the Division 1-

load current.t

switchgear room ventilation return fan M23-C002A and control room
; recirculation fan M26-C001A (Reference 1) and the Division 3 emergency

.

service water pump IP45-C002 (Reference 2).:

J

GAI selected dual element fuses which provide a time delay to override motor
starting inrush. Motor protection is usually coordinated with the motor
control center feeder protection to ensure that a fault on the motor circuit,

;
does not result in the loss of the entire motor control center. For

! example, reference 3 recommends that, when coordinating dual element fuses,
the upstream fuse should be sized a minimum of twice the rating of the;

branch circuit fuse.
;

! DESCRIPTION

i
The two Division 1 motors are both rated at 100 horsepower, but different
fuses were selected to protect the motors. The circuit for fan M26-C001A is! - This fuse is rated approximately 150% of
protected with a 175 ampere fuse.The circuit for fan M26-C001A is protected,

the motor full load current.
with a 150 ampere fuse. This fuse is rated approximately 130% of motor full
load current. The Division 3 motor is rated at 75 horsepower and is

i
i

protected with a 110 ampere fuse. The fuse is rated at 125% of motor full
load current as required by the FSAR commitment. However, coordination has
not been demonstrated with the upstream 175. ampere fuse, which feeds the:

.j motor control center, because the ratio of fuse ratings is less than 2.
j
-i

.| BASIS .
.

The evaluation for acceptability of a circuit length was based upon* an
.

|

1
incorrect load assumption. Circuits entering containment were not correctly

i evaluated for allowable length.

IMPACT ON DESIGN
These errors may require a reanalysis and replacement of existing fuses.

] EXTENT
This does not appear to be a systematic problem because the remaining 460

.j volt motors (all less than 100 horsepower) appear to have been protected'

with fuses rated at 125% of the motor full load current and because of their
relatively smaller size should coordinate with the motor control center'

, feeder protection.i
.

REFERENCES

1. GAI Drawing 0-206-023, Class IE 480 Volt Bus EF-1-B, Rev. H, 4/12/84
.

2. GAI Drawing 0-206-029, Class IE 480 Volt Bus EF-1-E, Rev. G, 6/11/84 ~
,

*

; 3. BUSS Bulletin SP084, Electrical Protection Handbook, Section 5, January ~~

1984

-
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05.7-1 (Deficiency) Inadequate Cable Voltage Drop Calculation

j BACKGROUND
The team reviewed Calculation CAL-R31-001 (Reference 1) and Design Input 0-..! DI-R31-001 (Reference 2) which were performed to determine the maximum*

allowable circuit length for each size power and control cable used in the
4

,i design to limit cable voltage drop to 3%, as required by Engineering Design
!

Guide 3.1.3 (Reference 5). The team randomly selected the power and control
-

4

cable for class 1E motor operated valve 1G43-F040A located in the Reactorj Building and determined the resultant cable voltage drop (circuits 1G43F5A
| and 1G43F6A) using the methodology of Calculation CAL-R31-001.
;

DESCRIPTION
'

Calculation CAL-R31-001 calculated maximum circuit length for various size
conductore using a commonly used approximate formula obtained from an
industrial handbook (Reference 6). For circuits 1G43F5A and 1G43F6A, the
factors used in the calculation were:,

bus voltage (480 VAC);' -

current 15 A ( based on maximum allowable current capacity of 14 AWG-

wire from Reference 7);
r

impedance power factor (assumed to be 0.9).,

-
.

,

Section 2.3.1 of the project electric'al design criteria (Reference 3) states
.

that the 480V ac buses shall be designed to have a 10% (above or below)

. i voltage tolerance. Using the methods of CAL-R31-001, the team detennined
! that the cable voltage drop at bus low voltage (432V) conditions for the

sampled circuits was much greater than 3% during the starting inrush current
.

!

!
interval for the motor operated valve. Because the motor for motor operated*

valve 1G43-F040A has a full load ampere rating of 2.3A (Reference 8),thei
team assumed that the motor starting current is approximately equal to the'

maximum allowable current capacity of the conductor (e.g.15A). We also
-!

assumed a power factor of 0.9. The team's calculations indicate tha't thea
,

voltage at the mater terminals during the motor starting and accelerating
;

,

period may be substantially less than the minimum low voltage for the motor
starting specified in Specification SP-568 (Reference 4). Specification SP-
568 section 1.05.2 states that the motor shall be a high torque design,i

'

capable of opening and closing the valve when the voltage is 10% above or
below the nameplate voltage. Since the cable voltage drop at motor start may
result in a motor tenninal voltage well below the specification
requirements, motor start and valve operation may fail to function as#

required during accident conditions. -
- q

..

'! BASIS
Cable voltage drop for installed. power and control cable for class IE motor
operated valve 1G43-F040A may exceed the limit stated in the Engineering

-

:!
Design Guide, resulting in a motor terminal voltage below that required by *

'! specification SP-568 for proper operation of the valve under accident
conditions. There is no confirming analysis to substantiate the validity of'

the design during bus low voltage or motor starting. ' ,,, f'

IMPACT ON DESIGN
j This situation has the potential to cause the motor operated valve to fail

to accomplish its design basis safety function. A careful assessment of the
maximum current, lowest bus voltage and power factor should be made to.

|
'

. -
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establish the reduced' voltage level at the motor terminals and substantiate
,

the validity of the design. Employing the methods and assumptions of
! calculation CAL-R31-001, and the design criteria for bus tolerance, the -

adequacy of the design can not be substantiated.'

-| EXTENT
: This deficiency is systematic for all class IE motor operated valves with
j circuit lengths of greater than 660'. ,

REFERENCES
1. GAI Calculation CAL-R31-001, Cable Voltage Drop, Rev. , 6-22-82.

; 2. GAI Design Input 0-DI-R31-001, Cable Voltage Drop Calculation, Rev.0, 7-
2-82.~4

3. GAI Electrical Department Project Design Criteria, Rev.3, 7-30-82.
4. GAI Specification SP-568-4549-00, Class 1E Electric Motor Driven Valve

Operators Furnished with Equipment, Rev.2, 5-15-75.
5. GAI Engineering Design Guide 0421-3.1.1, Rev.1, 4-1-75.

I 6. Industrial Power Systems Handbook, 0.8eeman.
7. NFPA-70, National Electrical Code,1981.

]J 8. GAI Perry Load List, 3-15-84. ,

!
!
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! 05.7-2 (Deficiency) Calculation Design Input not Referenced

BACXGROUND
.

i
The team reviewed Calculation CAL-R31-001 (Reference 1) and Design Input 0-
DI-R31-001 (Reference 2), which were performed to determine the maximum,

!
allowable circuit length for each size power and control cabl.e used in the'

i design to limit cable voltage drop to 3%.
l
j DESCRIPTION

-

' CAL-R31-001 references the Electrical Department Project Design Criteria''

(Reference 3) tables 2.7-1 to 2.7-7 as a design input for current capacity=

i, of cables. These tables are primarily based on data obtained from IPCEA P-
54-440 (Reference 5); this standard addresses cables in open trays. Table

J 2.7-2 of the project design criteria lists allowable amperes for 600V copper
,

non-armored cables in open cable trays and conduit for various size~:
conductors. Calculation CAL-R31-001 used the allowable ampere ratings for
cables in conduit as design input for calculating voltage drop. The team
found that the allowable ampere ratings for cables in conduit were obtained
from Table 310-16 of NFPA-70 (Reference 4). Neither calculation CAL-R31-001i nor the Electrical Department Project Design Criteria references NFPA .70 as

j| .
the source of this design input data.

i

' BASIS
Failure to reference NFPA-70 as the source of design input is contrary to
Engineering Instruction No. 2 Section 3.3(2) (Reference 6) concerning
referencing sources of design inpu*

. .

IMPACT ON DESICN
This item is a documentation type omission which is minor in nature and does>i

I not affect the validity of the calculation or the design.
'

! EXTENT
This item appears to be an isolated case.

i

REFERENCES

1. GAI Calculation CAL-R31-001, Cable Voltage Orop 6/22/82
2. GAI Design Input 0-0I-R31-001, Cable Voltage Orop Calculation,-Rev. O,

7/2/82
'

3. GAI Electrical Department Project Design Criteria, Rev. 3, 7/30/82
4. NFPA-70, National Electrical Code, 1981

- 5. IPCEA P-54-44-/ NEMA WC 51-1972, Ampacities-Cables in Open Top Cable
Trays .

.

6. GAI Engineering Operations Manual . Engineering Instruction No. 2 , Rev.ij 2,4/84
1 .

!

M
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05.7-3 (Deficiency) Inadequate Review of Maximum Allowable Circuit lengths

BACKGROUND
.

Long circuit lengths for a given conductor size can create a voltage drop
Ji

which reduces the voltage at the tenninals of a load to a value which,

adversely affects performance of the circuit. Tables 2.7-4 and 2.7-6 of the
,} Electrical Project Design Criteria (Reference 1) and section 3.2.1.4 of

Engineering Design Guide 3.1.1 (Reference 2) specify that the voltage drop
'y for 600 volt power cable must be limited to 3% maximum. In addition. -,;

section 2.7 (h) of Reference 1 specifies that AC and DC control circuit
|1 1ength must be limited to 300 feet. The team reviewed the GAI program to
}q verify that cable lengths are not excessive.

t
DESCRIPTION-

A special data base sort of the cable routing program (Reference 3) wasI
developed to identify cable lengths which exceed the maximum allowable

.

length. The program listed the circuit number, the cable bill of material
.2 number, the installed circuit length, and the maximum allowable length. The

most conservative value for maximum allowable circuit length was used in the
program, based on data from the electrical project design criteria tables.
For' example, the maximum allowable length fcc a size 14 AWG conductor routed.-
in cable trays is 510 feet. This value is conservative because it does not

: . take in account the circuit. load and the resulting current. The same size
.I conductor could be connected to a 1 horsepower load which would yield a
j maximum allowable length 'of 1200 feet. Because the maximum allowable

lengths listed in the program are conservative, each identified circuit was;

i to be evaluated by engineering to detennine if the circuit length was,j acceptable.
7

The team randomly selected two circuits and evaluated the program and
methods used to resolve the identified circuits which were listed as

.

1
exceeding their all'owable length. We selected c'ircuit IP4583XB which is a 3'

;j conductor size'12 AWG cable which feeds the emergency service water pump 3
motor space heater and reviewed the elementary diagram, block diagram, and

y circuit tabulation (Reference 5,4 and 7). The cable routing program,

M identified the installed circuit length as 300' and the maximum allowable
length as 150'. Table 2.7-6 of the Project Electrical Design Criteria
limits the cable length of a single phase 120 volt circuit, size 12 AWG'

conductor, to 67' based upon a 20 ampere load. The engineer evaluated the
circuit and accepted the installed cable length based on an assumed 75 VA
heater load, but the VERSA PAC motor outline drawing (Reference 6) shows

,

that the heater load is 750 Watts. We concluded that the engineers
e
" evaluation and acceptance of this circuit length was in error.

.
-

d The team selected cabling (1G43F6A and 1G43F5A) to motor operated valve '

1G43-F040A located inside containment. Power and control cable 1G43F6A is''

installed in raceways in the containment between tie points 1G43-F040A and'
,-

electrical penetration 1R72-5008. The installed length of this cable is
380'. The circuit continues outside containment with cable 1G43F5A ', ,.,

,I installed between the penetration and motor control center MCC EF1A07. The
installed cable length is 284' for this cable. The total circuit length*

(1G43F6A and 1G43F5A) from the motor control center to the valve is 664'.
Because the size of the conductor is 14 AWG,' Reference-3 should have listed

,

the maximum allowable circuit length as 510' and identified these circuits' '

I
. .
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as exceeding the maximum allowable length. Circuits 1G43F6A and 1G43F5A were
not listed in reference 3 as exceeding maximum allowable length. The
reference 3 data base sort did not have the capability to identify two
circuits connected in series (e.g. a cable routing from a motor control
center located outside containment to a load inside containment). Therefore
it may not have identified, other cases where the maximum allowable length

:] was exceeded.

In response to this issue, GAI pointed out that the first attempts to work -

with the cable routing program sort (Reference 3) were difficult; they were'

aware of the above limitation in the program. However, the process.is-

.
being refined. GAI is currently reviewing DC circuits for excessive voltage
drops based on IE Information Notice 83-08 and INPO Significant. Event Report

j 80-83, as a result of change request CR-1997 and WCR-1997 (References ~ 8 and
- 9). In addition a recent survey was made to identify control and low voltage

circuits that might have a potential voltage drop problem (Reference 10).

' The team concluded that GAI has some preliminary calculations on some
l circuits to demonstrate acceptability. In addition there is a program to

address voltage drop on DC circuits. However, there is no program of a9
,

! formal nature being conducted to ensure that all circuits which exceed the-

maximum allowable circuit length are addressed to ensure the validity of the.

design.
; ,

,

BASIS
-

; The evaluation for acceptability of a circuit length was based upon an
! incorrect load assumption. Circuits entering containment were not correctly
! evaluated for allowable length.
;

d IMPACT ON DESIGN

11 A comprehensive program is necessary to verify that all circuits which
*

exceed allowable length are identified and evaluated.

! EXTENT .

gj This item is systematic with respect to circuits entering containment and
d evaluation of AC circuits. (see Deficiency 05.7-7 for DC control circuit

problems).a

REFERENCES
- 1. GAI Electrical Department Project Design Criteria, Rev.3, 7-30-82.

2. GAI Engineering Design Guide 0421-3.1.1, Rev. 1, 4-1-75. *
.

3. GAI Cable Routing Program E105Long, 8-19-82.
.;

j 4. GAI Electrical Block Diagram B-211-176 P45 Sh.2, Rev.11, 5-11-84..
f;. 5. GAI Elementary Diagram B-208-176 P45, Sh.02, ESW B Pump C001B, Rev'.G. 2-
ei 21-84

.
6. Versa Pac Motor Outline Drawing 55-937-005-419, Issue 4, GAI VPF# 4549 '

.] 60-050-2.
'' 7. GAI Cable Routing Program, Circuits for P45, Run 277, Page 3229, 7-26- ,

,

84. ,_,,

8. GAI Change Request CR-1997, Review of IE Information Notice 83-08 and
INPO fs0-83,

9. GAI WCR NO.-1997, 6-26-84.'

10. GAI Memorandum from J. Ioannidt to J.G. Shingler, Circuits with Possible
Voltage Drop or Capacitive Coupling Problems, 2-1-83.

-
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05.7-4 (Deficiency) Omission in Calculation

BACKGROUND
"

The team reviewed calculation CAL-R31-001 (Reference 1) and Design Input 0-
DI-R31-001 (Reference 2), which were performed to determine the maximum
allowable circuit length for each size power and control cables used in the
design to limit cable voltage drop to 3%. The objective of our review was
to evaluate the calculated maximum allowable length for AC and DC control
cable.

~

3

OESCRIPTION
~ The portion of calculation CAL-R31-001 which detennined the maximum AC and

DC control cable length equivalent to a 3% voltage drop assumed that the ,'

maximum current available was obtained from a motor control. center 250VA
i control transformer. The calculated maximum length for all AC and DC

contro1, cable was approximately 300 feet based on this configuration.

The team reviewed elementary diagram S-208-215 (Reference 4), one-line
0-206-051 (Reference 5), cable block diagram B-211-215 (Reference 6)diagram

and the cable routing program (Reference 7), and found that 125V DC circuit,

|

<|
1R42D5A was not represented by.the generic control circuit configuration of.
calculation CAL-R31-001. Circuit 1R4205A is a DC feeder from switch No. 8;; in 125V DC distribution panel IR42-S012 to control circuits in panel 1H13-

~ ! Block Diagram S-21I 215 and the cable routing program show that thisp872.
cable is a 3 conductor cable 126 feet in length, No. 8 AWG, Division 1.
Table 2.7-7 of the electrical department project design criteria (Reference
3), which gives current capacity of 125V DC power cable, shows the allowable

,

circuit length in conduit and tray for a given conductor size, but #8 AWG ,

_ conductor routed in conduit is not addressed. The team concluded that the
engiwer assumed that a 250 VA control transformer represented a worst case
configuration for all 'AC and DC control cable with _ respect to available-

current. However, the assumed worst case configuration in calculation CAL-
R31-001 is not representative of available current in 125 V DC circuits.
Therefore, the calculation did not properly evaluate the. maximum control
cable length for DC circuits.

BASIS-
Calculation CAL-R31-001 failed to calculate the maximum length for all DC
control cable and incorrectly used the r- Sts of the 250 VA control'

' transformer calculation to limit volta' u.t. of DC circuits.
-

j '

a; IMPACT ON DESIGN
Calculation CAL-R31-001 should t id to assess maximum length for 125V

.

; The calculation to deterune the maximum cable length should beDC cable.j
V compared with the length for installed cabling. ,

1
f EXTENT
' ; See Deficiency 5.7-7. This problem may apply to 125V DC circuits,120V AC ' ~

circuits associated with distribution panels fed from motor control centers, '"

,] and circuits fed from 480 V AC control transformers located in motor control
e

centers.-

'

-.

.*
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REFERENCES
GAI Calculation CAL-R31-001, Cable Voltage Drop, 6/22/82

| 1.
GAI Design Input 0-01-R31-001, Cable Voltage Orop Calculation, 7/2/822. GAI Electrical Department Project Design Criteria, Rev. 3,7/30/82

'

3. 3-208-215 R42, Sheet 25, DC System AuxiliaryGAI Elementary Diagram;

4.
Relay Panel 1H13-P872 Power Distribution, Rev. A,1-31-79

5. GAI Electrical One-Line Diagram D-206-051, Class IE OC System, Rev. M,i
- '

3/15/84GAI Block Diagram B-211-215 R42 Sheet 5. DC System Auxiliary Relay
.

6.
Panels 1H13-P866, P867, P871 and P872, Rev. 6, 5/6/82
GAI Cable Routing Program, Circuits for System R42, Run 277, Page 67807.
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05.7-5 (Deficiency) Division 3 Emergency Service Water Pump Cable Size

BACKGROUND
The team compared the sizes for power cables shown on the emergency service
water system cable block diagram (Reference 1), the one line diagram
(Reference 2) for the Division 3 emergency service water pump, and the
Gilbert cable sizing design criteria (Reference 3) for a 75 horsepower
motor. The pump motor nameplate data was also reviewed.

,

DESCRIPTION
The cable sizes indicated in the block diagram, one line diagram and design
criteria (Table 2.7-4) are all different, two AWG No. 4, No.1/0 and No. 2/0'

respectively. The engineering change notice (Reference 4), which changed
the designed cable size from a No. 4/0 to two AWG No. 4, did not reference
the one line diagram. The team found a number of other cables in which
conflicts exist between the conductor size shown on the one line diagram and
the cable by system computer printout (Reference 5) (cables R42032A,
R420200A,R4203098).

BASIS
This is an inconsistency between GAI documents and a failure to comply with
the Perry Project Design Criteria on cable sizing.

3
'

IMPACT ON DESIGN -

No hardware impact results frem this because the two AWG No.4 cables that
were actually installed will adequately carry the current drawn by the

:
motor. The one line drawing must be updated to agree with the actual.,

1 installed equipment.
i

l EXTENT

'j ' Failure to correctly update the one line diagram may indicate a systematic .

problem because the Gilbert engineering change notice does not require that. .

all affected documents be listed.j

REFERENCES
I 1. GAI Orawing B-211-176, Sheet 3, Emergency Service Water System Cable
: Block Diagram, Rev. 11, 1/28/83

.I 2. GAI Drawing 0-206-29, Division 3 One Line Diagram, Rev. G, 6/11/84
3. Perry Project Design Criteria Table 2.7-4, Current Capacity of 460 Volt] ' Motor Cablesa

j 4 GAI Engineering Change Notice 8318-33-1861,2/26/82
J 5. GA7. Report CKSR2400, Cable Routing Circuits for System P45, 7/26/84
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05.7-6 (Deficiency) Cable Pulling Calculation

BACXGROUND
f! Cable must be installed in such a manner to not damage the copper conductor
,

3 or the insulation and jacket. Cable pulling is limited by maximum pulling
tensions and maximum sidewall pressures. Gilbert developed tables of
maximum allowable pulling tensions based on manufacturer's data (References
-1 and 2) in order to limit the pulling tensions the electrical contractor,

could 'use during the cable installation. SP 33, the electrical construction
-

specification (Reference 3), incorporates these tables and requires that the
electrical contractor determine the maximum allowable pulling tension based

q; upon the number of cables in the pull and the bend radius of the raceway.
' The electrical contractor incorporated these requirements in his cable

pulling procedure (R"eference 4).

DESCRIPTION
CEI project personnel made extrapolations from the SP 33 tables to detennine
the maximum pulling tension through duct bank Number IP45H2A (Reference 5).
The extrapolations were necessary because the 48 inch radius of the duct
bank is larger than the maximum bend radius gi-ven. in the tables. However,
there was no documented technical basis for the extrapolations.

.

<! In addition, no pulling te.nsion calculations were performed by the
{ electrical contractor for the sections of cable in cable trays because the1
i

contractor hand pulls the' cable through the cable tray network.

Lr BASIS
j Although the electrical specification states that the project organization

will provide pulling tensions for duct bank pulls, no procedure exists tod
! provide a method to document the extrapolation of the specification tabular

|! data for use. in duct banks. The electrical contractor's procedure does not
address a'ny exception to cable tray pulling tension calculations because of
hand pulls. ANSI N45.2.11 (Reference 6) requires that designs be documentedg,

'j in sufficient detail to pennit adequate evaluation and checking. The FSARj
commits to Regulatory Guide 1.64 (Reference 7) which endorses ANSI N45.2.11.Lj

n
|l.
Ls IMPACT ON DESIGN

Independent calculations made by the team confirmed that no hardware changes|[ will be required because the calculations noted resulted in a conservative
~

+

limit on pulling tension.
(t

EXTENT

|! This deficiency is limited to calculations made by the CEI project
organization for the maximum pulling tension allowable for cable pulls .

4

d through duct banks where the bend radius is larger than the maximum bend
,i radius given in the tables.

..

! .i . . .'
. REFERENCES

l 1. Anaconda letter to R. A. McNabb, GAI, 9/29/82
2. Rockbestos letter to L. C. Kirsch, GAI, 3/2/83
3. GAI Specification SP33, Electrical Installation, Rev. 6, 5/7/84y

'

j 4. LK Comstock Procedure 4.3.3, Cable PuTling, Rev 2713/84
,

,

:
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$8 5. CEI RCIM No.1177, Raceway and Cable Modification for 1P45H2A, 2/10/82
6. ANSI N45.2.11. Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of Nuclear

Power Plants, 1974 -

'l 7. Regulatory Guide 1.64, Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of
- ,

J Nuclear Power Plants, Rev. 2, 6/76
->
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D5.7-7 (Deficiency) DC Control Circuit Cable Sizing

,,
',

BACKGROUND
Large motors powered from the 4160 volt switchgear are controlled with a 125

>

i

volt control circuit from the station battery. The wire size selected for*

this control circuit must be sized for both its current carrying capacity-

and also to limit the voltage drop along the circuit. The team reviewed the
Thisemergency service water pump (IP45-C001A) motor breaker close circuit.

-

circuit is routed from the switchgear through the control room, remote.

- shutdown panel, discharge valve and valve motor control center (Reference,

2). The Perry Project Design Criteria, Section 2.7 (Reference 1) provides"

limits for control conductors for ampacity and voltage drop.-

OESCRIPTION
The cable black diagram (Reference 3) and the cable by system computer
report (Reference 4) indicate that the total circuit length for the

~ emergency service water pump 1P45C001A motor circuit breaker close circuit
is approximately 6000 feet. A number 14 AWG conductor is used throughout>

this control circuit. The close coil in the switchgear requires
approximately 6 amperes and 90 volts to operate. The resulting voltage drop

1 of more than 75 volts may not leave sufficient voltage available at the
. |

switchgear close coil to pennit automatic start of this load. The diesel1

gencrators require emerger}cy service water flow to continue to operate.1

This common mode failure.of the emergency service water system could result
j in the loss of both Division 1 and Division 2 diesel generators.
7
1 .

BASIS] Because of the excessive voltage drop the circuit may not work as designed.
_ This is a failure to comply with the GAI Engineering Design Guide 0421-5.5.1] (Reference 5) section 3.8.3 which gives the nominal voltage range and .

1 current requirements for medium voltage switchgear. This is also a failure
| to follow the Perry Project Design Criteria which restrict control circuitj

-

' length to 300 feet unless approved by the Project Electrical Engineti .
n
1 IMPACT ON DESIGN

*

|
The cable installed for this circuit may have to be replaced with a cable
with a larger conductor or the circuit may have to be revised to eliminatel'

the long runs back and forth between the control complex and the emergencyi
service water pumphouse.

I
EXTENTd This appears to be a systematic problem because voltag'e drop has not beenl addressed, until recently, in direct current control circuits.a

P POST CUTGFF WORK
A review of voltage drop in control circuits was in progress at the time of ,

|-
|-

this inspection in response to NRC Information Notice 83-08. The report of
| that study (Reference 6) did not indicate the deficiency noted here. ,

,

,

!' REFERENCES

! |~ 1. Perry Project Design Criteria, Section 2.7h, Rev. 3, 7/30/82
2. GAI Orawing B-208-176 Sheet 1 Emergency Service Water Elementary Diagram'-

d Rev. F, 2/21/84,

|l
i

-
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3. GA1 Drawing B-211-176 Sheet 1 Emergency Service Water Cable Black
Diagram, Rev. 14,5/11/84

4. GAI Computer Printout E121CBSR, Cable Routing Circuits for System P45," .

7/26/84
5. GAI Engineering Design Guide No. 0421-5.5.1, Storage Batteries and

Racks, 6/6/74e
6. GAI correspondence PY-GAI/CEI-16656, Information Notice 83-08, 9/5/84
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05.8-1 (Deficiency) FSAR Discrepancy

BACKGROUND
The team reviewed the emergency service water system circuit design
development from the system concept through the development of the FSAR,
system design description, control logic diagrams, and elementary diagrams.
One aspect of the inspection was to determine the degree of conformance
between the FSAR and the system operation as reflected by the circuitry of

-

the elementary diagrams.

DESCRIPTION
Section 8.3.1.1.2.8 of the FSAR states in part "when a diesel generator isy
started, the emergency service water pump receives a start signal coincident
to the diesel generator start signal since the emergency service water pump
supplies diesel generator cooling water. However, pump start is delayed ,

,until after closure of the diesel generator circuit breaker (see Table 8.3-
1)". Table 8.3-1 of the FSAR (Reference 6) additionally shows that
emergency service water pumps A and B have a type (2) control for forced
shutdown or loss of coolant accidents. This type of control is described as
" equipment started automatically with associated pump, diesel, temperature
switch, pressure switch, etc.".*

}
The team found that emergency service water system elementary diagrams S-

1 208-176 sheets 1, 2, 4 and' 5 (References 1 thru 4) and the control logic
Li diagrams S-802-791 (Refeience 5) show that emergency service water pumps A

and B are automatically started upon receipt of a divisional loss-of-
coolant-accident or loss-of-offsite-power signal combined with.the interlock
of the respective pump discharge valve which must be 15% open. Pump start is
not delayed until after closure of the diesel generator circuit breaker as
stated in the FSAR. In addition, the pumps are not started automatically
with the associated diesel as a type 2 control as stated in FSAR Table 8.34'

.

1. The pump start circuit is a Type 3 control- (e.g., equipment started
automatically by loss-of-ccolant-accident) as defined in FSAR Table 8.3-1.

r.

BASIS
The automatic start circuitry for emergency service water pumps A and B as

, . shown on the elementary diagrams is not in agreement with statements in theij

FSAR.

IMPACT ON DESIGN
The team considers this inconsistency to be a documentation error in the

q *

FSAR. This item has no effect on design or analysis. 'It is anticipated
i

that FSAR section 8.3.1.1.2.8 and Table 8.3-1 may be revised to reflect the4

as designed emergency service water pump start circuitry.
'

i -

1 EXTENT
I The team believes that this type of inconsistency is an isolated case.

. -

; REFERENCES ,,

i 1. GAI Elementary Diagram B-208-176, sh 01, Emergency Service Water System
Pump A , C001 A, Rev. F 2/21/848

2. GAI Elementary Diagram B-208-176, sh. 02, Emergency Service Water System
-

Pump B, C001B, Rev. G, 2/21/84 -

j

-
.
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3. GAI Elementary Diagram B-208-176, sh. 04, Emergency Service Water System
Pump A, Discharge Valve 1945-F130A, Rev. O, 4/19/83

1 4. GAI Elementary Diagram B-208-176, sh. 05, Emergency Service Water System .

Pump B, Discharge Valve 1945-F1308, Rev. O, 4/19/83j
: 5. GAI Control Logic Diagrams 5-802-791, Emergency Service Water System,

:

if
Rev. F, 2/21/84

6. PNPP FSAR Table 8.3-1, Connected. Automatic, and Manual Loading and
Unloading of ESF Switchgear
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05.8-3-(Deficiency) Control Fuse Calculation OmissionI

~

!

SACKGR04ND*

The teain reviewed elementary diagrams B-208-055 sheets A100 to A103'

(References 1 thru 4) and B-208-215 sheets 25 and 30 (References 5 and 6) toevaluate the design of the LOCA initiatica signal multiplication circuitry
provided to actuate Balance-of-Plant safety-related equipment.

.

DESCRIPTION
L The team found that the selection of ratings for the 'JA'(5018) and 10A

^' (F580 through F585) control cicruit power fuses shown on elementary diagrams
B-208-215 sheets 25 and 30 was based on engineering judgement, instead of

- ~ - calculations. Therefore, there is no assurance that the fuse size is_

- compatible with circuit load, coordination with upstream fuses or breakers,'

and criteria such as load or wire size. Also, there is no way- for an
independent reviewer to substantiate the acceptability of the design with
respect to fuse rating. These control power fuses are in divisional LOCA

3

1 signal protective actuation circuitry.
1

:| BASIS
The sizing of Class 1E fuses was based on engineering judgement instead of

~ calculation.
..
.

IMPACT ON DESIGN'

A confirming calculation should be performed to document the fuse selection
criteria, circuit load, and coordination,

'
t EXTENT

Q . It. appears that this item may be systematic for fuse selections for control
circuits.3 See also Deficiency 5.8-4 . .

;
a

d REFERENCES

1 1. GAI Elementary Diagram B-208-055 E12 Sheet A100, Resid'ual Heat-Removal
System LOCA Signal Div.1, Rev. O, 2/17/83

2. GAI Elementary Otagram B-208-055 E12 Sheet A102, Residual Heat Removal
System LOCA Signal Div.2, Rev. E, 2/17/83El

V 3. GAI Elementary Diagram B-208-055 E12 Sheet A101, Residual Heat Removal
System Combined LOCA Signal Div.1, Rev. O, 7/16/81

4. GAI Elementary Diagram B-208-055 E12 Sheet A103, Residual Heat Removal .

<
_

'

System Combined LOCA Signal Div.2, Rev. O, 7/16/81.
5. GAI Elementary Diagram B-208-215 R42 Sheet 25, DC System Auxiliary Relay'

13 Panel 1H13-P872 Power Distribution Div.1, Rev. A,1/31/79
^j 6. GAI Elementary Diagram B-208-215 R42 Sheet 30, DC System Auxiliary' Relay

Panel 1H13-P871 Power Distribution Div. 2, Rev. A,1/31/79 .

4

7. AGASTAT Control Products Division Catalog CR-1, 9/78
f
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05.8-4 (Deficiency) DC Control Circuit Fuse Selection'

| BACXGROUND
.

Cables are sized for their current carrying capabilities and are provided
. with electrical protection to restrict the current flowing through the wires!

to their rated value. The Perry Project Design Criteria (Reference 1)-

contains the ampacity limits set for the different size conductors used on
the Perry Project. This ampacity restricts the heat buildup in the raceway,

,

| system used throughout the plant to safe levels.
-

DESCRIPTION
The team reviewed the electrical protection provided for the control circuitfj for the Division 1 emergency service water pump and found that protection

"I was provided by a 30 ampere fuse in each leg of the DC control circuit
(Reference 2). The control conductors in this circuit are number 14 wires
(Reference 3). The Perry Project Design Criteria Table 2.7-7 limits the

.i minimum conductor size to be used with a 30 ampere fuse when routed through
'l cable tray to a number 8 conductor. Perry Project Design Criteria Table

1 2.7-2 limits a number 8 conductor to 24 amperes and a number 14 conductor to
7 amperes. ,

i

i The ampacities of Table 2.7-2 are based upon IPCEA P-54-440 (Reference 4).
|

Table 2.7-7 is based upon the National Electrical Code (Reference 5). FSAR

Section 8.3.1.4.3 committid to derate the conductor ampacity in accordance.

with IPCEA P-54-440.
**

,

BASIS'-

This is an inconsistency between two sections in the Perry Project Design
Criteria and a failure to correctly protect the control conductor as
required by the Perry Project Design Criteria and the FSAR commitment.

. .

IMPACT ON DESIGN.
This may result in a hardware change to either increase the minimum size of
switchgear control circuit conductors or reduce the size of the fuse
protecting the existing conductors.

EXTENT

| This appears to be limited to the switchgear control circuits.

REFERENCES
1. Perry Project Design Criteria Chapter 2. Table 2.7-7, Capacity of DC

:ij Cables
2. GAI Drawing B-208-176 Emergency Service Water Pump Elementary Diagram,-,' Sheet 01, Rev. F, 2/21/84

.

- 3. GAI Drawing B-211-176 Emergency Service Water Pump Block Diagram, Sheet ,
01, Rev. 14, 5/11/84

4. IPCEA Standard P-54-440, Ampacities - Cables in Open Top Cable Trays,,

1972 ..
,

5. NFPA-70, National Electrical Code,1978i ....*

-
,

i

|]
-.
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i 05.9-1 (Deficiency) Control Room Duct Fill Criteria Inadequate and
;j Unjustified

il BACKGROUND
The main control rcom, designated as PGCC (Power Generation Control
Complex), consists of panels, floor sections, cabling, and tennination

.

*

I cabinets manufactured by GE. The PGCC panels are mounted on floor section
assemblies constructed of steel I-beams. Longitudinal and lateral ducts|3 within the floor sections form a cable tray system where cabling is routed -

1

]
through floor section ducts between panels and between panels and

. termination cabinets within PGCC.
-

n
3-

] The amount of cables in a given tray, designated as percent tray fill,. is an
important consideration. It is customary to install low voltage cables

[' (e.g. cables rated at 600 volts) in cable trays without maintaining spacing
j between cables. However, the amount of cables in the tray is limited to 40 :

or 50 percent of available loading depth due to cable ampacity and
e

.[ temperature considerations. Ampacity (allowable current) of cables is'

!I governed by the maximum temperature at which the cable is allowed to
operate, and is influenced by the ambient temperature, type of tray *

;

enclosure (e.g. open ventiTated or enclosed), proximity of other load
.

, ,

carrying cables and load factor,'

!

ih- Although PGCC floor section cable ducts are not specifically addressed with
respect to cable deratin'g and cable tray fill in the FSAR, guidance can be,a

td obtained from FSAR commitments for cable trays since the same principles
apply to both ducts'and trays. Section 8.3.1.4.2 of the FSAR indicates that

-

>H
power and control cable trays have 4 or 6 inch side rails with a minimum 3,a or 5 inches available loading depth, respectively. Instrument cable trays

i are 4 inches deep. Section 8.3.1.4.3 of the FSAR states in part that 600'1', volt cable, size #14 AWG to #4 AWG, is derated according to IPCEA P-54-4401
'(Reference 1) with a theoretical loading depth of 1.5 or 2.5 inches'.- This
loading depth is derived by dividing the area computed by summing the cable

This value.j diameter squared for all cables by the width of the cable tray.
corresponds to a design objective of 50 percent of the 3 inch or 5 inch
usable depth of the tray. The FSAR further states that a tray fill of 50--
percent, using the cable diameter squared for the cross sectional area is
the design objective for instrument and control cable trays and this j

corresponds to approximately 40 percent tray fill using(actual crossSections 2.4.4, 2.7 b) and Tables 2.7-2,
'

sectional area in the computation.
2.7-6 and 2.7-7 of.the Electrical Department Project Design Criteria
(Reference 2) are consistent with the percent tray fil-1 criteria stated in

'

y
y

the FSAR. In addition, Engineering Design Guide 0421-3.1.1 (Reference 3) is
.} also consistent with the above criteria, because Section 3.2.2.7 states that

i
ampacities of unspaced multi-layer cables in open trays should be obtained.| from IPCEA P-54-440; these ampacitites are based on the depth of cables in

*

the tray. Section 3.2.2.12 of the engineering guide further suggests that .
;

certain applications may require criteria of NFPA-70 (Reference 4) article
<

'
318, cable trays, to be used as guidance. " ,,,,'

2

DESCRIPTION
i. During the site inspection, the team observed that a Division 1 lateral

duct, located in the PGCC floor section in front of the Division 1 bay of1-
fj

.
. .

1
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termination cabinet 1H13-P747, was completely filled with GE manufactured
Tefzel cables and balance of plant cables routed by GAI. Due to the density

i of cables, the team was concerned about the potential for overfill and cable'l
i damage. This is particularly true for modifications requiring addition of

cables in the floor sections. Other longitudinal and lateral ducts within
; the PGCC floor sections appeared to be completely filled with cables.
,

j The' PGCC duct fill tabulation (Reference 5) has not been updated by GE or
-

issued to GAI for several years. This document provided duct fill
1 information and space remaining for PGCC duct coordinate points, and was

~{ instituted because GAI was initially concerned that, without accurate ductj fill, balance of plant cables could not be routed in the PGCC floor sections
without the possibility of overfilling the ducts (R" .rence 6).q

' Nonconformance report CQA-137 (References 7 and 8) noted that cable slack in
' the PGCC ducts appeared excessive and a concern was raised about the,

resultant effects upon calculated duct fill. In response to report CQA-137,;

GE provided GE letter PER 80-222 (Reference 9), RCM-80-749 (Reference 10)
and letter dated June 12, 1979 (Reference 11). The GE response states in

k part: "the traditional maximum duct fill used by cable tray designers in
!

the electrical industry is 40%. Therefore, we chose it as a design limit
for PGCC ducts. In actuality, 40% is' a practical limit on the amount of
cables that can be laid in a duct since 40% is based on cable cross section'

and gives no consideration to inevitable spaces between cables. A duct 40%
filled by this criterion Ean hold no more cables. Thus the acceptance

,

i criterion was the capability to install the floor plate over the cables."
3
$

The team notes that this assumption has not been verified. A duct
-| completely filled (to the floor plate) with ideally laid cable to eliminate

bends may approach a calculated fill much greater than 50%. This practice
,

j is inconsistent with the FSAR commitment with respect to filling cable trays
s.,

t to a design objective of 50% of their usable depth. ,

-

j .

! BASIS
The GE criterion for duct fill in PGCC floor sections is inconsistent with!

;) FSAR commitments for cable trays. In addition, there is no verification
that the GE criterion will, in fact, result in 40% duct fill. This is'

contrary to the licensee's commitment to ANSI N45.2.11-1974, Section 4.2,
with regard to verifying assumptions.

~ IMPACT ON DESIGN

.) A confirming analysis should be provided to ensure the current practice does
i not lead to cable damage. In addition, there should be a mechanism to

identify overfilled ducts. '

!

EXTENT
,

This item is systematic within the PGCC.,

;

<

REFERENCES
.,

1. IPCEA Publication No. P-54-440, Ampacities Cables in Open-top Cable; ....
'

Trays, Insulated Cable Engineers Association, Rev. 2, 1979
; 2. GAI Electrical Department Project Design Criteria, Rev. 3,7/30/82
! 3. GAI Engineering Design Guide No. 0421-3.1.1, Cable Sizing, Rev. 1,'*

-| 4/1/75
1

-| . .

;
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I 4 NFPA-70, National Electrical Code,1981
5. Letter of R. C. Motchell (BEN) to P. B. Gudikunst (GAI), PY-GEN /GAI-

|
1547, Perry PGCC Duct Fill Information, 3/2/81

6. GAI Memorandum of G. R. Clark to P. B. Gudikunst, Perry PGCC Duct Fill
' ' , Documents, 4/20/81

| 7. PNPP NonConformance Report CQA-137, Rev. O, 2/5/80
8. PNPP NonConformance Report Review / Revision CQA-137, 2/5/80'

9. Letter of J. Miller (GE Site) to D. Green (CEI), PER 80-222. CEI'
*

! NonConformance Report CQA-137, 4/28/80 .

'i 10. Letter of R. C. Mitchell (GEN) to Distribution, RCM-80-749', CEI
: Nonconformance Report CQA-137, 4/22/80

11. Letter of H. H. Hendon (GE) to R. C. Mitchell (GEN), Perry Duct Fill,
6/12/79
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05.10-1 (Deficiency) Electrical Separition Criteria Deficiencies
.!

-

:} BACKGROUND .

The team reviewed the GAI project electrical design criteria (Reference 1)
j

1
and the FSAR to determine commitments made to regulatory criteria and
industry standards for separation and electrical independence of Class IE4

systems. FSAR tables 1.8-1 and 8.1-2 cite IEEE Standard 384-1974 (Reference
2) and Regulatory Guide 1.75 Revision 2 (Reference 3) as principal design

-commitments for maintaining electrical independence.

DESCRIPTION'

The' team reviewed sections 2.5 and 2.8 of the project electrical design'

criteria, the electrical conduit and tray separation criteria drawings D-
214-004 (Reference 4) and 0-214-005 (Reference 5), and the. fire barrier
criteria drawings 0-201-146 (References 6 thru 9). The team found several '

deficiencies, inconsis,tencies, errors and omissions in these documents with.,
.i

respect to the requirements of IEEE Standard 384-1974 and with respect to'
one another. Although separation requirements appear to be correctly
specified in construction specification documents (References 10 and 11) in
accordance with IEEE Standard 384-1974, the specified requirements shown in
design criteria and construction criteria documents were found to be
deficient in several areas as follows:
1. FSAR Tables 1.8-1 and 8.1-2 cite IEEE Standard 384-1974 (Reference 2)

l and Regulatory Guide 1~.75 Revision 2, September,1978 (Reference 3) as
'| principal design commitments. However, GAI conduit and tray separation

criteria drawing .0-214-005 (Reference 5) cites Regulatory Guide 1.75
Revision 1. January,1975 as a design criteria reference. .

,

j 2. Figure 2.5-1 sheet 2 of the project electrical design criteria
(Reference 1) provides separation requirements for redundant class 1E

4
,

conduit, however separation requirements for Class 1E to non-class IE>!

] conduit is not addressed. Although separation requirements for Class 1E
~ to non-Class IE conduit are shown on construction criteria drawing 0-
|

214-004 (Reference 4), the lack of these requirements in Reference 1 is
considered an omission. A design input record was not initiated to
revise the project electrical design criteria.

3. Section 2.8.4 (d) of the project electrical design criteria (Reference
'

1) states in part that conduits of different divisions not in physi, cal
. contact constitute a separation barrier and that figure 2.5-1 sheet 2
: (which shows a 6 inch separation) is to be used as a design objective
L for physical separation. This criteria (e.g. " conduit not in physical

contact") violates sections 5.1.3 and 5.1.4 of IEEE Standard 384-1974E '

which requires that the minimum distance between redundant enclosedm
|1 raceways be 1 inch. Although separation requirements for conduit are
:1~ ' correctly shown to be in accordance with IEEE Standard 384-1974 art -

1 construction criteria drawing 0-214-004 (Reference 4), the specified ,

;' requirements in reference 1 are considered to be error. A design input
record was not initiated to revise the project electrical design!

criteria.

i. j 4. The project electrical design criteria (Reference 1), and separation " . . . '
') criteria drawings 0-214-004 (Reference 4) and 0-2145-005 (Reference 5)

do not address separation criteria for Class 1E components within
|.

panels. Although separation requirements for Class 1E components within
panels is specified in accordance witfr IEEE Standard 384-1874 in section

7.. . .
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5:08.10 of specification Sp-33 (Reference 10), the lack of these
requirements in reference 1 is considered an omission. A design input
record was not initiated to revise the project electrical design.,

't

criteria.,;
! 5. Separation criteria drawing 0-214-005 (Reference 5) does not include the

division 3 power tray identification symbol or the division 4
instrumentation "0" logic tray identification symbol .

} 6. Figure 2.5-1 sheet 2 of the project electrical design criteria
.]

(Reference 1) and criteria drawing 0-214-004 (Reference 4) are
.

inconsistent with respect to separation distances between redundant
] Class 1E conduit and Class 1E tray. Separation requirements for conduit

' are correctly shown to be in accordance with IEEE Standard 384-1974 on
- drawing 0-214-004. A design input record was not initiated to revise

.

the project electrical design criteria. -

7. Detail No. 2 of barrier criteria drawing 0-201-146 Sheet 1 (Reference 6)
'

shows vertical separation and solid tray cover (barrier) requirements
w for redundant Class IE horizontal cable trays. However, detail No. 2
-

does not show the required 1 inch minimum separation distance between
the barrier and the redundant tray as required by the identical

~j configuration in figure 2 of IEEE Standard 384-1974. ,The separation
barrier criteria drawings (Reference 6 thru 9) and specification SP-33
(Reference 10) do not clearly or explicitly identify the minimum

j separation distance of.1 inch between barrier and barrier or tray as
i required by IEEE Standard 384-1974.
i 8. Detail No.1 of barrier criteria drawing 0-201-146. Sheet 1 (Reference 6)
'j shows separation and solid tray cover (barrier) requirements for

redundant Class 1E cable trays which cross. However, detail No. I does
not show the required 1 inch minimum separation distance between the
barriers as required by the identical configuration in figure 5 of IEEE
standard 384-1974 The separation barrier drawings (Refences 6 thru 9)
and ' specification Sp-33 (Reference 10) do not clearly or explicitly>

identify the min'imum separation distance of 1 inch between barrier and
barrier'or tray.as required by IEEE Standard 384-1974.,

9. Detail No. 4 of barrier criteria drawing 0-201-146 Sheet 1 (Reference 6)-,
y' shows separation and solid tray cover (barrier) requirements for

redundant Class 1E cable trays. However, detail No. 4 does not show the
required 1 inch minimes separation distance between the barriers asN

! required by IEEE Standard 384-1974. The separation barrier criteria
J- drawings (Refe ences 6 thru 9) and specification SP-33 (Reference 10) do

not clearly or explicitly identify the minimum separation distance of 1
inch between barrier and barrier or tray as reuqired by IEEE Standard -

384-1974. *

.
,

BASIS
The team found several errors, omissions, and inconsistencies in design

-

criteria and construction criteria documents with respect to separation
.

requirements in IEEE Standard 384-1974 and with respect to one .inother. For
deficiencies identified in the design criteria document, a design input <; -

a

lrecord was not initiated to revise the project electrical design cr|teria as
-~

i
required by section 2:08-1 Appendix C of the project procedures manua: .|

(Reference 12). |,

:-.

,

.
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1 IMPACT ON DESIGN
Although separation requirements appear to be correctly specified in>

; construction specification documents (References 10 and 11) in accordance ,i
with IEER Standard 384-1974, separation requirements shown in design

: criteria and construction criteria documents are deficient in many respects
and should be corrected. The design criteria document represents the'

fundamental basis for the design; similarly, the construction criteria
drawings are documents used for construction including QA inspections. The
construction specification documents are not used as working documents. This .

[. deficiency is considered by the team to be a documentation error that does
:. not affect the validity of the design based on our limited inspection.
.

EXTENT
This deficiency is systematic with respect to completeness of the design - *

criteria primarily because design input records were not- initiated to revise
and update the project electrical design criteria.

*
REFERENCES

1. GAI Electrical Department Project Design Criteria, Rev. 3,7/30/82
2. IEEE-384, IEEE Trial-Use Standard Criteria for Separation of Class 1E

Equipment and Circuits, 1974q
3. USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.75, Physical Independence of Electric Systems.

Rev. 2, 9/78-

.; 4. GAI Drawing 0-214-004, Electrical Conduit and Tray Separation Criteria,
,j Rev. L, 5/17/84 .

: 5. GAI Orawing 0-214-005, Electrical Conduit and Tray Separation Criteria,
'l Rev. J, 5/17/84 -

6. GAI Drawing 0-201-146, Sheet 1, Electrical Raceway Barrier Details Tray
: and Conduit, Rev. A 5/21/84

7. GAI Drawing 0-201-146, Sheet 2 Electrical Raceway Barrier Details Tray,

and Conduit, Rev. A, 5/21/84
.

'

.8. GAI Orawing 0-201-146, Sheet 3. Electrical Raceway Barrier Details Tray
and Conduit, Rev. A, 11/22/83.

9. .GAI Orswing 0-201-146, Sheet 4 Electrical Raceway Barrier Details Tray -

and Conduit, Rev. A, 11/22/83
10. GAI Specification SP-33-4549-00 Electrical Installation for Nucleare

Island Group II, Rev. VI, 5/7/84,,
4 11. GAI Specification SP-86-4549-00, Construction Work Performed by the

Nuclear Test Section , Rev. , 6/15/82
12. GAI PPM, Perry Project Procedures Manual Rev. 21,3/3/0/84
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05.10-2 (Deficiency) Violation of Separation Criteria for Mechanical Damage
Zones

j

l BACXGROUND
Section 2.8.2 of the GAI electrical project design criteria (Reference 1),j on cable routing through mechanical damage ~ zones, states that arrangement

j and/or protective barriers shall be such that no locally generated force or
missile can destroy more than one redundant class 1E function. The criteria '

state in part that, in the absence of confirming analysis to support lessy
stringent requirements, a minimum separation distance of 20 feet or a 6 inch"

thick reinforced concrete wall is required between trays of different
-

^ ~

divisions. in rooms containing heavy rotating machinery and in any location
"i

containing an operating crane. Note No.1 of conduit and tray separationg- criteria drawing 0-214-004 (Reference 2) extends this criteria to class IE
-,' conduit.

.

An operating overhead traveling crane and safety related emergency service
-

water pumps for both units are located in the emergency service water
Therefore, this area is a mechanical damage zone as defined bypumphouse.

the design criteria. The team randomly selected and reviewed class IE
conduit routing within the emer@ncy service water pumphouse to determine
conformance to the specific separation criteria.

DESCRIPTION
The team reviewed conduiti layout drawing 0-226-511 sheets 501 and 502

| (References 3 and 4), the equipment list (Reference 5) and the cable
tabulation program (Reference 6). We found cases where the conduit routing

-

design in the emergency service water pumphouse was in violation of the
separation criteria for cable routing in mechanical damage zones defined in
section 2.8.2 of the GAI electrical project design criteria. The following

q deficiencies were identified: ,

.' Emergency service water system conduit IP45C52A ( Division 1 conduit to1. level switch IP45-N255A) is approximately 4 feet from conduit IP45C578
(Division 2 conduit to level switch IP45-N2558).

;

1 Emergency service water system conduit 1R33F273C (Division 3 conduit2.
from motor control center MCC EF1E2) is approximately 6 feet from 1R24-iq

:| S032 (Division 2 emergency service water system motor control center MCCj
EFIC12).

The team concluded that the identified conduit routing violated the"
separation criteria in mechanical damage zones which requires a minimum
separation distance of 20 feet or a 6 inch thick reinforced concrete wall
between redundant raceways in the absence of confirming analysis.a ,

'

GAI stated that the emergency service water pumphouse is a seismic designed .
structure, and the trolley and bridge of the crane are designed to withstand

Seismic structural and bridge earthquake restrainta seismic event.
calculations for the overhead traveling crane were provided to GAI by the

..

manufacturer, Harnischfeger.(References 7 thru 10). A confirming analysis is
. ..

required to document that. failure or misoperation of equipment, potential
generation of missiles, or failure of non-seismically' qualified equipment
will not prevent safety related equipment,in this area,from accomplishing
safety functions,

,

k
*
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BASIS
In two cases the conduit routing design in the emergency service water
pumphouse is in violation of drawing 0-214-004 and section 2.8.2 of the GAI ~

electrical project design criteria for cable routing and electricalli
separation in mechanical damage zones. There is no confirming analysis as
required to support these deviations frem the criteria.

,

1'

IMPACT ON DESIGN
Analysis is required to confirm that violations to cable separation criteria .

in the emergency service water pumphouse are acceptable.

EXTENT
~

?! - Since the separation criteria do not specifically identify all mechanical
-

damage zone areas, there may be other violations.

-] REFERENCES
'- 1. GAI Electrical Department Project Design Criteria for PNPP, Rev.3, 7-30-

82.
2. GAI Orawing 0-214-004, Elecrtical Conduit and Tray Separation Criteria,

.

Rev.L. 5-17-84.
j 3. GAI Drawing 0-226~-511 sheet 501, Electrical ~ Conduit Layout Emergency

Service Water Pumphouse Elev. 586'6", Rev.P. 6-1-84.'

1

-?
4 GAI Drawing 0-226-511 sheet 502 Electrical Conduit Layout Emergency

J
Service Water Pumphouse Elev. 586'6", Rev.L. 5-1-84.,

: J, 5. GAI PNPP Equipment List and Schedule, page 934, 7-20-84i

i 6. GAI Cable Tabulation, Circuits for System R33, page 6025, 7-26-84.
1 7. Letter of J.P. Sockel (GAI) to P. Anderson (Harnischfeger Corporation),

SP-502-4549-00 Cranes, 4-24-78.j
Harnischfeger Corporation Calculation Crane CN-25591. ESW PH Crane,t 8.
Bridge Earthquake Restraint, 1-25-78.

9. Harnischfeger Corporation Calculation Crane CN-25591, Bridge Structural
- *

Calculation, Rev.1, 11-29-76. -

10. Harnischfeger Corporation Calculation Crane CN-25591, Trolley
I Structural Calculation, Rev.1, 11-29-76.
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05.10-3 (Deficiency) Electrical Separation Violations in PGCC Floor Section
Raceways

.

Li BACKGROUND
!: The main control room, designated as the PGCC, consists of panels, floor
;I sections, cabling, and termination cabinets manufactured by GE. Interpanel

cabling within PGCC is routed through floor section ducts (raceways). The
team randomly selected main control room termination cabinet 1H13-P702 and

-

reviewed the control room arrangement drawing E-015-026-(Reference 1) and
interconnection wiring diagrams 0-209-100 associated with each bay to ;

;
(References 2 thru 9) detensine whether the required electrical separationc
was incorporated into the design of cable tensinations.

J

Electrical separation barriers are devices such as flexible steel conduit or'

steel enclosures interposed between class 1E equipment or circuits and a*

-potential damage source to limit degradation of the class 1E systems to an
acceptable level. IEEE Standards and regulatory criteria .specify separation

' distances for class IE circuits predicated on assumptions related to flame
retardance, cable derating, thermal energy migration, magnitude of the
electrical fault and other electrical parameters.'

I DESCRIPTION
GA1 ECM NO.12057-86-209 (Reference 10) routes GE non-class 1E fire

.

protection circuits between PGCC tennination cabinet 1H13-P702 bays B and D.
The team reviewed the PGCC cable routing drawing (Reference 12) and the
conduitlayoutdetails(Reference.11). This ECN specified that non-class IE

t
'

circuit 1H13027X (fire protection circuit) should be contained in flexible
~ steel conduit and be routed within division 2 and division 3 raceways in ,

PGCC floor sections from cabinet 1H13-P702 bay D to cabinet 1H13-P702 bay 8.
L During the site inspection, the team found that this non-class IE circuit,L, contained in flexible steel conduit (used as a barrier) is in direct contactLi with division 2 class 1E cables and division 3 class 1E cables.

'

!L. .

I FSAR tables 1.8-1 and 8.1-2 cites IEEE Std 384-1974(Reference 14)and
Regulatory Guide 1.75 Revision 2 (Reference 15) as design commitments for1 maintaining electrical independence of class 1E systems. Where analysis is:
not performed to establish the minimum separation distance, section 5.6.2 of,

,a
IEEE Std 384-1974 requires a minimum separation distance of 6 inches or'~

barriers to be installed between class IE and non-class IE wiring and
equipment within panels. The minimum separation distance between wiring ,

relative to a single barrier within panels is not discussed in IEEE Std 384--
* ,

1974, however, guidance can be obtained from section 5.1 which states that
the minimum distance between redundant enclosed raceways (e.g. conduit) in
plant areas shall be 1 inch based on faults internal to equipment or c' ables.u

Although PGCC floor section ducts are raceways (channels supporting cables) .
|- which are not internal to panels, the criteria discussed above would appear,

.

j to be applicable.
..

Section 2.1 of the GAI Electrical Depart:nent Project Design Criteria. ....

384-1974 and
(Reference 16)(' states that the design will comply with IEEE Std

4

IEEE Std P420 Reference 17). Section 4.2.1 of IEEE Std 420-1973 (Reference'

18), which we believe to be equivalen't to reference 17, requires that a 1'

- inch maintained air space or thermal insulation materill be provided within
.

9 4
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panels between redundant class 1E or non-class IE components and the barrier

E when a single barrier is used. Although the GAI project design criteria is
not applicable to the GE design, the guidance provided by this criteria is .

pertinent to the applicability of Section 5.1 of IEEE Standard 384-1974 to
this item.

GE design specification 22A3728.also cites IEEE Std 384 and Regulatory Guide
1.75 as design commitments for maintaining electrical independance of class,

;

t IE systems. Sections 4.3.3 (a). 4.3.3 (b), 4.4.3 and 4.3.3 (c) of GE design
-

j - specification 22A3728 establishes the following design criteria: the minimum
separation distance within panels shall be 6 inches or barriers shall beR ' used when analysis is not performed; for circuits which cannot maintain thep
required 6 inch separation distance, fire barriers shall be used, however-t
external wiring shall be a minimum of 1 inch from the barrier; for circuits
which can not comply with this criteria an analysis supported by tests musta'
be performed to determine that the design is acceptable; all devices covered
by analysis must be uniquely identified with a permanent marker so that an.

P
observer can be assured that the apparent divisional violations have been

: analyzed. Although PGCC floor section ducts are raceways which are not
,

- internal to panels, the criteria-discussed above would again appear to bp
*

, applicable.

GE and CEI presented GE Engineering Test Report A00-794-6 (Reference 19) to'

demonstrate acceptability of the design. This report states that the
objective of the testing was to establish the electrical fire separation .
capability of flexible steel electrical conduit and partitioned steel module
enclosures used in class 1E systems within PGCC equipment. Section 5.2 of

d the report states'that' test configuration represents the worst case wiring-

configuration used in PGCC equipment design. The test configuration
consisted of wiring within two adjacent flexible steel conduits terminated

.

,1 on a partitioned steel module enclosure. The report concluded that,the test
11 provides evidence that violation of physical separation requirements between
j separate class 1E circuits combined with a circuit failure resulting in a

certain amperage can not cause an electrical fire of sufficient magnitude to
>

~'

..

cause thermal energy migration through the barrier to degrade the redundant
circuits.'

The team concluded that GE Engineering Test Report A00-794-6 does not fully
resolve the specific separation deficiencies identified by the team within
PGCC floor section ducts. We found the following concerns:

1. The applicability of the report specifically to the Perry PGCC design
(e.g. wire insulation, conduit size, power source, configuration) .has*

\ not been established and documented.
2. It has not been established how the report will be used to demonstrate:

.

| ]I
the acceptability of the design (e.g. it is not clear whether GE is

' - using this analysis as a justification for all separation confifets of
between wiring and barriers)y eliminating the need for 1 inch separationthis type within PGCC thereb ..

4 . ..

L .

'
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3. The test configuration consisted of wiring within two adjacent flexible
steel conduits teminated on a partitioned steel module enclosure,
however, the separation deficiencies found by the team consisted of;

cables in direct contact with the conduit used as a separation barrier.a
Although the report indicates that an adjacent wire was fastened to the
outside of the two test conduits, the report does not specifically
establish the significance of this wire or the applicability of the test
configuration to the separation configuration observed by the team in

-the PGCC floor section ducts.
- 4. The report takes credit for limiting themal gain of the barrier due to

melting and opening of the failed circuit conductor at a certain
s . . amperage during the test sequence. The report does not address the
1

- consequences and resultant thermal gain of a barrier due:to a failed -
.

- circuit operating at a lower asperage for a prolonged period. Therefore--
c

- it has not been established that the test conditions represented the
worst case.

I 5. GE design specification 22A3728 states that all devices covered by'

~ analysis must be uniquely identified with a permanent marker so that an
observer can be assured that the apparent divisional separation
violations have been analyzed. We observed that unique identification of
separation violations has not been impleriiented l'n pGCC.

,

BASIS'

d Non-class IE fire protection circuits contained in flexible steel conduit
(used as a barrier) are in direct contact with division 2 class 1E cables
and division 3 class IE cables within PGCC floor section ducts. This

1
violates. separation criteria of GE Specification 22A3728 and IEEE Std 384, *

j (1974) which apply to analogous configurations, i.e. panel interiors and
4 enclosed raceways. GE Engineering Test Report A00-794-6 was presented to

demonstrate acceptability of the design; however, contrary to the
.

requirement of GE specification 22A3728, the Test Report does not fully
.

j. resolve the specific separation deficiencies identified by the team".
,

1
j -IMPACT ON DESIGN

The team concluded that GE Engineering Test Report A00-794-6 does not fully
resolve the specific separation deficiencies identified by the team.
Supplemental analysis and additional documentation is required to correlate
the results of GE Engineering Test Report A00-794-6 with the separation
violations of this type within the PGCC. Because GE design specification
22A3728 states that all devices covered by analysis must be uniquely
identified with a permanent marker, the team believes that it is not the'

intent to justify by analysis all separation confilets of this type on a;

generic basis. ,

-t
'

EXTENT *

,
This separation violation represents a generic case for numerous similar

! non-class 1E fire protection circuits within PGCC floor section ducts.
!

*.

-l REFERENCES ....

1. GAI Drawing E-015-026 Control Room Layout Rev.20, 7-18-83.j 2. GAI Interconnection Wiring Diagram 0-209-100 sheet 17 PGCC Termination
l Cabinet 1H13-P702 Bay A Division 2, Rev.E. 7-12-84.

. .
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GAI Interconnection Wiring Diagram 0-209-100 sheet 18, PGCC Termination3.
Cabinet 1H13-P702 Bay B Division 2. Rev.G, 5-7-84.

4 GAI Interconnection Wiring Diagram 0-209-100 sheet 19, PGCC Termination ,

Cabinet 1H13-P702 Bay B Division 2, Rev.H. 4-18-84.
5. GAI Interconnection Wiring Diagram 0-209-100 sheet 21, PGCC Termination

Cabinet 1H13-P702 Bay 0 Division 3 Rev.C 4-30--84
6. GAI Interconnection Wiring Diagram 0-209-100 sheet 22, PGCC Termination

Cabinet 1H13-P702 Bay 0 Division 3, Rev.3, 1-6-82.
7. GAI Interconnection Wiring Diagram 0-209-100 sheet 23, PGCC Termination .

Cabinet 1H13-P702 Bay E Non-Divisional, Rev.B. 7-12-84.
i 8. GAI Interconnection Wiring Diagram 0-209-100 sheet 24, PGCC Tennination

Cabinet 1H13-P702 Bay E Non-Divisional, Rev.8, 4-18-84.
9. GAI Interconnection Wiring Diagram 0-209-100 sheet 25, PGCC Termination

Cabinet 1H13-P702 Bay E Non-Divisional, Rev.A. 4-14-84.
-

10. GAI ECM NO. 12057-86-209, Rev. , 6-1-83.
11. GAI Drawing 0-215-151 sheet 502, Conduit Layout Details Control Complex

Elev.654'6", Rev.0, 3-18-84.
12. GE Orawing 865E363 sheet 1. Control Room Cable Routing, Rev. 4
13. GE Specification 22A3728, Electrical Equipment Separation for Protection

Systems, Rev.4, 8-6-81.
14. IEEE Std-384, IEEE Trial-Use Standard Criteria for Separation of Class

IE Equipment and Circuits, 1974.
, 15. USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.75, Physical Independence of Electric Systems,j
j Rev.2, 9-78. -

16. GAI Electrical Department Project Design Criteria, Rev.3, 7-30-82.1
:| 17. IEEE-P420, Trial-Use Guide for Class 1E Control Switchboards for Nuclear

Generating Stations, Draft 5,1972.
18. IEEE-420, Trial-Use Guide for Class IE Control Switchboards for Nuclear

Generating Stations,1973.
19. GE Engineering Test Report A00-794-6, Electrical Fire Separation

. Capability of Flexible Conduit Encased Electrical Cables and Partitioned'

Module Enclosures (PROPRIETARY) . .Rev.00, 4-16-80. ,
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l 05.10-4 (Deficiency) Electrical Separation Violations Within Local Control
Panel 1H51-P037

%

BACKGROUND
Electrical separation barriers are devices such as flexible steel conduit or
steel enclosures interposed between class 1E equipment or circuits and a
potential damage source to limit degradation of the class IE systems to an
acceptable level. IEEE Standards and regulatory criteria specify separation
distances for class 1E circuits predicated on assumptions. related to flame -

-~ retardance, cable derating, thermal energy migration, magnitude of the
a electrical fault and other electrical parameters.

DESCRIPTION
C -The team randomly selected and inspected local control panel 1H51-P037, pump

-

room cooling HVAC, located on the 599' elevation of the auxiliary building.
Panel 1H51-P037 is fabricated with steel barriers which separate'

compartments containing division 1,2, and 3 class 1E components. We found
two separation deficiencies within the panel where flexible steel conduit
(used as a separation barrier) containing non-class 1E wiring has class 1E,

wiring touching or less than 1 inch distance from tne conduit, in violation
of separation criteria established by IEEEE Std 384-1974. The specific,

,

deficiencies were:
1. Division 1 class 1E wiring touches two non-class IE flexible steel

conduits near relay 1M39-K7 and IM39-K3 within the division 1
4

compartment of 1H51-P037,
2. Division 2 class 1E wiring is less than 1 fr.ch from non-class IE

flexible steel conduit within the division 2 compartment of 1H51-P037.
j

] FSAR tables 1.8-1 and 8.1-2 cites IEEE Std 384-1974 (Reference 1) and
Regulatory Guide 1.75 Revision 2 (Reference 2) as design commitments for|j . maintaining electrical independance of class 1E systems.. Where analysis 8 4

i;-
not performed to establish the minimum separation distance, section's 5.6.2

.

,!
1

and 5.6.5 of IEEE Std 384-1974 requires a minimum separation distance of 6
inenes or barriers to be installed between redundant class 1E or between-

class 1E and non-class 1E wiring and equipment within panels. The minimum
separation distance between wiring relative to a single barrier within*

panels is not discussed in IEEE Std 384-1974, but guidance for an analogous
configuration can be obtained from section 5.1 which states that the minimum
distance between redundant enclosed raceways in plant areas shall be 1 inch
based on faults internal to equipment or cables.

Section 2.1 of.the GAI electrical department project design criteria
(Reference 3) states that the electrical design will comply with IEEE Std.,

>

i ' 384-1974 and IEEE Std P420 (Reference 4). Section 4.2.1 of IEEE Std 420-
1973 (keference 5), which we believe to be equivalent to reference 4'|

,

requires that a 1 inch maintained air space or thermal insulation material
i

be provided within panels between redundant class IE or non-class 1Ei

components and the separation barrier when a single barrier is used. ,
,

. ..

f GAI Specification SP-594 (Reference 7) is the specification used by GAI to
procure safety related local control panels and racks (such as 1H51-P037).| within the balance of plant design. This specification cites IEEE Std 384-
1974 as a design standard for electrical separation, but IEEE Std 420 is not7

cited. The omission of reference to IEEE Std 420 as a design standard
violates the GA! electrical department project design criteria.

. .
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Although not applicable to the GAI balance of plant design effort, GE design
- specification 22A3723 (Reference 6) provides guidance with respect to

L interpretation of separation criteria. This specification alsc cites IEEE,

Std 384 and Regulatory Guide 1.75 as design commitments for maintaining
electrical independance of class 1E systems within GE scope of supply.
Sections 4.3.3 (a), 4.3.3 (b), 4.4.3 and 4.3.3 (c) of GE design
specification 22A3728 establishes the following design criteria: the
minimum separation distance within panels shall be 6 inches or barriers
shall be used when analysis is not performed; for circuits which cannot -

* - maintain the required 6 inch separation distance, fire-barriers shall be
_ used, however, external wiring shall be a minimum of 1. inch from the

barrier; for circuits which can not comply with this criteria an analysis
supported by tests must be performed to determine that.the design is

_
acceptable; all devices covered by analysis must be uniquely identified
with a permanent marker so that an observer can be assured that the
apparent divisional violations have been analyzed.

.

As previously indicated, the team found several in' stances within ' he panelt

where flexible steel conduit (used as a separation barrier) containing non-
class 1E wiring has class 1E wiring touching or less than 1 inch distance
from the conduit. An analysis was not conducted in ace'ordance with IEEE Std
384-1974 to justify the minimum separation distance or to justify the

i present wiring configuration within the panel. IEEE Std 384-1974 requires
.1 that the analysis must be~ based on tests performed to provide evidence that

violation of physical separation requirements between separate class 1E
circuits combined with a circuit failure can not cause an electrical fire of
sufficient magnitude to cause thermal energy migration through the barrier
to degrade the redundant circuits.

BASIS
In two cases within local control panel 1H51-P037, flexible steel conduit

.

containing non-class 1E wiring has redundant class 1E wiring touching or
less than 1 inch distance from the conduit. No analysis was conducted, in
accordance with IEEE Std 384-1974, to justify the minimum separation

.

distance or to justify the present wiring configuration within the panel.
These separation deficiencies violate the requirements of IEEE Std 420-1973,'

.

which is imposed on the design by the GAI electrical department project;f

j design criteria. The omission of reference to IEEE Std 420 as a design
standard in GA! Specification SP-594 violates the GAI electrical department,

project design criteria.

| IMPACT ON DESIGN
Adequate electrical saparation and independence of class IE systems in the'

,; Perry design has not been demonstrated for circuits within panel 1H51-P037.
| An analysis to demonstrate acceptability of the design is required, or CEI .

|* may elect to reposition wiring in order to obtain the required separation.
t

! EXTENT
!' Electrical separation violations of this type do not appear to be systematic ~.[

~

within balance of plant local control panels based on our limited review.'
,

REFERENCES .

1. IEEE-384, IEEE Trial-Use Standard Crit'eria for Separation of Class 1E
: Equipment and Circuits. 1974. -

. .
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USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.75, Physical Independence of Electric Systems,2.
Rev.2, 9-78. 3, 7-30-82.GAI Electrical Department Project Design Criteria, Rev. .

3.
IEEE-P420. Trial-Use Guide for Class 1E Control Switchboards for Nuclear4.
Generating Stations, Draft 5,1972.
IEEE-420. Trial-Use Guide for Class 1E Control Switchboards for Nuclear5.
Generating Stations,1973.
GE Design Specification 22A3728, Electrical Equipment Separation for6.
Protection Systems MPL NO. A62-4050 Rev.4, 8-26-81.
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7. GAI Specification SP-594-4549-00, Safety Related Local Control Panels
and Racks, Rev. VIII, 6-10-83.
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] 05.10-5 (Deficiency) Electrical Separation Violation Within Control Room
5 Panels
11

i 8ACKGROUND
Electrical separation barriers are devices such as flexible steel conduit or1

steel enclosures interposed between class 1E equipment or circuits and a.;
l potential damage source to limit degradation of the class IE systems to an

acceptable level. IEEE Standards and regulatory criteria specify separation
-

,
distances for class 1E circuits predicated on assumptions. related to flame

.; retardance, cable derating, thermal energy migration, magnitude of the
electrical fault and other electrical parameters."

M DESCRIPTION
~

M The main control room, designated as the PGCC, consists of panels, floor
sections, cabling and termination cabinets manufactured by GE. GE has design
responsibility for the Nuclear Steam Supply System and GAI has design

4 responsibility for the Balance of Plant ares. The team inspected main
,

control room tennination cabinet 1H13-P702 and panel 1H13-P601, emergency-

core cooling system benchboard, and found several separation deficiencies,

within the panels where flexible steel conduit (used as a barrier)
I containing class 1E or non-class 1E wiring has redundant class 1E wirinij

.

touching, tie-wrapped (e.g. fastened and in contact with the conduit), or'

less than 1 inch distance.from the conduit. These deficiencies violate'

separation criteria estab1'ished in IEEE Std 384-1974 and GE design
specification 22A3728. The specific deficiencies identified by the team

,

:

. were:
'J: 1. Division 1 class IE wiring touches division 4 flexible steel conduit

' exiting switch enclosure B21HS240 in 1H13-P601 Bay F.
2. Division 1 class 1E wiring touches division 4 flexible steel conduit

exiting switch enclosure 821HS32 in 1H13-P601 Bay F. .

3.. Division 1 class IE cables are tie-wrapped to and in contact with
division 4 flexible steel conduit 821H-XX-056 in 1H13-P601 Bay F.

4. Divistor.1 class 1E wiring touches non-class 1E flexible steel conduit
in 1H13-P601 Bay F.

5. HPCS Division 3 class 1E wiring is tie-wrapped to and in contact with ,

non-class 1E flexible steel conduit exiting the annunciator light box in
,

1H13-P601 Section 168"

6. Several division 3 class 1E cables (such as cable 1E2212C) touch non-
class 1E flexible steel conduit entering' smoke detector junction box in
termination cabinet 1H13-P702 bay O.c>

5

FSAR' tables 1.8-1 and 8.1-2 cites IEEE Std 384-1974 (Reference 1) and
Regulatory Guide 1.75 Revision 2 (Reference 2) as design commitments for:

). maintaining electrical independance of class 1E systems. Where analysis is
'

not performed to estabitsh the minimum separation distance, section 5.6.2 of.
,

|* IEEE Std 384-1974 requires a minimum separation distance of 6 inches or
barriers to be installed between redundant class IE or between class IE and.

non-class 1E wiring and equipment within panels. The minimum separation . .

distance between wiring relative to a single barrier within panels is not ..S.

discussed in IEEE Std 384-1974, but guidance for an analogous configuration,

can be obtained from section 5.1 which states that the minimum distance,

;'.t

between redundant enclosed raceways in plant areas shal,1 be 1 inch.'

.

t 6 4
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GE design specification 22A3728 (Reference 3) also cites IEEE Std 384 and
Regulatory Guide 1.75 as design commitments for maintaining electrical

3

independance of class 1E systems. . Sections 4.3.3 (a) 4.3.3 (b), 4.4.3 and;
;

|
4.3.3 (c) of GE design specification 22A3728 establishes the following
design criteria: the minimum separation distance within panels shall be 6 ,

inches or barriers shall be used when analysis is not performed; for
! circuits which cannot maintain the required 6 inch separation distance, fire
;

barriers shall be used, however, external wiring shall be a minimum of 1
inch.from the barrier; for circuits which can not comply with this criteria -

|'
;

- an analysis supported by tests must be performed to detemine that the-
design is acceptable; all devices covered by analysis must be uniquely
identified with a permanent marker so that an observer can be assured that

-

[ the apparent divisional violations have been analyzed.

!, GE and CEI presented GE Engineering Test Report A00-794-6 (Reference 4) to
~ .! demonstrate acceptability of the design. This report states.that the

objective of the testing was to establish the electrical fire separation- .';

! capability of flexible steel electrical conduit and partitioned steel module
il

enclosures used in class 1E systems within PGCC equipment. Section 5.2 of
[; the report further states that test configuration represents the worst case .

r! wiring configuration used in PGCC equipment design. The test configuration
consisted of wiring within two adjacent flexible steel conduits teminated t

: i

on a partitioned steel module enclosure. The report concluded that the test,-
,

provides evidence that vidlation of physical separation requirements between
ii separate class 1E circuits, combined with a circuit failure resulting in a

1 certain amperage, cannot cause an electrical fire of sufficient magnitude to
'! cause thermal energy migration through the barrier to degrade the redundant

circuits.i
'

The team concluded that GE Engineering Test Report A00-794-6 does not fully
resolve the specific separation' deficiencies identified by the team,within

-

.

panel 1H13-P601 and 1H13-P702. We have the following concerns:
1. The applicability of the report specifically to the Perry PGCC design'

(e.g. wire insulation, conduit size, power source, configuration) hasa

]i not been estabitshed and documented.
2. It has not been established how the report will be used to demonstrate

the acceptability of the design (e.g. it is not clear whether GE is
using this analysis as a justification for all separation conflicts of
this type within PGCC thereby eliminating the need for 1 inch separation,

e between wiring and barriers).-4
; 3. The test configuration consisted of wiring within two adjacent flexible .

4
4

steel conduits terminated on a partitioned steel module enclosure,' 'N p' however the separation deficiencies found by the team consisted of;; -
wiring touching, tie-wrapped (e.g. fastened and in contact with the''

'- ,
conduit), or less than 1 inch distance from a single conduit. Although .

j- the report indicates that an adjacent wire was fastened to the outside
,

'

of the two test ccMuits, the report does not specifically establish theiy -

applicability of t.ie test configuration to the separation configurations . ,'' ..

1 observed in panels 1H13-P601 and 1H13-P702. . .. ,

i 4. The report takes credit for limiting thermal gain of the barrier due to j

-melting and opening of the failed circuit conductor at a certain i

amperage during the test sequence. The report does not address the
-

:

. .
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consequences and resultant thennal gain of a barrier due to a failed
circuit operating at a lower amperage for a prolonged period. Therefore
it has not been established that the test conditions represented the ,

! worst case.
i 5. GE design specification 22A3729 states that all devices covered by

analysis must be uniquely identified with a permanent marker so that an1 observer can be assured that the apparent divisional separation
violations have been analyzed. We observed that unique identification ofr

i separation violations has not been implemented in PGCC.
-

'

a

d 8 ASIS
The team found several separation deficiencies within PGCC panels 1H13-P6011 and 1H13-P702 where flexible steel conduit containing c. lass IE or n.on-class

1 IE wiring has redundant class 1E wiring touching, tie-wrapped, or less thanJ-- 1 inch distance from the conduit, in violation of GE Design Specification i

q" 22A3728 and IEEE Std 384-1974. GE Engineering Test Report ACO-794-6 was
<

presented to the team to demonstrate acceptability of the design however the
Test Report does not fully resolve the specific, separation deficiencies.i

IMPACT ON DESIGN;' j
Supplemental analysis and additional documentation is required to correlate,

- -

; the results of GE Engineering Test Report A00-794-6 with the separation
i violations identified by the team within the PGCC. Because GE design*

specification 22A3728 states that all devices covered by analysis must be
>

j
uniquely identified with a pennanent marker, the team believes that it is'

not the intent to justify by analysis all separation confitets of this. type
on a generic basis. Therefore, there may be cases where CEI or GE will

4

elect to reposition wiring in order to obtain the required separation*

distance..

EXTENT
The team was informed that the types of separation violations found* by 'theJ ''

l team is systematic (common) throughout PGCC due to component density and

1 space limitation within panels.
x
0 REFERENCES

~

1. IEEE-384, IEEE Trial-Use Standard Criteria for Separation of Class 1E
-

Equipment and Circuits, 1974.
2. USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.75, Physical Independence of Electric Systems,

: Rev.2, 9-78.
L 3. GE Design Specification 22A3728, Electrical Equipment Separation for

Protection Systems MPL NO. A62-4050, Rev.4, 8-26-81.J- GE Engineering Test Report A00-794-6, Electrical Fire Separationj- 4.
Capability of Flexible Conduit Encased Electrical Cables and Part'itioned'

2- Module Enclosures (PROPRIETARY), Rev.00, 4-16-80. -
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05.10-6 (Deficiency) Cable Separation Violation at the Recirculation Pump

] Switchgear
,

! SACKGROUND
i Control cable associated with one safety division is separated from the

cables of the other divisions and non-Class 1E cables so as to avoid a
r

fj |problem in one area from affecting the circuits in its redundant counterpart!
and to prevent problems with non-Class 1E cables from affecting safety.j

' division cables. In the general plant area, the GAI Perry Project Design
-

d~ Criteria (Reference 1) in conformance with Regulatory Guide 1.75 (Reference
,

1 2), require that separation between each redundant division-and the non-
Class 1E raceways be maintained 3 feet horizontal and 5 feet vertical. This-
requirement is depicted on GAI drawing 0-214-004, Electrical Conduit and,,

~~

' !-
Ji

' Tray Separation Criteria. Where this separation cannot be maintained,
.

barriers must be installed.'

1 DESCRIPTION
The Division 1 and Division 2 control cables associated with the Reactor

|
Recirculation Pump Switchgear both drop out of their respective trays andi

run next to non-Class 1E tray X2163 with inadequate separation. Neither
j

*I the cable tray layout drawing (Reference 4) nor the conduit layout drawing
(Reference 5) indicate that barriers are to be installed in order to] rpaintain adequate separat4cn.s

| ~

BASIS1
This is a failure to follow Note 10 of the Gilbert Electrical Conduit and!

! Tray Separation Criteria as well as the Perry' Project Design Criteria, which
__j state that the minimum physical separation required to maintain physical

f* independence for exposed cable is 3 feet horizontal.
, -

IMPACT ON DESIGN
.

.
.

Barriers must be added to the design to maintain the required separation1

between the Division 1 and Division 2 control cables and the non-Class IEL
" raceway.

EXTENT"d
This does not appear to be a systematic problem because the requirements for
the addition of future separation barriers are well documented in other

j situations observed.
y

1' REFERENCES
GAI Perry Project Design Criteria, Chapter 2. Section 2.8

El 1.
! 2. NRC Regulatory Guide 1.75 Physical Independence of Electrical Equipment,
! Rev. 2, September, 1978

1 3. GAI Drawing 0214-004, Electrical _ Conduit and Tray Separation Criteria, -
Rev. L, 9/17/84

4 GAI Drawing 0214-431, Cable Tray Layout Intermediate Buf1 ding E1.3

~ ~ |i 620'6", Rev. T, 9/20/82
.

-
_

5. GAI Drawing 0215-431, Conduit Layout Intermediate Building El. 620'6",
-

"

d Rev. Y, 12/30/83

-.
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05.11-1 (Deficiency) Cable Installation Routing Error

BACXGROUND
.

The team randomly selected class 1E motor operated valve 1G43-F040A, located'

inside containment, and reviewed the cable route design documents associated|! with the respective power and control branch circuit cables (1G43F6A and.; IG43F5A). The purpose of this review was to evaluate the drawings,*,

,! documentation, and methods used for cable routing and cable tabulation, and
to evaluate the installed cabling in comparison to the design documents. The -

<>

j team reviewed the applicable conduit and tray drawings (References 2 thru 9)
i and performed a field walkdown of the installed cables.
!
) DESCRIPTION

Power and control cable 1G43F6A is installed in raceways in the containment
-

,

, *

,i between tie points 1G43-F040A and electrical penetration IR72-5008. Cable
1G43F5A is installed in raceways outside containment between penetration
1R72-5008 and motor control center MCC EF1A07 compartment JJ. The cable

j routing program CKSR2400 (Reference 1) requires division 1 cable IG43F5A to
be run in vertical tray 669 prior to top entry into motor control center MCC
EF1A07 compartment JJ. Cable routing program CKSR2900 (Reference 10), which

,; shows the % tray fill and specific cables required to be installed in a
tray, also shows that cable 1G43F5A is required to be installed in tray 669.,

jj Based on reference 10, cable 1G43FIA is also required to be installed in
i

;
' tray 669. The cable pull" slips for cable 1G43F5A (Reference 11) and 1G43F1A

(Reference 12) show that"these cables were installed in tray 669; the pull
slips were signed by the installer and were Quality Control approved. We
found during our field walkdcwn of the cable route that cables 1G43F5A and .

1G43F1A were not installed in tray 669 as required by the design documents.
The cables were installed such that they completely bypassed vertical tray
669 and dropped directly from horizontal tray 621 into motor control centery

MCC EF1A07. . ,
.

The practice at the site has been to pull cable to a point near the
respective equipment and coil tha cable. Later, the cable tennination group

~ will route the cable through the final raceway (in many cases a vertical
raceway directly above the equipment) in the process of tenninating cable
conductors. Section 3.3.3 of the electrical contractor's working procedures
(Reference 13) requires that in cases where the cable is routed through the
final raceway at time of termination, the construction cards (e.g. the pull
slip) must be updated if necessary to reflect the final raceway. As a result

~

of this practice, there are cases where the pull slip has been marked up to,

:
indicate that a specified tray on the pull slip has been changed from a tray
that the cable is required to be routed in to a " tray coordinate point".h ' This designation means that the cable route has been revised. The cable now
exits the tray system at a point near the identified tray, but the cable is ,
not actually routed in the tray identified as a tray coordinate point.

For a specified cable route, trays changed to tray coordinate points affect , ..

the tray % fill computation because the cable cross-sectional area is ._.,

accounted for in the computer data base, but the cable is not routed in the
tray. This results in a conservative error because the tray % fill in these.

cases is computed to be higher than the actual tray % fill. Because the
cable routing program CKSR2900 (Reference-10) shows thE % fill of a tray

; .

x
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based on specific cables required by initial design to be installed in that'

tray, the Perry Site organi:ation has initiated a Raceway and Cable
Installation Modification form. The form is to be issued to identify
modifications, such as a field change to a cable route resulting in a

being changed to a " tray coordinate point". These forms are.,

specified tray-j issued to tne GAI Reading Office. We were told that a tray fill adjustment
j log is maintained at the Reading Office. This log is used to manually track

cable route changes and % tray fill, but the cable routing program CKSR2900 -

-(Reference 10) data base is not revised. Because the computer data base is
not revised, the % fill of a tray used as a tray coordinate point is in' ~

error in the conservative direction.

Tray 669 was used as a tray coordinate point for cables-1G43F5A and 1G43F1A,'
'

but the pull slips were not revised in accordanc with sei: tion 3.3.3' of
reference 13. A Raceway and Cable Installation Modification form was not
issued.

BASIS
Cables 1G43F5A and 1G43FIA were not installed in tray 669 consistent with
the respective pull slips (References 11 and 12) and the design (Reference3j
1). The pull slips were-Quality Control approved thereby validating an

f
incorrect cable installation. The design route for these cables was changed

>

in the field but the pull . slips were not revised in accordance with section
A Raceway and Cable;

I 3.3.3 of the electrical contractor's working procedure.
Installation Modification. form was not issued as required.!

1
-

.
,

IMPACT ON DESIGN| The cable routing program and pull slips (References 1,10,11 and 12) are.

incorrect because these design documents list tray 669 as a raceway for
t

these cables. The resultant tray fill has an errpr which is conservative. InAlthough the error'is conservative, the design documents are incorrect..
the particular case reviewed the cables dropped out of the raceway early. ,

l Cable tray fill above the design criteria may occur if other cases result in
cables dropping out after the designated raceway exit point.

EXTENT
Sased on discussions with site personnel we were told that this item is a
generic case for many similar cables in the switchgear area which were
terminated prior to implementation of the electrical contractors working
procedure.

POST CUTOFF WORK
In partial response to this item, GAI issued Raceway and Cable Install. tion

a
19, 1984.Modification form for circuits 1G43FSA and 1G43F1A on September

., ,

I REFERENCES
GAI Cable Routing Program CKSR2400, Cable Routing Circuits for system

. .J 1.
j G43, Run 277 page 1575, 7-26-84. Electrical Conduit Layout, Sh.502 Rev.0 4-10-84,. . . .

2. GAI Drawing 0-215-361,
J and Sh.506 Rev.C 6-6-84.Electrical Conduit Layout, Sh.502, Rev.H 6-7-84.i 3. GAI~0rawing D-215-351, Electrical Conduit Layout, Sh.506 Rev.G 5-18-84,4

4., GAI Drawing D-215-362,Sh.503 Rev.H 5-15-84, Sh.505 Rev.H 6-15-84, and Sh.504 Rev. F 4-7-84.
,.

.

* .
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5. GAI Orawing 0-215-342, Electrical Conduit Layout, Sh.506 Rev.G 6-8-84,
and Sh.507 Rev.F 6-5-84

6. GAI Drawing 0-214-342 Electrical Cable Tray Layout, Rev. M. 10-11-83.
7. GAI Drawing 0-214-441, Electrical Cable Tray Layout, Rev. L,10-4-83.

| 8. GAI Drawing 0-214-143 Electrical Cable Tray Layout, Rev. N, 10-31-83.
; 9. GAI Orawing 0-214-131, Electrical Cable Tray Layout, Rev. Q, 5-27-83.

1 10. GAI Cable Routing Program CKSR2900, Circuits by coordinates for Tray
669, Run 361 page 641, 8-2-84,

11. GAI Cable Pull Slip, Circuit 1G43F5A, Rev. , Issued 10-1-80, QC
-

inspected 1-13-82.
,

12. GAI Cable Pull Slip, Circuit 1G43FIA, Rev. , Issued 10-1-80, QC
inspected 1-13-82.

13. Comstock Working Installation, Cable Pulling, and Termination
Construction Card Procedures.

14. GAI Raceway and Cable Installation Modification (RCIM) fom, Circuit
1G43F5A and 1G43FIA, 9-19-84.

,

.
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05.12-1(Deficiency) Reduced Starting Voltage Criteria Inconsistency
,.

'
BACKGROUND
Typically, class 1E motors are specified to be designed so that they are
capable of starting and accelerating their load with 75% of rated voltage at

*

the motor terminals. Although this reduced voltage starting capability is
obviously appropriate for large motors which drive pumps, because they
create voltage dips on buses during starting, many electrical designs
specify that class 1E motors on motor operated valves (typically fractiona'

-

i.

to 10 horsepower motors) should also be capable of reduced' voltage starting..

Reduced voltage starting for class IE motors is also required due to loss of
power or degraded grid voltage at 4.16KV emergency buses (Reference.1). The

*

!
Perry design is such that loss of power protection is provided by '

In the eventundervoltage relays set at 75% of the equipment rated voltage.
reduced voltage is maintained at 75% for 3 seconds, the offsite power
breakers are tripped and the diesel is started and connected to the class IE

Undervowltage relays for degraded grid voltage are set at 96% of the
If an undervoltage condition between 96% and 75%buses.

equipment rated voltage.
occurs concurrent with a LOCA, after a 15 second time delay the offsitey

breakers are tripped and the diesel is started and connected to the class IE1

,| If the undervoltage condition is not concurrent with a LOCA, abuses.second time delay is set at 5 minutes at which time the offsite breakers are,;
'

tripped and the diesel gerierator will energize the emergency buses.'

DESCRIPTION:
The procurement specification for motor operated valve 1G43-F040A is
specification SP-524 (Reference 2). Technical requirements for the motorsyi

;l Thisare provided in attachment specification SP-568 (Reference 3).
attachment specification is used to procure class 1E motors for motor

"

Section 1:05.2 of specification SP-568.

operated valves used at Perry.
states that motors shall be a high torque design capable of opening and

*

closing the valve against maximum differential pressure when the voltage is, ,

10% above or below the specified nameplate voltage (460V AC).I

'

The team reviewed the electrical design criteria and the F5AR to determine
commitments regarding reduced voltage starting for motors which actuate
valves. These criteria are summarized as follows:8.3.1.1.4.1(b) and 8.3.1.1.4.1.(c) state in part that theFSAR Sections

electric power system is designed so that the minimum voltage that will1.

exist for class IE motor circuits is 75% of nomina 1.-
This minimum may'

Motors are specified to
occur during diesel generator loading sequence.-

be capable of starting from rest and accelerating the connected .a
Motors| equipment with 75% of nominal voltage at the motor terminals.

are specified to produce starting torque well above that required by the.e}! driven equipment and to accelerate to full speed at 75% of nominalE
1 voltage without injurious motor heating.

NRC request for additional infomation, RAI 430.104, requested that thel

design criteria used in the selection of class 1E equipment be presented
. .

1 2. ._..

d regarding the ability of the motors to accelerate their loads with 80%
of the motor rated voltage at the motor terminals. In response, the.f
FSAR states that the Perry design requires the ability of motors to.

~
.

'

accelerate their loads at 75% of rated ' voltage.
,

V ~

.

1
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Section 2.3.7(7) of the electrical department project design criteria3.
(Reference 4), low voltage class 1E 460V motors supplied with drivenTheequipment, specifies a 75% of rated voltage starting requirement.

-
,

'

team assumes that these criteria apply to motors which actuate valves
since specific criteria for valve motors is not discussed separately,

(section 2.3.7(17), on valve motor actuators, discusses thermal
overloads and undervoltage relays only).

.

Based on our review the team concluded that there is an inconsistency
'

between the project design criteria, the FSAR commitments and specification
SP-568. The project design criteria and the FSAR state that the design will
be such that class 1E motors will start arJ operate with 75% of rated motor

-

'

- voltage at the motor terminals, while spr.cification SP-568 for motors used
as operators for valves requires that motors start and operate at 10% above~

or below the specified nameplate voltage. GAI stated that the design
criteria and the FSAR statements were intended to apply to motors supplied
with pumps'since the 75% reduced voltage factor app 11es to larger horsepower

'q loads which create voltage dips on the bus when starting. The team notes,m

however, that reduction in bus voltage can occur due to loss of power,
! degraded grid voltage-and voltage drop due to large motors starting andi '

diesel sequencing. The design criteria and FSAR do not distinguish between
pump motors and valve motors.

.

BASIS '

The electrical . design criteria, FSAR, and procurement specification SP-568
are inconsistent with respect to criteria concerning reduced voltag.e
starting capability for class IE motors used as valve actuators.

.

;
.

IMPACT ON DESIGN
- An analysis is required to determine reduced voltage conditions under which,

valve operators will operate and their ability to do so. .

^

EXTENT
This item is systematic for all class IE motors used as valve actuators.

p
L REFERENCES:

1. Letters of A.G. Migas (CEI) to P.G.Gudikunst (GAI), PY-CEI/GAI-5865,
q

B Undervoltage Protection of class IE ouses, 4-15-83.
d 2. GAI Specification SP-524-4549-00, Design, Fabrication and Delivery of
Lj Safety Related Butterfly and Ball Valves, Rev.XVI, 4-30-84.
(' 3. GAI Attachment Specification SP-568-4549-00, Class 1E Electric Motor
.

Oriven Valve Operators Furnished with Equipment, Rev. 2, 5-15-75.

I:: 4. GAI Electrical Department Project Design Ciriteria, Rev. 3, 7-30-82.
3:p

~

.
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05.12-2 (Deficiency) Inadequate Calculation |

BACXGROUND
The team randomly selected class IE motor operated vr.sve IP45-F130A,

!

emergency service water pump discharge valve, to determine the adequacy of'

the methods, selection criteria and calculation performed to establish the
;

fuse rating for protection of the valve motor. We reviewed the elementary'

1 diagram, the vendor drawing and the load list (References 5 through 7) to ~

establish the motor characteristics.
-

* - The team reviewed calculation CAL-R60-001 (Reference 1) and the associated
design input and design verification records (References 2 and 3) which werex
performed to obtain the fuse ratings shown on the elementary diagrams.-r

Section 8.3.1.1.2.11(a)(7) of the FSAR requires that dual element class. K5
~j fuses be used to provide overload and short circuit protection. The design

input record (Reference 2) establishes the following fuse sizing criteria-;
? based on reference 4:

1. The fuses will be dual element time delay size coordinated to provide
| both branch circuit and overload protection.
l 2. .The operating point of the fuses will be at.least 300% of motor full
,! load current during normal operating time of the valve.

3. The fuse will withstand locked rotor current for 5 seconds.'

: 4. The fuses will have a. rating of at least 150% of locked rotor current
during the normal starting time of 0.25 seconds.,

5. The fuse will be derated to 94% of rating to account for above normal
'

temperatures.

DESCRIPTION.

Based on our review of calculation CAL-R60-001, the team found the following
deficiencies.
1. The calculation is paginated from page 1 through page 16, however the

~

~

cover sheet and numerous cross-reference charts are attached "to the
calculation because they contain critical data. The cover sheet and

,i attached charts were not listed as part of the calculation.
!I 2. For motor operated valve lp45-F130A (RNG-10), there was no calculation
;j to support the selection of the fuse shown on elementary diagram B-208-

i 176 sheet 04. Apparantly the engineer used the results of a calculation
|_' of an identical motor operated valve but did not clarify this intent.
! 3. The 3 point plotting method (e.g. time in seconds corresponding to valve

operation time) was used to select the fuse from the fuse curves, but
this methodology was not explained in the calculation. Without a

| ;

description of the methods used, it is very difficult to determine the' '

! basis for the fuse selection. .

4. The 94% derating of the fuse was accomplished by selecting the next
||j . higher fuse size, but this methodology was not explained in the -

,

|| calculation. Without a description of the methods used, it is very
| ! difficult to determine how derating was accounted for in the

calculation. - -

5. Standard Bussman fuse curves obtained from the catalog (References 9 and --

;

L; 10) were used by the engineer to select fuse sizes based on the 3 point
plot method. The curves which were used were marked "For reference
only, contact the factory for the approved curves".,. Approved minimum*

.j melt and maximum total clearing time fase curves were not obtained from
~

| _i the vendor (Bussman) and used in calculation.
. .

,

k
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BASIS
The team found several deficiencies in calculation CAL-R60-001 concerning
co:pleteness of the calculation, documentation of assumptions and methods,
and use of preltmenary fuse curves. These deficiencies are contrary to the
requirements of section 3.3 of engineering Instruction No. 2 concerning
documentation of calculational methods and assumptions.

i

IMPACT ON DESIGN
This item appears to be a documentation discrepancy, which can be resolved

-
'

by revising the calculation. However based on evaluation of approved
Bussman fust curves, it is possible that the rating of some fuses may be
changed due to unavailability of the specific fuse size.or a revised fuse
selection. -

1

EXTENT 1

Calculation CAL-R60-002 (Reference 11) is similar'to CAL-R'60-001 and'

therefore this calculation will require revision to resolve documentation
discrepancies.

.
REFERENCES .

.
1. GAI Calculation CAL-R60-001, Penetration MOV Fuse Sizing', Rev.0,11-2-

. .f 82.
2. GAI Design Input 0-DI.-R60-001, Checking MOV Fuse Size, Rev.0,12-1-82.

-I 3. GAI Design Verificati6n Record DVR-R60-001, Class IE MOV Fuse Sizing,1-
12-83.

4. Letter of 0.R. Davidson (CEI) to Dr. W.R. Butler (NRC-) dated August'

18,1975. Subject: Fuse Sizing Criteria.
5. GAI Elementary Diagram B-208-176 P45 Sh.04, ESW pump A discharge valve'

F130A, Rev.0, 4-19-83.
..j< 6. Limitorque Wiring Diagram 15-477-6747-3, Rev. A GAI VPF# 4549-60-056-1.

! 7. CAI Electrical Load List, Page 460, 3-15-84. ,

i '8. GAI Engineering Instruction No.2, Calculations, Engineering Operations
! Manual, Rev. 2, 4-84
l 9. Bussman Fuse Curves, Average Melting Time Current Characteristic Curves,

!! 1/10 to 12 Ampere FRS and FRS-R Fusetron Dual-Element Fuses 600 volt AC,
,j Fonn 251, 2-73.

10. Bussman Fuse Curves, Average Melting Time Current Characteristic 15 to
600 Amperes FRS and FRS-R Fusetron Dual Element Fuses 600 V, Form 252,.i-
2-73.

jj 11. GAI Calculation CAL-R60-002, Class 1E MOV Fuse Sizing, Rev. O, 11-23-
| ' 82.

:t -

,.
.

i |
- -
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05.12-3 (Deficiency) Fuse S' zing Criteria Inadequate
'

BACKGROUND
'

Overloads create.a rise in the temperature of the motor winding. All
overloads shorten motor life by deteriorating the motor insulation, but
small overloads of short duration cause little damage. The operation of an'

overload protective device is such that the current is interrupted only when
the overload has persisted too long. Normal fuses are not designed to
provide motor overload protection. Thermal overload relays, which are -

located at the motor control center and are an integral part of the- - -

g combination starter / circuit breaker, are often used to provide motor
4 overload protection. These devices are generally melting alloy or
h bimetallic type devices. .

F

j Overload relays are manufactured to be used with continuous duty motors.-
3 However, the Limitorque class 1E motors used for operation of motor operated

valves are intermittent duty motors which are generally rated for 15 minute
duty. These motors generally produce locked rotor starting torques which' are
greater than those of general purpose motors. Because its frame size is

[ smaller than general purpose motors with the same running torque rating, its
p motor should not be locked for as long a time. If a Limitorque it.otor is -

' locked, the motor should be de-energized within 10 seconds to prevent damage
to the windings. The proper setting of overload relays is important,

,

particularly in this application.

a There has been much attention given to design criteria for thermal overload,

n. protection of safety-related motor operated valves. Regulatory Guide 1.106
p (Reference 2) deals with safety-related motor operated valves whose motors
d are equipped with thermal overload protection devices (thermal overload
ki relays) integral with the motor starter. Table 8.1-2 of the Perry FSAR
P states that " the class 1E power system does not include thermal overload~

relays to protect motor operated valves, therefore this regulatory ' guide is
.

not applicable to the design."'

V
b USNRC Branch Technical position EICSB-27 (Reference 1) also discusses design

J criteria for thermal overload protection for motors of motor operated
|q valves. EICSB-27 points out that according to section 430-33 and table 430 '
L1 '152 of NFPA-70 (Reference 5), intermittent duty motors (e.g. motors for

valve operators) shall be considered protected against overload by the
]? branch circuit and grounding protective devices; NFPA-70 specifies that the
Z maximum rating of "nontime delay" fusing is 300% of motor full load current.

EICSB-27.also points out that the accuracy of thermal overload ~ relays varies3 and this feature could interfere with sucessful functioning of a safety-#

.
related system. EICSB-27 concludes that the criterion should be to drive the

e.j valve to its proper position during an accident rather than be concerned .

.

O~ with excess heating. The technical position of EICSB-27 is that, if thermal
d overload protection is provided for motors of safety-related motor operated
j valves, the setpoint should be set at a high encugh value to prevent, .,

i spurious trips; the setpoint should be consistent with that of any branch ....

>j circuit protective device used. EICSB-27 primarily addresses designs which
use thennal overload relays, and the specification of 300% of motor full'

load current for protection is related to nontime delay fusing.!t -

'{
-

~

1

Ji .
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h Design criteria used at Perry for electrical protection of class 1E motors
for motor operated valves is presented as an attachment to design input 0-

. 01-R60-001 (Reference 3). The attachment is a letter to the NRC Staff .

l (Reference 4) which summarizes the criteria as follows:
* 1. A fusible disconnect switch in the power circuit is used to achieve

branch circuit short circuit protection and some degree of overload
q protection.
q' 2. Thermal overload devices will not be used.

-

i

3. The fuses will be dual element time delay type with 10% tolerance on
e accuracy.
| 4. The fuse will be selected so that the operating point is at least 300%

of motor full load current during the normal operating time of the"

a valve.
5. The fuse will withstand locked rotor current for 5 seconds."

6. The fuse will have a rating of at least 150% of locked rotor currente
i during the normal starting time of 0.25 seconds.

-

7. The fuse rating will be derated to 94% so that above normal ambients I'

will not affect operating point.
- 8. This sizing procedure will give a reasonably high trip point to prevent-

spurious trips but at the same-time provide protection against overload-

during test and maintenance. .

The motor operated valve fuse sizing criteria summarized above is also
presented in section 8.3.1.1.2.11.(b)(2) of the FSAR with the additional
commitment that the fuses-will be class K5 or RKS dual element time delay

-

fuses. -

DESCRIPTION
'

The team reviewed the design with regard to electrical protection for classo
' IE motors used to actuate motor operated valves. Design input 0-DI-R60-001,
i calculation CAL-R60-001 and the design criteria (Referances 3,6 and '4)~

4 specify that: thermal overload devices will not be used; fuses are used to
|

provide short circuit protection and some degree of overload protection;
fuses will be Bussmann FUSETRON class K5 or RKS dual element time delay

;

; fuses; and the fuse is selected so that the operating point is at least 300%
'a of motor full load current during the normal operating time of the valve.
jq

The 300% criterion indicated in EICSB-27 applies to thermal overload relays -

[
and non time delay fusing, while the Perry design uses dual element time
delay fuses. More appropriate guidance for the Perry design is found in"

section 430-33 and table 430-152 of NFPA-70, which state that intermittent
a

aj duty motors shall be considered protected against overload by the branch
'l circuit and grounding protective device provided that the maximum rating of
:i " dual element time delay" fusing is 175% of motor full la td current. NFPA-70
f 11 section 430-52 (b) also states that the rating of time dalay dual element .

fuses shall in no case exceed 225% of full load current.1
'

Although Perry is not committed to the design requirements of NFPA-70, the ,I ,

fuses are apparently oversized based on NFPA-70 recommendations. Qual . ..
:

j j- element time delay fuses are usually set to operate at 115% to 175% of motor
full load current. The Perry design uses Bussmann FUSETRON dual element time;

|5 delay fuses which are primarily designed to be used in circuits subject to
E

jJj temporary motor overloadt and surge currents. Oversizi6g is not necessary.
i
j . .
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These fuses are designed to hold motor starting currents or harmless
overloads without opening because they have a time delay; however they

3 These featuresoperate quickly on short circuit or ground conditions.
provide adequate protection of the motor during testing and maintenance andi

M

f
still allow accomplishment of safety functioh'as required by the design

1)
basis event.

. There is no analytical technical basis for the Perry selection of fuses ^

'

~ rated at 300% of motor full load current. The fuses may be oversized and
J

7'' ~ not provide adequate protection for the motors during normal plant life
where they are subject to periodic testing and maintainence. Oversized fuses
can lead to motor stresses, fuse " working", and motor insulation.r

J|
~ -deterioration.due to overloads resulting from worn equipment parts or _e

overloaded equipment. This can potentially cause unanticipated f.se failure'

or motor failure during accident conditions. -

BASIS
There is no analytical technical basis for sizing of the actual motor'

'j operated valve fuses at Perry. . ,

-

IMPACT ON DESIGN
-

Analysis is required to substantiate the validity of the present fuse sizing
Existing fuses.may need to be replaced with fuses sized using.:

criteria.~1 appropriate criteria consistent with the use of dual element time delay;

fuses. ,

i

EXTENT
This item is systematic for all class 1E motors of motor operated valves.

REFERENCES
USNRC Branch Technical Position ETCSB-27, Design Criteria for Thermal

*
q

1.
.] Overload Protection for Motors of Motor Operated Valves,1975.

USNRc Regulatory Guide 1.106, Thermal Overload Protection for Electric3 2.
Motors on Motor-Operated Valves. 3-77.;

GAI Design Input 0-DI-R60-001, Checking MOV Fuse Sizes, Rev.0,12-1-82.;,

il 3.
CEI Letter of D.R.0avidson (CEI) to Dr.W.R. Butler (NRC), PNPP Docket

'l 4. 50-440 and 50-441, Motor Operated Valves, 8-18-75.NOS.
i NFPA-70, National Electrical Code National Fire Protection Association,
1- 5.

1981.i GAI Calculation CAL-R60-001, Class 1E MOV Fuse Sizing, Rev 0,11-2-82.
. 6.

1
i

! .

.!
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05.12-4 (Deficiency) Failure to Confirm Motor Operated Valve Operation at
Reduced Voltage |

|

BACKGROUND
Class 1E motors used as valve operators are generally specified to be
designed so that they are capable of starting and operating the valve with
reduced voltage at the motor terminals. Reduced voltage starting capability
is required due to the possibility of loss of bus power or degraded grid
voltage concurrent with a design basis accident and subsequent voltage dips

-

9

due to diesel sequencing and starting of large loads. Since many class 1E
.

motor operated valves must operate during the initial phase of an accident,
I. reduced voltage starting capability is necessary. The team randomly selected
'A . class-1E motor operated valve 1G43-F040A, located inside containment, and

reviewed the specification and the qualification report with respect to
requirements and capability for starting and operating under reduced voltage

* conditions.
'

DESCRIPTION .

_

The procurement specification for motor operated valve 1G43-F040A is
specification SP-524 (Reference 1). Technical requirements for the motorsn

are provided in attachment spei:ification SP-568.(Reference 2). Section
1:05.2 of specification SP-500 ;;ctas that the motors shall be a high torque
design capable of opening,and closing the valve against maximum differential
pressure when the voltage'is 10". above or below the specified nameplate,

voltage (460V AC).
.

The team reviewed the environmental qualification report and its attachments
provided by Limitorque (References 3,4, and 5) to determine whether the
report demonstrates qualification of the class 1E motor operated valves used

- in the design. The actual test report for the motor, FIRL F-C3441
(Reference .5), shows that the lowest voltage' applied to the 460 volt motor -

-

during the LOCA test was 473 V ac (This data is shown in tables 1 a and 1 b
of reference 4). The test did not include changes in voltage at the motori

terminals to demonstrate that the motor is capable of operating the valve
when the voltage is 107, above or below the rated voltage concurrent with-

i accident conditions.

Section 4.1.6 of Limitorque qualification report B0058 (Reference 3)
provides a general rationale for lack of reduced voltage testing. The

..
justification states in part that "no effort was made to introduce reduced
voltage testing in the qualification program because it would not have

~

created the most severe operating condition on the motor.lThe test actuator
|:l is sized to obtain maximum output torque and thrust. During normal sizing

.

for a reduced '?ltage application, the motor sizing is increased to provide$

the required =otor torque at the reduced voltage." .

The GAI engineer reviewed and approved the Limitorque report, and noted on.

the review checklist (Reference 6) that the motor is oversized for its . -

application so there is always enough torque to open or close the valve, and --
.

i that the only effect of reducing the voltage is to decrease the valve
,j operation speed.

! -.

. .
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Limitorque qualification report B0058 is a general report provided to the
industry to establish qualification. The result of the report must be FIRLadjusted for plant specific data, such as reduced voltage conditions.
test report F-C3441 has not demonstrated that the sizing criteria for the
tested motor produced torque outputs greater than required to operate the
valve under accident condition at reduced voltage. The review and approval
of the Limitorque test program is deficient because it concluded, without a
technical basis, that the class 1E motor operators used in the Perry design
are oversized to produce a torque output capable of opening and closing the .

- valve in accordance with section 1:05.2 of specification SP-568.

SASIS
There is no documented technical basis to substantiate that the class IE
' motor operators used in the design are oversized to produce torque outputi P
under accident conditions to operate the valve at 10% below rated nameplate
voltage, in accordance with section 1:05.2 of specification SP-568.

IMPACT ON DESIGN
Confirmation from Limitorque must be obtained to establish that the motor
will operate the valve at a reduced voltage of 10% of rated nameplate
voltage in accordance with the specification.

-

.

I -EXENT

!
This item may be systematic for all class 1E motor operated valves.

8
.3 REFERENCES

GAI Specification SP-524-4549-00 Design, Fabrication and Delivery of.4

1.
Safety Related Butterfly and Ball Valves, Rev. XVI, 4-30-84.
GAI Attachment Specification SP-568-4549-00, Class 1E Electric Motor2.
Driven Valve Operators Furnished with Equipment, Rev. 2, 5-15-75.

*

'I 3. Limitorque Valve Actuator Qualification Report-80058, GAI YPf4549-94Q-.

' -

il 521-1-0, 1-11-80. -

4 Appendix B B0058, Limitorque Qualification Report 600376A, BWR
Containment Test , 5-13-76.
Attachment to B0058, FIRL Test. Report F-C3441, Qualification Test of5.
Limitorque Valve Operator, 9-72.4
GAI Checklist for Equipment Qualification Report (EQR) Review, B00586.
appendix B and FIRL F-C3441, 12-9-82

.}-
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05.12-5 (Deficiency) DC Motor Operated Valve Circuit Protection Discrepancy
3

i BACKGROUND .

i The team reviewed the Class 1E OC system one line' diagram (Reference 1) to
'

I detennine the DC loads. The latest revision to the one line diagram added a
OC motor operated valve IE51-F063, and revised other motor operated valve
horsepowers and fuse sizes based upon a site walkdown of nameplate ratings.

DESCTIPTION
-

. The design verification record for the DC one line diagram (Reference 2),
references Revision No. I to the fuse sizing calculation (Reference 3). The
revised calculation could not be found and the calculation log sheet did not

-indicate that a revision to the original calculation existed..

BASIS-

? This is a violation of the Gilbert Design Control Procedure DCP 2.05-

9 (Reference 4) which requires that a verification package . . . shall include
the engineering documents to be verified (Section 2.9) and Engineering
Instruction No. 2 (Reference 5) which requires that the project engineer_

update the calculation log to note the revision of each calculation.
.,

IMPACT ON DESIGN
A fuse sizing calculation,is necessary to confirm the existing fuse sizes..j

EXTENT
-

4 This does not appear to be a systematic problem because fuse sizing
calculations exist for AC motor operated valves.'

.
REFERENCES

'i 1. GAI Drawing 0-206-051, Rev. M, 3/15/84 .

'I 2. GAI OVR R10-003 - Design Verification of DC One. Line Diagram. '

7 <3. GAI Calculation R60-001, Rev.1, DC Fuse Sizing (Missing)
4. GAI Design Control Procedure DCP 2.05, Design Verification, Rev. 6,

4/30/84
d; i 5. GAI Engineering Instruction No. 2, Calculations, April, 1984

,;

h .

[l
-

o
*
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05.13-1 (Deficiency) Seismic Equipment List
,

BACXGROUND
Class IE equipment must be environmentally and seismically qualified. The
emergency service water pump is a vertical pump with the motor mounted on

.i top of the pump. Therefore, the seismic induced forces seen by the motor
are modified by the response of the pump. The team reviewed the equipment

j qualification for the emergency service water pump motor and the sper.ific
4 requirements contained in the computerized list " Safety Related Equipment

Identification and Seismic Qualification Summary"-(Reference 1).J

d DESCRIPTION

H
- The team's review of the printout of the Safety Related' Identification and

Seismic Qualification Summary for the IP45-C001A emergency service water~

pump motor indicated that the location was correctly noted as EWA/05-586'

(Emergency Service Water Pumphouse), but the required response spectra were
. noted as FIl. These response spectra are for the Fuel' Handling and

Intermediate Building. This error was also made on the Seismic,

j

! Qualification Review Team forms (Reference 2). They were checked by Gilbert
and reviewed and approved by Cleveland Electric (Reference 3) without noting

.|
- the error.

BASIS .

The Safety Related Identification and Seismic Qualification Summary report
,

'

and the Seismic Qualification Review Team forms indicated response spectra
; '

for the wrong building.'

1 IMPACT ON DESIGN
d This is documentation error only because neither floor response spectra

should have been used for the seismic analysis of the motor of a vertical:
pump-motor combination, and were not in fact' used. The correct reference
should have been to the pump seismic report which provides the accelerationa values that were actually used in the seismic analysis performed by the

j motor vendor.
n
" EXTENT

Thih is the only case found by the team. For other cases, Gilbert should
1 confirm that the Safety Related Identification and Seismic Qualification

Summary is consistent with response spectra actually used in test or.<

9 analysis.

', REFERENCES

M 1. GAI Printout M7836306, Select 09E505, Seismic Equipment List 3/9/83

d 2. GAI Seismic and Dynamic Qualification Summary of Equipment (SQRT Report)
'

Checked 2/7/83
.

,j 3. CEI Letter PY-CEI-GAI/5902, Review of Equipment Qualification Auditable
File Package SP-550

. .

. . . .

,
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05.13-2 (Deficiency) Vertical Motor Required Response Spectra

BACKGROUND
The motors for the emergency service water pumps IP45-C001-A and -B were'

purchased separately from the pumps on specification SP-550-4549-00
(Reference 1). Sectiort 2.12.2 of the specification instructed the motor
vendor to use seismic response Figures E2-1 through E2-6 in the analysis
required by the seismic specification SP-750-4549-00. These figures were '

floor response spectra for the emergency service water pump house (elevationi
4 586'-6").

DESCRIPTION.,

~ The motors should not have been specified with the required response spectra -
for the floor of the pump house because they are mounted vertically on the
pumps, not the floor. The pump vendor's (Goulds Pump) seismic analysis

.'t (Reference 2) supplied acceleration numbers for use by the motor vendor.,

1 (Seimens Allis) (Reference 3). These acceleration numbers were supplied to
the motor vendor by Gilbert (Reference 4). The motor vendor used these
numbers in his seismic analysis (Reference 5). The motor specification
continues to direct the motor vendor to use the incorrect floor response .

spectra, even though the specification has been revised three times since
,

the analysis was performed in 1977.
..

BASIS
The specification is in error in that it does not provide the vendor the

i correct input for the seismic analysis.
~

! IMPACT ON DESIGN
j The motor vendor performed the correct analysis in spite of the error in the

Gilbert specification because the pump vendor was aware of the required;

interface and notified Gilbert. The specification needs to be corrected.

EXTENT

|~
This error appears to affect all vertical pump motor combinations covered by

! Specification SP-550.'

# REFERENCES

[] 1. GAI Specification SP-550-4549-00, Class 1E 4000 Volt and 460 Volt|j Induction Motors, Rev. VII, 6/9/81;

<-j 2. Gould Pumps - Mcdonald Engineering Report ME-554, Seismic Analysis of

l{
Vertical Pumps, 7/20/82

] 3. Gould Pumps letter of 10/18/77 from M. W. Volk (GPI) to GAI
ii 4. GAI letter of 10/31/77 from G. R. Gehring to R. Buchmueller (Seimens)

5. Seimens-Allis Qualification Report 8-5017-90308-1 (GAI No. 94Q-267'-3-0),
L j- .

12/23/82,
,
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l 05.14-1 (Deficiency) Class 1E Motor Operating Voltages
!
.

i BACXGROUND
Branch technical position pSB-1 (Reference 1) requires assurance of adequate'

voltage to protect Class 1E equipment. This branch technical position was
summarized for Cleveland Electric in the NRC's request for additional
information RAI 430.77 (Reference 2). Cleveland Electric performed load

!
flow studies (Reference 3) in response to the NRC's concern with respect to - -

,

'l adequate distribution system voltages. The original study. covered all.
system voltages at the plant down to the 4160 volt level. A follow-up study

- was made for the 480 volt level (Reference 4) to determine the voltage range
.

at this level during different plant conditions.
a .

'! DESCRIPTION .

Both load flow studies stop at the distribution bus. Neither study
;

}
addresses the starting or operating voltages Tt the Class 1E motor terminals
during either plant light load or full load. The 480 volt study indicated-

that during emergency sequence loading of safety loads the initial voltages
at the unit substation buses could drop below the minimum 75% of motor rated;

'

voltage required to start the motor.
,

BASIS
Contrary to the response to the NRC's request for additional information RAI

,

1

! 430.77 the analyses failed to confirm adequate voltage at the equipment
terminals because the load flow studies performed by CEI stopped at thei

j distribution buses.
-

1,
; IMPACT ON DESIGN

l Extreme voltage drop during motor starting may require the addition of
parallel feeder cables or additional loading steps on the diesel generator.

]3 Additional analysis is required to determine the voltage swings of Class IE
'

' loads.
-

'

] EXTENT
This appears to be a systematic problem in that the terminal voltage was not
determined for any 4000 volt or 460 volt load.

REFERENCES
1. NRC Branch Technical Position pSB-1, Adequacy of Station Electric

Distribution System Voltages, Rev. O, July,1981
2. FSAR, Response to Request for Additional Information RAI 430.77.j

5; 3. CEI Memo: Louie to Edelman, Perry Auxiliary Voltage Study, 2/22/82
,j 4. CEI Internal Memo: Disterhof to Systems Planning and Operations

Department, Extended Perry Auxiliary System Voltage Study, 3/30/83'
.
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06.1-1 (Deficiency) ESWS Pump Forebay 1.evel Instrumentation

BACKGROUND
Two safety-related forebay level instruments are provided to actuate thej

-! Recently, a separate level indicator was added toredundant sluice gates.1
provide local indication of the forebay level (Ref. 2).

.4

1

his modification, one documentation inconsistency involving the _

'l emergency service water system instrument index has been noted in that the
n

added P45-R240 instrument is listed twice (Ref. 1).
l
! BASIS ~

The instrument index contains two separate entries for the same instrument.

IMPACT ON DESIGN
' There is no hardware or analysis impact resulting from this documentation

error. Correction of the instrument index to delete one of these entries has
<

1 -

! been accomplished.
5 ..

EXTENT-] This discrepancy appears to be a random error based on a detailed review of
.

!

|
other instruments on the emergency service water instrument index.

POST CUTOFF WORK
Gilbert has revised the instrument index. .'

l .

REFERENCESj
.j 1. GAI Emergency Service Water System Instrument Index, unnumbered, pages

~ 334 and 920, 7/03/84
2. GAI IDCI-791 Emergency Service Water System System Diagram 0-302-791,.

-

Rev. E, 3/07/84
']f
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06.1-2 (Deficiency) Safety-Related Instrument loop Components Shown as Non-
'

<

Safety-Related on Both Design Documents and Design Information Documents

BACKGROUND
Certain safety-related systems are designed by Gilbert and manufacturered in|

part by General Electric under the SP-591 Power Generation Control Complex
and Control Room Panel ' specification (Ref.1). Two Gilbert engineering
change notices (Ref. 2 and 3) corrected the emergency service water system -

elementary wiring diagrams to remove any ambiguity regarding which
components were designated as safety-related. These engineering change .
notices must tw used in conjunction with existing Gilbert elementary wiring
diagrams in order to have accurate and complete information regarding the

* ~ status of the emergency service water system instrumentation components.-

DESCRIPTIONj The team noted a number of safety classification inconsistencies in both
design documents (Ref. 5, 6, and 7) and design information documents (Ref. 8

1

and 9) for instruments in the emergency service water system. The team was
concerned with the number of safety-related instrumentation components

- designated as non-safety-related in these documents.
,

General Electric panel drawings, panel part lists, elementary diagram device
If sts, and panel seismic qualification test reports do not accurately'

reflect the current Perry design primarily because Gilbert engineering
change notices are not being provided to General Electric. Gilbert has been,

i

|
maintaining marked-up copies of the General Electr.ic elementary diagram
device lists to reflect the addition of instrument loop square root+

converters, alarm units, and indicators. This information is not reflected
in the General Electric panel seismic qualification report; consequently,

Eq only 2 out of 22 safety-related components shown in the following tabulation
are currently qualified: .

GAI EWD GAI Index GE Panel E00L

i Comoonent Purcose (Ref. 4) (Ref. 8) (Ref. 5,6,a 7)a

D23-SRU-1 N090A Temp.SRU Div. 1-safety not listed non-safety

M15-SRU-1 N051A Flow SRU Div . 1-sa fety not listed non-safety
023-SRU-2 N090B Temp.SRU Div. 2-safety not listed non-safety

M15-SRU-2 N0513 Flow SRU Div. 2-safety not. !!sted non-safety

M43-SRU-1 N206 Flow SRU Div. 3-safety not listed non-safety
P45-K072A N071A Flow Sq.Rt. Div. 1-safety Div.-safety not Ifsted
P45-N073A N071A Flow Alarm Div. 1-safety non-safety not listed
P45-R074A N071A Flow Indic. Div . 1-sa fety non-safety passive
P45-K052A N051A Flow Sq.Rt. Div. 1-safety Div.-safety not Ifsted

. .;
P45-N053A N051A Flow Alarm Div. 1-safety non-safety not listed

i

1 P45-K072B N071B Flow Sq.Rt. Div. 2-safety Div.-safety not listed

} P45-N073B N071B Flow Alarm Div. 2-safety non-safety not listed .

P45-R074B N071B Flow Indic. Div. 2-safety non-safety passive

']l P45-K0523 N051B Flow Sq.Rt. Div. 2-safety Div.-safety not listed
P45-N053B N051B Flow Alarm Div. 2-safety non-safety not listed .

.

' P45-K207 N206 Flow Sq.Rt. Div. 3-safety Div.-safety not listedi ....

! P45-N209 N206 Flow Alarm Div. 3-safety non-safety not listed

i P45-K032 N250 Flow Sq.Rt. non-safety spare not listed

j P45-K255 -N250 Flow Sq.Rt. Div. 1 on ECN Div.-safety not listed

71 P45-R033A N250 Flow Indic. Div. 1-safety ~ Div.-sa fety not listed
1 P45-K257 N252 Flow Sq.Rt. Div. 1 on ECN Div.-safety not listed

P45-R055A N252 Flow Indic. Div.1-safety Div.-sa fety not listed
R41-K050 N252 OC Power Sup. Div. 1-safety not listed not listed

A-230
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BASIS
The Gilbert instrument index is inconsistent with the design drawings, and
has not been corrected in violation of Perry Procedures Manual Section .

2:03.8. In addition, General Electric elementary diagram device lists do not1 reflect the current Perry design; consequently, the panel seismic
j qualification report is inconsistent with current Perry design requirements.
,

)

IMPACT ON DESIGN
A hardware impact is not anticipated from this deficiency. Reanalysis of the -

seismic qualification of the affected Power Generation Control Complex.;, .,

61 panels is anticipated, as well as documentation changes to the design
drawings, instrument index, and elementary diagram device lists.

EXTENT
~

This item appears to be systematic for safety-related Power Generation
j Control Complex panels based on a review of the seismic qualification test
_.

t
report for the emergency service water system and the emergency closedi

cooling water system.

REFERENCES
1. GAI Purchase Specification-SP-591, Power Generation Control Complex and

i Control Room Panels, Rev. IV, 3/01/78.
! 2. GAI Engineering Change Notice 245L-033-01, "PGCC Change Package #10,

,! Attachment 467," Rev. :(-),1/31/83.
3. GAI Engineering Change Notice 245H-033-01, "PGCC Change Package #7,

Attachment 339," Rev. (-), 5/03/82 and Rev. 4,3/29/84
4 GAI Elementary Wiring Diagram, B-208-176 sheets 200 through 207.
5. GE Elementary Diagram Device List H13-P869, VPS-48-804-10A-8, Rev. 8,

: 5/25/84.
! 6. GE Elementary Diagram Device List, H13-P868, VPS-48-449-2A-11, Rev. 9,

1 5/25/84. .

Rev. 7
q 7. GE Elementary Diagram Device List, H13-P873, VPS-48-826-1A-7,
! 5/25/84.-j 8. GAI Emergency Service Water System Instrument Index, unnumbered,
i 7/17/84.

:} 9. General Electric Report, VPS-48-1245, "!.*:smic Qualification
d

Reevaluation of Nuclear Safety Related Eq:1pment," for Perry Panels C61-
4 P001, H13-PS68, H13-P869, and H13-P873, 12/12/83.

>+
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06.1-3 (Deficiency) Panel Number Identification on Drawings
|

BACKGROUND
Gilbert practice is to show panel numbers for the physical location of
components on the instrument index, elementary wiring diagrams, and.. j
electrical schematic diagrams,

-)
I

DESCRIPTIONi
..In certain instances, the panel numbers were either missing.frcm Gilbert

-

. drawings or were inconsistently labelled among these documents. The"

_

following tabulation for the emergency service water system illustrates both.
omissions and inconsistencies in instrument panel numbers:

Panel Shown On Panel Shown on
.

'

- --Drawino Sheet. Component Drawing (Ref. 3) Index (Ref. 2)
B-208-176 203 P45-N053A H13-P8698 H13-P865/P

- - --

B-208-176 203 P45-N071A- None H5*-P1187

B-208-176 204 P45-N0538 H13-P868B H13-P864/P

j B-208-176 204 P45-N071B None. H51-P1188

1 8-208-176 205 P45-N206 None H51-P1189
LocalI B-208-176 205 P45-K207 H13-P873 -

B-208-176 205 P45-N209 H13-P873 H13-P865/P

B-208-176 206 P45-K032./X255 None C61-P001

i B-208-176 207 P45-K272 None H51-P904

-| B-208-176 207 P45-N271 None Local

B-208-176 207 P45-N270 None Local

| _

BASIS
,

Gilbert Engineering Design Guide 0421'-1.2.2 (Ref. 1) describes the format
,

H and content of elementary diagrams. The above listed drawing errors and
b' omissions are a violation of the elementary diagram check list contained in
jd section 3.7.22 (7) which requires the location of all devices to be noted on

-

;

f .i the diagram.

IMPACT ON DESIGN
, No hardware or analysis impact is anticipated. Documentation changes to

- Gilbert elementary wiring diagrams and the instrument index are anticipated.'

EXTENT
This deficiency appears to be systematic in the Gilbert drawings based on

a

the items noted above and others listed in the GDS study (Ref. 4) performedf
for Cleveland Electric Illuminating.

-

] REFERENCES
GAI Engineering Design Guide 0421-1.2.2, Elementary Otagrams, 10/12/73..' 1.

2. GAI Emergency Service Water System Instrument Index, unnumbered,

'! 7/17/84
GAI Elementary Wiring Ofagram, B-208-176 sheets 200 through 207.

..

] 3.
GDS Associates, Inc. Interim Report, " System Functional Capability

~-

4.
Review of Perry Nuclear Power Plant Unit 1," 7/25/84.

-.

Y
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06.1-4 (Deficiency) Component Numbering Inconsistencies on Drawings"

'

BACKGROUND
-

Technical accuracy of information provided on instrumentation diagrams and
| electrical schematic drawings was checked during this inspection. The

- objective of this review was to examine the effectiveness of internal design
checking, design review, and certain portions of design verification

; activities performed by the architect-engineer. Gilbert uses a formal check
-

'

list (Ref.1) to achieve accuracy and completeness for elementary diagram
- details. The team reviewed details such as component numbering, panel and

rack numbering, cross-referencing from one sheet to another, and component;
terminal numbering to assure that the instrumentation design was accurately
communicated to users of the design documents and to assess the:

; effectiveness of design verification.
'

DESCRIPTION
: Sixteen component numbering and cross-referencing errors were observed by
' the team during a detailed review of emergency service water, system
' elementary wiring diagrams and electrical elementary diagrams prepared by-

Gilbert. Four panel numbering and component designation errors were noted on

} General Electric elementary diagrams related to the technical areas-,

reviewed.- i

- t
-

| Each of the drawing errors shown in the following tabulation was examined
_

i for technical significance. The team concluded that no single error nor the
j accumulation of all errors noted appear to affect the safe operation of theL

emergency service water system. Nevertheless, these results provide an
_

!

i indication that use of the comprehensive Gilbert elementary diagram check
- list (Ref.1) is not effective as indicated by the fact that these errors

are in areas covered by the check list.''

"

Drawing Sheet Component Drawino Error
il B-208-176 000 B-208-176 sneets 206 and 207 not listed

y B-208-176 001 P45-N131A reference source missing (LO9)

| B-208-176 001 P45-N053A/N073A zone reference reversed
B-208-176 002 Valve F1308 labelled as F030B (Note 6)*

. B-208-176 013 P45-N255A does not show a reference drawing'

. ' ,
i B-208-176 013 P45-N143A appears to be labelled LS3 and LS7

1 B-208-176 014 P45-N255B does not show a reference drawing
.

d B-208-176 014 P45-N145B appears to be labelled LS3 and LS7'

B-208-176 015 P45-N220A shown without termination numbers-

; B-208-176 015 H13-P753A shown as H13-P735A
.i B-208-176 016 P45-N2208 shown without termination numbers-

i B-208-176 017 P45-N179 shown as H179
-

B-208-176 017 P45-N235 shown without termination numbers .

b j. P45-K072B shown as P45-N0723B-208-176 204 .

-| B-208-176 206 P45-K257 Square Root Extractor is missing"

E B-208-176 206 P45-K255 Square Root Extr. listed as K032 . .

s 1 B-208-222 103 GE Elem. 828E531CA sheet 2 has Division 1 panel ....
,

L 1 identified as H13-P609 rather than H13-P691.
E i B-208-222 106 GE Elem. 828E531CA sheet 2 has C71A-K8C relay
p l shown in H13-P692 rather than H13-P693.

E B-208-222 106 GE Elem. 828E531CA shbet 2 has C7TA-K80 relay
<

shown in H13-P693 rather than H13-P694.*
-

l B-208-222 413 1E31-AT3 has an incomplete (01 or A1) division symbol.E
,

[ A-233
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BASIS
Gilbert Engineering Design Guide 0421-1.2.2 (Ref. 1) describes the format

! and content of elementary diagrams. The listed drawing errors and omissions-

should have been identifled by use of the elementary diagram check list
j} contained in section 3.7.22 relative to following items: (1) agreement with
|

logic diagrams; (6) device identification; (7) device location; (9) device
i terminal numbers; (10) power supply identification; (16) cross-references,
i and (23) index updating. Therefore, Gilbert did not comply with the ~

requirements of this design guide.
.

IMPACT ON DESIGN
,}.- No hardware or analysis impacts are anticipated. Documentation changes

appear to be required. -

EXTENT

-! This deficiency appears to be systematic for Gilbert elementary wiring
diagrams and elementary drawings (Ref. 2).

j REFERENCES
1. GAI Procedure 0421-1.2.2, Electrical Engineering Elementary Of agram-

.! Preparation, Rev. 1,1/15/75.
-

1 2. GDS Associates, Inc. Interim Report, " System Functional Capability
Review of Perry Nuclear Power Plant Unit 1 " 7/25/84.
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06.1-5 (Deficiency) Instrument Setpoint or Contact Operation Not Specified

BACXGROUND
Instrument data sheets attached to Gilbert instrument purchase
specifications use a format that requires the design engineer to specify
values for the instrument's range, its setpoint where applicable, and then
the required output contact operation at this setpoint. These specified
values in the instrument data sheet format a e subject to review ard
approval requirements as design input records and as procurement do1uments

-'

J in accordance with Gilbert Engineering Instructions 1 and 9 respectively
(Ref. 3 and 4). A number of instrument data sheets covering both safety-

7
related and non-safety-related instrument applications were reviewed to
determine whether they contained the required information.s

3
DESCRIPTION
In two Gilbert procuremeat specifications, individual instrument data sheets
did not specify the required instrument setpoint value, the corresponding

,

contact operation at this setpoint, and the correct instrument range.
.

N' In specification SP-410 (Ref.1), the required setpoint value is not
specified on data sheet 41 for non-safety-related level switches N71-N240A,

4 S, and C. Other data sheets in the SP-410 specification also do not specify'

( setpoint values.

In specification SP-411 ( ef. 2), no statement is made about contact
M]e operation for increasing or decreasing temperature on data sheet 9 for non-
| i. safety-related temperature switch p81-N010. In addition, this data sheet
|( specifies a range of 140 to 250 degrees F even though the switch is expected
j to operate up to 300 degrees F.
t;

BASIS

.%] Setpoint information involving two purchase specifications was not|c
.

.. ,
-

completely specified as required by Gilbert Engineering Instruction 1,
u

b paragraph 5.5.(Ref. 3), and Gilbert Engineering Instruction 9, paragraph 5.0
fj document type 3 (Ref. 4).
'T

IMPACT ON DESIGN
There is a potential for hardware impact involving the actual versus
required range for temperature switch PS1-N010. Reanalysis impacts are not
anticipated, but documentation changes are anticipated for the affected SP-4

410 and SP-411 data sheets and the setpoint list information document.
,

p EXTENT .

-This problem does not appear to be systematic based on approximately 200
[: data sheets reviewed among the 28 purchase specifications reviewed. .

j REFERENCES

'i 1. Gilbert Purchase Specification SP-410, Level Switches, Rev. III, . .

10/11/82, and Rev. II, 8/02/79. . ..

2. Gilbert Purchase Specification SP-411, Temperature Switches, Rev. III,
;, 8/17/79.
,! 3. Gilbert Associates, Inc. Engineering Operations Manual . Engineering

Instruction 1, " Design Input," Rev.1 -3'/83, paragfaph 5.5, block 9.
|

! 4 Gilbert Engineering Operations Manual Engineering Instruction 9
" Responsibilities for Review and Approval," Rev. 2, 4/84, paragraph 5.0

- -

| document type 8.
~ A-235
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06.1-6 (Deficiency) Instrument Power Source Drawing Errors
q

BACXGROUND
Protective action balance-of-plant instrument loops should use battery-

| backed power sources from the proper electrical separation division. This
design activity normally requires interaction between the Instrumentation3

'; and Control and the Electrical groups within the architect-engineer:j organization, and close coordination of many individual drawing sheecs. The -

team traced each safety-related instrument loop in the emergency service.
- - water system (Ref. 1) frca the sensor to its DC battery, AC uninterruptible.

-

.2

or AC diesel generator power source.'

,

DESCRIPTION .#

The power source selection for each emergency service water system safety-
-

'7 related instrumentation loop was found to be technically correct. Battery
sources were used in all cases, and electrical separation among the various

.

divisions has been maintained.
'

The team found two types of drawing errors as tabulated below: (1) an
;

4 approved Engineering Change Notice failed to identify the need to correct
the drawing sheet reference contained in the " notes" portion of thei

,

drawings, and (2) one division 3 power source was not cross-referenced
1 between two individual drawing sheets:
q

? - Incorrect Correct Cross-Reference
Drawing Sheet Nate Cross-Reference (Ref. 2 through 8)
B-208-176 F 4 B-208-214 sh. 200 B-208-214 sn. 200 and 209

:: B-208-176 -201 4 B-208-214 sh. 203 B-208-214 sh. 203 and 211,

;}_ B-208-176 203 4 B-208-214 sh. 200 B-208-214 sh. 209

i B-208-176 204 4 B-208-214 sh. 203 B-208-214 sh. 211
1 B-208-176 205 4 B-208-214 sh. 200 B-208-214 sh. 215- *

B-208-176 207 Sys.01ag.0-302-321 Sys. Diag.0-302-212
.

0-206-054 none provided 0-206-029 zone H-13
'' 0-206-029 none provided 0-206-054 zone H-11

BASIS
Power source references contained in note 4 of the tabulated elementary*

j wiring diagrams (Ref.1) were not identified by an Engineering Change Notice
(Ref. 9) as needing revision, and were not corrected when the drawings wereq actually changed. An incorrect system diagram number is listed on one

de elementary wiring diagram, and cross-references for a division 3 power
source were not shown on two drawings. These items violate the elementary

1 diagram check list in a Gilbert engineering design guide (Ref.10)..

IMPACT ON DESIGN
.

No hardware or analysis impacts result from this deficiency. Minor.

>I documentation changes are needed for the tabulated drawings.
.

. -

1 EXTENT
. ..

l'
The identified items appear to be random errors and omissions based on the
review of the emergency service water system power supply drawings.

-.

- .

'
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REFERENCES
GAI Elementary Wiring Diagram, B-208-176 sheets 200 through 207. |

1. )
GAI Analog loop A Panel, B-208-214, sheet 200, Rev. A,12/12/772.
GAI Analog loop B Panel, B-208-214, sheet 203, Rev. A,12/12/77i 3.
GAI Div.1 Instr. Panel, B-208-214, sheet 209, Rev. O,1/31/83^ 4. GAI Div. 2 Instr. Panel, B-208-214, sheet .211, Rev. O,1/31/835.
GAI Div. 3 Instr. Panel, B-208-214, sheet 215, Rev. C, 2/11/81.

6.
7. GAI Orawing, 480 V Bus, 0-206-029, Rev. G, 6/11/84 ~

GAI Drawing, Class 1E Bus, 0-206-054. Rev. H, 4/12/84i 8.
GAI Engineering Change Notice 267L-033-01 Attachment 467, Rev. (-),9.
1/31/83.

10. GAI Engineering Design Guide 0421-1.2.2, Elementary Otagrams, Section
i

~ - 3.7.22, item (10) power supplies and item (16) cross-references.
-

- 10/12/73.
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06.1-7 (Deficiency) Electrical Schematic Design Verification

BACKGROUND
Between October 30, 1980 and October 12, 1981, the Gilbert Electrical
Department implemented a design review procedure (Ref.1) that required

j nuclear safety-related elementary diagrams to be reviewed and verified in
1 conformance with a design verification procedure (Ref. 5) against:

.

(1) functional or logic diagrams;
^ (2) system diagrams;

, (3) separation list;
(4) system description, and
(5) electrical one-line diagrams.-

|
Its stated purpose was to provide a consistent procedure for review and
verification of Electrical Department schematic (elementary) diagrams to'

meet USNRC quality assurance requirements. On two separate occasions during
the brief period of applicability for this design review procedure, thei Gilbert elementary diagram for control room annunciators and sequence of1

' events recorders (Ref. 2) was reviewed and verified.C

.

DESCRIPTION1 For the design verificati9n of revisions A, B, and C of elementary diagram
~]~ S-208-222 sheet 370 (Ref. 2) in-December 1980, there is no documented

evidence that the design reviewer or verifier used the leak detection system
or main control room panel portions of the separ.ation itst (Ref. 3 and 4).

-
This is a violation of the Electrical Department design review procedure
(Ref.1).e

,

.Since both the leak detection system portion and the main control room panel
<

portion of the separation list correctly depicted.the required separation at4 -.

-

that point in time, these documents could have been used to identif) anp
"d' electrical separation problem that exists within panels H13-P868 and H13-'

P869 (Ref. Deficiency 06.2-2).

Only those changes made during revision D of this drawing were reviewed and
verified in July 1981. The existing separation problem remained undetected
during both of these review and verification efforts.'

#

$ BASIS
'

For the two design vert fication activities described above, the actualh review and verification process used by the Gilbert Electrical Departmentd
i did not conform to their applicable procedure in that the Perry separation'

u list was not used.
'

-

'

Li IMPACT ON DE5IGN|4 Hardware and analysis impacts for the main control room panels are described
.

.L4 elsewhere-(Ref. Deficiency 06.2-2). Since this particular Electrical
!

_ Department design review procedure is no longer in effect, this deficiency
4 ..

1 concerning the design review and design verification process used has no
additional hardware, analysis, or documentation impact.

!: -..

EXTENT
The extent of this concern with the design review and design verification

.

process in the 1980-1981 period is believed to be rather limited because ofl'

1' A.238
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the number of Gilbert etexi Tary diagrams reviewed by the team and the:j
resultant identification er ily one separation problem in the Gilbert''

documentation.

REFERENCES
1. GAI Electrical Engineering Department Procedure, 0421-1.5, Elementary

Diagram Design Review (Nuclear Safety Related) Procedure, Rev. O,
< 10/30/80, Rev. 1, 10/09/81, and Rev. 2, 10/12/81. .

p 2. GAI Elementary Diagram, B-208-222 sheet 370, Control Rocm Annunciator
ECCS 8enchboard H13-P601 Section 19A, Rev. A, 3/17/78, Rev. 8, 6/09/78,

i Rev. C, 8/07/78, and Rev. O, 6/09/81. .4

B 3. GAI Separation List. 55-804-858. H13 Control Room Panels, Rev. (-). -

-

8/25/77 and Rev. A, 12/15/80. .
.

.

4. GAI Separation List, SS-804-819, LeakDetectionSystem,Rev.(-),
8/25/77.

5. GAI Design Cor, trol Procedure 2.05, Design Verification, Rev. 6, 4/30/84.
.,
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06.1-8 (Deficiency) Unissued Engineering Change Notice Referenced in Drawingi

- Revision Block'

:
BACKGROUND
Gilbert practice is to identify an Engineering Change Notice (ECN) by number
in the drawing revision block whenever applicable (Ref.1 and 2). This
practice enhances traceability of the revision to the document.

2
_

OESCRIPTION .

Gilbert drawing B-208-222 sheet 370 (Ref. 3) was revised from revision level'

-

245-033-01-351A to level 8 with a reference to Engineering Change Notice
shown in the revision block of the drawing. This particular Engineering
Change Notice was never issued, and the drawing revision block has.not been;,

changed to remove this incorrect reference. .;.

BASIS
This is an error in that an unissued Engineering Change Notice was listed asi

1
i

the basis for revision of this drawing.
1 - -

IMPAET ON DESIGN
1 This particular deficiency has no hardware or analysis impact. Drawing and

Engineering Change Notice log book documentation changes are expected.
-

EXTENT .

This deficiency appears to be a random occurrence. ,

, . .

i

REFERENCES
1

1. Perry Procedures Manual, Appendix G, 6/30/831
Perry Procedures Manual, Appendix N, 3/30/84J 2.
GAI Orawing, B-208-222 sheet 370, Control Room Annunicator, Rev. D,Lij 3. .

i 6/09/81.
1

-
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06.1-9 (Deficiency) Logic Diagrams are Not Being Updated by the Engineering
Change Notice Process3

t

| BACKGROUND
Logic diagrams for the Perry Project are defined as system design documents

; by Gilbert Design Control Procedure 1.25 (Reference 1), and are verified and
approved in accordance with Gilbert Design Control Procedure 2.05 (Reference

-i 2). ~

n
9 In accordance with the Perry Procedures Manual Appendix N. (Reference 4),
O Engineering Change Notices are prepared to authorize changes to design input

affecting design documents that have been reviewed and approved as required
-'a.j by Engineering Procedure Number 7 (Reference 3). ..

%
i The Perry Procedures Manual, Appendix N, Section 3:02.1 requires that the

.J originator of an Engineering Change Notice determine which documents are
j affected by the change and need to be revised. These documents are required

(j to be listed in the Engineering Change Notice.
:

1 DESCRIPTI0t!

-| Two of three Engineering Change Notices reviewed by the teani altered the
; system logic but did not identify the logic diagrams as affected design
i documents. As a consequence, the logic diagrams were not revised to reflect

the latest system circuit configuration. The following are examples of'
>

.; deficient items observedi-

(1) Engineering Change Notice 13137-86-219 (Reference 5), a modification
to the control circuit on the emergency service water pump discharge
valve.

" '

(2) Engineering Change Notice 10585-86-196 (Reference 6), which consists -
of logic changes to the balance of_ plant for Division 2 of thq remote

-

shutdown system.q
4

F BASIS -

Contrary to Perry Procedures Manual, Appendix N, Engineering Change Notices
do not identify affected logic diagrams, which were therefore not updated to

L reflect the current design.

IMPACT ON DESIGN

]
This deficiency is not expected to result in hardware or analysis changes.
However, logic diagrams affected by the two engineering change notices will|:i require updating and subsequent verification.I

| .) -

j' EXTENT

i
The team found two engineering change notices which made logic changes but .

j did not identify the affected logic diagrams. A larger sample should be
+ reviewed to detennine if this deficiency is systematic.

,

! . -

'

REFERENCES
--

;j 1. Gilbert Design Control Procedure 1.25, System Design, Rev 3,9/25/81
2. Gilbert Design Control Procedure 2.05, Design Verification, Rev 6

. } '4/30/84 ,

b} 3. Gilbert Engineering Instruction Number 7, Change Control. Rev 1,10'-82
.

! ! 4. Pctry Procedures Manual, Appendix N, 3/30/84
< .
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5. Engineering Change Notice 13137-86-219, Rev. A, 1-25-84
: i 6. Engineering Change Notice 10585-86-196 Rev. C, 6-14-84 ,
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06.1-10 (Deficiency) Elementary k' iring Drawing Sheet Not Updated During
Incorporation of an Engineering Change Notice

BACKGROUND
A Gilbert Engineering Change Notice (Ref.1) was prepared to correct four
sheets of the emergency service water system elementary wiring diagrams to.; remove any ambiguity regarding which components were designated as safety-

j] related. Implementation of this Engineering Change Notice into the design '

drawings was performed approximately three months later.
q
I
; DESCRIPTION

1
Gilbert revised three affected sheets, but failed to revise a fourth sheet,
of the emergency service water system elementary wiring diagram in the
process of implementing the Engineering Change Notice for Power Generationa
Control Complex Change Package 10 (Ref.1). No basis could be found for not

j- revising sheet 206 (Ref. 2) during this updating process to show thej deletion of one square root converter and the addition of two others.
'; .

A| BASIS
! An approved Gilbert Engineering Change Notice was not fully implemented in,
! the revised design drawings in violation of the Gilbert drawing revision
j control procedure contained in the Perry Procedures Manual Appendix N,

] Design Change Procedure 2.,20, and Engineering Instruction 7.

i IMPACT ON DESIGN
No hardware or reanalysis' impact is anticipated from this-deficiency.i

j Incorporation of the existing Engineering Change Notice into the design
drawing sheet is anticipated.

g

EXTENT
This item appears.to be a random error.

*
.

I ''
; -REFERENCES

e| 1. GAI Engineering Change Notice 245L-033-01, "PGCC Change Package #10,
,' Attachment 467," Rev. (-), 1/31/83.

2. GAI Elementary Wiring Diagram, B-208-176 sheet 206.

L
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06.2-1 (Deficiency) Failure to Meet the Single Failure Criterion for Loss of
;

Off-Site Power from Loss of Divisional Bus Sensorsi
!

Sensors for the Loss of Off-Site Power (LOOP) signal measure the individualBACKGROUND}

loss of division 1 and division 2 buses. Emergency equipment in a number ofl

safety-related systems is actuated frem redundant LOOP signals generatedi

from this division 1 and division 2 balance-of-plant logic. At least one set -

I

of safety-related loads from either division 1 or 2 must be capable of
- -operation (Ref. 5) given a Loss.of Off-Site Power condition a Loss of

Coolant Accident, and a single postulated failure.
,

~t . ..

DESCRIPTIONA Gilbert Engineering Change Notice (Ref.1) describes the LOOP logic being
implemented at Ferry. The team reviewed this logic and postulated the loss2
of both divisions of emergency equipment due to loss of either the division
1 battery or the division 2 battery. This results from the fact that each
redundant LOOP signal is dependent upon both division 1.and division 2
battery power sources. Even when credit is given for loss-of-Off-Site Power

signals from Unit 2 buses incorporated into the Unit 1 initia. tion logic, failure of the Unit I division 1 battery still prevents initiation of Unit I
division 1 and division 2 safety-related loads.

The Gilbert loss of Off-S'ite Power design (Ref.1) was unsatisfactory andBASIS .

must be modified to meet the' single failure criterion (Ref. 2 through 5).,

j
4

IMPACT ON DESIGN
Hardware, analysis, and documentation impacts are anticipated.

1 .

This deficiency appears to be a random design error. Because of the' safe'ty3 EXTENT
1983-1984

significance of this type of error and its occurrence in the
period, the team' attempted to determine the root cause for non-compliance

-

with the single failure criterion; however, no definitive basis could be
determined.

POST CUTOFF WORKGilbert has initiated a Change Request to modify this circuit design.'

.

,

REFERENCES 21138-86-403, Rev. (-), 6/08/84, with
GAI Engineering Change NoticeAttachment 4. GAI Drawing B-208-206 sheet 68, Rev. (-), unissued.1.

279-1971, " Criteria for Protection Systems for Nuclear -2. IEEE Std. Section 4.2.
IEEE 379-1972, " Trial-Use Guide for the Application of the Single

.

Generating Stations,"
. |

.j Failure Criterion to Nuclear Power Generating Station Protection
~ .

3.

Systems," Section 6.4.
USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.53, Application of the Single Failure Criterion

..1
4.

to Nuclear Power Plant Protettion Systems, Rev. O, 6/73.308-1974, " Criteria for Class 1E Power Systems for Nuclear
IEEE Std.5.
Power Generating Stations " Section 4.1. ,

,

, .

J
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06.2-2 (Deficiency) Main Steam Line Leak Detection Circuit Separation
-

.
BACKGROUND

1- Three distinct sets of four redundant temperature instruments are provided
1

to monitor small steam leaks in the vicinity of the four main steam lines
between the reactor and the turbine generator. These twelve measurements arej
grouped into four protection system channels to achieve the required

] divisional separation as shown below (Rer. 7 and 8): ,

Panel'

.___._ .Channei MSL Tunnel Panel Power Complex
Turbine Bldg. - P869 ~~

Div. 1 E31-N604A ET~ E31-N350A E31-N360A

Div. 2 E31-N604B P642 E31-N3508 E31-N3608 P868

d:-1 Div. 3 E31-N604C P671 E31-N350C E31-N360C : P868

j -
- Div. 4 E31-N6040 P672 E31-N3500 E31-N3600 . P869

,

1

J The E31-N604 instruments are'provided by General Electric to monitor the
d main steam line tunnel, and use four nuclear steam supply system panels to

maintain the required separation among the four redundant protection systemj
j channels. One trip output and one annunciation output are provided by each

I measurement. .

!
! The E31-N350 and E31-N360 instruments are provided within the Gilbert
j balance-of-plant scope to. monitor the Power Complex and Turbine Building

areas respectively (Ref..1'1). Two balance-of-plant panels are used to:
maintain the required sep'aration among the fouLr redundant protection system
channels. One trip output and one annunciation output are provided by each

! measurement (Ref. 9 and 10).
..

't

.| Since both trip solenoids of each main steam line valve must be de-energized
d

to cause valve closure, circuits for division 1 must maintain separation.
from division 3 and circuits for division 2 must maintain separation from -

;
j division 4 (Ref. 4).-

:

u DESCRIPTION

i The team determined that adequate separation exists among the redundant
protection system channels for the trip outputs used to cause automatic
closure of the main steam line isolation valves (Ref. 2 and 15). In this two
panel configuration for four redundant protection system channels, Gilbert
selected a permissible grouping of division 1 with division 4 in panel H13-
P869 and division 2 with division 3 in panel H13-P868.

1 However, a separation problem was identifled in the balance-of-plant portion
i for the annunciator outputs from division 3 and division 4. Specifically,

the Power Complex and Turbine Building leak detection system annunciator"

wiring in panels H13-P868 and H13-P869 does not provide adequate separation .1
! of division 1 wiring from division 3 nor division 2 wiring from division 4
4 respectively (Ref. 6,12,13, and 14).
!- . . .

3
H13-PS68 is a three-bay division 2 control room panel with division 3 wiring .-..

~j housed in an internal metal-encased section (Ref. 3 and 5). The separation
" list (Ref.1) states that this panel also has internal division 1 wiring.

This is a technical error even though it is consistent with the main steam
line leak detection elementary wiring diagram (Ref.12T which shows a direct

.

'
. .

-

,

" A-245
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hard-wired connection between division 1 and division 3 annunciator
circuits. This direct connection violates the independence requirement for
redundant circuits in both IEEE Std. 384 and Regulatory Guide 1.75 (Ref.16
cnd 17).

Similarly, main control room panel H13-PS69 is a three-bay division 1 panel
with an internal metal-encased section housing division 4 wiring. The
separation list (Ref.1) correctly omits any division 2 wiring requirement, -

but is inconsistent with the main steam line leak detection system
elementary wiring diagram (Ref.12) that shows a direct hard-wired

,

connection between division 2 and division 4 circuits. This direct
.

connection also violates IEEE Std. 384 and R.G. 1.75.
.

8 ASIS
The physical separation and electrical isolation requirements of IEEE Std.
384 and provisions of USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.75 are not satisfied by the
main steam line leak detection annuciation circuits in panels H13-P868 and

.

H13-P869.

IMPACT ON DESIGN
Wiring changes to two control room panels are required. After revisich, a
design verification of the separation list is required. Documentation
changes to Gilbert and possibly General Electric drawings are also required.

I EXTENT .

The separation error in the main steam line leak detection elementary wiring
diagram appears to be random basod on similar circuits reviewed in the
emergency service water and emergency closed cooling systems.

REFERENCES
1. GAI Separation List, H13 Control Room Panels, 55-804-858 Rev. 8,,

1/24/84.
2. GAI Separation List. E31 Leak Detection System, 55-804-819. Rev. (-),-

8/25/77.
3. GAI Orawing, Control Room Layout, E-015-026, Rev. 20, 7/18/83.
4. GE Electrical Equipment Separation Specification, 22A3728, Rev. 2.
5. GAI Panel Layout Orawing, E-201-151 Rev. 8,1/31/83.
6. GAI' Panel Interconnection Wiring Diagram, E-210-100, sheets 221 and 234,

Rev.-(-),4/8/81.
7. GAI Power Complex Instrumentation Arrangement Diagram, 0-811-205, Rev.

J 7,9/22/82. ,

t

8. -GAI Turbine Building Instrumentation Arrangment Diagram, 0-811-011, Rev.
4. 7/30/83. .

9.. GAI Elementary Wiring Diagram, MSL Leak Detection System, 8-208-070 -& .

Rev. C, 10-31-80., sheet A200 .

10. 'GAI Elemein,ary Wiring Diagram, MSL Leak Detection System, 8-208-070
}, sheet A201, Rev. C, 10/31/80.
!- 11. GE Design Specification, E31 Leak Detection System, 22A3735, Rev. 2, , .

2/02/76; Rev. 3, 8/12/77, and Rev. 4,9/20/83 and Design Spec Data Sheet .
''

22A3735AD, Rev. 3, 12/16/83.
12..GAI Control Room Annunciator Elementary Wiring Diagram, 8-208-222, sheet

370, Rev. O, 6/9/81.
13. GDS Associates. Inc. Report, E31, Leak Detection SyTtem Functional

Capability Review, Rev. -0, 4/20/84.,

~ . .
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14. CEI Engineering) Design Deficiency Report, E00R-154. E31 Leak DetectionSystem, Rev. ( , 6/12/84.
15. GAI Elementary Wiring Diagram, MSL Leak Detection System, B-208-070 .

sheet A202, Rev. C, 7/13/78.
16. IEEE Trial-Use Std. 384-1974, Criteria for Separation of Class 1E.

i Equipment and Circuits, Sections 4.1 and 5.6. .

! 17. USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.75, Physical Independence of Electric Systems,
1 Rev. 2, 9/78. .
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] ' 06.2-3 (Deficiency) Incomplete Separation List Drawing

BACXGROUND
The emergency service water system separation list (Ref.1) identifies and
tabulates 25 components among separation divisions 1, 2, and 3. This drawing

i provides explicit divisional separation criteria at the equipment and
I component level for implementation into elementary diagrams and elementary

wiring diagrams of balance-of-plant safety-related systems. In many' '

respects, this Gilbert drawing parallels the General Electric separation
-

criteria document (Ref. 7) used to implement separation requirements within
safety-related nuclear steam supply systems. Accuracy and completeness of

- the separation list are required to assure proper implementation of -
iseparation criteria for the project.

In accordance with a Gilbert memorandum (Ref. 5), the separation list'

drawing was verified by an independent reviewer and remains subject to
design verification for subseque.nt design changes. As stated in the
memorandum, its purpose is to " identify separation groupings to meet the
design requirements of the single failure criterion." In an unissued Gilbert
classification guide (Ref. 6), this same point is emphasized by the
statement that " Instruments which are required to be Class 1E must be
identified in the separation list. It is also the responsibility of the I&C1
system engineer to insure.that the separation list is complete and!

continuously updated." [

DESCRIPTI.ON
-

The emergency service water system separation list provides only a partial;

j tabulation of those components subject to divisional separation
requirements. For example, the emergency service water system instrument
index (Ref. 2) identifies 53 safety-related components having safety class
and divisional separation requirements. Instructions in the Gilbert. -

memorandum (Ref. 5) state that only instrument sensors or transmitters and-

the final control elements need be tabulated on the separation list. The
a team agrees with this approach; however, the following Class IE valve1
! position switch instrumentation sensors are not included in the separation
j list:

I
y Index ESidS I&C

Pace Component Purpose (Ref. 3 and 4)

$| TF ZS-N145A/B MCV 0004A/B Valve Position
913 IS-N131A/B MCV F130A/B Valve Position

]n 913 ZS-M141 MCV F140 Valve Position
d 913 ZS-N140A/B MCV F068A/B Valve Position .

} 910/911 IS-N041A/B MCV F014A/B Valve Position
.

BASIS
The Gilbert separation list tabulation of safety-related instrumentation
omitted safety-related Class 1E valve position sensors subject to divisional . .,.

separation requirements, and violated instructions contained in the Gilbert; ...

|
memorandum (Ref. 5).
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A IMPACT ON DESIGN

4 This deficiency has no hardware or analysis impact as the elementary
diagrams correctly depict separation requirements for each of these valve'

position sensors. Revision of the separation list documentation is
| anticipated.
s ;

;f EXTENT
This omission appears to be systematic in the Gilbert balance-of-plant

J'
- design as Class IE position switches used as instrumentation sensors are not

-

z

shown on the emergency service water system (Ref.1) or emergency closed
cooling water system (Ref. 8) separation lists.^

4 REFERENCES
''~

~ ~

1. GAI P45 System Separation List, SS-804-844. Rev. B, 2/25/83.
-e

2. GAI P45 and Common Systems Instrument Index, unnumbered, 7/17/84.a
d 3. GAI Elementary Wiring Diagrams, B-208-176 sheets 200 through 207.

4. GAI Elementary Diagrams, B-208-176 sheets 04 through 10, 13, and 14.
5 .'- GAI Memorandum to H.A. Manning from C.J. ;rane, " Perry Design Control'

Audit 78-4, AFR No. 3. Separation Lists," Rev. (-), 4/27/79.
6. GAI Guide for the Classification of Safety Class Field Instruments and

Impulse Lines, unnumbered, Rev. 1,10/01/80, section 3.0, pages 1 and 2.S
:,

-7. GE Electrical Equipment Separation Specification, ?2A3728, Rev. 2.

}{ 8. GAI P42 System Separation List, 55-804-842. Rev. 8, 12/19/83.
t .
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06.2-4 (Deficiency) Instrument Rack Separation List

BACXGROUND
Safety-related instrument racks subject to divisional separation to satisfy1

the single failure criterion are listed on the rack separation list (Ref.4-

]- 1), which is an issued and design verified drawing. This separation. list
identifies divisional separation requirements for equipment and components
depicted on elementary diagrams and elementary wiring diagrams. -

_

DESCRIPTION
The team noted that the rack separation list does not include six H51 racks .

-

2 The following field. installed.subject to separation requirements.
divisional instrument racks are missing from the separation list even though -

-
-

a Gilbert memorandum (Ref. 3) requires that the separation list be kept
-

current.e

.

Index Page

1 (Ref 2) ~ Div.1 Div.2 Div.3 Div.4 ~- ~ --

- ~ ~ '

0 911/915 H51P1112
911 .

H51P1110-

j 911 HS1P1187 H51P1188
H51P1189

j 914

1
914 HS1P1124.,

; .

BASIS
-

The rack separation list (Ref.1) does not list all safety-related racksj subject to separation requirements which violates specific instructions of a
j

Gilbert memorandum (Ref. 3).
;]t
j IMPACT ON DESIGN

No hardware or analysis impact is anticipated. Documentation changes to the"

rack separation list are required.'

! EXTENT
The omission of field mounted racks from the separation list is believed toej be systematic since Gilbert Engineering Change Notices do not routinelya
identify that the separation list also requires revision when design changes
are implemented.

REFERENCES
1. GAI Separation List HS1 Local Panels / Racks, SS-80.4-861, Rev. A.

'q 12/15/80.
GAI Emergency Service Water System and Common Systems Instrument Index,i

^ ' 2. '

unnumbered,7/17/84.
GAI Memorandum to H.A. Manning from C.J. Crane, " Perry Design Control.. .

3. Audit 78-4, AFR No. 3 Separation Lists," Rev. (-), 4/27/79.
..

} ..

t

i

-
.
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06.3-1 (Deficiency) Lack of Documentation of Setpoint Calculations and lack
of Control of Setpoint Data and Support Data'

-

.s
BACKGROUND
Instrument setpoint calculations performed by Gilbert are verified and

- approved documents which are tracked on a " calculations log for setpoints".
The setpoint data is then entered into the setpoint source document package
(Reference 1), along with setpoint data provided by vendors and by other~'

J sources. This data is transcribed to an uncontrolled document, the setpoint -

list. This setpoint list is then used to formally transmit setpoint data to

V-

the site for calibration of instruments, to the test group as input to-

establish acuptance criteria, and to other disciplines as reference
C information.

-

*

,

| In FSAR Section 1.8, Cleveland Electric Illuminating has committed to
Regulatory Guide 1.105 (Reference 2). Gilbert has also implemented this

.

'

regulatory guide through the Controls Department design controls procedures
(Reference 3). Regulatory Guide 1.105 states in part that the assumptions

, used in selecting the setpoint values and the minimum margin with respect to
the limiting safety system settings, setpoint rate deviation, and the

' relationship to the drift rate testing interval (if any) should be -

documented.;,

DESCRIPTION -

' . For the standby diesel generators, only 6 instrument setpoint calculations
.

are documented out of 52 instruments which perfonn a safety-related function
(Reference 4). No reference is provided in the setpoint source document
package for the source of the other 46 setpoints. Gilbert advised the team

~ that these setpoints were 'most likely obtained by telephone from the vendor;
however, there is no evidence in the setpoint source document package

& regarding the transmittal of this design information between Gilbert and
'

external design organizations. ..

x

For the control complex chilled water system (P47), no instrument setpoint
calculations exist for any of the safety-related shutdowns and control
functions for the Carrier chiller units, nor are any of these safety-related
shutdowns or control functions identified in the setpoint source document
package or the setpoint list.

~

Setpoint documentation does not provide tolerance values needed for
h

instrument calibration and development of test acceptance criteria at this
'

b' time. The Cleveland Electric Illiminating nuclear test support group is
establishing and recording setpoint tolerances for instruments. However,

i this process does not include a review of the interrelation of the -

q tolerances to safety limits. This has resulted in establishing setpoint ,

tolerances for which there is no assurance that documented safety limitsa
l have been met. Additionally, in some cases safety limits have not been
; documented, i.e., the safety-related control complex chillers and the .,,

i standby diesel generators. The safety-related control complex chilled water'
. . . .

! system chillers have no records for safety limits, setpoints, tolerances,.
' and calibration.

For the P47N261 A/B level switches, which control the valves which isolate
the safety and non-safety portions of the control complex chilled water

. .

el A-251
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system, the established setpoint of 698'-3.0" decreasing coupled with the
established setpoint tolerances of +2 inches can violate the established.i ,

? safety limit of 698'-3.2".

BASIS
The commitments to the provisbas of Regulatory Guide 1.105.have not been
met in that calculations have not been provided for all instruments which
perform a safety function. .

~

IMPACT ON DESIGN
Verification and documentation of all safety-related setpoints andy tolerances is necessary to confirm the adequacy of installeda

instrumentation.
-

~

EXTENT
This deficiency is systematic in that all of the systems reviewed, which are
listed below, were deficient:

,

i R43 (standby diesel generator)
J R44 (standby diesel generator starting air)

:
R45 (standby diesel generator fuel oil)
R46 (standby diesel generator jacket water)
R47 (standby diesel generator lube oil)

j R48 standby diesel generator exhaust, intake, & crankcase)
i

P47 control complex chilled water)
]

REFERENCES
.

1. Gilbert Setpoint Source Document Package, numbered by system with no
specific control number assigned.

2. Regulatory Guide 1.105, Instrument Setpoints, Rev.1,11/76
3. Gilbert Controls Department. Design Control Procedures, Chapter 3, Rev. 3,

6-30-82.
4. The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Cor:pany, Perry Nuclear Power Plant,

Setpoint List. 07-03-84.
d

0
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06.4-2 (Deficiency) Inadequate Electrical Equipment Qualification of the
Hydrogen Analyzer Cabinet

q

BACKGROUND
The Perry FSAR, Sections 3.10 and 3.11, committed to IEEE Standard 323-1974
(Reference 3) and NUREG-0588 (Reference 4), which require that post-accident

- systems be designed and qualified for the environment in which they must
operate. .

The post-LOCA hydrogen' analyzer cabinet houses components comprising the'

- hydrogen analyzer system. The cabinet, including components, was purchased
- as a package from Comsip-Delphi, Inc. in accordance with Gilbert
~ Specification SP611 (Reference 1). Environmental qualification testing of

the equipment was performed and documented by an independent organization.
'.,

,

DESCRIPTION
Test Report 1035-1 (Reference 2) lists the qualified lives of components.

a The list shows no qualified life longer than 10 years, and does not'

establish a qualified life of the hydrogen analyzer cabinet as a system.
The Cleveland Electric Illuminating equipment qualification review ifst
(Reference 5), which is not a verified or approved document, establishes
the qualified life of the post-LOCA hydrogen analyzer cabinet as 40 years.

'
BASIS
The inconsistency betwee'n the qualified life indicated for the cabinet and4
that confirmed for its components is contrary to the licensee's commitment
to ANSI N45.2.11-1974 Section 4.1 on relating the final design back to the

9 source of design input.

IMPACT ON DESIGN
'

Testing and/or analysis is required to confirm that the existing.sy, stem is
1 adequate for the required service life.i

,

' EXTENT
This deficiency does not appear to be systematic in that none of the other'
qualification packages which were reviewed were lacking in this particular
area.

REFERENCES
1. Procurement Specicication SP611, POST LOCA Hydrogen Analyzer
2. Engineering Analysis and Test Company, Inc. '

Test Report Number 1035-1, Rev. 1 September 1981
1- "IEEE-323-1974 Prototype Qualification for Hydrogen Analyzer Systems K-

-

1 III and K-IV".
t 3. IEEE Standard 323, 1974 - General Trial-Use Guide for Qualifying ,

d Class l' Electrical Equipment for Nuclear Power Generating Stations
j 4. NUREG 0588, Revision 1. Interim Staff Position on Environmental

Qualification of Safety-Related Electrical Equipment, 7/81
5. Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company Equipment Qualification Review

, .

...

List. 07-17-84

-.
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. 06.5-1 (Deficiency) Concurrent Failure of Unqualified Instrumentation
'

BACXGROUND
A majority of the emergency service water system is designated as Safety
Class 3 since it provides a supporting function (i.e. cooling) to a number

4

of plant safety systems. Some of the instrumentation in this system has been
procured to meet Seismic Category I requirements coupled with a subsequent

,

hydrostatic test to assure that pressure boundary integrity will be '<; maintained. Other instrumentation connected directly into the system process -

' piping (Ref. I and 2) has been specified and procured as non-Seismic
Category I equipment (Ref. 3 through 6); consequently, the possibility of

~~ performance degradation for the emergency service water-system due to-
- postulated concurrent failure of all instruments that are:not seismically .

>

4||
. qualified must be analyzed and justified as required by the Standard Review

1 Plan (Ref. 9).
cl Instrumentation procurement specifications, vendor supplied qualificationj

: -J
reports, and an unissued Gilbert design guide (Ref. 7) were reviewed to4

,i determine the quantity and location of pressure boundary instruments that

>| ,

would be postulated to fail in a seismic event.
1

DESCRIPTION
Within the emergency service water system, the 28 instruments listed below,

] are connected directly int'o the process piping and are not seismically
| qualified:

"

.
,

j Component Specification Purpose
-

'

'

PI-R222A/B SP-522 E5WS Strainer A/B Inlet Pressure
PI-R221A/B SP-522 ESWS Strainer A/B Outlet Pressure

~

.PT-N100A/B SP-414 ESWS A/B Supply Pressure3~

"j PS-N104A/B SP-408 ESWS A/B Supply Pressure :

j PI-R237 SP-522 ESWS Strainer C Inlet Pressure
.-

PI-R236 SP-522 ESWS Strainer C Outlet Pressure

Q]1
PT-N175 SP-414 ESWS C Supply Pressure
PS-N179 SP-408 ESWS C Supply Pressure
PI-R704A/B A101048 RHR A/B HX Inlet Pressure<'

.

PI-R705A/B A101048 RHR A/B HX Outlet Pressure
- PI-R702A/B A101048 ECCW HX A/B Inlet Pressure'

PI-R703A/B A101048 ECCW HX A/B Outlet Pressure
PI-R700A/B A101048 Main 0/G A/B Inlet Pressure

.

PI-R701A/B A101048 Main 0/G A/B Outlet Pressure
'1 PI-R706 A101048 HPCS Room Cooler Inlet Pressure
U PI-R707 A101048 HPCS Room Cooler Outlet Pressure .

*

1 PI-R708 A101048 HPCS 0/G Inlet Pressure

) PI-R709 A101048 HPCS 0/G Outlet Pressure .

The potential for emergency service water system performance degradation*

(i.e. reduced coolaat flow at diminished pressures throughout the system, . .

and increased leakage) due to the postulated concurrent failure of all of . . . .

these instruments in a seismic event has not been analyzed. Similarly, the'

effect of localized " wetting" of other equipment in the vicinity of these
instruments has not been analyzed. An unis, sued and infofmal Gilbert*

|
calculation addressed the leakage flow resulting from failure of one,

}
1eakage flow of 56 gallons per minute (Ref.10); however, this analysis was
not extended to addres: concurrent failure of the 28 listed instruments.o

i A-254'
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BASIS
Gilbert has not performed the analyses needed to demonstrate that concurrent!

|
failure of these instruments due to a seismic event is acceptable. .

'
IMPACT ON DESIGN
The impact of this deficiency cannot be detennined at this time. Analysis is
required to detemine the acceptability of the present design.

,
_

'd EXTENT
This deficiency has been identified in the emergency service water system~

which is an "open-loop" system where makeup water is readily available. The
-team determined that this particular deficiency does not. exist in the

- emergency closed cooling water system which is a " closed-loop" system since
-o

], - only seismically qualified instrumentation is used. The- possibility that
I

! this deficiency could exist in other open-loop systems should be reviewed by
I Gilbert, and the resultant effects assessed as appropriate.
l*
t REFERENCES

! 1. GAI ESW System Diagram, 0-302-791, Rev. G, 5/12/84.
: 2. GAI ESW System Diagram, 0-302-792, Rev. G, 5/12/84.

3. GAI Specification, SP-522 Emergency Service Water Strainers and'

Emergency Screen Wash Strainers, Rev. V, 5/12/77.
4. GAI Specification SP .414, Pressure and Diff. Pressure Transmitters,

3

.I Rev. VII,12/22/82...

1 5. GAI Specification, SP-408, Pressure and Diff. Pressure Instruments, Rev.
'

(-),1/12/76.'

6. GAI Bill of Materials Specification, A101048/SP-790-101, Pressure'

Indicators, Rev. (-), 9/28/82.
7. GAI Guide for the Classification of Safety Class Field Instruments and

j Impulse Lines, unnumbered, Rev. 1,10/01/80.
~! 8. GAI ECCW System Diagram, FSAR Figure 9.2-3, sheets 1 through 4..~

j '3. USNRC Standard Review Plan, Section 7.1, Appendix B, Rev. O, 7/81.
10. Gilbert unissued calculation, " Leakage from Instrument Impulse Line

Rupture," 10/02/79.

t
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06.5-2 (Deficiency) Safety Class Readout Indicators Supplied from Non-Safety
!

Instrument Transmitter Loops
4 -

3

BACKGROUND
The classification of control room readout indicators should be technically
consistent with other supporting components in a particular instrument loop.

,j Ordinarily, the classification designation of individual components in a
readout channel either remains constant or may be appropriately decreased

J

.i from the process measurement point to the control room readout indication
-

,1- depending upon the function to be performed. However, the-reverse situation
-

(i.e. increased component safety classification from the measurement point--j -

to the control room readout indication) within a single instrument loop is
1
1

not endorsed by industry standards or USNRC regulatory guides (Ref. 4, 5 .
: | and 6).

!. For the emergency service water system, Safety Classes 2, 3 and Non-Safety
i Class are permissible instrument designations. Safety Class 2 applies to
j instrumentation necessary to accomplish prescribed safety functions; Safety

1 Class 3 applies to instrumentation that supports any safety system function,
i or the removal of decay heat from spent fuel, or the processing of

7 radioac'tive wastes where the permissible whole body dose exposure limit
'! could be exceeded, and Non-Safety Class applies to instrumentation that is
'i neither Safety Class 2 or 3 (Ref. 3, 4, and 5).

)
The team examined the des ~ign approach imolemented by Gilbert.

IH OESCRIPTION
! As shown below for each of the emergency service water system loops, Safety
I Class designations are used for control room indicators that perform no

safety function and are dependent upon non-safety-related equipment in the
same instrument loop. . , ,

, .

Safety' Separation
fi Comoonent Class Division Purpose
i PT-N100A No None ESWS A Supply Pressure Transmitter

PI-R102A Yes Oty. 1 ESWS A Supply Pressure Indicator'

w
PT-N1008 No None ESWS B Supply Pressure Transmitter
PI-R102S Yes Div. 2 ESWS B Supply Pressure Indicator

PT-N175 No None ESWS C Supply Pressure . Transmitter
PI-R178 Yes Div. 3 ESWS C Supply Pressure Indicator

Because the Gilbert documentation specifies an unwarranted " pedigree" for,

,
these emergency service water system supply pressure indicators, the team is.a
concerned that, under accident conditions, the plant operator could be'

.! - misled regarding the quality and validity of readout indications derived
] from these instruments. ..

4

1
-.

1 .

.
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BASIS '

The Gilbert Safety Class designation is inconsistent with definitions
I

provided in American Nuclear Society standards (Ref. 3 and 4) and the Perry
;

! Project Procedures Manual (Ref. 5), and is therefore inappropriate since
j these indicators neither perfona nor support any safety function.
: The team. believes that these indicators should be designated as Non-Safety'

Class with two added quality assurance requirements to meet Perry's
technical requirements. The indicators should possess passive integrity

-

consister~ with Seismic Category I requirements and electrical-integrity
consistenc with Class 1E requirements so that they can be connected to a
Class 1E power source. These two quality assurance requirements do not
require the indicators to be designated as Safety Class- 2.or-3.

IMPACT ON DESIGN
No hardware or analysis impact is expected. Documentation changes appear to
be necessary.

EXTENT
This item appears to be systematic for balance of plant Power Generation
Control Complex panels designed by Gilbert and provided by General Electric
(Ref.1). Gilbert has procured indicators as Seismic Category I and Class IE-

devices to eliminate the need for " associated circuits" within safety-
related control rocm panel's, and has chosen to designate these indicators as

i Safety Class devices on design documents and design information documents;

(Ref. 2).

REFERENCES
1. GAI Specification, SP-591, PGCC and Control Room Panels, Rev. IV,

3/01/78.
2. GAI P45 and Common Systems Instrument Index, unnumbered. 7/17/84
3. ANSI N212 (formerly ANS-22), " Trial Use Nuclear Safety Criteria for the

Design of Stationary Boiling Water Reactor Plants," 5/74
4. ANS 52.1, " Nuclear Safety Criteria for the Design of Stationary Boiling

i Water Plants," 4/29/83.
d 5. Perry Project Procedures Manual, Appendix U, " Safety Classification

Logic," 7/01/81.
6. USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.97, " Instrumentation For Light-Water-Cooled

I ,~ Nuclear Power Plants to Assess Plant and Environs Conditions During and
Following an Accident," Rev. 2, 12/80.

*
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06.5-3 (Deficiency) Safety Class 3 Designation Inconsistencies

BACKGROUND
Since the emergency service water system is designated as Safety Class 3, -

instruments connected directly into the process piping must either be
capable of maintaining the system pressure boundary at all times or the! consequence of pressure boundary failure for unqualified instruments must be''

analyzed and justifled. Pressure indicating instruments in the vicinity of
-

,

each emergency service water system pump and its associated strainer were
examined for this pressure boundary integrity characteristic.

DESCRIPTION
For each emergency service water system pump loop, an inconsistency was
noted between the pressure indicator at the pump discharge and other
pressure indicators in the downstream supply piping (Ref.1). The pump

-

discharge pressure indicator is specified as a Safety Class and Seismic
Category I instrument (Ref. 2); however, other similar pressure indicators
in the vicinity of the ASME Section III strainers (Ref. 3) have been
specified as Non-Safety Class and non-Seismic Category I devices (Ref. 4 and
5). This difference in Safety Class designations is showa below:

l
.

1 Safety
Component Class Seismic Hydro. Purpose

! PI-R120A/B Yes Yes- Yes ESWS A/B Pump Disch. Pressure

~j P!-R222A/S No (3)- (a) ESWS Strainer Inlet. Pressure
') PI-R221A/B No (a) (a) ESWS Strainer Outlet Pressure

} PT-N100A/S No No No ESWS A/B Supply Pressure

i PI-R101A/S Yes Yes Yes ESWS A/S Supply Pressure

i PS-N104A/B No No No ESWS A/B Supply Pressure

'
' *

PI-RISO Yes' Yes 'Yes ESWS C Pump Disch. Pressure

PI-R237 No (a) (a) ESWS Strainer Inlet Pressure
PI-R236 No (a) (a) ESWS Strainer Outlet Pressure
PT-N175 No No No ESWS C Supply Pressure

PI-R176 Yes Yes Yes ESWS C Supply Pressure

PS-N179 No No No ESWS C Supply Pressure

(a) The status of instruments supp1ted by the strainer vendor remains
indeterminate. The SP-522 purchase specification (Ref. 3) calls for Safety

J< Class 3 attachments to the strainer; however, the installation appears to
i use only Non-Safety Class instruments. The team was unable to locate
~ documentation for these instruments.

.

BASIS '-

ij The classification inconsistency is a violation of Appendix U in the Perry
Project Procedures Manual which provides a basis for Safety Class 3 in
Section 2:02.3.2 and a basis for Non-Safety-Class in Section 2:01 (Ref. 6).1

Appendix U does not provide a basis for mixed designations as noted with the ' , , , , "
1

emergency service water system instruments."

IMPACT ON DESIGN
The impact of this item on hardware, analysis, and documentation is unknown
since the concurrent loss of all unqualified pressure boundary instruments<

has not been ' analyzed by Gilbert (Ref. Deficiency 06.5-1).
.
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EXTENT
This item does not appear to be systematic based on a review of the P45
emergency service water system and the P42 emergency closed cooling water
system instrumentation.

REFERENCES
1. GAI P45 System Diagram, 0-302-791, rev. G, 5/12/84.
2. GAI Procurement Specification SP-609, Pressure and Temperature Gauges,

-

Rev..IX,3/30/84.
3. GAI Procurement Specification SP-522. Emergency Service Water Strainers

and Emergency Screen Wash Strainers, Rev. V, S/12/77.
4. GAI Procurement Specification SP-414, Pressure and Diff. Pressure-

.r

Transmitters, Rev. VII, 12/22/82. -~

:. 5. 'GAI Procurement Specification SP-408, Pressure and Diff. Pressure
-

Instruments,Rev.(-),1/12/76."

6. , Perry Project Procedures Manual, Appendix U, " Safety Classification"

Logic," 7/01/81.
,
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06.6-1 (Deficiency) Inadequate Calculation Verifying the Scram Discharge
Volume Scram Setpoint and Rod Block Setpoint

g
1 -

~l

! BACXGROUND
In case of a failure of the scram discharge volume vent and drain valves,'

water will collect in the scram discharge volume piping. It is necessary

that a scram oe initiated before the water level in the scram discharge
-

volume piping reaches a point where insufficient volume remains to
accommodate one scram. Gilbert Controls Department Calculation C11-C057

(Reference 1) was performed to establish the required safety limit for the
-

~ reactor protection system instruments providing the scram associated with
- -

the scram discharge volume piping.

) The FSAR commits to Regulatory Guide 1.105 (Reference 2). Gilbert has
implemented connitments to this Regulatory Guide through the Controls
Department design control procedures (Reference 3). Regulatory Guide 1.105
states in part that the assumptions used in selecting the setpoint values
and the minimum margin with respect to the limiting safety system settings,.,

y
setpoint rate deviation, and the relationship to the drift rate testing
interval (if any) should be documented. In addition, it states that' the.

.

accuracy of all setpoints should be equal to or better than the accuracy
I assumed in the safety analysis, which considers the ambient temperature
|- changes, vibration, and o'ther environmental conditions.
.

The FSAR also commits to Regulatory Guide 1.64 (Reference-4), which endorses
ANSI N45.2.1I (Reference 5). This standard requires that procedures be
established to control the flow of information between organizations and
organizational units, and that design information be documented in
controlled documents which are uniquely identified and issued by authorized"

'

persons. ,

| .

,

DESCRIPTION
*

4 Calculation C11-C05 does not incorporate the required elements of Regulatory
Guide 1.105. Instead of actual calculations, various reference levels are

d marked on a sketch of the vertical leg of the scram discharge volume piping.j This sketch is intended to represent a level setting diagram. There is no.j basis for the lines marked " scram" and " rod block", nor is there aOoj mechanical discipline calculation to ensure that the volume of piping above
the scram setpoint is sufficient to accommodate one scram (Referencei t.
Unresolved Item U6.6-1). Calculation C11-C05 is not listed in the
calculations ' log for set-points (Reference 6), but is ' referenced in and used'

as the basis for the level instrument setpoint calculations for the scram
and rod block actuations. Calculation C11-C05 was not verified or approveds

j prior to being used in other safety-related design analyses as required by ,

J Regulatory Guide 1.64.

'! BASIS
.

The calculation does not comply with the commitments to Regulatory Guide ' . .

1.105 and ANSI M45.2.11.
i
'

IMPACT ON DESIGN
Calculations are required to confirm the existing safety limits to ensure
the ability to scram in the event of failure of the scram discharge volume
vent and drain valves.'

..

1 A-260
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EXTENT .

This deficiency is related to deficiency 06.7-2, and involves calculational
inadequacies and control of design information.: .

i
'i

REFERENCES{ 1. Gilbert Controls Department Calculation C11-C05, unissued and undatedi
|

2. Regulatory Guide 1.105, Instrument Setpoints, Rev. 1, 11/76
3. Gilbert Controls Department Design Control Procedures'j 4. Regulatory Guide 164, Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of

-

.

Nuclear Power Plants, Rev. 2, 6/76
.

5. ANSI N45.2.11, Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of Nuclear
Power Plants,1974 .

6. Gilbert Calculations Log for Setpoints, Dept. 0423/ Control Systems,
07-31-84

-
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06.6-2 (Deficiency) Design Assumptions Used in Calculating the Scram
j Discharge Volume Scram and Rod Block Setpoints are Not Documented

BACKGROUND
Scram discharge volume level scram and rod block actuations are provided in
the Perry design to ensure that an adequate volume is available in the scramn

:I discharge volume piping should an operational scram occur. Calculations
C11-C01 (Reference 1) and C11-C02 (Reference 2) detennine the setpoints of
the scram and rod block level instruments. Inherent in these calculations -

i is a GE interface require-ment (Reference 3) for these instruments to be -

accurate within + or -2 inches..

The FSAR commits to Regulatory Guide 1.105 (Reference 4). Gil bert- hasd .

implemented its commitments to this Regulatory Guide through the Controls'

Department design controls procedures (Reference 5). Regulatory Guide 1.105:

states in part that the assumptions used in selecting the setpoint values
should be documented.

,

1 Gilbert Engineering Procedure Number 1, Design Input (Reference 6), requires
that interface requirements, including definition of the functional and.

''

physical interfaces involving structures, systems, and components be-

. .
considered. Gilbert Engineering Procedure Number 2, Calculations (Reference;

j - 7), requires that these design inputs be included in calculations and that
l preliminary information be so noted.

,

'

DESCRIPTION
-

There is no documented basis for assuming that level transmitters, for scram
and rod block actuations associated with the scram discharge volume piping,,

; are only exposed to ambient air temperature. In addition, field verified
information on instrument location was not incorporated into the design

, -

] analyses. .
,.

.,

Calculations C11-C01 and C11-C02 define transmitter accuracy as a function
of temperature, radiation, t.0CA, seismic, and instrument accuracy. In
determining the temperature effect on transmitter accuracy the calculations
only considered the effects of ambient air conditions (62 to 104 degrees F).
They did not provide a documented basis for not considering the effects of
higher process temperature on the instruments, e.g., caused by the
accumulation of reactor coolant water initially in excess of 500 degrees Fa

"

within the scram discharge volume piping during rod motion or from seal
leakage from the control rod drive units.

Gilbert informed the team that because of the slow rate of accumulation' of
water in the scram discharge volume piping, equilibrium with ambient'will
occur prior to the level transmitter being exposed to water in excess of 104

The team questions this assumption because if the scramdegrees F.
discharge volume drain valves fail closed (basis for scram and rod block)1

j during the period of rod motion, the level may increase at a rate sufficient ., .

to expose the transmitter to temperatures in excess of 104 degrees F.
,

. . . .

| Higher temperature water will introduce additional instrument inaccuracies,
not accounted for in the calculation, such that the need for a scram may be;

i
j masked. ,

,

.
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Calculations C11-C01 and C11-C02 identify the location of the scram
f discharge volume vertical leg instrument as elevation 623'-4.69". However,

the actual location indicated by site engineering in a documented telephone .

f
f conversation (Reference 3) is 623'-4.56". This discrepancy introduces a

0.13" error into the setpoints of es:h calculation.e
,

BASIS
1 Contrary to commitments to Regulatory Guide 1.105, the calculations do not
i document the basis for assumed temperature variations. In addition, the -

f>g>
instrument locations in these calculations are inconsistent with as-built
conditions.o

H IMPACT ON DESIGN .

These level transmitters may need to be replaced if the General Electric
f( interface requirement on accuracy cannot be met as confirmed by analysis of,

M the expected process water temperature at the scram discharge volume scram
? and rod block level transmitters. The calculations for the scram and rod
E block setpoints need to be revised to include this effect as well as field
- installation information.

*

EXTENT
This deficiency appears to be random in that no other deficiencies were
identified which involved unverified assumptions in setpoint calculations.-

REFERENCES
1. Gilbert Controls Department calculation C11-C01, Scram-Discharge Volume

Setpoint, 4-6-84 -

2. Gilbert Controls Department calculation C11-C02, Scram Discharge Volume
f ., Setpoint, 4-11-84
Dj 3. General Electric Design Specification 22A6094

4. Regulatory Guide 1.105, Instrument Setpoi.1ts, Rev.1,11-761
~5. Gilbert Controls Department * Design Control Procedures, Chapter 3', Rev. 3,

]:; ''6-30-82
6. Gilbert Engineering Procedure Number 1, Design Input, Revision 1~4

7. Gilbert Engineering Procedure Number 2, Calculations, Revision 2
8. Gilbert Telephone Memorandum. 4/27/84: F.E. Hayes with 0. Gartner

:(
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06.6-3 (Deficiency) Incorrect Location of Backup Scram level Instruments for
the Scram Discharge Volume .

BACKGROUND
In case of failure of the primary high level instruments for the scram
discharge volume, backup instruments are provided, i.e., Magnatrol level
switches (instruments C11N013 A,B,C,0). These switches monitor level in the
vertical leg of the scram discharge volume, and will initiate a scram at a -

preset level when there is still sufficient volume remaining in the scram
~ discharge volume piping to accommodate the water displaced from the control

4 rod drive hydraulic units.
, -

DESCRIPTION ~

Calculation C11-C03 (Reference 1) establishes the scram setpoint for the
scram discharge volume backup instruments at 625'-9.75", which is at the
bottom of the upper tap on the Magnatrol level switch. General Electric

"

' drawing 159C4361 (Reference 2) shows that the upper limit for switch3

actuation on increasing level is below the bottom of the upper tap.
Therefore the present scram discharge volume backup scram setpoint is above
the range of the instrument as it is installed. In the present
configuration it will not be possible to calibrate the instrument, as switch.

actuation will occur prior to reaching the desired level.
*.

BASIS1

I The calculated setpoint and installed location of the level switch are
inconsistent.

-

. ,i

IMPACT ON DESIGN'd This deficiency may result in a hardware change to relocate the level switch
]q so that the scram discharge volume backup scram setpoint is within the

operating range of the instrument, unless additional analysis shows, tha,t the
j setpoint can be lowered. -

g
t

EXTENTj This deficiency appears to be random in that no other deficiencies wereq

I identified which involved the incorrect location of instruments.
-|

REFERENCES1 1. Gilbert Controls Department Calculation C11-C03
j] 2. General Electric Drawing Number 159C4361, Revision 5, sheet 1 of 2
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D6.7-1 (Deficiency) Equipment Qualification Review List Discrepancies

BACXGROUND
,

The equipment qualification program manual (Reference 1) requires an
,' equipment qualification review list (Reference 2) which tabulates

qualification related design information, such as qualified life and
' qualification status which is extracted from the subject equipment

qualification package. Qualification status is indicated as Category A
- (qualification complete) or Category B (qualification pending), etc.

-

'

.

DESCRIPTION
The equipment qualification review list is not verified or approved.,

4
The team found the following incorrect information in the equ.ipment

.
qualification review list:

-

.

The team was informed that 146 Rosemount transmitters, listed as(1)
Category A, were undergoing additional analysis involving hydrodynamic?

loading and radiation aging, which could reduce the qualified life of
the transmitters.,]

'

(2) Equipment qualification review list entry 1023-N-0230 (Rosemount
Transmitter) shows the qualified life as 40 years, whereas the.

-

qualification package shows the qualified life as 10 years.
,

.

-

8 ASIS] The Gilbert equipment qualification review list is not accurate relative to
q qualified life and'the current qualification status of equipment.*

'

IMPACT ON DESIGN
This deficiency does not have an impact on installed hardware or on
qualification analysis. The equipment. qualification review list should be*

.

corrected. -

.;-

EXTENT
'

The errors in the equipment qualification review list indicate a lack ofU
review of completed data entries.

REFERENCES
1. Cleveland Electric Illuminating Equipment Qualification Program Manual,'

Rev 2. August 1984
2. Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company Equipment Qualification Review '

'

List 07-17-84.
|

-
.

,' .
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06.7-2 (Defeciency) Inadequate Calculation Contained In An Electrical ]
,| Equipment Qualification Package ,

'

l

BACKGROUND
Gilbert is responsible for providing technical input into the electrical
equipment qualification packages as required by the equipment qualification
program manual (Reference 1). This responsibility includes performing !

calculations to establish the qualified life of electrical equipment.
,

'

The FSAR committed to Regulatory Guide 1.64 (Reference 2), which endorses,-
ANSI N45.2.11 (Reference 3). This standard requires that design documents
be reviewed for adequacy and approved for release by authorized personnel,

- ..

and that design information transmitted between organizations andf .

d. . organ zational units be controlled, uniquely identified, and issued byi
au,thorized persons.''

<

DESCRIPTION
Calculations performed by Gilbert relative to the qualified life of the WEED
model 611 temperature detectors located in the drywell exist on loose leaf

4 paper (Reference 4), and were not verified or approved; however, they were
incorporated into the qualification package. Additionally, these'

calculations have not been sent to the site for inclusion in the permanent
- qualification record. This unverified design information has been

incorporated in the equipment qualification review list (Reference 5).
_l-

BASIS -

This calculation was not verified as approved contrary to the commitments to -
Regulatory Guide 1,64 and ANSI N45.2.11.

IMPACT ON DESIGN
Verification and approval of the calculation is necessary. ,

'

EXTENT
. This deficiency is related to deficiency 06.6-1, and involves calculational-

inadequacies and control of design information.

REFERENCES
1. CEI Equipment Qualification Program Manual, Rev. 2, August 1984
2. Regulat.ary Guide 1.64, Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of

Nuclear Power Plants, Rev. 2, 6/76
3. ANSI N45.2.11, Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of Nuclear

Power Plants, 1974
4. Calculation evaluating the radiation effects on aging of the WEED Model

! 611 temperature detectors locaed in the drywell, unissued and unda'ted
;

'! 5. Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company Equipment Qualification Review ,

List. 07-17-84
. -

; . .

!
,
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06.7-3 (Deficiency) Seismic Qualification of Instrumentation Components in
c)

'{
Balance-of-Plant Power Generation Control Complex Panels

-

1

BACKGROUND
Safety-related balance of plant panels used with the emergency service water

,

|

system are designed by Gilbert and built by General Electric (Ref 4). These
panels contain safety-related components that must be demonstrated to be

,

seismically qualified by test, analysis, or a combination of these methods
-

in accordance with IEEE Std. 344-1975. The team reviewed seismic

f
~ ~ qualification records for a number of safety-related emergency service water

-

system components located in the following Power Generation. Control Complexa
panels:'

'$- H13-P869, ESWS Process Instrumentation, Division 1
H13-P877 Main Diesel Generator, Divisions 1 and 2

H13-P868, ESWS Process Instrumentation Division 2
H13-P873. ESWS/HPCS Process Instrumentation, Division 3
C61-P001, RHR and ECC HX Flow Instrumentation, Division 1

DESCRIPTIONy
There is no evidence in the General Electric seismic test documentation1

(Ref.1) and Gilbert seismic analysis documentation (Ref. 7) that many of
these components have been seismically qualified:

- GE Seismic GAI Seismic

j .GAI Drawing Panel Component Test Report Analysis

B-208-176 203 H13P877 P45-R074A qualified
- B-208-176 204 H13PS77 P45-R0748 qualified

B-208-176 200.3 H13P869 023-SRU-1 not listed notanalyzed(a) ,

. . . .8-208-176 203 H13P869 P45-K072A not listed not analyzed (b)
8-208-176 203 H13P869 P45-N073A not listed not analyzed (b)."

B-208-176 203 H13P869 - MIS-SRU-1 not listed not analyzed (a)
B-208-176 203 H13P869 P45-K052A not listed notanalyzed'(b).

8-208-176 203 H13P869 P45-N053A not listed not analyzed (b)

| B-208-176 201.4 H13P868 023-SRU-2 not listed not analyzed (a)

Q B-208-176 204 H13P868 P45-K0728 not listed not analyzed (b)
B-208-176 204 H13P868 P45-N0738 not listed not analyzed (b)
8-208-176 204 H13P868 M15-SRU-2 not listed not analyzed (a).

8-208-176 204 H13P868 P45-K052B not listed not analyzed (b)y

8-208-176 204 H13P858 P45-M0538 not' listed not analyzed (b)
B-208-176 205 H13P873 M43-SRU-1 not listed not analyzed (a)
8-208-176 205 H13P873 P45-K207 not listed not analyzed (b)

,T B-208-176 205 H13P873 P45-M209 not listed not analyzed (b)

! B-208-176 206 C61P001 R41-K050 not listed (c)
8-208-176 206 C61P001 023-SRU-1 not listed (c)

a|
,

8-208-176 206 C61P001 P45-R033A not listed (c)
'

B-208-176 206 C61P001 P45-R055A notlisted(c)
'

| (a) Gilbert has not yet identified the need to analyze tnis component. " ....
(b) Gilbert has performed an analysis, but it does not address the

'] particular component in question (Ref. 7).
(c) Qualification data to be provided by General Electric (Ref. 9) ,

-.

. .

9 -
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The team's examination of similar components in the P42 emergency closed
cooling water system (Ref. 3) confinned that the observed seismic
qualification documentation deficiency extends beyond the P45 emergency
service water system (Ref. 2, 5, and 6).

Gilbert indicated to Cleveland Electric Illuminating in their transmittal of
review ccmments on the General Electric seismic test documentation that
Gilbert did not perform a " device by device review" to identify missing -

.

L

items in the report. Gilbert retains responsibility for the seismici

i
qualification of these ' untested and missing components in- the H13-P800j' series of panels, and str.ted that seismic justification analyses were
prepared as design modifications were initiated by engineering change -

notices. The team then requested and reviewed the one Gilbert seismic
justification analysis (Ref. 7) prepared for the aforementioned components;
however, this analysis did not cover the emergency service water system

,

components.
;

BASISj
' There is no documented evidence that components of the P45 and P42 balance-

of-plant systems are seismically qualified in accordance with IEEE Std. 344-
[ 1975. Furthermore, the Gilbert seismic qualification justification program

is not adequately addressing design modifications t3 assure that all
required analyses will be.,cerformed.

IMPACT ON DESIGN
I Revised seismic qualification documentaticn that is directly applicable to,

all safety-related components in' the Perry P45 and P42 systems must be
| prepared, reviewed, and approved. The impact of this effort on panel
[1 hardware modifications, qualificatioa testing, and seismic analyses cannot;

be determined at this point in time. Methods of identifying those componentsj required to be seismically analyzed by. Gilbert need to be improved.,
. 3

i

L | EXTENT
This deficiency appears to be systematic throughout the balance-of-plant

.

,i
: ,' portion of the Power Generation Control Complex panels based on the P45 and

;j P42 system samples inspected.

POST CUT 0FF WORK
A Gilbert commitment to Cleveland Electric for update of the environmental: q and seismic qualification justification analysis has been made (Ref. 8).E

.

REFERENCES
General Electric Report, VPS-48-1245, " Seismic Qualification .

! 1.
Reevaluation of Nuclear Safety Related Equipment." for Perry Panels C61-i - j
P001, H13-P868, H13-P869, and H13-P873, 12/12/83. .

'

j 2. GAI Elementary Wiring Diagrams, B-208-176, sheets 200 through 207
, ;

Emergency Service Water System Process Instrumentation.
3. Emergency Closed Cooling Water System Process Instrumentation. .

g; 4 GAI Purchase Specification SP-591, Power Generation Control Complex and . . . .

Control Room Panels, Rev. IV, 3/01/78.
j

GAI Engineering Change Notice 245L-033-01, "PGCC Change Package #10j 5.
Attachment 467," Rev. (-), 1/31/83.

0 6. GAI Engineering Change Notice 245H-033-01 "PGCC Change Package #7,.-

Attachment 339," Rev. (-), S/03/82 and Rev. 4,3/29/84.
;

,,I
;i
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7. GAI Environmental Qualification Report Seismic Qualification
Justification for ECM 245L-033-01 Attachment 467. Rev. O, 6/17/83.

8. GAI Letter PY-GAI/50-16637, G.S. Xoenig to J.H. Bellack, 8/28/84.
9. CEI Letter to GE, unnumbered, P.R. Hess to F. Miotti, GEN Quote 224

Remote Shutdown Panel Equipment Upgrade, 12/09/83.
.
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06.8-1 (Deficiency) Flexible Canduit Separation at Rack H51-P1124
'

BACXGROUND
To assure adequate independence of redundant safety-related systems, IEEE
Std. 384-1974 and USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.75 (Ref. 2 and 3) prescribe"

.

minimum separation distances needed between redundant divisions of safety-|

]j related equipment and distances to be maintained from other non-safety-
related equipment. Gilbert separation criteria (Ref.1) required a one inch

-

.]
minimum separation distance between Class 1E and non-Class 1E conduits.i

q
DESCRIPTION

'

At local rack 1H51-P1124, the IP45R-38A flexible conduit for safety-related
instrument IP45-N250 is in close proximity to the IR61A-192X flex'ble .

:3 conduit for non-Class IE instrument IP45-N251A. During the plant inspectio. ,
-n

] the team determined that these two flexible conduits could actually be in
direct contact with one another since there are no provisions to assure

j maintenance of the required one inch minimum separation. Physical contact'j between these conduits can be postulated for a design basis seismic event.t
1

! BASIS
! A one inch minimum spacing requirement (Ref.1) was not achieved between two
l flexible conduits at the H51-P1124 rack.

'
N. IMPACT ON DESIGN

l A minor field hardware change, such as use of light-weight conduit spacers,
!

is required to assure that the minimum separation distance is maintained
' under both normal and abnormal plant conditions. Re-analysis and

. d' documentation changes do not appear necessary.|

E

EXTENT
This item appears to be a. random occurrence based on a review of other local*

racks and flexible conduits.P .

O REFERENCES

h 1. GAI Drawing, 0-214-004, " Electrical Conduit and Tray Separation
Criteria," rev. L, 5/17/84.

2. IEEE Trial-Use Std. 384-1974, " Criteria for Separation of Class 1E
-

<

Equipment and Circuits."
f 3. USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.75, Physical Independence of Electric Systems,

. Rev. 2, 9/78.

.

e
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06.8-2 (Deficiency) Cable Separation Within Panel 1H13-P9048

BACKGROUND .
.

- To assure adequate independence of redundant safety-related systems, IEEE
Std. 384-1974 and USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.75 (Ref. 2 and 3) prescribe
minimum separation distances needed between redundant divisions of safety-
related equipment and distances to be maintained from other non-safety-
related equipment. Within safety-related panels, Gilbert has specified
separation criteria for redundant cables and wiring (Ref.1). This -

requirement is stated in SP-617 as "where equipment and wiring within a
. single panel consists of more than one division, then each division shall be
physically and electrically separated from any other division....and a steel

l barrier, of 1/8 inch minimum thickness, shall separate sections containing
~'

--- different divisions. Where adjacent panel sections share a common steel
- plate, their components shall be mounted a minimum of one inch away from the

plate."-

DESCRIPTION
In control room panel 1H13-P904B, division 1 cables are in direct contact
with the walls of the internal metal enclosure housing division 2 components,

and wiring. A mintmum air distance of one inch is required by Gilbert'
separation criteria used for other balance-of-plant safety-related panels
(Ref.1).'

BASIS'; The one inch minimum air gap spacing requirement of Gilbert specification:
SP-617 applicable to a similar balance-of-plant safety-related panel 'it not
satisfied by the cable routing installation within panel 1H13-P9048.

IMPACT ON DESIGN
Minor cable re-routing changes may be required to assure that the minimum
separation distance is maintained. It may be possible to confirm by~ analysis~

of the potential for fire damage within this panel that there is no need to
- re-locate the cables. Documentation changes do not appear to be necessary.

EXTENT
This item appears to be a random occurrence based on a review of wiring and'

; cables in other safety-related control room panels.

REFERENCES
~

1. GAI Specification SP-617, Reactor Remote Shutdown Panel C61-P001, rev.,

II,3/23/77
T 2. IEEE Trial-Use Std. 384-1974, " Criteria for Separation of Class 1E

Equipment and Circuits." -

3. USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.75, Physical Independence of Electric Systems, ,
rev. 2, 9/78.
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U3.2-1 (Unresolved Item) Thermal Conditions for Design RHR - HX
.

BACKGROUND
Figure 5.4 - 14 of the FSAR describes temperature and pressure conditions in
the residual heat removal system, including the related portions of the ESW !

system, for fourteen different modes of operation. Consideration of theseI

j pressures and temperatures in design of piping for these systems is required
by the design specifications (References 1 and 2). It is not usually

'necessary to analyze in detail all such temperature conditions since the
- |

- design condition with the highest temperatures usually establishes the
,

i

governing condition for thermal expansion induced stresses. - The governingo

design condition should be considered.
'

n DESCRIPTION
In the analyses (References 3 and 4) of the thermal expansion induced

. stresses in piping connected to the residual heat removal heat exchangers,
potentially governing conditions with high operating temperatures were not'

adequately considered. In the analysis of the emergency service water
system piping, (Reference 4) the heat exchangers and connected piping are

-

'l

Lf assumed at a uniform temperature of 1340F. For one of the modes of
operation, the primary side temperatures are specified in the design
specification as 4800F inlet and 1400F outlet. The team considers that the*,

}
higher temperatures should have been used in the analysis as the governing

!
condition. This higher te'mperature condition would result in differential
vertical growth of the heat exchangers and thus affect the analysis of the

J
',

ESW system piping (Reference 3).
-

; -f
The General Electric interface drawiag for the heat exchangers (Reference 5)
has a note regarding the use of average temperatures for design analysis.
It appears that the note was not properly interpreted. Analysis of this

f. piping using the icwer temperatures resulted in nozzle loads which exceededH the interface allowable but were accepted by General Electric, (Deficiency*,

i 03.1-3).

POTENTIAL BASIS
l- Specified design conditions were not fully or properly considered for pipe

stress analysis. It appears that pipe stress analysis was not performed fqr
the potential governing thermal conditions for design.

-

POTENTIAL IMPACT ON DESIGN
The impact of this error may result in hardware changes. Reanalysis of the
piping with the higher temperatures plus the results of reanalysis in

-

resolving Deficiency 03.2-5 can result in unacceptable nozzle overloads.'!
4 '

1 EXTENT

j This may affect both trains of the residual heat removal system.
.l.

REFERENCES
-] Gilbert Design Specification - DSP-E-12-1-4549-00, RHR Piping, Rev. 2

, .

1.
I: 5/31/83

2. ~ Gilbert Design Specification - DSP-P45-2-4549-00, ESW Piping, Rev. 2,
6/30/83

3.. Gilbert Piping' Analysis - IE 12 G25A,1tHR Piping, Rev. 3, 10/28/83Q 4. - Gilbert Piping Analysis - 1E 12 G12A, RHR Piping 5. General Electrica
Interface Drawing - No. 762 E108, Rev. 3, 03/02/78

.
'
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U3.4-6 (Unresolved Item) Dynamic Interaction

BACKGROUND
Structural steel that exhibits a frequency response of less than 33 Hz
during a seismic event may interact dynamically witn the piping that it,

e

j supports. Such dynamic interaction shifts the frequency response of the
piping system, and could engage higher spectral accelerations. Pipe.j stresses and support reactions for the piping-support steel system wouldl

! then be higher than the pipe stresses and support reactions computed for the
-

l decoupled piping system.

With the exception of the reactor pressure vessel, Gilbert does not consider
dynamic interaction effects. FSAR Subsection 3.7.2.3 notes that: "When .
subsystems are uncoupled from the system analysis, the energy feedback is
ignored. Thus, more conservative results are generated for both subsystem

-

and system responses (Reference 13). In this plant design, only the reactor
vessel is coupled with the structure in the dynamic analysis. All other
equipment is uncoupled from the structures." (The FSAR reference is listed
below as Reference 2).

:

}
The assertion that. uncoupled analysis will generate more c'onservative
results for both subsystem and system responses is based on a 1979 technical;

'! presentation, and does not appear to be borne out by more recent research.
For example, the December'*1983 newsletter of the Eartnquake Engineering-

Research Center at the University of California (Reference 1) notes that
"The conventional method-for analysis of secondary systems is the floor,

! rssponse spectrum method...."
,

i "This conventional method of analysis has several serious deficiencies,
j First, it leglects the effect of interaction between the primary and
1

secondary systems. This can be significant when one,or more freque,ncies of
' the secondary system are in resonance with the frequencies of the primary-

:
system. Neglecting such interaction results in an overestimation of the

| response, in some cases by as much as several hundred percent."

"The second problem is that the modal combination rules used are incorrect
and do not account for such important effects as cross-coerelations between
support motions and between modal responses. Thus, the estimated responses

j can be grossly in error, both on the conservative side as well as on thei

.I unconservative side."
I

] There is no documented evidence that the above FSAR assertion with respect
OESCRIPTION

-

to uncoupling has been confirmed for actual Perry hardware. For exa::iple.
!

| emergency service water (ESW) system pipe supports IP45-H103 and -H104 are .
; supported on a tee-shaped steel configuration made up of W6x20 beams. The
1 stiffness of the structural steel is approximately 40,000 lbs/in. The

' l magnitude of the pipe dead load is 5387 lbs. The fundamental frequency of .
.

the support steel is therefore approximately 8-9 Hz, which is well below the
33 Hz cutoff frequency normally used H seismic analysis to assess possible
dynamic interaction. The node point ca. ion to supports IP45-H103 and -H104
was modeled as a rigid support in the dead load and seismic piping analysis."
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POTENTIAL BASIS
'l Contrary to ANSI N45.2.11-1974, Gilbert has not identified the nejd to

verify the assumption that decoupling is conservative, based on analyses of
actual system pipe supports.

'

POTENTIAL IMPACT ON DESIGN
Some reanalysis may be required to determine the need for any hardware
modi fications. Hardware modifications may be necessary for the above
emergency service water system pipe supports. -

-
I,

EXTENT
Except for the reactor pressure vessel, Gilbert h65 not. considered dynamic
interaction effects in piping analyses.

POST CUT 0FF WORK
Gilbert informed the team that it plans to modify pipe supports IP45-H103
and H104.

REFERENCES
1. UCal EERC News, December 1983, Vol. 7, No. 4
2. Chen, C., "The Uncoupling Criteria for Subsystem Seismic Analysis";

Paper No. K8/1, Invited Lecture at the 5th International Conference on
Structural Mechanics in Reactor Technology, Berlin, Germany, August 1979

i
'! also, published in " Nuclear Engineering and Design," Volume 57, No. 2
j May 1980, pp. 245-252.
i
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U4.2-g (Unresolved) Discrepancy in Seismic Models

BACKGROUND
When seismic Category I structures are founded on soil or soil backfill, the
founding material and the surrounding soil will influence the structural
responses during seismic events. Adjacent buildings founded on this
surrounding soil will affect the soil properties and hence will have effects3

on the structural responses. Therefore, adjacent buildings founded on soil
surrounding a building are normally modeled as part of the seismic analysis

-

for that building.

DESCRIPTION
The Diesel Generator Building is founded on Class A backfill, and has .
buildings adjacent to it on three sides, the Control Complex to the east,
the Radwaste Structure to the north, and the Service Building to the south.
In. the Diesel Generator Building seismic analysis (Reference .1), there were

Thetwo seismic models, the east-west model and the north-south model.
Control Complex was modeled into the east-west model, but the north-south
model did not model either the Service Building or the Radwaste Suilding.,

]

POTENTIAL BASIS'
.

~

GAI needs to confirm whether there is another Diesel Generator Building
seismic analysis which models the Radwasta and Service Buildings or that

-,

]1 the effects of- the Radwas'te and Service Buildings on the results of the
~j Diesel Generator Building seismic analysis are negligible.

POTENTIAL IMPACT ON DESIGN'

i:i Subject to the above confirmation, the seismic analysis of the Diesel
Generator Building may need to be redone,'

l EXTENT ~
-

ij The only other Category I buildings founded on soil are the Radwast'e
'j Building and Off-gas Building. GAI should determine whether this unresolved

item is applicable to these buildings.+

,}
. 1 REFERENCES

'J 1. GAI Calculation 10.10.2, Diesel Generator Building, Seismic Analysis,
.

Joint Elevations, Joint Weights, and Mass Moment of Inertia

i
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U4.10-3 (Unresolved) Assumption Made Without Documentation in
Designing Slabs with Trench

BACKGROUND
Concrete floor slabs normally have uniform thickness. When trenches exist.
the thickness of the floor slab is reduced at the trenches, more rigorous' Several

.! analysis is required, and more reinforcemen*. is generally needed.
analyses are usually attempted to identify the most critical section of the1

eI trenched floor slab for analysis and design.
-

,

DESCRIPTION.
The Diesel Generator Building has numerous trenches in the floor slab at EL

- 620'-6". The designer selected one worst case slab section for flexural
,

' design and another for shear capacity (Reference 1). The choice of these
sections was not documented, so it was not possible to confirm that they
were the worst cases.

q
POTENTIAL BASIS
Without documented evidence of the assumed worst slab sections in the design
calculation, the results of the analysis may be unconservative. , ,

,

'

POTENkIALIMPACTONDESIGN
GAI should confirm that the sections chosen were the worst cases in the slab;l analysis and design.

~

'

I .

! EXTENT

d
GAI should review other t'renched slab designs to determine that the worst
sections of slab were chosen for analysis and design.j

7t
REFERENCES

-

-

?| GAI Calculation 10:04.2, Diesel Generator Building, Foundation Mat at1. '

El. 620'-6"1
,-

q
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US.2-1 (Unresolved) Motor Accelerating Times

BACKGROUND

i Loads are added onto the Emergency Diesel Generator in a minimum of 5 second
increments in accordance with the Diesel Generator Loading Sequence Logic!

(Reference 1), the FSAR Section 8.3.1.1.3.2a and the standby Diesel
Generator Load List (Reference 2). The team reviewed the Class IE 4000 volt
and 460 volt induction motor specification (Reference 3) to determine the

-

i

requirement placed upon the motor vendor to provide a motor capable of
starting and accelerating the driven equipment at minimum voltage within theg

P
h

sequence interval. The team also reviewed motor data to determine the
: calculated or actual accelerating times.

DESCRIPTION
'The accelerating curve (speed and. current vs. time) for- the emergency

1 service water pump motor (Reference 4) indicates that this pump will not~

reach rated speed within 5 seconds with minimum starting voltage (75% of
motor rated voltage) but instead will require 9 seconds. The Class 1E motore

d specification does not require the motor to be sized to accelerate its load
1 up to speed within 5 seconds at 75% of rated voltage. The emergency service

Thewater pump is loaded on the diesel generator at the 10 second point.
;

next load is not added until 50 seconds, therefore no problem exists for
this load. Motor accelerating data is not available for all large Class 1E

-

e
motors. Vendor supplied or GAI calculated data for a number of the 4000 volt
and 460 volt motors starting at the zero or 5 second step indicate
accelerating times in the 4 to 7 second range. It could not be determined
by the team if these times were at minimum voltage or if the load inertia
was considered. No requirement exists in the motor testing procedure
(Reference 5) to record the accelerating times of 460 volt Class IE Motors.

POTENTIAL BASIS
The statement in -the FSAR section 8.3, 1.1.3.2a which states ". . .'large

.
.

motors will have attained rated speed . . . before succeeding loads are
applied" could not be confirmed because there is no specification
requirement to define minimum accelersting times nor have accelerating timesH

4 been provided by the motor vendors for all Class 1E motors under load and at
75% of motor rated voltage.

POTENTIAL IMPACT ON DESIGN
Reanalysis of the diesel generator-loading mhy be required if preoperational
tests determine that large motors are not up to speed before the next diesel

4
generator loading sequence step begins."

EXTENT
'

This is a systematic problem because the motor specification does not
require the motor to be sized to bring the load up to speed within 5 seconds 1

'

at minimum voltage.
.. -

REFERENCES
,,,,

u 1. GAI Document 55-802-997, Diesel Genarator Loading Sequence Logic,-i

3/26/84ni
GAI Program E0720GLD, Standby Diesel Generator Load List, Rev.0, 5/30/84.j 2.

3. GAI. Specification SP 550, Class 1E 4000 Volt and 460 Volt Induction'

Motors, Rev.VII, 6/9/81
1 4. GAI Document 60-073-0, SpeedandCurrentvs.TimeCurve(ESWP),5/19/784

9 5. CEI Test Procedure GEN-E-005, Testing of Motors , Rev. 4, 2/82
A-277-J
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US.8-2 (Unresolved Item) Power Monitor"

F
~

BACXGROUND
GE designed electrical circuitry for initiation of class 1E protectivec

j
functions as a result of a LOCA is shown on elementary diagrams B-208-055

' sheets A07,A08,A12 (References 1,2,3) and B-208-060 sheet A04 (Reference 4).(!
This class 1E circuitry is fully redundant. Divisional protective signals
initiated as a result of a LOCA actuate logic train A or 8, which providek protective actuation sigaals for safety-related equipment suppifed by GE as

-

L
part of the Nuclear Steam Supply System to mitigate the consequences of the,

accident. Reactor protection system test sigcals or operator manual action_

can also actuate the divisional logic trains. The GE logic trains also
u

,

.- - |provide an output (a rehy contact closure) for the LOCA signalg -
This is accomplished by division 1 |v

multiplication circuit designed by GAI.
relay 1E12A-X110A (Reference 1) and division 2 relay 1E12A-K110B(Reference

'-

2). The contact closure provided by GE is used by GAI to actuate a division
i;

,. _ 1 or division 2 relay train which provides similar protective actuation
h signals for safety related equipment within the balance of plant design.

The GAI relay. trains (often referred to as LOCA multiplication circuitry)
.

, are shown on elementary diagrams B-208-055 sheets A100 thru A103 (References
The. S through 8); these relay trains are also redundant to one another.

- -

v. division 1 and division 2 GAI relay trains each consist of two sets of
] parallel connected relays.(one set for LOCA initiated signals, the other set4 for combined LOCA initiated signals). Typical examples of protectivej
d actuation signals provided by these relay trains are containment isolation |

D signals, itotor operated valve actuation, and motor start signals,

d
DESCRIPTION? The GE logic train design provides for periodic testing of the protection
system and the. actuation device in accordance with ReJulatory Guide 1.22,

F (Reference 13). The GE circuitry (Reference 1 and 3) has a logic bu.s A (S)id -

power monitor relay and a test switch to alert the operator when 125V DC bus,4 Bus power is critical because the logic trainpower is not available.p relays are normally de-energized and must energize to provide actuation
% signals. With respect to actuation of the balance of plant LOCA

multiplication circuitry, relays 1E12A-K110A (B) must energize to provide a!g
q contact closure. Loss of bus power would disable the logic train and theq respective GAI relay train. The team reviewed the power distributionR

elementary diagrams B-208-215 sheets 25 and 30 (References 9 and 10) for the
GAI LOCA multiplication circuitry (References 5 thru 8). Division 1 bus

O,
power is supplied from 125 VDC panel ED-1-A through a disconnect switch .

Power to each of two
(5012) on each side of the line which is fused at 30A.
groups of division 1 relays is supplied through a disconnect switch on eachm.Lj
side of the line which are fused at 10 A (F580 thru F583). The powerJ distribution for the division 2 relay circuit is identical in configuration.

i
|4 Power available for the division 1 and division 2 balance of plant LOCA

multiplication circuitry is not monitored. Because power available is notf 1 monitored, the team concluded that a blown fuse or disconnect switch. . .

'q
inadvertently left open would remain undetected during the interval between . . . .

1 Because a,I periodic testing periods of the entire divisional logic train.i
loss of power could occur and remain undetected, we concluded that power
available for the division 1 and division 2 balance of plant LOCA,

i
~

The teammultiplication circuits could not be deschstratea or eitsured.4

therefore postulated that power was unavailable for one division of thei

j

9
. .
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balance of plant LOCA multiplication circuitry. We also postulated that
upon occurence of a design basis accident, the redundant LOCA multiplication
circuit experienced a single active failure which disabled the circuit. -

Based on this postulated scenario, all protective actuation functions
provided by the balance of plant LOCA multiplication circuitry for both
divisions would be disabled.

The team was concerned that this design may violate Paragraph 4.2 of IEEE ~

Standard 279-1971, as committed to in FS/R Tables 1.8-1 and 8.1-2 with
respect to the single failure criteria. GAI considers that the balance of

s - plant LOCA multiplication circuits meet the singla failure criteria of IEEE
Standard 279-1971 because redundant multiplication logic has been provided.-

.GAI pointed out that the design allows for inserv ce test ng of eachi i
redundant logic circuit in compliance with Regulatory Guide 1.22 and lack of

,

a power monitor in these balance of plant circuits is not a violation of any
standard, guide or criteria. However, GE has us'ed a power monitor in the
Nuclear Steam Supply System LOCA protection logic and GAI has used power -

monitors at motor control center cubicles for class 1E equipment, such as
motors and valves. Therefore, the GE design and other portions of the GAI
design reflect a conservative design. Lack of a power nonitor for the .

e
balance of plant LOCA multiplication circuitry, which is an essential>

i circuit, is not consistent with the GE design philosophy and GAI design in
4 other areas. .,

~

POTENTIAL BASIS .

]~
The team and GAI disagreed whether the GAI divisional circuitry design for
initiation of LOCA and combined LOCA protective actuation functicns violates
paragraph 4.2 of IEEE Std. 279-1971 with respect to single failure criteria.
However, see POTENTIAL IMPACT ON DESIGN.

POTENTIAL IMPACT ON DESIGN - .
.

j Gilbert infomed the team that it plans to add a power monitor.
f

EXTENT
This item is an isolated case based on our limited review.

REFERENCES
1. GAI Elementary Otagram B-208-055 E12 Div.1 Sh.A07, Residual Heat Removal

System Relay Logic Bus "A" (GE Elementary Diagram 828E534CA Sh.6a

Rev.14),Rev.J,4-25-84.
2. GAI Elementary Diagram B-208-055 E12 Div.2 Sh.A08, Residual Heat Removal'

System Relay Logic Bus "B" (GE Elementary Diagram 828E534CA Sh.7

h- Rev.17),Rev.H,4-25-84. .

.) 3. GAI Elementary Diagram B-208-055 E12 Div.2 Sh.A12. Residual Heat Rimoval*

.j System MCC power Loss (GE Elementary Diagram 828E534CA Sh.8 Rev.3), Rev.-

.; H, 4-25-84.
4 GAI Elementary Diagram B-208-060 E21 Div.1 Sh.A04, Low Pressure Core4

Spray System Relay Logic and Testable Check Valve F006 (GE Elementary - -
,

,

Diagram 828E535CA Sh.4 Rev.9 and Sh 5 Rev.12), Rev. G, 9-13-83.
--

5. GAI Elementary Diagram B-208-055 E12 Div.1 Sh.A100, Residual Heat
Removal System LOCA Signal, Rev.0, 2-17-83.

.j -..,

j.

y .

j
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6. GAI Elementary Diagram B-208-055 E12 Div.2 Sh.A102, Residual Heat

Removal System LOCA Signal, Rev.E. 2-17-83.
7. GAI Elementary Diagram B-208-055 E12 Div.1 Sh.A101, Residual Heat''

Remnval System Combined LOCA Signal, Rev.D, 7-16-81.
8. GAI Elementary Diagram B-208-055 E12 Div.2 Sh.A103, Residual Heat

Removal System Combined LOCA Signal, Rev.D. 7-16-81
9. GAI Elementary Diagram B-208-215 R42 Div.1 Sh.25, DC System Aux. Relay

Panel 1H13-P872 Power Distribution, Rev.A.1-31-79.
10. GAI Elementary Otagram B-208-215 R42 Div.2 Sh.30, DC System Aux. Relay

'

Panel 1H13-P871 Power Distribution, Rev.A.1-31-79.
~

11. IEEE Std 279, Criterf a for Protection Systems for Nuclear. Power-
;Generating Stations, 1971.'
'

12. IEEE Std 379,~ Application of Single Failure Criterion to Nuclear Power
1 Generating Station Class 1E Systems, 1977. |

|
13. USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.22 Perirdic Testing of Protection System |

J-
Actuation Functions, Rev.0, 2-72.

14. USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.47, Bypassed and Inoperable Status for Nuclear
Power Plant Safety Systems, 5-73.
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U6.6-1 (Unresolved Item) Lack of Documentation Confirming That the Scram

|; Discharge Volume Piping is Adequately Sized

BACKGROUNDj The scram discharge volume piping is the collection point for water
9 discharged from the control rod drive hydraulic units. When a scram occurs

it is necessary that sufficient volume exists to accommodate the water;j displaced from the hydraulic control units of the scram mechanisms to the
-

W scram discharge volume piping. In May 1984, during a General Eelctric; criteria compliance review, Gilbert discovered that no mechanical department-

sizing calculation for the scram discharge volume piping exists.

DESCRIPTION
'

As of' August 1984, no effort had been made to calculate 'the existing scram
discharge volume and compare it to the General Electric design specification(
(Reference 1) for this system, as required by Appendix BB of the Perryi,

{ Procedures Manual (Refe'rence 2).

POTENTIAL BASIS"y The sizing of the scram discha'rge volume may not meet the requirements of
the General Electric design specification.

3 POTENTIAL IMPACT ON DESIGN
Inability of the scram discharge volume to meet the General Electric sizing-|

!
requirements would require hardware changes to increase available volume.

:)
EXTENT
The team identified other cases where required calculations were notA,
performed, e.g. 02.1-1, 02.1-3, 02.1-4, 04.12-2, 05.8-3, 05.12-3, and

/ 06.3-1. ,

Dr REFERENCES
1. General Electric Design Specification 22A6094

.] 2. Perry Procedures Manual, Appenix BB, General Electric Criteria Compliances.;~'
Review
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02.4-2 (Observation) Interaction of Non-Safety-Related Structures and
Components on Safety-Related Structures Systems, and Components Following
Jet Impingement 1.oadings,

BACXGROUND
High energy line break locatioris are identified by the Gilbert piping
discipline for Gilbert designed piping systems and by General Electric forThe mechanical disciplinepiping within the nuclear steam supply system.

j transmits to each discipline the high energy jets patterns, depicted on.

Based on the jet maps and a table of jetdrawings called jet maps.j
pressures as a function of distance from the break, each discipline is.-1

1- required to design safety-related equipment required for safe shutdown to- - -
withstand the jet impingement forces.

DESCRIPTION
The high energy jet impingement evaluations do not consider the interaction

-

l,
effects of non-safety-related structures, systems, and components within the1
jet stream on essential safety-related structures, systems, and components.;

!
The exception is that jet impingement loads on floor gratings and platforas ~

|
are included in their respective structural analyses.

'

Gilbert made a decision based upon their interpretation of regulatory:

requirements not to consi. der protection requirements for safety systems from
<

During a March, 1981 meeting (Reference 1) it wasnon-safety systems.
! concluded that, from a probablistic standpoint and in view of the fact that
; a safety system is designed for the jet impingement load; the secondaryi effect of the non-safety system becoming a missile as a result of the jet

impingement is not a required load condition. In April,1981 (Reference 2)
,

+

the mechanical discipline did identify that Regulatory Guide 1.70,
, subsection 3.6.1.2 required a . description of the analysis of the potential

effects of secondary missiles from jet impingement or whipping pipe on
essential safety-related components. In October,1982 (Reference 3) in

-

response to an Assistance Request Form from an internal Gilbert piping
organization concerning secondary missiles resulting from jet impingement, a,

fj mechanical discipline engineer stated that "the pipe rupture criteria toq which our analysis is being done does not specifically address this topic "
,j The response summarized that project personnel would receive corporate

^ disposition on this topic. During October,1983 (Reference 4) in response;

to a request from CEI personnel, other architect engineering firms were
contacted by Giu.ert to inquire what, if any, industry position was evolving
on the effect of missiles which may be produced by jet impacts on non-safety

'

.] The conclusion of this survey was that the position of Gilbert ,

components.
should be that detailed review of possible missiles due to jet impacts on

,

'j piping and equipment not safety-related (1) will not produce significant
.improvements in nuclear safety, (2) is not intended nor required by NRC

staff or published criteria, (3) is counter to the industry practice and,
therefore, (4) is not in the best interest of our clients or of the

.

e

industry.

ANSI /ANS 58.2 (Reference 6), which describes the design basis for protection
of light water nuclear power plants against effects of postulated pipe'

rupture, states that targets which through their impairment could propagate

|
damage to essential structures and components.shall be evaluated (e.g., wall

-

~

.
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3 or floor collapse, pipe rupture, initiation of missiles, etc.). This i

, d) standard implies a consensus of those within the industry and, therefore, !

>

Gilbert was incorrect in its assessment that consideration of such effects.i
--I is not industrial practice.

-

!

$ Contrary to the probabilistic basis cited in the March 1981 meeting, Gilbert
has not performed an analysis to demonstrate that the probability of damage
to a safety-related structure, system. or component is sufficiently small,

'

such that detailed reviews of possible missiles due to jet impacts on non- -

safety related piping and equipment are not required.
%

BASIS"

There is no FSAR commitment to evaluate interaction of non-safety and safety9
j

~' structures, systems and components with regard to jet impingement effects.
t

J RECOMMENDATION
I Gilbert should reassess this area based on items not considered previously ,

>! such as ANSI /ANS 58.2, probabilistic analysis and screening criteria to-

identify plant areas where non-safety / safety interactions would be most.i
significant.

,

* * .

1 REFERENCES
; 1. GAI Minutes of Meeting, Support of Non-Safety Systems, 3/30/1981

1 2. GAI Memorandum from D. Stevens to W. Leininger, Meeting of March 3C,
1981 on " Support of--Non-safety Systems".. PY-DIOR-026 Rev. O, 4/14/1981j

3. GAI Response to ARF f OR-SV-503 by J. Silva, PY-DIDR-085 Rev. 5
4 10/19/82.j
S *4. GAI Memorandum from D. Stevens to F. Moreadith and W..Leininger,

II Regulatory Position on Effect of Missiles Which May Be Produced by Jet
Impacts on Non-Safety Components - BWR's, 10/4/83

- 5. 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix A, General Design Critera for Nuclear P,ower ,

;7 Plants
6. American Nuclear Society Standard ANSI /ANS 58.2-1980, Design Basis for

Protection of Light Water Nuclear Power Plants Against Effects of
Postulated Pipe Rupture
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l 03.4-5 (Observation) Added Mass for Trapeze Hangers

BACKGROUND
pipe support configurations such as trapeze hangers may require the addition

-

For hangers providing verticalj of mass to the piping analytical model.
support with no lateral restraint, the pipe drives the support mass for a;

j seismic event in the horizontal plane. For hangers providing lateral
support with no vertical restraint, the pipe supports a proportion of the

'

]q support dead weight, and drives the support mass for a seismic event in the
-

vertical plane. Considering trapeze support weight in the piping analysis.

may change the frequency response of the piping system and engage higher (or
t

lower) seismic accelerations.".

,

'

DESCRIPTION
.

i
The emergency service water (ESW) system pipe support drawings (References[ 1, 2) are examples of vertical and lateral hangers that might require the

i Gilbert has provided noaddition of weight at the support. point pipe nodes.
guidance to the analyst to determine whether trapeze support weight should3

be added to the piping analytical model. One criterion which is used to;

; determine whether additional support weight should be . coded into the piping
,i

analysis is to compare the calculated support weight to the weight of a
';

flooded foot of. the supported pipe. If the support weight is greater, it is
~ coded into the piping analysis.

,.

BASIS
Gilbert has no commitment to consider trapeze support weight in piping..

4

analyses.
,

RECOMMENDATION*

Gilbert should develop screening criteria for determining when trapeze
support weight should be coded into piping analyses. As a minimum,,the
above emergency service water system examples should be analyzed for the

'

s
'

effects of weight of the supports on piping analyses.

~

REFERENCES 04-4549-5-322-791, Sheet 614.2, Rev. 0 (for IP45-
1 1. Gilbert Drawing No.

f H614) 04-4549-5-322-791, Sheet 102.2, Rev. A, (for IP45-
2. Gilbert Orawing No.

H102)

!
~
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03.5-1 (Observation) Ball Joint Qualification, GAI*

'

BACKGROUND
The piping fabrication specification (Reference 1) covering the safety-
relief valve discharge lines within the Gilbert scope contained provisions
for design and qualification of the ball joints for.use in those lines.
This specification stated that "10-inch ball joints shall be essentially
identical to those furnished for Perry under General Electric purchase
specification No. 21A3536." The Gilbert specification required that they. be

-

designed, manufactured, tested, and inspected in accordance with the code.
--

A certified ASME III design specification for the joints was included in the
- -

fabrication specification. Product qualification requirements were also
included which defined the service coaditions to which the ball joints would
be subjected and required qualification tests for the following areas: -

1. Low Pressure Leakage
2. Radiation Life
3. Endurance Cycle Life
4. Vibration
5. Shock
6. Temperature Cycling -

1

1 DESCRIPTION

.! Correspondence in the file (Reference'2) for the fabrication specification
indicates that reports wire submitted by the manufacturer in response to the

{ specification requirements for qualification tests and for the design justi-'

fication.

Correspondence from Gilbert (Reference 3) indicates that the qualification
test reports as submitted .did not meet the requirements of the specification
in that: .

. .

The radiation testing did not meet the requirements for neutron'

.

irradiation.
2 The endurance cycle life test reports do not show that the ball joints

were moved through the allowable 15 degrees angular displacement.
3. The shock tests were not run for the required number of cycles (5,000

,-
instead of 8,000).

4. The temperature cycle tests were not conducted through the temperature
ranges required by the specification.

1
A significant number of internal Gilbert communications and external corres-L;
pondence is on file to show that the concerns are being resolved by changes
to the specification such that requirements will be consistent with th&
qualification test reports submitted by the manufacturer. However,

.

.

engineering justification is not being adequately documented for the changes'

in the specifications.
. .

~

BASIS
This is not listed as a deficiency since the problems were identified by,

Gilbert, and are being resolved.
-

.

RECOMMENDATION
The revised requirements may adequately envelope the service conditions.,

%
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However, this should be confirmed and documented before the qualification
tests can be considered to be adequate.

REFERENCES '

j 1. GAI Specification SP-527-4349-00 Rev. II dated 3/21/77 Fabrication and
j Delivery of Safety Class Piping,
i 2. Letter, Pullman Power Products to GAI, PY-KEY /GAI dated 10/17/78
i 3. Letter, Gilbert / Commonwealth to Pullman Power Products, PY-GAI/KEL-1060

.

dated 8/5/81.
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04.2-10 (Observation) Wrong Earthquakes - Reactor Building Seismic
Analysis

BACKGROUND
Regulatory Guide 1.60 (Reference 1) specifies the general requirements andt

shapes with respect to ground response spectra curves for seismic design of
nuclear power plants. Section 2.5 and 3.7 of the FSAR indicate that the

- design response spectra curves used for plant seismic design are in
-

compliance with Regulatory Guide 1.60.

DESCRIPTION
The calculation package for the seismic analysis of the Reactor Building

-

(Reference 2) contains design response spectra curves which are completely-

different with respect to the shape of the curves from those contained in
Regulatory Guide 1.60 as committed to in the FSAR.

'

BASIS
The team's review of computer runs confirmed that the curves which differed'

from Regulato,ry Guide 1.60 provisions were not used in the seismic analysis.
The FSAR committed curves were used in the seismic analysis.

RECOMMENDATION! The team recommends that th'e response spectra curves contained in the
calculation for seismic analysis of the Reactor Building be voided and
replaced with the correct Regulatory Guide 1.60 spectra curves.

.

REFERENCES
USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.60, Design Response Spectra for Seismic Design1.
of. Nuclear Power Plants, Rev.1, December,1973. Tables I and II
GAI Calculation 3:05.0, Reactor Building, Seismic Analysis, pp.,7 and 8-
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} 04.2-12 (Observation) Response Spectrum Curve Inconsistent with 1

| Regulatory Guide 1.60 |
i

.

'I

BACXGROUND
Regulatory Guide 1.60 (Reference 1) specifies the general provisions of
design response spectra curves. The Regulatory Guide also specifies the,

The FSAR>

'I amplification factors for control points at various frequencies.
states that the design response spectra used for the se.ismic analyses are in

-

compliance with Regulatory Guide 1.60.e

DESCRIPTION
-The Perry tunnel analysis reports (References 2 and 3) contain design. . .

response spectra curves as input to the seismic analysis. . The shape of the
-.

~ 0.5% damping spectrum curve does not comply with commitments to Regulatory
Guide 1.60.

BASIS .

The 0.5% damping spectrum curve contained in the tunnel analysis reports was
1 .not used as input,to the seismic analysis of the tunnels.
,

RECOMMENDATION

! GAI should delete this 0.5,% damping spectrum curve from the tunnel analysis
reports.

, ,

f REFERENCES
-

1. USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.60, " Design Response Spectra for Seismic Design
;.

of Nuclear power Plants", Rev.1, December,1973.4

2. STRAAM Engineers (formally A. A. Mathews, Inc.), " Cooling and Emergency
Service Water Tunnels - Design of Final Concrete Lining", Figure 9.

3. Agbabian Associates " Stress Analysis of Perry Nuclear Power Plant.10-ft.-

Diameter Cooling Water and Emergency Service Water Tunnels",*

; R-7253-2-3519, June 1975, Figure 5
.!
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04.7-2 (Observation) Load Factor For Dead Load

i -

BACKGR0tjND

Regulatory Guide 1.142 (Reference 1) states that in designing concrete
structures a coefficient of 0.9 should be used for dead load hen it reduces,

!
the effects of the other loads. Also, ACI 318-71 code (Reference 2)
requires the use of 0.9 for dead load when it is combined with wind load or

-lateral earth pressure (Section 9.3). The FSAR does not commit to use such
' - . a Ic d factor for dead load in the design of concrete structures at the

Ptrry Nuclear Plant. In an audit conducted by NRC/NRR, the question was
raised as to why 0.9 was not used for the design of the ~drywell, Reactor

. Building basemat and the Auxiliary Building slab (Reference 3). GAI's
. - - - .. response shows that these particular structur,a1 elements are adequate even

if a load factor of 0.9 is used.
-

.

DESCRIPTION
In the design of the Fuel Handling Building walls (Reference 4), the
governing load combination used is 1.20 + 1.9F (where 0 = dead load, F =
operating basis earthquake load). This load combination causes axial

_

tension in the walls, which is the critical ' esign condition for moment and -

d

'1 shear (O causes compression and F causes tension). Also, in the design of
the ESW Pumphouse walls below El. 586'-6" (Reference 5), the governing load
combination used is 1.40 + 1.4G + 1.7H (where 0 = dead load, G = hydrostatic

'

loads, H = static earth pressure). In this case the dead load causes
j, compression in the wall section which increases the bending and shear

capacity. In both cases if a factor of 0.9 was used for dead load, the
design would be more critical. Namely, in the Fuel Handling Building walls

1 there will be higher axial tension and in the ESW Pumphouse walls there will
j be lesser compression which would decrease the shear capacity.

] *

BASIS
j The Perry FSAR does not commit to the use of a factor of 0.9 for dead load,
f if it reduced the effect of other loads. The design load combinations used
] for the concrete structures are consistent with the FSAR requirements.

RECOMMENDATION
GAI has made a commitment to evaluate the effect of using a coefficient of'

0.9 for dead load. This evaluation was made partially, and should be
extended to all structures where the load combination with a dead load
factor of 0.9 governs.

'

REFERENCES

]i 1. Regulatory Guide 1.142, Safety Related Concrete Structures for Nuclear
Power Plants, (other than Reactor Vessels and Containments) .

2. ACI 318-71, American Concrete Institute, Building Code Requirements for
Reinforced Concrete

3. Answer to NRC/NRR Question Item 40 . .

4. GAI Calculation 5:0.9-3.8, Walls From Elevation 620'-6" to Elevation ....

.! 682'-6"
5. GAI Calculation 26:13, ESW Pumphouse Elevation of Existing Structure for

Water to E1. 618'-0" *
'

,
,

. .
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04.7-3 (Observation) Height of Fuel Pool Walls

BACKGROUND
The Fuel Handling Building fuel pool walls extend to El. 620'-6". The pool

water elevation during normal operation is 619'-6". This results in l'-0"
of free board for the slashing of water during a seismic event.

-

,
OESCRIPTION

' ~ A seismic analysis performed by the GAI structural grou'p (Reference 1),
>

found that water in the pool would have a sloshing wave height of 8.74 ft.
s above normal water level. This means that water will overflow the pool"

*
~ during an earthquake; however, overflowing of the water.was not considered

-

in the overall design of the Fuel Handling Building.

BASIS
The team raised the question whether the sloshing of the water out of the

.y fuel pool would cause any problems. GAI stated that "... spent fuel still
has adequate coverage when lifted 14.0' during refueling; therefore a slash
of 7. 5 feet will not result in a loss of sufficient water to be a problem.
A review of the equipment in this area shows that the only equipment
potentially in the area of wetting are valves which have already been
qualified for 100". humidity environment". These two factors show that the
sloshing of water does not cause any design problems.,

!

1
-

; .-| RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that GAI document this sloshing effect in their design.!

!}
criteria, so that future modifications to equipment in the vicinity of the

]
fuel pool can be designed with consideration of sloshing effects.

-

) REFERENCES
'

,

;a 1. GAI Calculation 5:05.2-43, Fuel Handiing Building walls, E1.574'-10" to
620'-C" Initial Design, 3/28/81f}

2. GAI Response During Inspection, Additional Information dated 9/7/84

;.!
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d 05.4-1 (Observation) Division 3 OC System

X .

1

b BACKGROUND
Batteries and battery chargers provide the DC power to operate switchgear,"

- backup control and DC motors. The Division 3 DC system is provided by
General Electric as part of the NSSS package. The General Electric

.

description of the Division 3 DC system is contained in their Topical Report
7 on the high pressure core spray system power supply unit (Reference 1). The

-

j
- team compared this description with the actual installed equipment.

S DESCRIPTION ..

-
-

- The battery and battery charger installed at the site are a: larger size than
-

those cescribed in the General Electric. Topical Report. but do. agree.with
the~ description in a later General Electric document (Reference 2). The,;

3 Topical Report rather than the later General Electric information is
referenced in the responses to the NRC requests for additional information'

(Reference 3).

The team observed that the batteries were installed in the Division 3
switchgear room and a temporary plywood enclosure forms their'only physicaly protection. .9 .

d ~

i BASIS
The discrepancy between the two General Electric backup documents has notd
affected the GAI construction drawing (Reference 4), which is based upon the
latest information supplied from General Electric.

-j\4 RECOMMENDATION ~

The responses to the requests for additional information should be revised
q to reference the correct document.1IEEE standard 484 (Reference 5),does notq require the insta11atian of the' battery in a separate room but, because ith shares a common room with switchgear and other equipment, permanent physicali

d protection should be provided.
q
"I REFERENCES

9 1. General Electric Topical Report NEDO 10905-3, HPCS Power Supply Unit
Amendment 4, Aug. 1979

.
2. Stewart-Stevensons Owg. 22711CE, Division 3 DC System, Rev. C, 10/81

] 3. FSAR Response to Request for Additional Information RAI 430.103
4 6'

1- 4. GAI. Drawing 0-206-050, Division 3, DC System, Rev. J, 4/12/84 r-

'

5. IEEE Standard 484, Recommended Practice for Installation Design and
Installation of Large Lead Storage Batteries,1981,

+ ...

.
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05.6-1 (Observation) Motor Service Factor

BACKGROUND
In accordance with NEMA Standard MG-1, Section 14.35 (Reference 1), motors
are assigned a service factor which describes the capability of a motor to
operate overloaded. NEMA Standard MG1 is / invoked in the Perry motor
specification (Reference 2). Integral horsepower motors are designed with a

-service factor usually between 1.0 for totally enclosed motors to 1.15 for
motors with an open dripproof enclosure. During review- of the motor.
overcurrent protection, the team observed motor data provided by the-vendor'

o. obtained from t e motor namep a e and compared the protection provided
. ,

h lt' ' *

for the emergency service water pump motor (Service Factor 1.15, Reference
3) and the residual heat removal pump motor (Service Factor 1.0, Reference

-

4).
.

.

DESCRIPTION
CEI commitment in the response to the NRC request for additional information
RAI 430.80 to set the long time overcurrent protection for large motors at
150% of motor full load current does not consider the motor service factor.
The similar commitment in the FSAR section 8.3.'1.1.2.11 to size the' overload

-

fuse protection for smaller motors at 125% of motor full load current also
does not ' consider the motor service factor. This results in an effective
allowable overload for motors with a 1.0 service factor which is 20% higher
than motors with a 1.15 service factor.

. i.

BASIS
The Perry Project has no criteria or FSAR commitment to consider motor
service factor in its calculation of long time overcurrent protection.

1

RECCMMENDATION
The Perry Project Design Criteria /should be revised to address moto'r

3
i protection and differentiate between motors of different service factors.

Similar to the appproach used in the National Electrical Code Article 430,
J Part C (Reference 5), motor overload protection for motors with a service
,

l factor less than 1.15 should be lowered proportionately.

REFERENCES
1. NEMA MG-1, Motors and Gene'rators, 1978

2. GAI Specification SP-550, Class 1E 4000 Volt and 460 Volt Induction
Motors, Rev. VII, 6/9/81

3. GAI Document 459-96-353-0 ESWP Motor Instruction Bookn
l '

4. GE Occument 992C302RY, RHR Motor Data Sheet, Rev.3
]
! 5. NFPA-70, National Electrical Code,1984 ,

,

; . .
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05.6-2 (Observation) Battery Charger Feeder Breaker'

P
.

'

BACKGROUND
b The Class 1E battery chargers are load current limited devices which can
'u draw a maximum current of approximately 100 amperes from the AC bus during

the period of current limit operation (Reference 1). The battery charger is
self protected with a 150 ampere AC circuit breaker (Reference 2) if the
current limit circuit falls to limit the current. The size of the conductor .

used in the feeder for the battery charger is capable of carrying.236
The team reviewed the setting of the overcurrent relay on the unitamperes.e

substation breaker feeding the battery charger.i

h DESCRIPTION :--- -

The unit substation feeder breaker overcurrent relay setting was selected

with minimum current for the long) time overcurrent protection at 0.7 timesThis long time overcurrent protectionthe 225 ampere tap (157.5 amperes .
is set too close to the equipment incoming breaker (150 Amperes) to permit~

the battery charger breaker to clear the fault first.
-

SASIS - ,
.

There is no criteria that prohibits two breakers feeding a single load from
both reacting to an overcurrent at the same time.,

-3

~

RECOMMENDATION -

The battery charger feeder breaker overcurrent relay should be set to
protect'the cable and also coordinate with the downstream breaker similar to
the criteria stated in the Nuclear Design and Procurement Procedure 3-0310
-(Reference 5) for motor control center feeders.,,

REFERENCES
1. Power Conversion Products, inspection Data PS-74-32, Battery Charger.

'

.i- Final Test, 6/6/79
,

:9
~ 2. GAI Document 4549-96-282-3, Battery Charger Instruction Manual

:,

3. GAI OWG 0-206-023 Class 1E 480 Volt Bus EF-1-3 One Line Otagram, Rev.
H,4/12/84

4. CEI Form 995, Serial No. PY-489, Battery Charger Overcurrent Rel.,y
Setting,1/23/84

5. CAI Nuclear Design and Procurement Procedure 3-0310. Setting Change
g Request Form, Rev. 1,6/18/84 .

J.

I
'

i
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' 5.14-1 (Observation) DC Undervoltage Alarms'
0

BACKGROUNDThe nominal open circuit voltage of a 60 cell lead acid battery is 120
The DC system is designed to operate between a battery float voltage

of 135 volts and a minimum discharge voltage of 105 volts (Reference 1).volts.
The team reviewed the DC undervoltage alarms available to the operator and -

-

found two undervoltage clarms. The DC bus ED-1-B is monitored for
undervoltage and is alarmed at 120 volts (Reference 2). . Battery charger

--
"

EFD-1-A is instrumented with a low voltage alarm relay.:-This too is alarmed1
~

' at 120 volts. (Reference 3)
'

DESCRIPTIONBoth the DC bus undervoltage relay and the battery charger low voltage relay
are set at the nominal open circuit voltage of the battery and may not alarm

'. until an actual discharge occurs from the battery which would lower thel.oss of the battery charger isbattery terminal voltage below 120 volts,
also an alarm condition but this is determined by sensing for a minimum

''

Current may be drawn' from the battery charger, even at a lowcurrent. Therefore, this
.

voltage, by the steady state. direct current loads.
additional alann may not detect a deteriorated OC voltage.'

: ~

BASIS .I- The criteria of IEEE Stindard 308 requires that the DC system capability be
j monitored but does not specify an undervoltage alarm setting.
+

RECOMMENDATION
The battery charger DC low voltage alarm should be set close to the float
voltage and a time delay added to override any short time DC transient

This would alert the operator to a problem within the battery'j discharge. The DC buscharger before a total battery charger failure occurs.
undervoltage relay should be set closer to the minimum battery discharge
voltage to alert the operator to shed some DC load in order to raise the

-

voltage on the remaining loads.
,

REFERENCES
, 1. . GAI Engineering Design Guide, 0421-5.5.1, Storage Batteries and Racks,

6/6/74
,

CEI Fonn 995, Serial PY-332. OC Bus ED-1-B Undervoltage Relay ,

2.

CEI Fonn 995 Serial PY-291, Battery Charger EFD-1-A Relay Settir!g3.
,

.

i;
*
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: 05.14-2 (Observation) 480 Voit AC Bus Undervoltage Alarms
J

l
.

BACKGROUND
Undervoltage relays are provided on the 480 volt unit substations to monitor

*i the bus voltage. These relays have been set to alarm at 80% bus voltage

..|
(Reference 1). Electrical equipment is designed to operate over a fixed
voltage range. Motors at Perry have been specified to operate over a range

' of + 10% of motor rated voltage and be capable of starting with 75% nf rated
-4

voltage (Reference 2). Motors may be damaged if they are operated outside.
this voltage range.

li DESCRIPTION
A load flow study conducted by the Cleveland Electric Systems Planning
Department at the 480 volt level (Reference 3) indicated that, under certain
conditions of plant load, bus voltage could drop below the 80% alarm

' ' setpoiat during motor starting. No time delays are used on these
undervoltage alams to override transients, caused by motors starting.

-
Without time delays, nuisance alarms may result.

!. BASIS
-

l NRC Branch Technical Position PSB-1 (Reference 4) is concerned with the
i adequacy of station electric distribution system voltages, and states that
' the second lavel degraded grid voltage protection at the 4160 volt buses

should be set to protect-the 460 volt motors. The 480 volt bus undervoltage dj
. relays provide a backup alann and are not a licensing commitment.

i

l RECOMMENDATION
A time delay should be added to the 480 volt bus undervoltage alarm to1
override the motor starting transients.

'
*

..

REFERENCES
1. CEI Fonn 995 Serial PY-203, Bus EF-1-B, Undervoltage Relayj

:

2. GAI Specification SP-550, Class 1E 4000V and 460V Induction Motors,
- Rev.7,6/9/81
.

3. CEI Internal Memorandum to Systems Planning Department from D.
Disterhof, 3/30/83 -

4. NRC Branch Technical Position PSB-1, Adequacy of Station Electric'

Distribution System Voltages, Rev. O, July 1981
: , .

.
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! 06.2-5 (Observation) Separation List Orawing Changed to Conform with Lower
Tier Orawings

BACKGROUND
The Gilbert separation list drawing is 1 design vert fled document whose
purpose is to ensure proper implementation of explicit separation criteria
into many lower-tier drawings and specifications. The separation list serves -

as a high level criteria document for the project.

[ DESCRIPTION
Gilbert separation list drawing 55-804-858 (Ref.1) was revised in early

~1984 to conform with General Electric Power Generation Control Complex panel .| |

~ wiring diagrams. In this instance, a lower-tier design document appears to
have been used to change the requirements of a higher-tier Gilbert design
document. The team has two concerns with this particular change; namely, (1)

i an existing but unrecognized electrical separation problem present in the
lower-tier drawings was propogated into the Gilbert separation list (Ref.

'

Deficiency 6.2-2), and (2) hardware drawings were used to modify a design
criteria document rather than vice versa. ,

"

Gilbert personnel did detect the technical disagreement between the
separation list and the lower-tier wiring drawings; however, there is no
indication that the techn'ical significance of this disagreement was.

L
recognized when the sepaFation list was revised and subsequently re-
verified.

-

|
2

BASISc: While no procedure was violated by this drawing change, the team believes
@- that very few documents should influence the technical content of they separation list. Among these documents are FSAR licensing position changes,

IEEE Std. 384 or Regulatory Guide 1.75 changes, and additions or deletions3
'l of major pieces of equipment to be supplied, such as main control room
9 panels and local instrument racks.

'

-

RECOMMENDATION
The team believes that Gilbert should implement a specific design control
mechanism addressing the revision of higher-level criteria documents based,

] on technical information contained in lower-level hardware type documents.

REFERENCES
1. GAI Drawing 55-804-858, H13 Control Rocm Panel Separation List, Rev. B,

1/24/84. .

] GAI Drawing, B-208-222 sheet 370, Control Room Annunicator, Rev. D,2.';
,

j 6/09/81.
,
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